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CHAPTER 1
PROJECT EXPLANATION
1-1.

INTRODUCTION.

This final report for the DESCOM NC/CAM Study represents the results
of a one-year comprehensive effort, and details the general findings and
recomndations of the Study Group. A considerable amount of research
and investigation was conducted by participants from all DESCOM
installations. In addition, contacts and visitations to a number of
Army, Navy, and Air Force installations, other Federal Agencies, and
commercial industries, were beneficial in arriving at the final result.
A wide variety of data, technical reports, correspondencep brochures,
etc., and general discussions all were useful in analyzing and defining
the specific courses of action to follow and resulted in the positive
results of the study.
There was much coordination, and the group received excellent
cooperation throughout. The enthusiasm, eagerness, and positive
attitudes reflected by various personnel at each of the depots are just
small indicators that the study was proper, necessary and worthwhile.
The total success of the project will be measured by the future results
from implementation and application of the concepts.
1-2.

BACKGROUND.

There has been a real need for a study of this magnitude for a number
of years. Numerical Control (NC) has been in use since the early 1950'.,
but there has been no meaningful move to investigate, standardize,
resolve, or define the many associated elements with a clear set of
parameters for DESCOM activities. There was an apparent misunderstanding
and lack of appreciation for the increased capabilities, value, and
benefits of NC/CAM. In addition, there was no regulation or directive
which clearly defined NC/CAM equipment requirements, justifications,
methods, or sequences of acquisition, as well as a variety of important
and critical operating conditionsp techniques and standards.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) reported in three separate
reports (24 September 1974t 26 June 1975, and 17 January 1979) that
activities within DoD must do more to realize the full benefits of
NC/CAM. It indicated that costs for maintaining, repairing, and
overhauling weapons systems are enormous and are rising. It further
pointed out that NC/CAM offers benefits, if managed properly, in terms of
meeting mobilization requirements and achieving greater efficiencies and
improved economies.
1-1
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The use of NC/CAM equipment can produce meaningful and measurable
benefits.

The GAO reported the following advantages:

a.

Increased productivity.

b.

Reduced tool and fixture storage.

C.

Faster setup time,

d. Reduced parts inventory.
e.

Speed of engineering changes.

f. Better accuracy and uniformity of parts.
g. Better Quality Control.
h.

Reduction of parts handling.

i.

Reduced skill level.

In a broad sense, a numerically controlled system is a machine that
is controlled automatically by coded instructions. More precisely, it is
a system in which programed numerical values, stored in some form of
input medium, are automatically read and decoded to cause a corresponding
movement of the machine it is controlling. An NC/CAM system has two
basic elements; the machine which does the work, and an electronic
control unit which directs the machine's motions. Both operate as an
integrated unit. A few NC/CAM machines operate directly from computers,
but most get instructions in the form of punched tape. The applications
of NC/CAM are virtually limitless. It can be applied to any operation in
which a tool or workpiece is moved from one point to another and stopped,
and then the work is done. Although most NC/CAM equipment is metal
working, its applications include electronics manufacturing, glass
making, food processing, materiel handling, drafting, woodworking,
plastics and inspection, just to name a few.
Numerical control, like most technologies, is an advancing and
evolutionary process. Hard-wired systems, which were universal a few
years ago, have given way to minicomputers and microprocessors which are
less costly and more reliable and have greater capability. Further,
computer graphic systems for part design, part programing, and shop
management information systems, are progressing at a fast rate and are
expected to increase productivity and reduce manufacturing costs
substantially.
Because of a lack of overall direction or coordination, the GAO
stated that there have been varying and inadequate degrees of attention
1-2

among the service activities to NC/CAM as a productive mode of
manufacturing. As a result, there is still no overall direction or
guidance established. This condition prompted DESCOM to initiate and
conduct its own study on the use of NC/CAM within the DESCOM complex.
1-3.

PROJECT PURSONNEL.

The project was initiated on 3 April 1978, as a result of a telephone
conversation between Mr. Harry Dell, DESCOM, and Lt. Col. Ancil Pressley,
Comptroller, SAAD. A teletype message (041630Z, April 1978, DRSDS-PMI)
(See Fig. 1-1) the following day officially tasked the Sacramento Army
Depot to conduct the study. An initial task force was established, ond
consisted of personnel at SAAD, and points of contact at all affected
depots. They are as follows:
a. Russell E. Harris, SAAD (Project Leader)(borrowed from
Directorate for Services).
b. Bernard 0. Grindle, SAAD (borrowed from Directorate for
Maintenance).
c.

Elwood M. Bourtayre, SAAD (borrowed from Comptroller)(See Note 1).

d.

Roy Oliver, CCAD.

e.

Lee Williams, TEAD.

f.

Jerry Marks, ANAD, (later replaced by Shelley Sewell).

S.

James Shindle, LEAD.

h.

Edward Slimak, TOAD.

i.

Oscar Zeiders, NCAD, (later replaced by Martin Pickle).

j.

Joseph Moore, RRAD, (later replaced by Marshall Foster).

k.

Kenneth Crank, PUDA, (later replaced by Henry Musso).

1.

Don Fratangelo, SIAD, (See Note 2).

m. Don Nieminen, SHAD, (later replaced by William Carson)(See
Note 3).
n.

Dolan Reynolds, SIAD, (See Note 4).

o.

Dr. Frank J. Janza, SAAD, (See Note 5).

1-3
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p.

Dr. Karl E. Stoffers, SAAD, (See Note 5).

q.

Steven Sasaki, SAAD, (See Note 6).

r. William Humenick, SAAD.
NOTE 1: Elwood Bourtayre left the project and resigned from Federal
Service in April 1979, to pursue another career. No repla-ement secured.
NOTE 2: Don Fratangelo retired from Federal Service in December 1978.
There was no replacement secured.
NOTE 3: William Carson dropped from the study in March 1979, due to more
urgent requirements at SHAD. No replacement.
NOTE 4: Dolan Reynolds is Chief, Equipment Nanagement Division, SIAD,
and his responsibilities were such that prevented his active
participation. No replacement.
NOTE 5: Dr. Frank Janza and Dr. Karl Stoffers are Professors of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering at California State University,
Sacramento. They provided part-time and limited full-time effort during
the entire life of the project.
NOTE 6: Steven Sasaki was a summer hire in 1978 only, and provided
clerical support of project documents. No replacement secured.
NOTE 7: All other personnel remained active with the project until final
completion.
1-4.

PLAN OF ACTION.

The Study Plan of Action (See Fig. 1-2), which was officially
endorsed by BG James S. Welch, Commander, US Army Depot System Comand,
on 10 July 1978, requested the support of all depots. It was pointed out
that "the use of NC/CAM equipment could enhance the capability of each
depot, while reducing the cost of operations." Further, "the goal is for
full implementation of the use of NC/CAM equipment throughout DESCOM."
Once the total staffing was established, research and investigative
action commenced. A wide assortment of available documents (textbooks,
letters, publications, reports, directives, regulations, standards,
specifications, etc.) were reviewed in order to establish and define
elements and topics which were to receive comprehensive investigation.
This resulted in a set of parameters and guidelines for the acquisition,
use, and management of NC/CAM equipments and establishment of a
regulation. A series of visits to various Goverment installations

1-4
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(Army,

Navy, and Air Force) were scheduled to observe NC operations and

to secure appropriate information and ideas.

They included:

a. Anniston Army Depot, Anniston, AL
b.

Corpus Christi Army Depot, Corpus Christi, TX

c. Tobyhanna Army Depot, Tobyhanna, PA
d. Watervliet Arsenal, Watervliet, NY
e. Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, IL
f.

Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma City, OK

g. Kelly Air Force Base, San Antonio, TX
h.

Hill Air Force Base, Salt Lake City, UT

i. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, OH
j. Warner-Robbins Air Force Base, Warner-Robbins, GA
k.

McClellan Air Force Base, Sacramento, CA

1.

Naval Avionics Center, Indianapolis, IN

m.

Naval Air Rework Facility, Paturent River, MD

n.

Naval Air Rework Facility, San Diego, CA

o.

Naval Air Rework Facility, Norfolk, VA

p.

Naval Air Rework Facility, Cherry Point, NC

q.

Naval Air Rework Facility, Pensacola, FL

r. Naval Air Rework Facility, Alameda, CA
a. Naval Weapons Station, Seal Beach, CA
Attendance and participation in various industry trade and tool
shows, seminars and symposiums, and factory tours, also contributed to
the study effort. They included:
a. National Machine Tool Show, Chicago, IL
b.

CAD/CAM VI Conference and Show, Los Angeles, CA
1-5
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c. NC Society Meeting, Los Angeles, CA
d.

Manufacturing Management and Technology Conference, Palo Alto, CA

e.

Group Technology Seminar, Arlington, TX

f.

Otis Manufacturing Company, Carrolton, TX

g.

Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA

Interest in the study was evident, and the group was requested to
provide briefings at various conferences and workshops, as follows:
a.

Director for Maintenance Conference, Alta, UT

b.

DESCOM Commanders' Conference, Sacramento, CA

c.

DoD NC/CAM Workshop, Memphis, TN

d.

DoD Conference, Pentagon, Washington, D.C.

e.

DESCOM NC/CAM Conference, Sacramento, CA

f.

NC/CAM IPR Conference, Corpus Christi, TX

g.

Industrial Robot Conference, Hill Air Force Base, UT

After research was performed and data analyzed, a list of 26 elements
was defined, which formed the basis for this final report. They cover a
wide spectrum, and consist of topics that must be considered when
establishing or expanding an NC/CAN operation. These elements ares
a.

NC Hardware

i.

Controllers

b.

Tooling

j.

Interactive Graphics

c.

Spare Parts

k.

Adaptive Controls

d.

NC Software

1.

Authorization

e.

Parts Programaing

m.

Funding

f.

Post Processors

n.

Acquisition

g.

Data Interchange

o.

Site Preparation

h.

Computers

p.

Specifications

1-6
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v.

Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM)

r. Workload Mix

w.

Computer-Aided Design (CAD)

a. Utilization

x.

Economics

t.

Skills

y.

Other Projected Uses

u.

Effects on Organization z.

q.

Maintenance

Training

Details pertaining to these elements are discussed in Appendix A
(Hardware), Appendix B (Software), Appendix C (Intelligent Hardware),
Appendix D (Procurement), Appendix E (Work-Mix Analysis), Appendix F
(Day-to-Day Operation), Appendix G (Skills, Training, and Impact on
Organizations), and Appendix H (Overall Concepts).
The plan of action also contained a Milestone Chart (See Fig. 1-2).
Progress toward final completion remained on schedule throughout the
entire study period. The ability to achieve and maintain project actions
on-schedule must be reflected by the type and style of participating
personnel. They were eager, dedicated, and enthusiastic toward reaching
the final conclusion of the project. In addition, the total support and
cooperation provided by the many individuals contacted during the life of
the study, was exceptional.
1-5.

CONCLUSION.

The staff assigned to conduct this comprehensive study, together with
all of the points of contact at each depot, were very pleased to have had
the opportunity to participate. The challenge presented by the many
aspects of the study and the results obtained, were worth the effort. It
is the goal of the group that these results will benefit all of DESCOM,
by paving a new direction, whereby improved productivity will occur with
a significant reduction in operating costs. The "road mp" has been
established and the depots now have a "green light" to move forward. The
NC/CAM Study Group is prepared to provide additional service, as
advisors; as consultants; or even to perform a new independent
investigation if appropriate and if requested.
The details explained in the following chapters, and appendices,
should help to highlight and define the parameters, guidelines,
conditions, controls, and operating criteria for the use of NC/CA
equipment at all installations within the US Army Depot System Comend.
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1. Reference is made to message 041630Z Apr 78, DRSDS-PI, Subject:
Numerical Control Equipment (NCE).
2. Attached as Inclosure 1 is a copy of the Plan of Action for an
in-depth study to identify and evaluate the use of Numerical Control/
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (NC/CAN) equipment within DESCON.
Sacramento Amy Depot (SAAD) has been tasked to conduct the study and
will require participation and input from each depot that has a
maintenance mission.
3. I fully indorse this study, and your support is required to assure
success. The use of NC/CAN equipment could enhance the capability of
each depot, while reducing the cost of operations. The goal is for
full implementation of the use of NC/CAN equ
t throughout DESCON.
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STAFF STUDY
PLAN OF ACTION
1. STUDY TITLE:
(CAN) .

Numerical Con trol (NC) and Computer Aided Manufacturing

2. PUPOSE: To conduct an In-depth study to clarify and define the
conditions, parameters, controls, and operating criteria of NIC equipmentl
to develop a method and system to enable WSCON depots to b-comawAre"
of the capabilities and benefits of NC and CAN, t5Lidentify functios,
operations and tasks at MSCON depots which are b~eing performed with
conventional methods, that should be done with NCj to assist In the
acquisition and establishment of effective NC/CAN facilitiesi and to
conduct followv-on evaluations.
3.* STUDY SPONSOR:
4.* STUDY AGENCY:
5.

AUTNO~RTY:

6.

SCOPE:

U.S. Army Depot System

Command (MESCON).

Sacramento Army Depot (SAAD).

Message 041631F2 Apr 78, VWS-PNI (Atch 1).

This study applies to all depots within WXSWM.

7. BACKGROUND: Numerical Control machines have been In use for several
years, but there has been no apparent move to Investigate, standardize,
resolve, or define the many associated eleiments with a clear met of
parameters. There is an apparent misunderstanding and lak of appreciation
for the Increased capabilities, value, and benefits of NjC and CAN withjin
WSCON activities. In addition, there is no current regulation or directive
which clearly defines NC equipment requirsaaents, justificatIone, methods,
or sequences of acquisition, as well as a variety of iportant anW critical
Operating conditions, techniques arnd standards.
8.

STATEI*NT OF TEE POBLEM:

a. 2b Investigate and determine the requiregents, standards, justifications, methods, and sequences for acquiring NC and CAN equipwent.
b.

2b research, review, and define

(1)

HC Hardware and software

(2)

Parts Programming ranguages

(3)

Wioling requireiments and coding

(4)

Preventive and repair mintenance nee&s

(5)

Ekills and training requirements

/W

(6)

Methods of approval and funding

(7)

Machine utilization

(8)

Workload mix

(9)

Comqputer-Aided Manufacturing

c. To review, analyze and define Computer Assist Part programming
and Direct computer control.
d. To Investi gate and determine the nmethod for standardization
of KC rape Codea and language characteristics, and how they can be applied
at DISCON depots.
*- To review and determine the method for inter-depot transmission
or Interchange of NC rapes and Data packages, and how they will be
cataloged and controlled.
f. To Investigate and identify the type and loction of a centralized
control canter for NC acquisition and use.
g. To research and develop the operating criteria, characteristics,
procedures, and regulatory controls.
9.

ASS WP2'CJF:

a. That the Use Of NC/CAN equipment Is feasible and possible at all
MSCON depots that have a maintenance, mission.
b. l'hat standardizationof NC Hardware and Software Is desirable
and possible.
10.

OBflCTZVBS:

a. Develop and enforce a policy for standardizingboth NrC Hardware
and Software.
b. Improve the system for Identifying and describing functions,
operations, and taskts to be performed with NFC machines, and provide
guidance and criteria for defining and evaluating workload mix.
c. Define and establish a wsCO.V NC/CANt Control Center with total
responsibility for the implementation and control over the NFC program,
to, Include the authorization, funding, amd acquisition of NC Hardware,
Software, and all associated ancillary equipmt and program.
d. Improve the planning for NVC amachine purchases, by developing
guidelines for NrC/CAN as a total production system (I.e., oe"Muter
support, Organizational responsibility, trained personnel, Spare parts,
prompt Installation, eto.), and the preparation of accurate and maningful
Justifications.

-war-

o. Establish a centralized DESCON Inventory of NW machne &pare
parts, to Include policyj guidance for standardizationand eliminatio
of duplicate parts, and establish a simple, effective and timely methjod
for requisitioning parts from the Inventory when required to roeAr
and/or refurbish existing NC machines.
f. Clarify and define the policies on machine, utilzaton and
reserve capacity of NC equipment to obtain maximum use of euah egmit.
g. Improve the management and control of Numerical Control.
specific guidance for:
* (1)
(2)

Provide

Personnel training on MC equipment (Hardware and Software)
Detailed criteria and procedures, Including cost conparisons

(3) Adequate and effective preventive and repair maintenance
Pro gram
(4) Better organized system for exchanging work between similar
activities.
(5) A more active campaign of informing and educating personnel
and managers on the capabilities and benefits of NC.
h. Provide guidance for reducing national Inventories of selected
repair parts through the use of NC equipment, and of exchanging
NC Data Packagef.
1. Establish uniform guidelines on developing post benefit analyses
to more accurately disclose the true aavings and coats of NC equipment.

.. Analyze the contribution and use of computers, controllers, and
computer-aided manufacturing, and define conditions for application at
DESCON depots.
k. Examine, correct, and/or develop regulations, and procedures
regarding NC equipment acquisition, maintenane, utilization, aOW
personnel training.
1. Identify and define skill levels, to Include operator, prower, coordinator, maintenance personnel, and tooling speialists, jlso,
define the degree and type of training required for each skill.
11. !'IWRLW:
12. CCXVUrMI:S

rhe study Is expected to bea competed by the end of Fr-79.
There are no known constrains

at this time.

13. WEORI'5 AND AINDNGS:
a.

Weekly progrefs reports will be provided to
8OCO,
via telpbone. Also, looal cmnua
concurrent reports.

MODw-Pr (Marry DOMl,

3J

AM1:
will receive

*b. Briefing sessions will be given on a periodic basis, vith a
formal in-process briefing scheduled during the 4th DISCON Directors
for maintenance conference (17-21 July 1978, Alta, Utah) and the 5th
jzsCoN Depot Commandrs' Conference (1-3 August 1978, Sacramento,
California). Additional briefing sessions will be provided as requested.
Final report, with rocoumendations, will be documented and subc.
Implentation, wa other action
ui tted to DESCON, for review, apol,
as required.
14.* STUD

PERSONNEL (POINTS OF CONTACT):

a.

Russell Hri, GS-ll, Project Leader, ShAD

b.

Bernard Grindle, GS-9, SAAD

c.

Elwood Bourtayre, GS-9, SARD

d.

Roy Oliver, GS-12, CCAD (Corpus Christi Army Depot)

e.

Lee Williamr,

f.

Jerry Harks, GS-12,

g.

James Shindle, GS-lO, LEAD (Letterkenny Army Depot)

h.

Edward Sliak, GS-lO, TOAD (Toblha ana Army Depot)

i1.

Oscar Zeiders, GS-ll, NCAD (New Cumberland Army Depot)

GS-9,

2TAD (2Tooele Army Depot)
MNAD (AnnisUton Army Depot)

At

4

j.Joseph Moore, GS-ll, RRAD (Red River Army Depot)
k.

Kenny Crazk,_;G-l2, ADA (Pueblo AmDeoAtIity)

15. STUDY JNTNOWZOGY:
a. Hake Initial contact with all DUSCON depots. Secure name, address,
'and telephone numbers of Points of Contact (POC) at each depot.
(This

has been accomplished).
b. Study team mmbers will research and review available documents
(textbooks,. publications, letters, reports, tc.) In order to establish
and define elements and topics which will require comprehensive Investigative action.

a. Team members will visit selected installations in order to
secure Information.
d. POCs will provide specific data regarding Niinerical control
operations at their particular Installations, I *e.,
inventory of equipment,
procedures, techniques, etc. (ThIs has been acomplished.)
o. POCO my be required to travel to ShAD to a"&iet In evaluating
specific data, and to provide assistance,and Investigative research and
evaluation.
4

..-
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f. The study team will review, analyze, and catalog all factual
data. Discuss and define problems and causes.
g. The study team will conduct in-depth research and analyzes of
specific program elements and provide recommendations for accoMpliabment.
h. Results will be reviewed, consolidated, and specific guidelines
will be developed.
i. The study team will visit each DESCON Depot that has a Maintenance
mission. Observe and evaluate operations, and tasks, and identify those
that could be performed effectively using NC/CAN techniques and equiet.
j. The study team will determine and identify the specific item of
NC/CAM equipment (and any associated equipment)
which should be secured
by the depot to perform the appropriate tasks or operations.
k. Results of all findings will be documented and the final study
report, with recommendations and actions taken, will be submitted through
command channels for review, approval, and final implementation.
1. Periodic briefings of progress actions will be conducted with
appropriate personnel at depot and DOSCON levels. Final briefing will
be conducted at Command Headquarters.
16.

ATTACRHRNTS:

a. Nessage 041630Z Apr 78, DRSDS-PNI
b.

Milestone Chart

RUSSELL B. HARRIS
Project Leader
NC/CAM Study Group

CONCURRNCE:

ANCIL R. PRUSSThr1,
Lpb,

Comptroller
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Chapter 2
SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES

2-1.

INTRODUCTION.

The accomplishment of any study must be predicated upon certain goals
or objectives. The final result, and the final evaluation against these
objectives, will dictate how successful the particular study was, and if
all requirements or conditious were met. In short, it becomes a "report
card," for the project.
The NC/CAM study contained twelve (12) objectives. These were
specifically defined in the original Plan of Action, dated 19 June 1978.
A complete appraisal of these objectives is included within the various
appendices, where detailed explanations are provided for specific
elements and topics. The following is a summary of the results of each
objective, and its accomplishment.
2-2.

SUMMARY RESULTS.

All of the objectives were met within the limits of present day
procedures, and capabilities existing at the depots. Most of the
objectives were specific to actual conditions, and were answered
explicitly. Others were found to be interdependent, and thus required
some restatement of existing concepts, procedures, or solutions. The
objectives are defined as follows:
a. Develop and enforce a policy for standardizing NC Hardware and
Software. It is not possible to establish a true standardization
policy. It is more proper to establish a system of commonality.
Standardization does remove many of the time-consuming problems and
reduces the cost encountered in manufacturing. However there is a limit
as to how far standardization can be applied, let alone, be implemented.
Within the depot system, specific NC machines for a given depot must be
determined based on the mission and the results of a Workload Mix
Analysis. Although the same machine is not applicable to every depot, it
can be used to provide a common support to a similar mission. In
tooling, the need for commonality, not standardization, is recommended
for the NC machine tool spindles. They should have the same taper. This
would further provide commonality of tool changers. In the Software
area, there is commonality among features of Parts Programing languages,
Controllers, and Intelligent Terminals. For further details, see
Appendices A, 3, and C.
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b.

Improve the system for identifying and describins functions.

operations, and tasks to be performed with NC machines and provide
guidance and criteria for defining and evaluating Workload Mix. An
effective system has been developed, and is triggered by performing an
estimate for input to the Work-Mix Analysis program. This program, which
has been developed by LSSA, will provide meaningful, and measurable
results, which can help to define workload conditions, machine loading,
and evaluation of process and functions. For complete detailed
explanation, see Appendix E.
c. Define and establish a DESCOM NC/CAM Control Centez .,ith total
responsibility for the implementation and control over the NC program, to
include authorization, funding, and acquisition of NC Hardware, Software.
and all associated and ancillary equipment and programs. The
establishment of such a control center is not only feasible, but
necessary. The center can be used to control the acquisition and
authority, but also to provide beneficial support to all depots and
identifying new systems and techniques, as well as providing support
services. The DESCON NC/CAM Coordinator should be in charge. One
problem not identified is where should the center be located? A more
central geographic location would be in order, but the final decision
must be made by DESCON Command personnel. One possible solution is to
use the existing NC/CAM Study Group as the nucleus for the control
center, with location at Sacramento Army Depot.
d. Improve the planning for NC Machine purchasing by developing
guidelines for NC/CAM as a total production system (i.e.. computer
support, or organizational responsibility, trained personnel, spare
gartst installation etc.), and the preparation of meaningful
justifications. A workable system has been developed. It is a result of
the Work-Nix Analysis Program, and will help to identify what types of NC
machines to purchase, as well as the type and style of support services
needed. For further details, see Appendix 3.
e. Establish a centralized DESCOM inventory of NC machine spare
parts, to include policy guidance for standardization and elimination of
duplicate parts. and establish a simple, effective and timely method for
requisitioning parts from the inventory when required to repair and/or
refurbish existing NC machines. It is not possible to establish and
operate a centralized inventory of machine spare parts. Reason being,
that due to varied missions and workloads at the depots there will not be
identical machines throughout DISCON. However, a Spare Parts Kit of high
mortality items for a given machine at a given depot is desirable and
necessary to reduce costly delays in machine down-time. An inventory of
low mortality, comon purpose items, could be centrally located to serve
many depots if appropriate. See Appendix F for details.
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f. Clarify and define the policies on machine utilization and
reserve capacity of NC equipment to obtain maximum use of such
equipment. Machine utilization must be measured and maintained.
Management must have accurate and timely data on the equipment to
exercise effective control. Because productivity concerns more than
actuating the power switch, some other method of utilization has to be
developed. Such a system has been established and will provide an
effective measurement of a variety of conditions, all pertinent to the
use of a machine. Eventually, the Work-Mix Analysis Program will provide
a report output, based on evaluation and operational times for each part
made. In the interim, a manually operated, six-position switch/time
meter can help to id ntify valuable and accurate utilization data,
including; set-up, tape run, no operator, no material, corrective
maintenance, and no tape. Kelly AFB established such a device, and its
cost is approximately $700 to build. See Appendix F.
g. Improve the management and control of Numerical Control.
specific guidance for:

Provide

(1) Personnel training on NC equipment (Hardware and
Software). A number of training requirements were determined and
provided to ANETA. It also included the number of participants from each
depot. AMETA used the data for input to their FY 80 budget. Also,
during implementation at each depot, additional training requirements
were identified, which are to be secured from vendors, as well as those
to be conducted in-house. Included in these plans were operators, NC
Coordinators, NC Part Programmers, Maintenance Personnel, Managers,
Administrators, and others. For more detailed explanation, see Appendix
G.
(2) Detailed criteria and procedures including cost
comparison. Improved management and control of NC/CAM will occur.
Specific guidance is included in the draft DESCOM regulation:
(Management of Numerical Control/Computer-Aided Manufacturing Industrial
Plant Equipment). Earlier attempts were made to utilize existing
criteria and procedures developed by the Services and to modify them for
use at the depots. This approach was partly successful, but will be
replaced with the more direct approach resulting from the computer
program developed by LSSA. A comparison of costs is just one entity from
the Work-Mix Analysis Program that will aid managers in controlling and
utilizing their program data for effective decisions. A comparison of
cost data between NC and conventional machines will be a continuing
effort. For further details, refer to Appendix E.
(3) Adequate and effective Preventive and Repair Maintenance
Prorams. A definite Preventive Maintenance (PM) and Repair Maintenance
(/) Program has been established.
M instructions are placed on the
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NC/CAM machines to advise maintenance personnel of requirements to be
satisfied on a scheduled time-phase basis. Operator maintenance is
another form of PM, and should be accomplished as indicated. Corpus
Christi Army Depot has developed and simplified PM instruction manuals.
A signed and dated entry guarantees control on maintenance requirements
and conditions. A similar system would be advantageous to all depots.
It is important that all PM schedules be established and maintained. For
further details, see Appendix F.
(4) Better organized system for exchanging work between similar
activities. Such a system will be available after implementation of the
Work-Mix Analysis Program. Information from the program will help to
identify which depot programmed and manufactured a given item (by part
drawing number) previously. Thus, a saving in re-programming, set-up and
fixture fabrication time can be achieved. However, until the Data Link
Network is satisfied and established between depots, the system will have
to rely upon a copy of program sumaries mailed from each depot. Even
so, it should greatly assist in identifying parts for re-manufacture.
For further details, see Appendix E.
(5) A more active campaign of informing and educating personnel
and managers of the capabilities and benefits of NC. Depot personnel
have received first-hand guidance and information primarily by visits of
study team personnel. In addition, a series of training courses and
seminars were identified, many being offered by AHIETA. One specific plan
will result after each depot has assigned and implemented an NC
Coordinator system. Knowledge and information secured will be conveyed
to managers and other operating personnel at each depot. This will be a
continuing program and is defined in the draft DESCOM Regulation. For
further details, see Appendix G.
h. Provide guidance for reducing national inventories of selected
repair parts through the use of NC equipment, and of exchangin NC data
packages. The complexity of such a program, and the involvement of so
many different Item Managers, will make the action difficult to achieve.
From a concept point of view, it is entirely feasible but the
accomplishment might be expensive to complete, unless individual Item
Managers agree to comply and operate on a demand type basis. It is a
well known fact that stockage of parts is expensive but stockage of a
part program is less expensive. It is just a matter of attitude and
agreement. Group Technology is very applicable to this problem. One
possible alternative is the output of the Work-Mix Analysis Program which
will identify repeated results being made at each location, and in what
quantities. Through this system, exchange of data requirements (not data
packages) can be achieved while also reducing actual inventories. For
more information, see Appendix E.
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i. Establish uniform guidelines on developing post benefit analyses
to more accurately disclose true savings and cost of NC equipment.
Specific guidelines have been established and detailed requirements for
performing post-benefit analyses, and they are included in Appendix F.
It is important to perform this analysis in order to provide a more
accurate indicator of progress on operations, as well as processesp and
application of time standards. The results will help to identify a
better "Return on Investment."
j. Analyze the contribution and use of computers, controllers, and
computer-aided manufacturing, and define the conditions for application
at DESCOM depots. Computers have made NC/CAM a beneficial reality. The
further advent of minicomputers, microprocessors, etc., have continually
added versatility and capability in manufacturing operations. All have
tremendous application at the depots, and the specifics are explained in
Appendices D, C, F, and H.
k. Examine, correct, and/or develop regulations, and procedures
regarding NC equipment acquisition, maintenance, utilization, and
personnel training. A number of DoD, DA, DARCOM9 and DESCOM regulations
were researched. Many contained requirements which are applicable, and
which will still be followed. In addition, other service regulations,
like the Air Force (AFLC Reg 6b-50), covered every aspect of NC
equipments. The comprehensive efforts have greatly assisted in results
displayed in each of the appendices. It also was instrumental in the
development of the draft DESCOM regulation. This regulation will govern
the management and use of NC/CAM equipment within DESCOM depot
activities. Where applicable, recomendations for changing existing
regulations has occurred. As example, a specific request was submitted
to change AR 235-5 and DoD Directive 4100.15 and DoD Instruction 4100.33,
to cover the revised "NEW START" and "EXPANSION" requirements in the new
OMB Circular A-76, which was formally published on 29 March 1979. Other
changes will be submitted when appropriate. Also, input was furnished to
DoD for expansion of DoD Directive 4275.5 to include the requirements of
NC/CAM under the requirements of "Industrial Resources."
2-3.

CONCLUSION.

A comprehensive review of objectives, indicates that positive and
meaningful results have been achieved through the NC/CAM study. Although
many concepts and ideas have been presented to the depots, and assistance
provided as a triggering effect, the full range of implementation is
still to come. Each depot has the necessary data and knowledge to help
initiate and/or expand their NC/CAM capability. The final benefit will
not be evident until specific equipment has been acquired; personnel
assigned; programs written; and corresponding savings generated and
reported as a normal operational factor. At that time, it can truthfully
be stated that the objectives of the study have been met and results
completely implemented.
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Chapter 3
IMPLEENTATION

3-1.

INTRODUCTION.

A very important part of the study program was to make an early start
on the implementation of the recommendations resulting from findings to
date of the NC Study Group and the personnel from the depots aosigned to
assist in the study. The implementation started in April 1979 with advance team visiting all of the depots for acquiring work-mix data. This
was followed by team visits in May 1979 for further implementation where
the results of the work-mix analysis and the total study were utilized.
The teams were carefully selected so that each had highly experienced
members in machine shop operation, tooliag, production and programing.
A total of three visitation teams, of three members each, were selected
from all the participants in the study. The teams provided an imediate
and effective method of imparting the results of the NC/CAM Study and related current information to those depot employees responsible for the
purchase and application of machine tools. Direct formal presentations
and informal discussion with management and shop personnel proved to be
invaluable in covering and proving the benefits of NC/CAM.
The assigned tasks that were carried out successfully by the teams
for each depot visited were as follows:
(1) To inform key depot personnel responsible for NC and conventional machinery and related areas -- management, manufacturing, etc.
-- of the results of the work-mix analysis conducted by the teams in
April 1979, and to convey the fact that it clearly showed:
(a) A sizeable reduction of manhours through the use of NC
machines, and;
(b) A projected yearly savings from the computer directed Productivity Increase Ratio (Pig, conventional machine manhours/NC machine
manhours).

j

(2) To make specific recommendations for the purchase, installation and operation of NC hardware and software as substantiated by the
research and work-uix results and the observations made at the subject
depot.
(3)

.:

To impart the findings of the study which included funding,

tooling, training, CAD,
(4)

CAN, etc.

To answer questions and exchange information.
3-1
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3.2.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS.

The details of the visits by the teams are assembled at the end of
this chapter and are separate formal reports of implementation. Included
are some informal letter reports and memoranda. These reports act as an
overview and record of the NC machine needs of the depots, the findings
of the teams, their recommendations, the questions raised, and the personnel contacted who are responsible for implementation and operation.
These records stand alone and contain the recommendations, problems and
NC operations particular to each depot.
The teams and their members are presented for a record of their
structure and the expertise involved. Also, given are the depots visited:
a.

Team I:
Bernard Grindle - SAAD (Team Chief)
Henry Musso - PUDA
Ray Soden - SAAD
Shelley Sewell - ANAD

During May 1979, they visited Tobyhanna Army Depot (TOAD), New
Cumberland Army Depot (NCAD) and Letterkenny Army Depot (LEAD).
b.

Team II:
Roy Oliver - CCAD (Team Chief)
William Humenick - SAAD
Matthew Wisniewski - TOAD
Edward Slimak - TOAD

They visited Anniston Army Depot (ANAD), Red River Army Depot (RRAD),
and Savannah Army Depot (SADA).
c. Team III:
James Schindle - LEAD (Team Chief)
Martin Pickle - NCAD
Marshall Foster - RRAD
They visited Tooele Army Depot (TIAD), Corpus Christi Army Depot
(CCAD), and Pueblo Army Depot (PUDA).
d. Overall team. The Sacramento Army Depot (SAAD) was used as the
test bed for all three of the visitation teams. The teams assembled at
3-2
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SUD from 2-4 May 1979 for prebriefings on the findings to date on the
NC/CAM Study, also they were indoctrinated on the plan of action for
their scheduled implementation visits to the depots.
The machine shops at SAAD were visited by the teams as a test case,
thus SAAD became the first depot evaluated for implementation. This provided additional materials for use by the visitation teams and information to refine their procedures.
e. Implementation for Mainz Army Depot, Germany (MZAD). NZAD is
controlled by other regulations by DKSCOM for NC/CAM. Namely, that the
operating contractor is responsible for developing NC/CAM requirements
for HZAD. See included TWX (see Fig. 3-1).
FORMAL REPORTS.

3-3.

The results of each depot visitation are explained in the following
formal reports, and Figs. 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
3-4.

Sacramento Army Depot, 7 May 1979.
Corpus Christi Army Depot, 16 May 1979.
Anniston Army Depot, 17 May 1979.
Letterkenny Army Depot, 17 May 1979.
Pueblo Army Depot Activity, 21 May 1979.
Red River Army Depot, 23 May 1979.
New Cumberland Army Depot, 24 may 1979.
Tooele Army Depot, 25 May 1979.
Savanna Army Depot Activity, 29 May 1979.
Tobyhanna Army Depot, 30 May 1979.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The implementation program was carried out as scheduled and successfully fulfilled its mission. The cost benefits of NC/CAM were conveyed
and substantiated by the teams.
Overall and individual depot implementation problem and related
topics require the reading of the attached visitation reports. It is
sufficient to state that the implementation program was started early and
has been instrumental in promoting the NC/CAM programs for the depots.
Depots are now well informed on their NC/CAM needs from the results
of the NC Study that were conveyed to cognizant people well in advance of
the final report.
One general remark conveyed by the depots was the need to have
continuing support in the form of consultants and advisors for a limited
period. This will enable the depots to accomplish full implementation of
all parameters, including the application and use of the Work-Mix
Analysis program.
3-3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SACRAMENTO ARMY DEPOT
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

SDSSA-C
SUBJECT:

9513

7 May 1979
NC/CAM Study - Implementation at Sacramento Army Depot

1. Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCOM NC/CAM Study
was conducted at Sacramento Army Depot during the period of 2 - 4 May 1979.
The implementing team consisted of:
Russell Harris - SAAD - Project Leader
Bernard Grindle - SAAD
William Humenick - SAAD
Ramon Soden - SAAD
Shelly Sewell - ANAD
Roy Oliver - CCAD
James Shindle - LEAD
Martin Pickle - NCAD
Marshall Foster - RRAD
Henry Musso - PUDA
Edward Slimak - TOAD
Mathew Wisniewski - TOAD
2. Directorate for Maintenance personnel attending the initial pre-briefing
session on 2 May 1979 were:
Arthur Weaver - Deputy Director for Maintenance
Ted Meyers - Chief, Shops Division
Al Burdick - Chief, Production Engineering Division
Homer Chance - Actg Chief, Production, Planning & Control Division
William Bauman - Chief, Electro-Optics Branch
Ray De Jarnatt - Chief, Mach & Spec Support Branch
Emory Goodman - Actg Foreman, Metalworking Shop
David Whiting - Foreman, Sheetmetal Shops
3.
The pre-briefing, consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted
the status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study;
described the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were
investigated; identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the
plan for implementing the specific parameters and guidelines at Sacramento

A'
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SDSSA-C
SUBJECT:

7 May 1979
NC/CAM Study - Implementation at Sacramento Army Depot

Army Depot. The presentation was well received and a question and answer sesslon concluded the pre-briefing. A tour of the Maintenance Shops was scheduled after lunch, so that team members could observe operations and equipment.
4. The remainder of the week was devoted to discussions with various personnel in Shops and Production Engineering Division. Specific details and clarification of topics were provided. The following is a resume of discussions:
a. Shops personnel appeared to be apprehensive about NC/CAM. They needed
more information, and explanations were provided. The study tern suggested
the use of film and other technical data, which can be secured from various
manufacturers and vendors. These should be shown to all shop personnel, as
well as other depot personnel. Also, use the services of AMNTA to help educate employees. The shop indicated that they are interested in equipment
brochures and articles.
b. The sample parts, that were originally evaluated by the advance Workload Mix Team, were discussed. Shops Foreman indicated that the manhour and
processing estimates were very valid and very favorable to SAAD. They indicated that the Workload Mix Evaluation procedure was a realistic and meaningful method, and they liked the results. It was very acceptable to then.
c. Concern was expressed over the lack of an adequate pay differential
for NC operators, NC programers, and Maintenance personnel. It was indicated
that there is no way to effectively recruit qualified people for these skills,
and to retain them. The study team indicated that a DoD study is currently
underway to determine and identify a Standard Series, Job Description, and
Grade Levels. The study is being conducted by the Air Force and the results
should be available to all agencies.
d. A question was addressed regarding the method to identify and support
repeat work. One solution was to place the progrrm tape in the Engineering
package for retention and issue on subsequent work orders. However, a better
system for identification will be the new computer program on Workload Mix
Evaluation, currently being written by LSSA. One elment of output will indicate how many times the item has repeated, and identified by specific PCX and
quantity. It will also indicate whether a tape was prepared, or if the progrm is contained in the memory of the mini-computers.
e. Much concern was expressed about lack of coordination and distribution
of information. It was indicated that some information about NC/CAM had been
available but not conveyed to all affected personnel. One suggestion is to
establish an NC/CAM Committee with membership from all segments of the organization. They can evaluate needs and collectively sake decisions on equipment,
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workloading, etc., as well as exchange information. The relationship between
Engineering and Shops must be close and cohesive. Also, the same working
relationship should be given to Equipment Management Division. The assigned
NC Coordinator must be allowed freedom to provide greater support, clarification, and coordination, and he should be assigned to a staff element.
f. Concern was indicated relative to utilization of an NC Machine Tool.
It was indicated that because of its capability it would be the target for
constant observation by top management, and especially during briefings &
tours. There will be various load conditions, and as such, a given NC machine
may not be in operation 100Z of each day. Measurement of utilization mst be
done over an extended period of time. The new computer program will provide
specific information on how much, and what type of utilization, was achieved.
g. There is a need for trained personnel. It must be determined and
accomplished in advance.. The needs for both on-depot and off-depot training
must be established. Some training can be secured from a manufacturer, while
other training can be acquired from AMETA and ALMC. A continuous training
program by local procedures is beneficial.
h. A question was asked if the programmer for the Punch Press (now being
installed) would also program the NC Milling Machine (soon to be installed).
The answer is yes, due to a lack of staffing. Again, training must be done in
advance. One possible interim suggestion made by the study team was to use
the programers in ATE Branch to provide a possible start to the planned
programming element. For the long range, it is best to use people who have a
better working knowledge of shops machining operations and materials.
Machinists and/ or engineering draftsmen can be effectively converted as
programers. The programming element should be staffed to Production
Engineering Division.
i. Programming includes the ability to understand and use the variety of
languages that will be available with each machine acquired. A decision must
be made as to using a common programing language or different machine language. As more machines are added, it is recomended that a comon language
be established with a Post Processor, or translator, for individual machine
languages.
j.

The following specific topics were discussed:

(1) Authorization. NC/CAM is DMPE, not ADPE. Letter of clarification
secured from DARCOM.
Change in AR 235-5 is forthcoming. ON Circular A-76
issued 29 March 1979, change "I
START" to be a new function only. Equipment

.
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to be defined as "EXPANSION" with higher dollar thresholds. An Economic Analysis (AR 11-28) is not required if a DD Form 1106 is used for replacement of
equipment.
The EA has to be validated by the Comptroller. Equipment needs
must be pre-positioned in the DMPE 5 year program.
(2) Funding. O&MA was changed to PA Funds. This was for authority but
funds were not transferred, nor were they in original budget or appropriation
act. QRIP program is being increased. New threshold is $100,000p and may be
the avenue for some approved acquisitions. Be sure that money requirements
are submitted in budget program to cover equipment needs in DMPE.
(3) TDA. DMPE approval is tentative TDA authority, and requisition and/
or procurement can be initiated. The item of equipment must be submitted in
the next update of the TDA.
(4) DIPEC.
Screening by DIPEC covers assets world-wide.
The receipt of
a Certificate of Non-Availability (CNA), certifies that the Industrial Plant
Equipment (IPE) is non-available in DoD inventories. Also, the CNA is now
valid for a period of 90 calendar days instead of the previous 45 days.
(5) Specifications. These must be very detailed. The manufacturers brochure is not sufficient. Use Military Specifications (Mil Specs) prepared by
DIPEC, or use them as a guide in preparing special needs. There is a need to
establish a position or skill for writing specifications. It requires personnel who are trained and capable.
(6) Site Preparation. Must be considered in advance of delivery of
machine. Prepare in accordance with drawings, details, and requirements specified by manufacturer. Let concrete cure for a period of 30 days. If done
properly, a sound foundation, complete with isolation pads, will result.
(7) NC Hardware. Due to types of workload and methods being used, and
the results of the Workload Mix Evaluation, it is recommended that an NC Automatic Bar Chucker with a 16 inch owing, and a Punch Press with a Laser Cutting
attachment be requested. Both appear to be justified, and would be in addition to existing NC machines, or those that have been requested in the current
DHPE submissions.
(8) Tooling. These must be defined early, and included with purchase of
the machine. They must be compatible with the machine. Include in specification.
(9) Spare Parts Kit. Vendors are identifying high mortality items for
kits. Availability of kits on site can greatly reduce machine down time, and
eliminate requisitioning delays.
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(10) Utilization. Must maintain good records. Traditional reports are
not adequate to explain NC Machine use or non-use. Recomend that an 8 position manually operated time meter be used to record non-productive conditions,
such as: No Tape, Set-Up, No Operator, No Tool or Material, Corrective Maintenance, etc. Eventually, the computer program may provide meaningful data.
(11)
Parts Programming. Clarified the conditions on use of common programing languages versus the use of individual machine languages. Also discussed need to establish effective programing element with trained personnel.
(12) Maintenance. Mechanical and Electrical Maintenance is to be supported by Equipment Management Division. Electronic Maintenance for Computers
and Software devices to be supported by ATE Branch. Must establish and use
trained personnel. Maintain continuous training. Keep personnel informed of
new systems being requested.
5. On 3 May 1979, the team met with personnel of Equipment Management Division, Directorate for Services. Those in attendance were:
Jerry Christesson, C, Equip Mgt Div
William Achuff, Actg C, Pgm & Mgt Br
Dean Missimer, Gen Foreman, Mobile Equip Sec
Takeshi Yamada, Gen Foreman, Ind Equip Sec
James Goodrich, Leader, Ind Equip Sec
A discussion was held regarding the study and the extent of investigation
completed. Specific topics affecting Equipment Management Division, were
explained as follows:
a. Authorization. Told about changes in definition of NC/CAM as DMPE,
not as ADPE. Changes are forthcoming in "NEW START", and an increase in
threshold to $100,000 Capital Investment. Also, variance in using DD Form
1106 in lieu of an EA for replacement equipment. Talked about TDA interim
authority on DMPE. Also coveyed information about funding and DIPEC changes.
b. Maintenance. EMD is responsible for Mechanical and Electrical Maintenance. They were notified of the number of training spaces requested from
AMETA for such training. Personnel expressed concern about knowing what items
.of equipment to support. They do not have advance knowledge of machines.
Better coordination and exchange of information is desirable. It is recommended that coordination be accomplished during initial determination and
planning, and be a continuing factor. END should be represented on the NC/CAM
Coumittee.
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c. Other Topics. Other topics described earlier were discussed. These
include acquisition procedures, site preparation, spare parts for maintenance,
specifications, utilization criteria and measurement possibilities, TDA processing, and DEPS procedures.
d. ED voiced general acceptance of the study, and indicated their eagerness to support the concepts and establishment of a fully operational NC/CAM
facility.
6. On the afternoon of 4 May 1979, an exit briefing was provided to the
Directorate for Maintenance. The results described earlier were provided. In
addition, copies of the Workload Mix Evaluation statistics for all parts evaluated were provided, together with forms, explanations, and overall su nary
reports. The projection for SAAD indicates that a possible saving of 15,644.6
manhours can be realized annually if NC/CAM is thoroughly implemented. This
equates to a dollar savings of $177,722.66, based on a Direct Labor rate of
$11.36 per bench hour. Further, the manhour saving approximates a 7.52 manyear saving, assuming one shift operation, or 3.76 manyear, assuming two shift
operation.
7.

Study Group Recommendations:

a. Establish and staff NC Coordinator at Division level, and allow freedom to perform full responsibilities.
b. Establish and train Parts Programers at earliest possible time.
Organize and staff to Production Engineering Division.
c. Initiate widespread Public Relations Program to acquaint shop and
other depot personnel with benefits and uses of NC/CAM. Eliminate fears!
d. Establish NC/CAM Comittee and include representatives from Equipment
Management Division and Quality Assurance.
e. Define training requirements and establish type of training (on or off
depot) and establish schedule.
f. Prepare and submit DMPE Source Documents and associated documentation
for NC Automatic Chucker (with 16 inch Swing), and a Punch Press with a Laser
Cutting attachment. Include in earliest DE program year.
g. Establish meaningful measurement of NC Machine utilization. Use 8
position manually operated time meter to record non-productive operating conditions. (Note: Information and wiring schematic for such a device is available with the Study Group.)
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h. Use throwaway tool cutter inserts in Machine Shop. They can save considerable time and effort. The shop was observed using standard tool cutters,
which have to be periodically reground and reset for use. Kenmetal, Adamss,
and other manufacturers, are willing to explain and demonstrate the use of
their tool cutter inserts. We recommend contact be made.

RUSSELL E. HARRIS
Project Leader
DESCOM NC/CAM Study Group
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NC/CAM Study - Implementation at Corpus Christi Army Depot

"*.. Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCG( NC/CAM Study
was conducted at Corpus Christi Army Depot during the period of 7-11 May 1979.
The implementing team consisted of:
James Shindle - LEAD (Team Chief)
Martin Pickle,- NCAD
Marshall Foster - RRAD
2.

Personnel attending the initial pre-briefing session on 7 May 1979 were:
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hans Freeman, Civilian Executive Assitant
J. B. Jones, Deputy Director for Maintenance
Don Wells; Chief, Production Engineering Division
Jim Welch, Chief, Components Division
Frank Gross, Chief, Tool Design Section
Ward Whitehead, Chief, Accessories Branch
A. Hawkins, Industrial Engineering Division

3. The pre-briefing consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted the
status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study; described
the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were investigated;
identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the plan for implementing
the specific parameters and guidelines at Corpus Christi Army Depot. The
presentation was well received, and personnel were very receptive to the NC/CAM
Study. The following is a resume of the comments and discussions during the
question and answer session:
a.
Dr. Hans Freeman inquired if the training allocations mentioned in the
briefing were a firm allocation or recommendatiod. Mr. Shindle responded by saying
that the training courses were recommended to ANITA based on the results of-the
in-process review conference held at CCAD in January 1979. Mr. Al Takemoto, a
member of ANITA, was present and discussed the course topics at that time. The
estimated number of partic Spanos from each installation was furnished to ANITA
for budget purposes.
I
b. Dr. Freeman also inquired if the NC/CAM Study Group had considered
any guidelines to separate EMIS Programming personnel from NC Parts Programers.
He indicated that if not, then they should be. Mr. Shindle indicated agreement
with the question, and stated that NC Parts Programers mat have sound knowledge
of machine shop practices. There is a difference in skill requirement. A more
detailed explanation will be provided in the final report submitted to MI8CQ
at a later date.

...

Dr. Freeman also commented on the savings to be derived from
c.
NC/CAM. After the Economic Analysis (EA) is submitted, acquisition has
occurred, and the equipment is operational, how are savings derived?
He indicated that NC entails an increase in overhead, such as, programmers,
NC Coordinators, etc. Mr. Shindle acknowledged the overhead expense
might increase Initially, but the real savings from NC/CAM is derived
from the total system. That is, by repeat orders, reduced operating
times, reduced set-up times, reduced scrap, and reduced utility consumtion. In the long run, NC/CAM is more economical.
Mr. Frank Gross stated that depots should look for candidates
d.
for Programmers with at least 5 years experience in machine shop work.
They have to know the machines, the cutter paths, speeds, feeds, type
of material, etc. He also indicated that the replacement ratio for
machines at CCAD is three conventional to one NC.
4.
A tour of the facility was taken, and team members discussed the
study with various personnel during the remainder of the week. Discussions
were generalized as follows:
a. Shop personnel were very knowledgeable about NC/CAM, and were
eager to share their experiences with the study team. Their comments
and recommendations include:
(1).
Tool Chanaers. When ordering an NC Machine, random
type tool holders are more versatile, and should be considered.
(2).
Spindle Noses. A standard or common type was agreed
upon for providing the best Interchangeability of tooling between
machines. It is recoumended that quick change tool holders be used
for those machines with different size tapers.
(3).
Spare Parts Kit. These kits as well as tooling and
fixtures should be Included in the specifications, and acquired with
the machine.
(4).
Tool Room Area. The shop has a systematic method
for storing machine tooling. A tool sketch is on the inventory card,
giving storage location. It is a quick reference system.
(5).
Electron Ieam Welder. Demonstration was very Impressive.
There appears to be many uses for this machine.
Other DESCOt4 depots
should explore uses for this type of machine.
(6).
NC Maintenance. The grade of NC Maintenance personnel
should be one grade higher than other maintenance employees due to the
complexity of the equipment and the need to retain trained and qualified
employees.
b.
Computer Hardware, Software, Parts Programming, Controller,
Interactive Graphics, CAD, and CAM.
(1).
Computer Hardware and Software is on contract maintenance. The contractor makes necessary updates and repairs when called.
(2).
Software.
UnIgraphics language is being used for the
Interactive Graphics system. Also available for parts programming is
the WMYAPT language.
It is recommended that if unigraphics is purchaeed,
be certain t o send the programmer to the UNIAPT school.
(3).
Programmers. It is imperative that persons have a
machinist background, preferably with draftng and tool design.
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(4).
Specifications.
Be certain that sufficient tape
storage capabilities are included in specification. Two hundred feet
of tape for NC Mills (3 Axis) and One hundred feet of tape for lathes
(2 Axis).
(5).
Other.
Also recommend that memory storage,
high
speed punch, cassette tape, high speed reader, and cutter compensator
in thq Controller be included in CHC Machines.
c.
Equipment Management Division. CAD is very fortunate In
that all activities have a close knit responsibility and degree of
cooperation. There is no conflict between requesting activities and
DID. They have a common goal. Topics discussed:
(1).
Authorization.
Discussed some of the improvements
in the authorization cycle. The BM Source Document approoI letter
will contain a statement that Interim TDA authorization is granted to
allow procurement action to start in lieu of waiting for the item to
appear on the published TMA. He was aware of this change. Mr. Potter
also stated that he would not purchase a major item of equipment
locally. Regulations require the Item Manager (at the NBC) to purchase
the equipment, unless there is no standard item available. Local
purchase authority must be granted by the NZCP. He ws also told that
NC/CAM is considered as DM and not ADP?.
A letter of clarification
secured from MARCOM, dated 23 March 1979, is on file. The OMB Circular
A-76, dated 29 March 1979, changes the "New Start" requirement to cover
a new function only. Equipment to be defined as "Eqanslon", and with
a higher dollar threshold. DD Form 1106 can be used for replacement
of equipment in lieu of an Economlc Analysis. The ZA has to be validated
by the Comptroller.
(2).
TDA.
The DMP3 approval letter includes Interim TU
authorization to initiate procurement action. The item of equipment
must be submitted in the next update of the TM.
(3).
Maintenance.
DID is responsible for mechanical and
electrical maintenance of NC Machines.
There is a continuing need
for training of employees and to retain those employees after training.
Often after an employee receives extensive training in these areas, he
(or she) is lost through promotional opportunities.
It Is requested
to emphasize the need to elevate the grades of maintenance employees
to provide continuing security for these employees. The WD grade system
with a higher pay incentive, was suggested as a possible alternative
for retention of trained employees. Also, it wes recommended that
contract maintenance with a training package be established for one
year.
(4).
Other.
Discussed other topics such as; utilization,
site preparation, spare parts kits, specifications, and DIPUC Certificates of Non-Availability.
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Ngineering - Industrial Engineering Office.

(1).
Authorization. NC/CAM is DHMP, not ADPR. A copy of
the clarification letter was provided. The "New Start" definition was
discussed. Also "Expansion" for equipment. The team was asked if a
new workload on "Black Hawk Engines" was considered as a 'Vew Start".
They were told to discuss this with their CITA Coordinator. They were
also advised that a DD Form 1106 could be used for a replacement machine
tool in lieu of an Economic Analysis. A copy of W Form 1106 was provided
along with the regulation number for instructions on how to complete the
form. Advised that the CA must be validated by the Comptroller.
(2).
TDA. DME approval is tentative TVA authority and
requisition and/or procurement action can be initiated. The item must
be submtted to the next update of the TDM.
(3).
Funding.
O&M has been changed to PA funds. This
was for approval authority, but the funds were not transferred, nor
were they in the original budget or appropriation act. As a result,
very little funds for FY-79-80 are available.
The QlIP program is
being increased. The new threshold is $100,000, and with a 3 year
payback period.
(4).
DIIEC.
Screening by DIPEC covers assets worldwide.
The issue of a CQA (Certificate of Non-Availability) certifies that the
equipment is not available in DOD inventories. Also, the CRA is good
for 90 calendar days, instead of the previous 45 days.
(5).
Specifications. These must be very detailed. A
manufacturers brochure is not sufficient. Use MIL Specs whenever possible,
or use as a general guide in preparing special needs. It is easy to
use them as part of the Procurement Specification.
(6).
Site Preparation.
This must be considered in advance
of delivery of the machine.
Let concrete pads cure for at least 30 days.
Make sound foundation with correct isolation pads. Foundation drawings
can be secured from the manufacturer.
(7).
Spare Parts Kits.
The vendors are identifying high
mortality items for the kits. The availability of kits on site, can
greatly reduce down time of a machine.
(8).
Tooling.
Must be identified and included early
with the purchase of the machine. Identify in specs.
(9).
Utilization.
Must maintain good records. Manual
actions any be necessary Initially, buta computer program may provide
meaningful data later. For the interim, recoumend an 8 position,
manually operated time meter to record non-productive conditions, like
No Tape, Set-up, No Operator, No Tool or Material, Corrective Maintenance,
etc.

e.

Comptroller Directorate.

Economic Analysis validations.

(1).
It was questioned as to where the major savings ware
derived from, by use of NC Machines, with a given increase in overhead
costs. The consensus was that the manhour savings and the reduction in
corrective maintenance were the two major areas of savings for VC Machines.
ftvever, it must be stressed, that machine utilization is the key to
realizing these savings.
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The locally prepared "Economic Analysis Handbook",
(2).
which spells out what should be included in an BA seems to be very
helpful for those who are tasked to initiate RA's.
The use of local regulations state that only those
(3).
requests that exceed the dollar limit of $25,000 have to be validated
by the Comptroller. This does not relieve the requesting organization
from preparing RA's with a lesser dollar value.
Quality Assurance Directorate. Inspectors on Machine Shop
f.
floor advised that all rework material done on NC Machines are inspected
100%. The reason being that even though all parts are identical when
manufactured, they do not all wear the same, therefore they must be
inspected l00% after rework. For those items manufactured on NC Machines
from raw materials, they require only first piece inspection and then
random sampling inspection. In the case of QIC Machines, where the
machine is programmed at the site, whenever there is a change in
operators, then the first piece is inspected also to assure that no
changes was induced by the operator.
5.

Study Group comments and recommendations:

The Depot Commander can be very proud of his installation
a*
and managers. They are forward thinking and eager to do a creditable
job. It is very evident that CCAD is on top of modernization planning,.
by keeping up with the latest state of the art equipment,
b. It is recommended that an NC Coordinator be established and
staffed at Division level, and allow freedom to perform full responslbillties,
Establish an NC/CAM Comittee to help the NC Coordinator
c.
to develop and expand concepts and reduce operating costs.. The committee
should consist of representatives from all organizationso
d.

Define training requirements and establish schedule.

Concur in the acquisition of CHC Chucker Lathe, CKC Tube
e.
Bender, NC Milling Machine, CC Vertical Mill, and CNC Horizontal
Mill as originally determined and submitted by CCAD.

iussell 3. Harris
Project Leader
DESCOM NC/CAN Study
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l.Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCM4 NC/CAM Study
was conducted at Aniston Army Depot during the period of 7-11 May 1979. The
Implementing team consisted of:
Roy Oliver - CCAD (Team Chief)
William Humenick -SAAD
Edward Slimak - TCAD

2.

Personnel attending the Initial pre-briefing session on 7 May 1979 were:
Lt.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Col. Philip Sands, Comptroller
Jerry Marks, Chief, Industrial Engineering Branch
Richie Owens, Mechanical Engineer, Production Engineering Division
Ken Reid, Chief, Production Engineering Division
Louis Sutherland, Industrial Engineer
Luther Ward, Chief, Equipment Management Division
Virgil Brooks, Chief, Shop Equipment Branch
A. C. Cheetwood, Equipment Specialist, Production Engineering Division

3. The pre-briefing consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted the
status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study; described
the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were investigated;
identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the plan for implementing
the specific parameters and guidelines at Anniston Army Depot. The presentation
was well received, and a question and answer session concluded the pre-briefing.
4. A tour of the facility was taken, and team members were able to observe
operations and equipment.
5. The remainder of the week was devoted to discussions with various personnel.
Specific details and clarification of topics were provided, as follows:
a.

Comptroller Directorate, Industrial Engineering Branch.

(1).
Anniston Army Depot has an existing NC Lathe and three additional
NC Machines that are being used and operated manually; not as NC. The basic
reasons are due to problems with the control unit, or they were not originally
installed to operate as NC.
(2).
Additional machines are on the EM program; NC Lathe (2 each),
NC Fabricator Punching Machine, and a CNC Milling Machine* These equipmnts have
been justified and approved, and funds have been provided, but they have not been
able to procure. The hangup sems to be in the procurement cycle at higher
headquarters. Attempts are underway to solve this delay.
(3).
It is generally felt that the depot has the personnel and the
skills necessary to implement an NC program.
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The study team identified the changes in the 'iew Start"
(4).
requirement, TVA approval,,Source Document submission, and use of DD Form
that
The depot definitely fels
1106 for justification of NC equipment.
these changes will be beneficial to them in equipment requests.
b.

Shops Division.

They are very supportive in obtaining additional NC
(1).
They are extremely satisfied with the existing NC Lathe.
They expressed their feeling that a central coordination
(2).
that would provide specific guidance and
established
be
should
point
support in the implementation and operation of an NC program.
Three people have had training in progrmming. At the
(3).
moment, there is no*.Job description for NC Operators or for NC Progrmmers.
One should be estalished.
Maintenance personnel have not attended any training for
(4).
the CWC lathe. This creates a problem in trying to provide support.
A discussion was held regarding two Fosdic NC Boring
(5).
The shop indicated that a vendor
Machines that are inoperable as NC.
had been-called to provide an evaluation. Tie study team recotmeded that
a follow-up be made to expedite getting these machines back into working
order.
equipment.

c.

Production Engineering Division.

(1).
They screen DIPEC items. They also pointed out that
there was another NC Machine in Building 130 that had been picked up from
It is a Lucas Horizontal Boring Machine, which was mentioned
DIPSC.
Apparently
earlier, but Is not being used as an NC Machine at the moment.
it has not been installed to operate as an NC.
(2).
They have been experiencing problems with TMA approvals.
To date, they have not had TMA approval with return of Source Documats.
The study team informed them about some equipment listings
(3).
that are available, which identifies equipment life expectancies, and
They were not familiar with the listings.
cumulative cost of maintenance.
They were told that this information, which is readilt available, could
be used in the development of their modernization plans, and also to aid
In justifying their equipment.
(4).
The possible use of Interactive Graphics was also
discussed. It was indicated that they have very little design work being
performed at the depot, and .therefore, it was not recommended that they
try to get into graphics at this time. They should continue to monitor
their effort and reevaluate thilotneed at a future date.
d.

Facilities Engineering Division and Equipment Management Division.

Facilities Engineering is responsible for the maintenance
(1).
They are also responsible for contacting
and installation of equipment.
vendors for evaluation work. They had contacted Podlc earlier regarding
One item of information secured from
the two inoperable KC Machines.
Fosdic was that the personnel who were experienced were no longer in the
It was understood that an estimate was provided
employment of Posdic.
that to replace the controls on the machinesp would cost an estimated
$259000 each. This does not include the cost of any other modifications
2
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to the equipmnt that may be required. They are old machines and not
capable of todays requirements. They were received from DITC several
It
The same condition exists-with the Lucas Boring Mill.
years ago.
to
able
be
may
companies
However, other
will be expensive to update.
do the work at a reduced cost.
In contact with Equipment Management Division, tmy are
(2).
responsible primarily for Property Book Accountability and the processing
of equipment requests for approval, funding and follow-up. They were
informed about the specific details clarified for authorization and
funding.
6.

Study Group comments and recommendations:

There was some misunderstanding of NC/CAM and its
a.
It is recommended that selected personnel be scheduled to
applications.
attend an AMKTA course on NC for Technical Middle Management. They do not
have to be managers or supervisors. This will provide a better overview
and application understanding for NC systems.
Responsibilities are not well defined and assigned.
b.
It is recommended that an NC Coordinator be established and staffed at
the Division level, and to allow the individual freedom to perform full
responsibilities, In support to all organizations. Also, establish
an NC Committee, consisting of representatives from all organizations.
This committee can help the NC Coordinator in developing and expanding
the NC concepts.
Organizations are not totally familiar with equipment
c.
listings, which apparently are readily available. Some of these listings
are available on the depot, while others are available from DRSCO4. One
such program is the CEDRS program. The data could be very useful for
It is recommended
planning and developing Justification for requirements.
that such listings be secured and disseminated to all affected organizations.
Three NC Machines were observed not being used as NC.
d.
It is recommended that action be taken to contact manufacturer representatives
immediately and get the controls updated. It is best to shop around, and
get the best return. Also, complete the installation of the LWcas Boring
Machine so It can be used as an NC Machine as designed. Also, send the
Programmers to the vendors training.
Planned NC equipment program. It is recomended that
e.
It must have contouring capability.
a CNC Machining Center be acquired.
Also, based on an evaluation of the earlier Work Mix Evaluation, it is
reco manded that an NC Bar Chucker Lathe be acquired.
Personnel have not been trained by vendor on existing
f.
It is recommedded that in order to obtain full capability
CNC Lathe.
or utilization of the machine, that operators, progrmmrs, and maintenance
fuch costs
personnel be scheduled to attend the vendors training course.
should normally be included with the purchase price of the machine.
The preparation of specifications is a very necessary
g.
event prior to the acquisition of an NC Machine. Due to the extmenive
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amount of details required In such'specifications, and due to the lack
of qualified specification writers, it io recomnded that the depot use
MIL Spece an written by DIPEC. If not directly useable, they can be adjusted
or modified for special circumstances.
h.
There Is a possible use for Robotics at Anniston. This
was discussed earlier with Lt. Col Sands. Hie is very concerned about soe
of the operations from a safety standpoint. The study team Indicated that
robotics could be useful, and copies of brochures would be sent to Col Emids.
7~.
After concluding their week long visit,, the study team provided en
exit Interview with:
Col. George Aiken,, Coimander, Anniston Army Depot
Mr. C. F. Jefferson, Chief, Management Engineering Division
Mr. Nathan Hill1, Comptroller
Others
Colonel Aiken was very concerned about the procurement cycle In sequIrmg
equipment. He wants to see something done toward redmcift this peviblam.
He Inquired If this study was going to address this problem la su
iml
report to General Welch. Hie was told that sach problem wold be issimimi
and that the final report would contain recemimdtles as wall as ehtime
accomplished.

Fassell a.
wImle
Preject lam&*
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Implementation at Letterkenny Army Depot

1. Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCU( NC/CAM Study
was conducted at Letterkenny Army Depot during the period of 7-11 May 1979. The
Implemnation team consisted of:
bernard Orindle - SMAD (Team Chief)
PAY bden - SAAD
Henry lasso - PUMA
2.

Personne

attending the Initial pre-briefing session on 8 May 1979 were:

Flobert Finley, Deputy Director for Maintenance
Mr. M~y Amicame, Chief,, Production Engineering Division
Mr. Gerald Cline, Production Engineering Division
Mr.
gB Ibismem, Production Engineering Division
Mr. Riehed Wodrt,* Production Engineering Division
111.Both blhatfer, Production Engineering Division
Mr. ber~e Wichols, Production Engineering Division
Mr. by Mckley, Foreman, EShetmetal Shop
Mr. Main Ksfamagun. AeIstant Foraen, Machine Shop
Wb. Cwele ftmwet Aseistamit Foreman, Vehicle Shop
Capt. @weld Greker, New Cief,, Production Engineering Division
Mr.

3.
The pre-brietfing consisted of a vievgraph presentation which highlighted the
"wateof the US/M Studyl emlained the purpose and need for the study; described
the actiowas tabo.3 eilalned the elemna and topics that were Investigated;
idesitified the resultant actions achieved; and Identified the plan for Implementing
the speeific g- emeteand guidelines at Leatterkenny Army Depot. The presentation
wes well received and perseumil were very receptive to the NC/CAM Study.
4.
A tour of the Machine Shop and Sheetmetal Shops was taken. The tour was
conducted by Wk. Gereld Clime, Mir. Cuere Nicholo, Mr. Ray Mickley, and Mr. Ken
Kauffman
Tom members wore able to oberve operat ions and equipment.
5.
The reminder of the week was devoted to discussions and clarification to
various personnel.
"eiffe details and clarification of topics is as follows:
G. borin the e.,wq It wee noted that there were a large number of older
cesvemtiemel mehims teols. the ta wee Informed that 50% of the workload In
the Mbehie and ftometal Owpo lad me drawings assigned, and therefore, did not
appeer In the Wbub Mn *ud.
The team covered the new Machine Shop building
,A~eh will be aperetbeml io late 1979.
b.
We. OW ANe e briefed the tem en the shep layout, and explained
the Weufli.
On tee Suggeted that the NC Machining area be Isolated. This
wseinmfiee wee asserted.

During the tour of the Sheetmetal and Ball Parts Shop areas,
c.
the team suggested that the NC Punch Press be isolated from other machines.
Of particular concern was the fact that several large Drop Presses are
operating in the area, and which could set up vibrations which are very
detrimental to electronic controls.
d.
During the discussions with personnel, every topic was addressed.
Specifically, discussions on the use of the APT language, and the'many
derivatives, such as; UNIAPT, AMPT, and the new version, MZIAPT, were of
interest.
Acquisition lead times came under discussion. It was pointed
e.
out that many of the problems are caused by certain regulatory requirement.
but if appropriate, recommendations for change will be submitted.
f.
The study team explained the new thresholds for funding, and
the new limitation for QRIP, or Fast Payback items. It was pointed out,
that the NC/CAM Study Group had been successful in getting some restrictions
corrected, and some streamlining of the acquisition system Is now in effect.
g.
It was pointed out that NC Equipment is classified as I(13, and
not ADPE. A letter of clarification has been received from DAM
4C.
h.
A discussion was held regarding training. The tam was notified
that Mr. Jim Young and Mr. Al Takemoto, ANITA, had given the NC Orientation
for Middle and Top Management course at Letterkenny Army Depot during the
month of October 1978.
LEAD is expecting to have all operational training
requirements done during April 1981.
i.
A discussion was held regarding the new Computer program on
Work Mix Analysis, which is currently being written by LSSA. The program
will enable depots to maintain Information and data on workloads, so that
a variety of information can be readily available to support and assist
in justifying new and replacement equipment, but also to have a projected
evaluation of future work load requirements for workloading and scheduling,
J.
The study team explained the Ibrk Mix Study, and presented
statistics showing the manhour and dollar savings which could be achieved
due to the evaluation of the workload accomplished to date. The figures
were readily accepted and will be used in various Economic Analysis.
k.
A discussion was held regarding equipment.
Based on the results
of the previous work mix study, the tam recomended an NC Punch Press with
a Laser Cutting attachment (or Plasma Arc Attachment); an NC Automatic
Bar Machine with 16 inch swing; an WC Vertical Milling Machine with 3 axis
capability; and a Graphic System.
The tern also reconended that further
work mix studies be conducted to determine the possible justification for
a large owing NC Lathe. Also discussed was a graphic system, And copies
of brochures were left.
1.
The tam further explained the need for specifications and the
degree of detailed specifications that are rquired. It ws pointed o
that NIL pecs would greatly reduce the mmunt of effort by a depot, but
they could be modified to fit a specific need.
2

On the subject of Spare Parts Kits, the team recommended that
M.
a careful study be made as to the need for them. It could be useful in
helping to restore a downed machine in a shorter period of time. If
kits are determined to be essential for a given machine, then they must
be determined and acquired at the tim the basic machine is purchased.
The team recommended, and the group agreed to use the machine
n.
manufacturer's specifications and details for the preparation of a site.
A successful operation cannot be guaranteed without having a sound and
proper foundation.
The team was notified that Mr. Jim Shindle (a member of the
o.
NC/CAM Study Group) has been designated as Letterkenny Army Depot NC
Coordinator. The team recommended that in order for him to perform
his responsibilities satisfactorily, and to keep LEAD on board with
NC/CAM concepts, he must be staffed at such a level to allow him freedom
to carry out his functions. Also, the team suggested the establishment
of an NC Committee to provide a method for solving many of the problems,
and to assist the NC Coordinator. The recommendation was accepted, and
more members will be appointed to the committee.
The team commended the depot on the advance work done for the
p.
study. They were very complimentary of the cooperation and assistance
provided.
q.
It was pointed out that the workload not reflected in the study,
would Improve the manhour and dollar savings shown in the Wbt Mix Sumary
sheets. It was suggested that efforts be taken to continue to evaluate
tm workload. Additional requirements will be forthcoming.
6.
An exit interview was conducted on 10 May 1979, with the following
personnel present:
Col. Rollin Shaul, Director for Maintenance
Mr. Hugh Weisman
Mr. Richard Codorl
Mr. Robert Finley
Mr. Gerald Cline
A capsulized report of the prior meeting was pr6vided, including the
manhour and dollar saving generated from the Work Mix Analysis Evaluation.
A copy of the stery
sheet was given to Col. Shaul. It was pointed out
that it was urgent to complete and submit a list of personnel for training.
lblanations were given regarding the NC Coordinator, NC Comittees, and
all other topics.
7.

Study Team comments and recommendations:

a.
The study team recommended that the Machining area be isolated
in the shop layout. Also, that the NC Punch Press be isolated to eliminate
any vibration problems from large Drop Presses.
b.
Rcommend the acquisition of the following NC Machines. An
WC Punch Press with Laser Cutting Attachment (or Plasm Arc); An XC Automatic htr Machine with 16 inch swing; an NC Vertical Milling Machine with

3
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three axis capability; and an Interactive Graphis System.
c.
Recommend that a continued Work Mix evaluation be done to
determine if justification can be developed for a large awing NC Lathe.
d.
Recommehd that careful evaluation be made prior to purchasing
a spare parts kit, to acquire exactly what is needed for a given machine.
e.
Recommnd the establishment of an NC Committee, comprising
representatives from ail organizations.
f.
Recommend that an updated list of personnel scheduled for
appropriate training be prepared and submitted to ANEII for earliest
accomplishment.

Russell I. Harris
Project Leader
Descon NC/CAN Sudy
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Implementation at Pueblo Army Depot Activity

1. Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCO4 NC/CAM Study
was conducted at the Pueblo Army Depot Activity during the period of 14-18 May
1979. The implementation team consisted of:
James Shindle - LEAD ( Team Chief)
Martin Pickle - NCAD
Marshall Foster - RPOAD
2.

Personnel attending the initial pre-briefing session on 14 May 1979, were:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Kenneth Crank, Ch, Misle Systems Division, Dir for Waint.
Robert Morris, Ch, Missle Support Branch, Dir for mant.
Charles Gore, Equipment Specialist, Dir for Maint.
Jim Mulkey, Foreman, Machine Shop, Dir for Maint.
Charles Book, Equipment Specialist, Dir for Services
Don Morgan, Equipment Specialist, Dir for Services.

3. The pre-briefing consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted the
status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study; described
the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were investigated;
identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the plan for implementing
the specific parameters and guidelines at Pueblo Army Depot Activity. The
presefntations were well received, and personnel were very receptive to the NC/CAM
Study, although it was indicated that the lack of adequate workloads restrict
the acquisition of NC/CAM equipment.
4. A question and answer session followed, and the following is a resume of
coment s:
a.
Mr. Kenneth Crank inquired as to which DESCO1 Depots currently have
NC/CAM equipment. He was told that Corpus Christi has the most, with 9 each now
on hand, and with 2 more on requisition. Next is Tobyhanna Army Depot with 6 each
NC Machines, followed by Tooele Army Depot with 5 each, and Sacramento Army Depot
with 1 each in operation, and two others to be installed.
b.
A question was brought out regarding the advantages of NC/CAl over
conventional equipment, and whether NC was more suited to large production runs
or to mall Job lots. Mr. Shindle replied that NC/CAM is for small job lots,
and that it is very simple to repeat jobs after the initial porgram has been
prepared and written.
c.
Team embers were told tht Pueblo does very little manufacturing. Host
orders are for repair of items in support of their missle system repair programs.
Therefore, it would be very difficult to justify any NC equipment without the
werkload to support it.
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d.
An explanation was given regarding the recent work mix
evaluation. It identified the amount of workload that were candidates
for NC/CAM. The lack of sufficient workloads produces only minimal
results.
Mr. Shindle advised the group that recent definition of NC/CAM
e.
is that it is DIPE equipment and not ADPE. Al. that the additional
authorization channels for ADPK were not necessary to acquire NC/6AM
equipment.
f.
Mr. Shindle informed Equipment Management Division personnel
of the changes in the QRIP program, New Start requirement, and TDM
Authorization.
5.
A tour of the shop was taken.
operations and equipment.

Temmembers were able to observe

6.
The remainder of the week was spent in discussions with various
personnel. Comments and discussions are explained as follows:
a.
Discussion with Mr. Charles Hook and Mr. Don Morgan, Equipment
Management Division.
(1).
Mr. Morgan was asked if the initial briefing and
introduction was clear, and if he had any questions.
lie indicated that
it was evident from the workmix evaluation results, that there was
little chance of securing any NC/CAM equipment.
The work load is not
sufficient to justify or support the acquisltion.
He stated that they
have only one current program, which is the Pershing Missleo which is
not current.
There is no apparent changes forthcoming unless new
missions are assigned to Pueblo Army Depot Activity.
(2).
Equipment Management DivisiOn submits M Form 2765-1
as an Equipment Request, together with an Economic Analysis, and sends
to Tootle Army Depot for further handling. Preparation of Source Documents
and correspondence for follow-up is done by Tootle.
(3).
Equipment Management Branch maintains equipment as
forecasted in computer printout.
(4).
Mr. Morgan stated that the current workload does not
even justify retention of existing shop equipments.
However, there is
no current effort to declare equipment idle for other distribution.
(5).

Team members discussed other topics, including

acquisition cycle, authorization, and summarized the introduction briefing.
7.

Study Team comments and recommendations:

a.
De to the workload situation currently existing, there is
no recommendation for the acquisition of any NC/CAM equipment. However,
it is recommended that further work mix evaluations be performed on a
continuing basis, in order to capture any possible changes in workload
that could be used effectively in justifying an Improvement in operations
2

and a reduction in costs. The techniques of the work mix evaluation
will be detailed In an upcoming DISCOM procedure, and should be used
as mch as possible.
b.
It is suggested that the establishment of an NC/CAM Committee
could be used effectively for the above purpose.

Russell E. Harris
Project Leader

DESCCa NC/CAM Study
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NC/CAM Study - Implementation at Red River Army Depot

Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCN4 NC/CAM Study
1.
was conducted at Red River Army Depot during the period of 14-18 ay 1979. The
implementation team consisted of:
Roy Oliver - MAD (Team Chief)
William Humenick - SAAD
Mathew Wisniewski - TOAD
2.

Personnel attending the initial pre-briefing session on 14 May 1979 were:
Colonel Claude B. Donovan, Depot Conander
Mr. A. A. Melde, Executive Assistant
Mr. Robert Mountz, Deputy Director for Maintenance
Mr. Jack Purcell, Chief, Maintenance Modernization Office
Mr. William Privett, Chief, Long Range Planning & Engineering Branch
Mr. Robert Boyd, Public Affairs Office
Mr. Joe Moore, Chief, Equipment Control Branch
Captain Gorisheek Production Planning & Control Division

3.
The pre-briefing consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted the
status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study; described
the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were investigated;
identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the plan for Implementing
the specific parameters and guidelines at Red River Army Depot. The presentation
was well received.
4.
A question and answer session followed, and the following is a resume of
comment s:
a.
Environmental problems with regard to NC were discussed. The team
recommended that the equipment (NC/CAN) be placed in a controlled enviroimnt,
but if this is not possible, It was suggested that the NC/CAM equipment* be
procured with control units that had built-in cooling systems. The team indicated
that the equipment would be more susceptible to major maintenance problems if not
in a controlled area.
b.
The team explained that NC/CAM equipment is now classified as DmE,
This clarification was recieve,' from MRC.
and not as ADP.
Qualification requirements for NC Programmers was discussed. It was
c.
explained that Programmers must have a'wgrking knowledge of machine tools, an
understanding of blueprints and design, fnd a mathematical background.

'
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It was emphakized that Red River Army Depot must select an NC
d.
Coordinator and staff him at a division level, with full responsibility
to plan, develop and implement an NC program. Also, to establish an NC
Comittee, with representatives from all organizations, to assist the NC
Coordinator in arriving at the various decisions. Included was the special
emphasis on early training of operators, programers, maintenance personnel,
and attendance at the NC Orientation Course for Middle Managers at A43M.
e.
A discussion was held regarding the authorization for acquisition
.f approved items. Approval is interim TA authorization, but the acquired
item must be submitted in the next TDM update. Also, it was pointed out that
QRIP dollar thresholds had been increased from $40,000 to $100,000.
5.
A tour of the Red River Army Depot facilities was accomplished in the
afternoon. Team members observed operations and equipment.
6.

The remainder of the week, was devoted to discussions with various

personnel.
a.

Comnents were generalized as follows:
Machine Shop.

(1).
Discussed the type and mix of workload. Explained the results
obtained during the early Work Mix ?1tudy Team visitations.
(2).
Discussed the type of machines that could be of use to the
shop.
It was observed that most of the existing machines were very old (30 to
40 years old). The work being performed definitely indicates that Numerical
Control would be feasible.
b.

Sheetmetal Shop.

(1).
Discussed workloads, and observed operations being performed.
The variety and mix definitely indicates the need for NC equipment.
(2).
Uorkload and conditions can justify an NC Punch Press, and
a Programmable Press Brake.
c.

Maintenance.

(1).
Discussed workload mix with planning personnel.
It was
indicated that the workload mix represented approximately one third of the total
workload requirement, and that it was felt that an additional 25% of the repair
work could be performed on NC.
This indicates that a substantial increase in
savings could be realized if more accurate data was available. It was suggested
that workload be continued to be monitored and that data be maintained for use
in future justifications.
(2).
The team also discussed the use of DD Form 1106, preparation
of an Economic Analysis, and the change in 'New Start" requirements.
Also,
the submission of DMW Source Documents.
The DM3 program was discussed in
depth.
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(3).
The team suggested that the depot perform additional
evaluation and determine if a heavier duty Punch Press might be more useful
than the one currently identified in a DNPE Source Document. It was the general
opinion that the Punch Press appeared to be too light for the type of workload@.
It was also suggested that they add contouring capability to the CQC Machining
Center identified in the DMPE.
d.

Comptroller.

(1).
It was indicated that they are responsible for validation
of all Economic Analysis before submission. They further advised that the use
of DD Form 1106, Machine Replacement Analysis, required a statement from the
Comptroller that an additional Economic Analysis was not required.
(2).
It was agreed that additional personnel should attend and
be trained in the proper techniques and procedures of preparing an Economic
Analysis.
e.

Production Planning and Engineering Division.

(1).
It appears that the responsibility for preparing an Economic
Analysis is shared with the Planning and the Engineering organizations. Production Engineering provides Economic Analyses
for the larger or more complex
items. They also provide the specifications. Planning prepares RA's for
more routine items.
(2).
It was generally agreed that workload data provided by higher
command, was not sufficient or timely, therefore making it difficult to justify
equipment and facilities. The procedures of the new Work Mix Analysis should
provide a better indication of workload needs.
(3).
Red River Army Depot had attempted to secure NC equipment
in 1971, but for some reason, they were unable to obtain it.
(4).
They felt that "higher headquarters" should prepare a
"New Start" for new equipment and provide automatic furding to correspond to
workloads that have been designated to, and scheduled on depots. They were
told that new changes in OMB Circular A-76 will most likely correct the need
for a "New Start", unless it is a new mission~to the depot.
f.

Equipment Control.

(1).
It was pointed out that Red River Army Depot is experiencing
the same type of problems as other depots in the procurement cycle. It was
indicated that they would like to see a more simplified system. It was reported
to them that some changes might be forthcoming as a result of the NC/CAM Study.
(2).
Discussions were also held regarding authorization, T A,
and funding needs and requirements.
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Deputy Director for Maintenance.

g.

(1).
A thorough discussion was held regarding the need for an
NC Coordinator. It was pointed out the types of qualifications required, and
a copy of a partial job description was provided.
(2).
It was also indicated that an NC Comttee would be desireable
in provIdtng input from all organizations, and therefore, would provide much
assistance to the NC Coordinator.
h.

Equipment Maintenance.

(W).
Discussed the importance of a good preventive maintenance
program. Also, that it was important to establish a library of PM procedures
and manuals on each item of NC equipment.
(2).
Advised them that it was important to have all maintenance
personnel trained at the vendor's plant for the specific equipments. The team
also recommended that this requirement be included in the specifications, along
with the need for a spare parts kit.
(3).
Red River Army Depot personnel were concerned with the grade
level for maintenance personnel, and the problem of keeping qualified personnel.
The team reported that this problem was common everywhere, and that a national
study was being conducted by the Air Force on this subject. The results could
be used by all DOD elements. This problem will be addressed in the final report
of the NC/CAN Study.
(4).
Personnel reported that there have been problems with their
power source. Due to "trash" in the "sine waves", equipment has shut off. The
team suggested that if the problem is in the control units, that the vendors be
contacted. If it is commercial power problemir then to refer it to Facilities
Engineers.
i.
Depot COmander, Colonel Claude
reorganization plan, Disciplined Standard
(DSOS), be addressed in the final report,
of the impact it might have on the NC/CAM
be done.
7.

Donovan, suggested that the new
Organization Structures and Staffing
so that General Welch will be informed
program. He was told that this will

Study Team coulents and recommendations:

a.
Recommend that selected personnel be sent to AHITA for the NC
orientation for Technical/Middle Management, as an overview and application of
NC systems. Also, send personnel to the ANITA course on Economic Analysis.
b.
Reemphasize the need to establish an NC Coordinator and also an NC
Comittee. Provide person with authority and total support from all eliments.
c.
Make more contact with various equipment vendors. Secure data and
specifications for equipment, so that personnel involved with preparing RA's
can do a more thorough job. Also, those preparing specifications can provide
more realistic requirements. It is recommended that a library of trade literature
be established. Visits to other government facilities to observe NC operations
would also be beneficial.

4
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It Is recommended that the Work Mix data be utilized in the justifid.
cation of NC equipment. Consideration should be given to CNCg rather than
straight NC. Industry is going almost totally CNC. Some companies are no longer
manufacturing NC systems. C4C, with a built in computer in the control unit,
reduces programing time and performs repeat operations from memory. Direct
Numerical Control (INC) is not recommended by the tem.

e.
Based on the results of the Wbrk Mix Study, performed earlier, it is
recommended that a WNC Machining Center, an NC Punch Press, and an NC Programmable
Press Brake be acquired. All have been identified in the DPE program, with the
exception of the Programmable Press Brake. The team recommends more detailed
evaluation of data to justify this machine.
f. A review of the DZ program indicates that a Computer was listed.
The description on the Source Document, and on the DD Form 1106, is vague.
It is suggested that more information be secured, and more justification be
provided, before guidance and/or assistance can be provided. It vas noted that
the nomenclature on the DD Form 1106 needed to be checked for accuracy. The
Machining Center identified in the DHPI should inclued contouring cmpability.
g.
It is recommended that training be secured for operators, progrelmers,
and maintenance personnel. This requirement should be included in the procurement
specifications, and that the training be securve from the vendor.
h.
machine.

It is recommended that spare parts kits be secured for each new
Include requirement in procurement specifications.

Send personnel to vendors plant to see machine in operation, prior
i.
to delivery. Use same personnel to observe machine in operation at Red River
Army Depot before acceptance. Also, after a period of one year, send personnel
back to vendors plant for follow-up training.
Problems in the procurement and acquisition cycle will be addressed
J.
in the final project report. Recommendations for simplifying this system will
be provided.

Russell 3. Harris
Project Leader

beCCI
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NC/CAM Study - Implementation at New Cumberland Army Depot

1. Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCOM NC/CAM Study
was conducted at New Cumberland Army Depot during the period of 14-18 May 1979. The
implementation team consisted of:
Bernard Grindle -

AAD (Team Chief)

Ray Soden - AAD
Henry husso - PUDA

2.

Personnel attending the entrance briefing on 14 May 1979 were:
Colonel Billy Holland, Depot Commander
Lt. Colonel Charles H. Grayson, Director for Maintenance

3. Colonel Holland inquired about the specifics of the teams mission. He
was told that it was to Implement the parameters and guidelines as developed
by the Study Group. A capsulized description of the concepts, people involved,
time frames, and the type of assistance was provided. Colonel Holland gave a
brief description of the impending phase-down status of NCAD. However, he felt
that the educational aspects of a presentation would be beneficial to the personnel
of the varied departments involved. Also, that a posture of reddiness should not
be disregarded. The Colonel wished the team well on its mission, and requested
that he be kept informed of developments.
4. Personnel attending the initial pre-briefing session on 14 May 1979, at
0930 Hours, were:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
r.

Raymond Coffman, Chief, Control Division
Brian 14tson, Assistant Chief, Production Control
James Delaney, Chief, Production Planning & Control Division
Garland Clemens, Chief, Scheduling Branch
James Schlag, Equipment Specialist
Charles Deerees, Assistant Chief, Depot Shops Division
Charles G. Ballery, Jr., Chief, Planning Branch
Neslso CollinagChief, Machine Shop
Albert Stankiewics, Chief, Sheetmetal Shop
Bob Harple, Equipment Specialist

5. The pre-briefing consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted the
status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study; described
the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were Investigated;
identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the plan for implementing
the specific parameters and guidelines at New Cumberland Army Depot. The presentation
was well received.

6.

The following to a resume of

coe*s and discueses8

a.
It was apparent that 902 of the work in the dhop arem is rovme*
and were not evaluated during the previous Wbrk Mix Study evelue tlm. bmaqinlye
only two actual work orders had been evaluated and estimated.
b.
A question was discussed regarding proprietary itms whe
o primes
or drawings are available. Such items could be handled as amle mmafaeturing
in the Machine Shop. There would be a problem if the work was contracted out.
c.
A discussion was held regarding skills that are needed, and the tem
explained the type and different training requirements. Som people questioned
the result if people were trained at AMZTA courses, but the actual machines Were
never secured. The team explained th= operator and programer training is usually
given by the vendor after the machine has been acquired. It was pointed out that
the courses outlined to AMITA were more for Middle Management and Ooordinators.
d.
A question was then brought forward with respect to acquiring the
machines. They were interested in the procedures and requirements. "M teem
explained the QRIP program, and the new thresholds and dollar limits. An
explanation of DIPRC was also provided. It was reported that the acquisition
procedure was in the process of being shortened. Further work is underway.
7.
After review of the varied workload in the shop, the team indicated that they
were not satisified with the Ibrk Mix Study results. An additional random workmix
sample was performed by the team. It consisted of six (6) randomly selected items
that belonged to a particular "parts family group." The team then provided some
mathematical calulations, and came up with an adjusted saving of some 11,856
manhoara. This has been equated to an annual saving, of $61,090.00, and 5.7 Man
years, assuming a one shift operation.
8.
During the exit interview, the results of the adjusted Mbrk Mix Analysis
was provided. An explanation was given, which resulted in a recommendation for
an NC Sheetmetal Punch Press, with a Laser Cutting Attachment, and an NC High
Speed Turning Center.

1Russell Z. Harris
Project Leader
EBSCOM NC/CAM Study
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NC/CAM Study

-

Implementation at Tooele Army Depot

1.
Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCO! NC/CAM Study
was conducted at Tooele Army Depot during the period of 21-25 May 1979. The
implementing team consisted of:
Mr. James Shindle - LEAD (Team Chief)
Mr. Mrtln Pickle - NCA.D
Mr. Marshall Foster - RAD
2.

Personnel attending the initial pre-briefing session on 21 May 1979, were:
Colonel H. Miller, Acting Commander
Mr. Jack Cox, Chief, Production Engineering Division
Mr. Thomas Zckroth, Chief, Depot Shops Division
Mr. Lee Williams, Programmer

3.
The pre-briefinf consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted the
status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study; described
the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were investigated;
identified the resultant actions achieved; and Identified the plan for implementing
the specific parameters and guidelines at Tooele Army Depot. The presentation
was well received.
4.
A question and answer session followed, and the following is a resume of
comaent s:
a.
Mr. Jack Cox requested a more detailed explanation of the teams mission
and also the workload mix. He was advised that it is a study of materials being
manufactured and to identify those that are candidates for Numrical Control. An
explanation of the teams mission was also provided, and it was indicated that the
main purpose was to acquaint depot personnel with the study and the results to
be implemented.
b.
Colonel Miller inquired as to who the team would like to contact and
talk with at the depot. He was informed that personnel from Equipment Mnagement
Division, Engineering, and also Shop, would need to be contacted to provide the
full effects of all elements.
Colonel Miller suggested that the team also talk
with the Ammunition Equipment Office, since they are very much interested in the
use of robots in their ammunition process.
Colonel Miller suggested that the
pre-briefing be presented again to other personnel, and a schedule was established
for Tuesday, 22 May 1979. He also requested that he would like to have another
briefing at the end of the week.
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Mr. Jack Cox inquired a. to how NC/CAM equipment was funded. He
c.
was told that it is funded through the MVE Program and also QRIP programs.
In other special cases, HM&T funds might be available for first time equipments.
lie was told that authorization must be first secured through the BMPF program,
and in some cases, a New Start might be required.
5.
A.tour of the depot and the shop areas was conducted by Mr. Lee Williams.
It was noted that Tooele Army
Team members observed operations and equipment.
Depot has 4 NC Machines in operation, and one NC Lathe to be Installed and tested.
active for an additional
There is an additional DHF! Source Document which is still
NC Machine.
The following

6.
A second briefing session was conducted on Tuesday, 22 May 1979.
personnel were in attendance:
Wr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

John artinel, Equipment Specialist, ZD
Paul Masock, Production Engineering Division
Donald Smith, Chief, Welding SectL on
J.
111ams, Support Branch
Richard Dillard, Production Planning & Gbntrol Division
Frederick Gardner, Equipment Management Division
Ralph Pratt, Production Engineering Division
Wayne Johnson, Ammunition Equipment Office
A question and answer session

7. The viewgraph presentation was again given.
was held, with the followdg coments:

a.
r. John Martinel inquired about the requirement for NC/CAM at Tocele.
He was of the opinion that there might be some sort of quota. Mr. Lee Williams
indicated that there is no quota, but that the acquisition of an NC Machine will
depend upon the type and volume of workloads.
b.
At...the present time, existing VC Machines are due for replacement,
having been in use since 1968. Most of the equipment has received heavy usage.
Mr. Williams advised that a projected budget was submitted to DSCI4 a week a
go, which included $650,000 for NC Machines. Mr. Frederick Gardner inquired as
to the dispostion of the NC Machines that were located at Frankford Arsenal in
Philadelphia.
Re was told that they had been distributed to Picatinny Arsenal.
c.
Mr. Ralph Pratt advised that there was a lot of alk about contracting
out. He asked if NC Machines were available, if this would eliminate the need
for such ontracting.
r. Shindle indicated that it would certainly enhance a
depot's position to perform in-house manufacturing in lieu of contract work.
d.
?r. Wayne Johnson reported that the ASO presently has an NC Robot. The
savings have already more than half paid for the equipment. He stated that
Tooele had been able to underbid another depot by $1.50 per round on a special
workload because of the robot. Also, he stated that a saving of 40 cents was
realised on each round of ammunition produced. They currently have a workload
of 3.3 million rounds of ammunition.
Mr. Johnson advised that this equipmnt
is available for inspection.
He would schedule a tour of the aniltlon area
and the robot for the team.
S.

A tour of the Anition Equipment Office was conducted on Wednesday.
The tour was condu4ted by Mr. Wayne Johnson. He stated that

'i
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their mission was primarily research and development. The robot is manufactured
by UNMIATE, and is presently set up to fee three each machines that attach and
remove the flare cartridge out of a 40 mm projectile. The robot is programmed
to pick up a misele, sense its orientation, deposit the misale on a rack in the
machine. The machine then clamps the missle firmly, engages the flare to the
socket, and unscrews the carttridge. This is then deposited in the tank filled
with water. Then the robot removes the missle and replaces it back on the
conveyor belt to another station. This action is repeated with a frequency of
six projectiles per minute. Each machine will accept two projectiles at one
time. The robot uses a magnetic pickup at the head that can be replaced with
an air actuated clamp for heavier loads. Maximum lifting capacity at the robot
head is 300 pounds fully extended. This robot is considered to do the work of
three men on three machines. The robot has been operating over 2000 hot-s with
very little downtime. Due to the robot's application capability, which is
explosives (primarily), the electronic chassis has to be purged with an air filter
whenever the robot is turned on to prevent the accumulation of explosive dust in
the electronic cabinets. The cost of the robot originally was $39,975.00. With
the additional safety features for mmunition ($14,000), the total was $569000.
The approximate savings utilizing the robot is 40 cents per round; and the
present workload is to do 3.3 million rounds of amunition. Thus, the cost of
this equipment will be amortized in a very short time. It was pointed out that
General Motors and Ford Motor Company are using the same kind of robot to
perform welding operations on hard to reach places on an automotive body. The
robot provides a considerable degree of safety for an otherwise hazardous and
The operator stands at a remote site and observes the operation
laborious task.
through a window. Without the robot, the entire machine would have to enclosed
with an explosive shield. The team thanked Mr. Johnson for the tour and for the
demonstrat ion.
9.
A final exit briefing was held for the Depot Commander, who indicated his
satisfaction with the implementation, and the degree of Information that was
provided. He thought that the team had done an excellent job, and was very
complmstary of the data provided in the entire NC/CAM Study.

bissell 3. Harris
Project Leader
6SCGM NC/CAM Study
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SDSSA-C
SUBJECT:
1.

NC/CAM Study - Implementation at Savanna Army Depot Activity

Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCOM NC/CAM Study

was conducted at Savanna Army Depot Activity during the period of 21-25 May 1979.
The implementing team consisted of:
Hr. Roy Oliver - CCAD (Team Chief)
r. William Humenick - SAAD
Mr. Mathew Wisniewski - TOAD

2.

Personnel attending the initial pre-briefing session on 21 May 1979, were:
Lt.
r.
r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Colonel Joel E. Gregory, Commander, qavanna Army Depot Activity
A. J. Dohlman, Chief, Administration and Services
R. H. Felderman, Chief, Mission Division
William Hurley, Equipment Manager
George VWagner, Chief, Fabrication Shop
Mart in Sheehy, Machinist Leader

3. The pre-briefing consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted
the status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study;
described the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were
investigated; identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the
plan for Implementing the specific parameters and guidelines at Savanna Army
Depot Activity. The presentation was well received, and a question and
answer session concluded the briefing. The following is a resume of coments:
a. The requirements for preparing an Economic Analysis were discussed.
It was pointed out that this technique is necessary in acquiring equipment.
It was pointed out, that the DD Form 1106 can be used in lieu of a full Economic
Analysis, when requesting replacement equipment.
Savanna indicated that they
have not used the form for quite some time, and did not seem to be aware of
the EA requirement. Apparently, most of the equipment received in recent years
has been obtained from DIPEC, or was replaced because it was worn out and was
beyond economic life, and procurement was accomplished with local funds, and
without an Fconomic Analysis. It was noted that all equipment requirements
are submitted to DEPCOM through Letterkenny Army Depot. Personnel indicated
that they would check into their procedures.
b.
Personnel were interested in why Savanna had not been Included in
the Tbrk Mix Analysis study. The team advised them that it was probably due
to the fact that there was no Maintenance mission at the installation. Other
Installations had maintenance missions, and were maged in some form of
workload.

Fr

L

The depot has two (2) Numerical Control Machines. They have
c.
a DeVleig spIramatic Jigmill, and a Burgmaster Drilling, Tapping and
Boring Machine. They feel that they have a requirement for an additional
NC Jig Borer. It has been justified and has been submitted in the FY-79
DW.
The team informed the group that DMPE approval serves also as
d.
tentative TIO Authority. Personnel indicated that they were not aware of
this, nor had they received notification of the action. They indicated that
they would check it out. They were also told that when they acquired the
item of equipment after approval, that they must then include the item in the
next TM Update action.
4.
A tour of the facility was taken by the team.
were observed by team members.

Operations and equipment

The remainder of the week was devoted to discussions with various
5.
personnel. Comments were generalized as follows:
a.
Ibrkload requirements were discussed. It was pointed out that there
is no firm scheduled workload projections beyond the current year. Mbet of
the workload is generally from Ammunition Peculiar Equipment (APB) programs,
which is provided by Rock Island Arsenal.
b.
Four
Correspondence
Maintenance on
maintenance on

existing personnel have had a programing course through Army
programs. A full time Programmer position has not been established.
NC equipment is performed by contract by the manufacturer. Other
other equipment is performed by shop personnel.

c.
In discussions with the Equipment Manager, the team provided him
with a completed sample copy of a DD Form 1106. They also asked him to verify
the nomenclature of the Jig Borer, that had been identified on the M4M program s
to make certain that it was NC. They discussed the importance of submitting
correct and useable specifications, and the team provided a list of MIL Specs
that currently exists for a variety of NC equipment. The depot does not have
anyone specifically assigned the responsibility for preparing specifications.
6.

Study Team comsents and recommendations:

a.
Depot personnel did not appear to have adequate knowledge of current
",tate-of-the-Art" equipment, or concepts. It is recommended that contact be
made with various Machine Tool Builders and secure pamphlets and brochures,
and develop a catalog of Machine Tools. Subscribe to trade journals, such as;
'"odern Machine Shop", "Metlfax" "Manufacturing Engineering", 'Tooling and
Production", 'C Comnline", etc. Personnel need to have more visibility.
Also, attendance at NC/CAN Shows, seminars, etc, is also recommended.
b.
The nomenclature for the Jig Borer as listed on the DIMP program
doesn't appear to be identified as NC equipment. Retommnd that investigation
be made and that consideration be given to changing the request to a QIC
(Computer Numerical Control) Boring Machine. This machine has boring capability
plus much more. It has increased capability/capacity with flexibility at
the same approximate cost as the Jig Borer.
2

It is recommended that training for NC Machine Operators and for
c.
Programers be accomplished at the manufacturers facility. %ch training
should be directed toward the specific equipment existing at Savanna.
d.
Identify in procurement specifications the need for a spare parts
kit for high mortality items. This will supplement the maintenance requirement.
e.
Establish an on-going Preventive Maintenance program.
a long way to lengthen the life of existing equipment.

This can go

f.
Wborkload is Savanna Army Depots' major problem. As indicated the
workload is scheduled on an annual basis by Dock Island Arsenal. There is no
long range projections of workload, and this makes it difficult to justify
additional equipment, especially NC/CAM. It is suggested that consideration
be given to using the Work Mix Analysis evaluation procedure, which is soon
to be finalized and published from LSSA. The output from this program could
provide great assist in determing future workload trends, as well as assisting
in identifying utilization conditions.
g.
The team suggested that consideration be given to assigning an
individual as NC Coordinator, when additional NC Machines are acquired. With
only two NC Machines currently in use, it does not appear to be justified
as a full time position at the moment.
7.
The team was privileged to visit the Defense Ammunition Center and
School, which is a tenant activity. It is a DARCO activity, and consists
basically, of a large design group.
Fr. A. C. McIntosh, and Mr. Dick Green
were generous in discussing the operation and mission. They were interested
in the change in the new OMB Circular A-76, which changes the "New Start"
requirement.
They indicated that they are requesting an Automated Drafttng
System. The team provided information on various manufacturers, and they
also suggested that because of the type of design work being done, that the
center might be able to use an Interactive Graphics System. The personnel
indicated interest, and will check further. They indicated that their biggest
problem is getting equipment justified and processed through Procurement.

Russell R. Harris
Project Leader
DESCON NC/CAM Study
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
SACRAMENTO ARMY DEPOT
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qUBJECT:

30 Hay 1979
NC/CAM Study - Implementation at Tobyhanna Army Depot

1. Implementation of the parameters and guidelines for the DESCOG NC/CAM
Study was conducted at Tobyhanna Army Deiot durirg the period of 21-25 May 1979.
The implementing team consisted of:
Mr. Bernard Grindle - SAAD (Team Chief)
Mr. Henry Musso - PUDA
Mr. Ray Soden - SAAD
Mr. Shelley Sewell - ANAD

2. Personnel attending the initial pre-briefing session on 22 ay 1979,
were:
Colonel R. N. Barker, Depot Conmander
Lt. Colonel Otto Babel, Director for Maintenance
Mr. William Morris, Deputy Director for Maintenance
Mr. Anthony R. Trotta, Chief, Production Engineering Division
Mr. Robert L. Marms, Chief, Operations Branch, Production Engineering
Mr. Shelly J. Shirer, Chief, Special Projects & Shop Division
Mr. Andrew Labonich, Machine Branch
Mr..Ray X. Adams, Sheet Metal Branch
Mr. Ralph Wilbes, Chief, Equipment Management
3. The pre-briefing consisted of a viewgraph presentation which highlighted
the status of the NC/CAM Study; explained the purpose and need for the study;
described the actions taken; explained the elements and topics that were
investigated; identified the resultant actions achieved; and identified the
plan for implementing the specific parameters and guidelines at Tobyhanna Army
Depot. The presentation was well received, and produced the following
comasnt si
a. During the viewgraph presentation, Col. Barker indicated concern
over the project5ed equipment acquisitions (and dollar allocations) displayed
on two viewgraphs. It was indicated that the charts reflected the condition
as submitted in the 5 year Modernization Program to DESCON. There was much
discussion as to the validity of the information displayed, and Col. Barker
directed depot personnel to provide an accurate and up-to-date listing of
equipment requests to the team prior to their departure.
b. A discussion was held regarding the acquisition of foreign made
NC Machines. The tern provided Information regarding a waiver secured from
Department of Defense which changes the Armed Services Procurement Ragulation
relative to the "Buy America Act". It was pointed out, however, that the
waiver was limited to certain countries only. The tam cautioned that extensive
investigation itkto Software and Language acceptance be conducted before a
final decision is made to purchase under these conditions.
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c.
It is recommended that training for NC Machine Operators and for
Programers be accomplished at the manufacturers facility, Such training
should be directed toward the specific equipment existing at Savanna.
d.
Identify in procurement specifications the need for a spare parts
kit for high mortality items. This will supplement the maintenance requiresie.
e.
Istablish an on-going Preventive Maintenance program.
a long way to lengthen the life of existing equipment.

This can go

f.
Workload is Savanna Army Depots' major problem. As indicated the
workload is scheduled on an annual basis by Rock Island Arsenal. There is no
long range projections of workload, and this makes it difficult to justify
additional equipment, especially NC/CAM. It is suggested that consideration
be given to using the Work Mix Analysis evaluation procedure, which is soon
to be finalized and published from LSA. The output from this program could
provide great assist in determing future workload trends, as well as assisting
in identifying utilization conditions.
g.
The team suggested that consideration be given to assigning an
individual as NC Coordinator, when additional NC Machines are acquired. With
only two NC Machines currently in use, it does not appear to be justified
as a full time position at the moment.
7.
The team was privileged to visit the Defense Ammunition Center and
School, which is a tenant activity. It is a DRCOM activity, and consists
basically, of a large design group. Mr. A. C. McIntosh, and Mr. Dick Green
were generous in discussing the operation and mission. They were interested
in the change in the new OMB Circular A-76, which changes the "New Start"
requirement. They indicated that they are requesting an Automated Drafting
System. The team provided information on various manufacturers, and they
also suggested that because of the type of design work being done, that the
center might be able to use an Interactive Graphics System. The personnel
indicated interest, and will check further. They indicated that their biggest
problem is getting equipment justified and processed through Procurement.

bassell X. Harris
Project Leader
DZSCON NC/CA14 Study
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A brief discussion was conducted on Post Processors. The team
c.
reported that a breakthrough has occurred within industry, and interchangeability
of information between machines may now be possible. This was a real problem
in the past, especially when different machines were being used, with different
languages, etc.
Much concern was expressed by attendees regarding the new Wbrk ix
d.
Analysis Evaluation program being developed by LSSA. The main concern appeared
to be centered on "more paper processing and the resulting higher overhead
expense." The team informed the group that specific information would be
forthcoming, to explain how the data is to be developed and submitted, and how
It we noted that the program could be beneficial to other
it is to be ubed.
program areas, if it is used properly.
Funding was brought out as being a major obstacle, particularly for
e.
new machine acquisitions. The team explained that replacement of existing
machines can be accomplished without the "New Start" requirement. A change
to OB Circular A-76 was published on 29 March 1979. Changes to AR 235-5 is
expected within the next 3 to 6 months. Also, an explanation of the new *
dollar thresholds and pay back periods for QRIP, and Past Payback Systems,
was provided, and their use was urged. There was a question of Sole Source
Purchase, and if it was still in existence. The team'informed the group,
that at this time, Sole Sotrce Purchasing is'possible, but demands a considerable
In some situations, it may violate existing regulations.
amount of justification.
f.

The team advised the group that NC/CAM equipment is classified as
Information was secured from MRCOt, and DESC=4 Equipment
MhPE, and not ADPE.
Managers have been notified accordingly. Cuidance should be forthcoming to each
depot in the very near future.
Concern was expressed as to the need for a special series and pay
g.
schedule for NC personnel. The group did not concur with the recommendation to
It we stated that after the program had become
establish an NC Coordinator.
operational, the position would then become an overhead expense. The Study
Team did not agree with this position, and strongly recoumended the establishment- of an NC Coordinator, and an NC Comittee, to insure a coordinated group
effort is accomplished by all affected divisions and activities. The team
assured the group that a study was being conducted for DOD by the Air Force,
to extablish a special series for NC personnel.
h.
The group expressed concern as to ANIrTA being the sole source for
NC courses. The reason cited, was that courses offered were not current with
present state-of-the-art, and perhaps commercial sources should be considered.
A ,TA courses could be supplemented by manufacturer courses for specific
machines.
The group was concerned as to whether information and direction will
i.
be available after the NC/CAM Study Group had been dissolved. There was some
discussion, and the team suggested that perhaps a special staff might be
established for on-going assistance and direction. The group concurred that
such a DKSCM staff would be highly beneficial.
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4.
An extensive tour of the depot and the shop area was conducted on
21 May 1979 by Mr. Ed Slimak. A narrative description of various workload
missions was provided. During the remainder of the week, discussions were
held selected personnel.
5.
On 23 May 1979, an exit interview was held with Mr. Bob Marmo and Mr.
Rd Slimak. Results of the visit were discussed.
6.

Study tern comments and recommendations:

a.
It is recommended that an NC Coordinator, and an NC Comittee be
established. The NC/CAM operations require coordinated effort, and evaluation
of Individual workloads is essential in order to show productivity Improvement
with reduced costs.
b.
It is recommended that efforts be taken to schedule personnel to
AMETA courses, and also to other courses that are available from manufacturers
ardother organizations. The effective and continued operation of an NC/CAM
facility requires trained and skilled personnel.
co
The study group concurred with the revised listing of equipsent
desired, and provided by depot personnel, as directed by Caol. Barker. The
5 year ?bdernization plan is being updated to reflect the new requirements.
They are: CNC Drill Router for Circuit Boards; CC Chucker Lathe; CKC
Horizontal Machining Center; Graphic System; and a 45 Ton Turret Punch Press.
It was noted that these equipbents are in line with the results of the 1brk
Mix Analysis conducted earlier in the year.

Russell E. Harris
Project Leader
DESOGI NC/CAM Study
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ANNISTON ARMY DEPOT
ANNISTON, ALABAMA 36201

RepI V To The Attention Of:
SDSAN-CD-MD
SUBJECT:

NC/CAM Study

Commander
Sacramento Army Depot
Sacramento, CA 95813

1. Reference: Letter, SDSSA-C, dated 23 Nay 79, subject:
Implementation Results.

NC/CAN Study-

2. Since the visit of your implementation group to ANAD, 7-11 May 79,
certain actions have been taken to correct or strengthen those problem
areas identified by Ref 1. Our primary action has been to consolidate
functions involving identification, justification and acquisition of new
capital equipment under the Industrial Engineering Branch of the Comptroller's
Management Engineering Division. This action includes responsibility for
execution of a strong depot initiative toward NC/CAM applications. Hopefully,
it will help our NC/CAM position by providing (1) a knowledgeable group of
NC/CAM oriented personnel, (2) more clearly defined responsibilities,
(3) improved NC/CAM operator training, and (4) increased effort aimed at
obtaining additional NC/CAM equipment.
3. Other recommendations of your study group are also being acted upon.
Using the data developed by the workload mix study group, we are now
preparing economic analyses for an NC machining center and an NC horizontal
lathe. Both of these items have been programmed in our FY 81 DWPE Program.
Actions on other recommendations, such as DIPEC purchase specifications, will
be taken as time permits.
4. Overall, the results of the NC/CAM study to date have been very beneficial
to this installation. We expect these to increase even more following
implementation of all recommendations such as increased funding limitation

on QRIP items.
FOR THE COMMANDER:

NATHAN L. HILL
CF:

DRSDS-SI (Mr. Updegrave)

Acting Comptroller

Figure 3-2
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NC STUDY - FINAL COHMNTS

1. After visiting several of the depots, I have an even better understanding of the need for improved processes/system and equipment at
these facilities.
2. I feel that the approach taken on the study was a good one. I also
believe the teem accomplished pretty much what it set out to do. This
was a very difficult task considering the experience that was available
and the scope of the project. If there was any one thing lacking, I
guess it would have to be the limited number of people experienced in
NC. Now that it is completed, for all practical purposes, I feel that it
would have been better had the team been able to specifically identify,
down to the type and model, the equipment needed at each depot and even
assist in preparing the economical analysis for justification. Then all
that would be needed would be approval and funding. Of course, I realise
this would probably have taken much more time. Now it is left up to the
depots to follow through and I'm not sure that they have the personnel to
do so, although in all cases the personnel (management on down) were very
cooperative. Anniston and Red River indicated that every effort would be
made to get started with an NC program, and would also start out by
trying to establish an NC coordinator position. Both installations seem
to realize the need for improved facilities and equipment in order to be
more productive and more competitive. Savanna just does not, have the
workload.
3. The members of my team all worked together very well and contributed
to the success of the survey. Bill Hulmenick was most helpful, especially
in his area of expertise.
4. The entire survey was well coordinated. The nucleus of personnel
assigned worked very well as a teem. It has been a pleasure for me to
have been a member and respectfully hope that my contribution has been
beneficial in assisting the depots in making a big step in improving
productivity.

ROY OLIVER
NC Study Team

Figure 3-3
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SDSSA-C

31 May 1979

Report from Letterkenny Army Depot

1. Reference is made to the NC/CAM implementation visit to Corpus
Christip Pueblo and Tooele Army Depots. Personal opinion of each of the
activities is as follows:
a. Corpus Christi (CCAD) - Top and middle management were
enthusiastic about the study. The team received excellent response and
cooperation. Based on the number of NC machines and modernized equipment
in use and on order, it was very evident that modernization planning was
an ongoing program at CCAD.
b. Pueblo - Middle management was interested. However, with the
reduction of work it would be difficult to justify present conventional
equipment.
c. Tooele - Colonel Miller was very interested in the IC Study
Program. The team received excellent response and cooperation from his
office. The Aib Office was also very receptive and gave the team a
demonstration of the ammunition robot. In the Shop it was recommended
that more people be knowledgeable of the NC program through training at
ANETA, and that another progrmmer be trained as backup.

JAMES

RINDLE

Group Leader, NC/CAM

Figure 3-4
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Chapter 4
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
4-1. The work performed by the NC/CAM Study Group has resulted in the
following recommendations, which are supported by the various appendices
and depot visitations. Acceptance and adherence to these recommendations
will guarantee commonality of NC/CAM operations among the depots, and
within the Depot system.
4-2.

The Study Group recommends that:
a. Var NC/CAM machines:

(1) Specifications for construction and content shall be
detailed and specified as described in Appendix D.
(2) Existing conventional machines not be retrofitted to
perform as NC machines, unless determined to be feasible and economically
justified.
(3) Existing NC machines should be upgraded if technology can
be improved within economic limits. (Spare parts must be available.)
(4) Random access tool changers be specified and used, if
justified.
(5) Rotary tables with basic indexing systems be specified,
when appropriate.
(6) Complete set of operating accessories be included as
standard equipment, not as optional.
(7) Consider and justify all required options during initial
evaluation and estimation.
(8) Establish shop area for NC machines separate from
conventional equipment.
b.

For tools and fixturest
(1) Establish separate tooling sections for NC and conventional

machines.
(2) Locate tooling section close to the machines.
(3) Adopt a standardised tool identification system.
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(4)
(5)

Use a modular tool storage system.
Use tools with replaceable inserts as much as possible.

(6) For each job use the shortest and most rigid cutting tool
possible.
(7) Avoid long weak drill shanks and long end mills.
(8) Design and fabrication of fixtures be done in-house.
attention to interchangeability of fixtures between machines.)
adopted.

(Pay

(9) V-flange tapers for tool holders and head stock spindles be

(10) Good tools, even if they have a high pricetag, be
specified and used.
c. For computer hardware:
(1) Computer hardware support for parts programming be
established locally at each depot. (Do not create a system with one
central computer and comunication links to the depots. Allow that the
local systems Might be integrated into a distributed processing network
at a later time.)
(2) Provisions for computer graphics be included in the
computer system for future use, (even if it cannot be justified
economically at present).
(3) Computer hardware support for the work-mix analysis data
base be established locally at each depot. (Allow that the local systems
will be integrated into a network at a future date.)
d.

For controllers:
(1) New controllers for NC machines shall be softwired.
(2) New controllers shall possess memory expansion capability.

(3) It shall be permissible to deviate from existing military
specifications and commercial standards whenever this is necessary to
permit the use of softwired control in lieu of hardwired control.
(4) New controllers for NC machines shall, as a minism,
provide the following features:
(a) ASCII Code (iS 358) for input.
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(b) Absolute and incremental position input.
(c)

Input in both metric and British units.

(5) Electronic transmission of control tape information from a
computer to the machine control units shall be encouraged. (Newrt the
machine must be equipped with a hardcopy input device an the shop floor
as an alternative.
The electronic input shall interface "behind the
tapereader."
The control unit must run based n its
oy
and
independent of the host computer during job execution.)
(6) The collection of machine use records shall be accomplished
using digital processors and software in the control unit, as appropriate.
(7) Softwired controllers be protected against unsuthorized or
incompetent use by software keys. (Passwords that are programmed into
the operating software.)
(8) The executive program of softwired controllers possess a
modular structure.
(Each module shall be documented individually.)
(9)
The availability of a postprocessor for the combination of
machine tool and controller shall be ascertained before an order is
placed.
e.

For parts programing and accessories:

(1) The logical format of the APT cutter location file shall
become a required standard. (Languages and processors other than APT may
be used if they can generate a "CL" file in APT format.)
(2)
A system-wide standard for magnetic tapes, which can serve
to store and exchange CL files, shall be developed.
(3) Standardised postprocessor commands be employed in new
postprocessors as stipulated in the N.B.S. Standard.
(Soon to be
released.)
(4)
An identification system for MC tapes be established.
(Stipulate that drawing number and parts programing date are among the
identifiers to be used.)
f.

"CL"

Interactive Graphics Systems:

(1) Interactive Graphics Systems be capable of output in the
file format of APT.
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(2) They shall permit the user to program his own set of
primitives (symbols) into the system.
(3) Operating software packages of more than 256 Bytes shall
possess a modular structure. (Each module shall be documented
individually.)
g.

Procurement:

(1) Justification and submission requirements be streamlined.
(Make one form applicable to all requirements.)
(2)' The objections to productivity improvements, which appear
in AR 235-5 and the related DARCOM Supplement I be eliminated from the
criteria, which NC/CAM projects mst meet.
(3)
The Industrial Plant Equipment Replacement Worksheet (DD
Form 1106) be declared sufficient to fullfill most of the economic
analysis requirements.
(4) Letter requests and local forms for the type classification
exemption be eliminated. Require that processing of such requests by the
US Army Equipment Authorization Review Agency be completed in 15 work
days.
(5) The responsibility for LIN, NSN and TDA processing be
placed into the same agency and a maximum period be set for its
turn-around time.
h.

DESCON-wide NC Management:

(1) The DESCOM NC coordinator be empowered to oversee uniform
implementation of these recommendations.
(2)
A study group for use in NC policy development by DESCON,
and as a consultant for the depots, be retained.
(3) A centralized spare parts inventory not be established.
(4) The definition of "Direct Labor" in NC work be changed to
include "white collar work" like parts programing, keypunching and
record keeping.
(5) Adjust the depot organization structure and staffing
patterns as stipulated in the Disciplined Standard Depot Organization
Structure (DSOS) to provide for NC/CAM personnel and functions as
contained in this report. Locate all NC personnel in the same
organization within the Directorate for Maintenance.
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(6) Keep NC parts programers separate from DMI

programing

personnel.
(7) Establish system-wide pay scales for NC personnel.
i.

Depot-Level NC Management:
(1) Establish NC Coordinator position.
(2) Establish NC/CAM Couittee.

(3) The computerized work-mix analysis data base, described in
Appendix E, be established and used by all depots.
(4) The management/labor dialogue, regarding NC as a local
responsibility, be conducted.
(5) NC personnel (primarily) be developed by retraining of
present staff.
(6) A plan be established for using NC machines normally for a
single shift, but enough people be trained to staff two shifts
independent of each other during national emergencies.
(7) A system for the collection of utilization records be
established, as described in Appendix F. (Require that the automatic
collection of use data be addressed in the specifications of future IC
machines.)
adopted.

(8) The postanalysis procedure as described in Appendix F, be

(9) Participation of maintenance
personnel in the deliberations
concerned with NC acquisitions, be assured.
(10) Classify NC maintenance personnel one wage grade above
their counterparts for conventional machines.
j.

NC Maintenance:

(1) In-house maintenance capability be established.
CONTRACT OUT.

DO NOT

(2) Spare parts inventories, locally and close to the machines,
be established. (Begin with manufacturers recomended kit even if that
seem expensive.)
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(3) A spare tape reader be included among the spare parts for
expensive NC machines.
(4) Manufacturer's schedules and procedures for preventive
maintenance be adhered to closely. (Introduce changes in the maintenance
process only after experience has shown the need for it.)
(5) Written records of all maintenance actions be retained on
file.
(6) Establish a library of preventive maintenance procedures.
(7) Establish an on-going local program for maintenance
procedures.
k.

Training:

(1) Basic NC training (as outlined in Appendix G) for depot
personnel be handled by ANITA. Specific machine instruction by vendors
should be preceeded by AMETA or other government training agency courses.
(2) The recommendations in Appendix G in selecting NC trainees
be adhered to.
(3) Training courses to meet the personnel needs identified in
Fig. G-1 be implemented during FY 1980.
(4) Continuing training requ-rement for AMETA be established.
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Appendix A
NC MACHINE TOOLS AND TOOLING

1.

Introduction.

What is Numerically Controlled Machining? The simplest answer to
this question is: "running a machine tool by minicomputer or punched
tape to make it produce more for less cost." Numerical Control is simply
the putting together of a number of pieces of man's present knowledge and
technology to produce a new tool, a new tool that can increase the productivity and reduce the cost of operating a machine tool. Increased
productivity and decreased operating costs are mandatory for survival in
this present era of mounting inflation and associated labor-material
costs.
There is nothing mysterious or difficult to understand about Numerical Control Machine Tools (NCMT). NCMT can be defined as processing material with industrial machinery that is electronically controlled utilizing a minicomputer (or mechanically) and the use of a punched tape as
opposed to conventional manual control. Media containing the coded instructions to the machine tool may be (1) a punched tape, (2) a magnetic
tape, or (3) a tabulated card fed directly to the machine tool or indirectly via a centralized computer system. The latter know as Numerical Control/Computer Aided Manufacturing. (See Figure A-1.) Basically,
the NCMT function in a manufacturing system is to remove metal, plastic,
or wood to form a geometric shape by one or a series of methods. These
methods would include: milling, drilling, turning, boring, punching,
and/or grinding. The end result of the material removal processes will
be a marketable product or a component part in a repair sub-assembly.
The purpose of this paper is to define, as far as possible, guidelines for selecting appropriate material removing NCMT and the necessary
peripherial tooling. A fact to be borne in mind is that the NC concept,
while fast, accurate, and efficient will increase productivity and decrease manufacturing costs, it is not a panacea or a cure-all for all
manufacturing system ills. NCMT selection must be made systematically
and with specific regard to product, future utilization, amortization,
etc.
2. Hardware.
The technology in NCMT capabilities and operating controls is advancinS at a very rapid pace, creating a situation whereby a machine
might become obsolete before complete amortization can be realised. Machine Tool Builders number in excess of 1,000 at the present time in the
United States, plus an unknown number of European and Japanese
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firms. Each NCMT builder will field at least two machine types, each
with a distinct function, but accomplished in a different manner. This
myriad of products renders random NCHT selection highly hazardous, therefore, established purchase and machine criteria are required before a
judgment and decision can be finalized for the acquisition of a machining
system.
From factual data gathered through visits to services facilities, industrial machine shops and machine tool builders a conclusion can be
drawn that job shop type machinery approaches 95 percent of the total machine tool inventory. Job shop machinery includes: lathes, mills,
drills, and punch presses. The size and horsepower, of course, will vary
in accordance with the end items to be manufactured.
The NC drill has been the most frequent purchase in NCHT, one reason
being that drilling is the most comon of metal working operations. The
NC drill is one of the less expensive NCMT and is quite simple, usually
utilizing only the point-to-point positioning method. One of the first
savings to be realized from an NC drill will be in the fixture and jig
tooling area. With the conventional machine tool, a drill jig had to be
built for positioning; in NC, the program positions the drill bit automatically with excellent accuracy and repeatability. Manual layout is
eliminated, even on those parts requiring complex or unusual hole
patterns. A drilling machine is a machine which holds, rotates, and
forces a drill into the workpiece. They run the complete gamut from the
very simple to the most complex. However, all drilling machines have
functions in coumon. Basically, there is a spindle to which rotative
power is applied and which holds the tool; a table on which the workpiece
rests (normally movable); a method of feeding the drill into the work;
and a frame for supporting mechanisms. Drills may have single spindles,
multiple spindles, turrets or some type of tool changing mechanism. Depending upon their structure, they may or may not be capable of milling.
(See Fig. A-2.)
One of the most cost effective assets of the NC lathe is the increase
in the chip making ratio. The use of conventional machines result in a
loss of time for set up operations, and in loading and unloading of
parts. NC lathes are capable of generating contours which are possible
on conventional lathes only by the use of slow and expensive forming
tools. The NC lathe can hold closer tolerances, and is superior in repeatability. This results in fewer, if any, scrap parts. Conventional
lathe work is one area where the manufacture of parts and the htman element are interdependent. With the use of NCMT, however, production and
accuracy remain constant throughout an entire shift. Examples of lathe
parts would include shafts, bearings, bushings, gear blanks, spindles,
rods, and sleeves. All lathes, regardless of type, operate on the sam
basic principle; the workpiece is revolved by power and a cutting tool is
brought to bear against it, removing metal in the form of chips.
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Although there are many types of lathes, from the NC standpoint, only
three need to be considered: the engine lathe, turret lathe, and turning
center. The NC operational requirements of these three lathes will, in
most cases, fill the requirements of other types of lathes such as vertical turret lathes. (See Fig. A-3.)
The NC mill was devised to cut costs on the manufacture of complex
contoured parts. There are many cost savings that can be identified by
using NC mills. Fixturing is reduced and because of additional movemsents
and positioning of the spindle or table, repositioning of the part is
virtually eliminated. Because contours and radii, etc., are generated,
the requirement for form tools is reduced. NC mills can also do drilling, reaming, etc., which means more jobs can be confined to one machine
tool. The NC mill can be utilized for just about any configuration of
work, but is most effective on difficult geometric configurations and
space curves. (See Fig. A-4.)
The foundation of the NCHT selection process is to assess the present
and anticipated workload of each facility. An in-depth workmix evaluation will identify those piece-parts that best lend themselves to manufacture with NC. The results of such a study will reveal the manufacturing processes and characteristics encountered which will provide information for a selection of the appropriate NCMT (i.e., mill, lathe,
etc.). Unless a work-mix study is performed, selection of the proper
NCMT would be virtually impossible.
Acquisition of the NCMT will result in a capital investment. Therefore, it mast remain productive for a period of years. Constant productivity of the NCMT will depend in part on its capability to accept
varied workloads. Therefore, as a first step, machine capability mst be
viewed as to future workloads and not limited to the imediate needs of
an existing workload. The second step in the selection process is to
evaluate those optional equipments that will enhance the flexibility and
capabilities of the NCKT. A case in point would be to have a facility
where extensive sheet metal operations would be performed. From the
work-mix analysis it has been determined that an NC punch press would result in a substantial savings in punching operations; however, a
re-evaluation of the sheet metal shop output revealed a number of jobs
that could also be performed by the NClT with the addition of an optional
laser burning accessory. The benefits become immediately obvioust increased utilization through continued productivity, and significantly decreased operational costs by loading two distinct types of operations onto a single machine unit. Optional equipment such as increased horsepower can in most instances contribute significantly to increased production, and thereby reduce costs. However, caution should be exercised
to avoid the purchase of options that might result in a high cost MCMT
with no appreciable performance advantage. Optional features added to
the basic NC machine can increase the total cost by factor of up to two
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or more; therefore, care must be taken not to overbuy equipment that
cannot be fully utilized.
(a) The first option which presents itself after establishing the
NC makes it possible to optimize all
NCMT type and size is horsepower.
work forces. High slide speeds of 600 inches per minute (IPM) can be
accurately controlled, chip cutting can be controlled to the outer limits
of the cutting tool. It is, therefore, possible to make better use of
high horsepower, but the ease with which NC can make multiple passes results in producing the same work in less time with lower horsepower.
Present machine technology is capable of spindle speeds of up to 40,000
RPM with table feed rates ranging from 600 to 1,000 IPM. The higher
horsepower NCMT requires more strength and rigidity in the basic machine
structure and results in higher hardware costs. Requirements must be
critically analyzed to determine if sufficient justification exists for
specifying the higher horsepower ratings. Widely varied workloads preclude an all-encompassing guideline to assess horsepower requirements.
Horsepower requirements can best be determined after the completion of an
in-depth study of parts to be machined.
(b) One of the greatest advantages of the NCIT is the practical
application of tool changing devices. An excerpt from a report to Congress by the Comptroller General of the United States, dated June 22,
1975, states: "An automatic tool changer may add 20 to 50,000 dollars to
the cost of an NCMT. It may also reduce floor-to-floor machining time
significantly (up to 40 percent) when compared with a manual system and
should therefore be carefully considered." If the machining process requires a utilization of multiple cutting tools, tool changer@ should be
considered as a desirable option. At this writing three basic types of
automatic tool changers are offered as optional equipment. The Turret
Toolchanger is the simplest and the least expensive. Its disadvantages
are limited tooling capacity and tool interference. Interference is a
common problem. The distinct advantage is, of course, the attractive
cost factor. A second type, the Sequential Access is a magazine loaded
changer. The advantages of this change are a very fast access time, and
no requirement for code rings, keys, or selection of specific pockets in
the magazine. A disadvantage is no-recall of tools without going through
an entire selection cycle. The third system, a Random Access Changer
allows instant recall of a tool at any time for reuse in the same program. Numbered pockets reduce the amount of tocling required for the
machining cycle. A distinct disadvantage is the increased chance for
error as the result of the misplaced tool in the number/tape-coded tool
pockets. If the part being machined is complex in design, random access
automatic tool changing has a distinct advantage. Tool changing technology has advanced significantly and new state-of-the-art "quick change"
manual systems are being utilized with a measureable degree of success in
some sectors of industry. Manual tool changing requires physical manipulation of cutting tools in and out of the lCVZT by an individual.
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Physical and mental fatigue of the operator increase the likelihood of
tooling errors resulting in scrapped parts and/or a costly collision.
Automatic tool changers virtually eliminate erroneous tool selection resulting from mental and/or physical fatigue, therefore, a tool changer is
a desirable option and should be strongly considered. (See Fig. A-5.)
(c) Indexers and/or Rotary tables in many circumstances are desirable accessories. The function of these accessories is to present the
workpiece to the cutting tool through the machining process. The
simplest design will index the table to move in four 90 degree increments. Tables and Indexers with 360,000 increments are available and
should be considered when complex angles exist on the workpiece; a disadvantage being the higher cost for both NCMT machine and control unit
when selecting the higher indexing positioners. Maintenance, progruming
difficulties, lower tolerance of cutting forces, etc. make the high increment indexer an option for which good justification must exist. In
most manufacturing processes the four 90 degree indexer will perform the
intended function, that of automatically re-orienting the workpiece to
the spindle without refixturing or operator intervention. (See Fig. A-6.)
(d) Spindle speeds for NC will have the same range as conventional,
except that more increments are required. The optimum is Infinitely
Variable Speed. This option is especially valuable on NC lathes. In
some lathe operations it is desirable to change spindle speeds without
withdrawing the cutting tool. A conventional multiple shift would pose a
problem in that a shift would require a feed hold, spindle stop, or
both. If this action cannot be tolerated then infinitely variable speed
becomes a desirable option.
(e) Spindle nose specifications for NCMT do not differ from those of
their conventional counterparts except when it is desired to identify a
spindle nose configuration to accoamodate a particular set of ancilliary
tooling. When possible, a spindle nose configuration should be specified
which would utilize existing spindle tooling to avoid excessive tooling
costs through duplication.
Many NCMT accessories are standard with some manufacturers mad
optional with other tool builders. If the requirement exists to include
or delete the accessory, instructions should be clearly stated in the
purchase specification. The most coinon items are: way covers, chip
conveyors, splash guards, automatic bar feed, air actuated chucks, tail
stocks, mist and flood coolant jets, automatic draw bar, and work lights.
The information outlined in the preceding pages might lead the reader
to draw a conclusion that a standardization of NCMT would eliminate most
or all acquisition problems. An experimental study of varied facilities
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and the diverse NCMT requirements will reveal that standardization is not
feasible in the present state-of-the-arts of machine technology.
Standardization, though utopian at present, lies within the realm of
future possibility, but will develop as a natural phenomena of advancing
design technology. At this time there exists conclusive evidence
rendering standardizaton of NCMT not economically feasible.
3.

BASIC NOIMNCIATURE OF THE NCMT.

Basic nomenclature of the NCWT would be: base or bed, column base
mountings, saddle support, column and a saddle. Importance of these
basic components suggest that some elementary engineering methods and
materials of construction be briefly addressed. NCMT beds, columns,
etc., are either fabricated heavy steel weldments or cast from molten
iron elements.
a. Construction by weldment, if correctly engineered, can provide
adequate rigidity for NC machining operations. However, calculations
should prove out a static and dynamic stiffness modulus equal to or exceed that of a similar cast iron structure.
b. Static and dynamic stiffness in both column and bed must be sufficient to control distortion and reduce vibrations that will result in
cutting tool chatter. NCMT design should be such that the upper or top
weight is reduced proportionately with the bed weight to enhance dynmic
characteristics. These characteristics are particularly critical in ailling and boring machine tools. The table supports the workpiece and
positions it to the cutting tool preparatory to the machining operation.
Travel of the table is in the X & Y axes throughout the machining process. The saddle, table, and workpiece must be fully supported by the
bed through the full range of travel to eliminate overhang and tool deflection.
c. Slideways which support the saddle and table serve as guideways
for the movable machine members. The ways are hardened and precision
ground to extreme close tolerances. Many machine manufactures bond the
way surfaces with non-metallic compounds such as Turcite. Turcite is a
teflon derivative with an extremely low coeffecient of friction, This
reduces stick/slip and increases the capability of the servo system to
achieve extremely close positioning accuracy.
d. Steel materials used in construction must be of such quality that
good damping properties are inherent. The damping capacity or the
ability to absorb vibration must be high. There exists specific types of
iron materials that lend themselves to machine tool construction. Righ
pearlite irons, such as Meehanite, or nodular iron, have the highest
damping capacity of all engineering metals; this accounts for the coinon
selection of cast iron for machinery beds, columns, and housings.
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Meehanite is the name of numerous cast irons, each having different combinations of mechanical and engineering properties. Four
general classification types are produced: (1) general engineering, (2)
heat resisting, (3) wear resisting, and (4) corrosion resisting. Tensile
strengths vary from 25,000 to 55,000 PSI, and, when oil quenched and tempered, a strength of 75,000 PSI can be obtained. Malleable-iron is a
mixture of iron and carbon including small amounts of silicone, manganese, phosphorous and sulfur, which, after being cast, is converted by
heat treatment, into a matrix of ferrite containing nodules of tempered
carbon. The ordinary malleable iron grade has a tensile strength from
50,000 to 55,000 PSI. Pearlite malleable irons develop tensile strength
upwards of 85,000 PSI. Machinery castings are outstanding applications
of these elements.
All castings for beds, saddles and columns must be free of defects
(i.e., sandpits, cracks, however minute and scale). There mast be no
process such as welding, peening, plugging or filling with solders or
metallic pastes to reclaim a defective casting. The extreme stresses
generated from heavy loads incurred during rapid positioning, cutting,
and rapid traverse can develop a minor defect into a major fault.
Molten and cast iron beds, saddles and columns are cast individually
in one (1) piece, then precision machined to very close tolerances and
fitted together as an integral working unit to achieve the greatest degree of accuracy at the tool point with high metal removal rates. (See
Fig. A-7.)
The NCMT alignment accuracy and cutting accuracy are in direct proportion to static stiffness. Moreover, the maximum chip removal rate and
resulting surface finish are related to the machines dynamic stiffness.
Tool force upon contact with the work piece and continuing throughout the
cut exerts heavy loads on the various axes of the machine tool. (See
Fig. A-8.)
f. A controversial method of updating an existing VC machining system is to retrofit the existing ICMT. Existing NCMT may, under special
circumstances, be retrofitted in such a manner that substantial savings
in monetary outlay can be realized. Extremely long lead times for delivery coupled with the high cost of materials can, in some instances,
justify retrofitting. The extra heavy bed castings of older machines are
very valuable since increases in raw materials costs can result in a much
higher price for a comparable bed casting on a new NCWT acquisition.
Special purpose machines, such as those required in airframe construction and aerospace programs, are especially good candidates for
retrofit. NCM such as planer mills, spar mills, and traveling column
contouring mills are prime examples. An appropriate retrofit will inelude inspection of all ball loaded lead screws, drive screws, and gear
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trains, if an economically sound investment is to be achieved. The rapid
advance, technologically, in the state of the arts for NCMT of the job
shop variety requires a very strong justification before retrofit, as opposed to a new acquisition is to be considered.
The retrofit investment should be proposed on a project basis. The
project must be outlined for all requirements and benefits related to the
economic life of the project and included in the investment proposal.
Machine tool builders or contractor analysis of the project will be
established and implemented by specifications of the proposed retrofit of
the NCMT and related software.
An NCMT candidate of the job shop variety under consideration for
retrofit must be viewed as to condition, age and capability. NCMT beyond
a vintage of ten years should not be considered for retrofit projects.
Machines being retrofitted must be certified as a model still in production with availability of repair parts. Retrofitting will be justified using the same criteria as would be used on a new NCMT acquisition.
Conventional machine tools must not under any circumstances be considered
for retrofit to an NC system. Primary reasons being: (1) the rigidity
and tool deflection factor, and (2) a matter of positioning accuracy. NC
machining requires an extremely rigid machine base structure to minimize
tool deflection and the resulting chatter. The conventional machine tool
base, generally, is not designed with the weight and rigidity factors required of the NC machining process. Retrofitting remains a controversial
subject as a means of updating an NCMT system. It can be concluded, however, that special purpose NCMT as opposed to job shop NCKT are the most
likely candidates to be economically justified for retrofit.
4.

TOOLING

This section is devoted to the subject of peripheral tooling requirements to support the NCMT. The objectives remain identical to those
identified in the preceding section. Tooling is a generalized term that
encompasses three separate, but highly integrated elements. The three
elements are: (1) Fixture Tooling, (2) Cutting Tool Holders, and (3)
Cutting Tools. The unique functions of each element necessitate
individual discussion.
a. Fixture tooling can best be described as that member of the
tooling family that physically holds the workpiece on the NCMT during the
machining operation. The area of fixture tooling offers a great cost
reduction potential due to the fact that NCMT does not require complex
and expensive fixturing.
The ultimate fixture is one that can be dismantled after each job and
rearranged to do another -- a universal fixture. Such a fixture could be
a four-sided box or tower that is mounted on the work table of an WCita
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or the fixture might be one in the configuration of a picture frame. The
objectives being design simplicity to reduce tooling cost and multiple
workpiece loading to minimize time consumed for change-over of work
pieces. The type fixture described above is particularly effective on
NCMT that presents the cutting tool horizontally to the workpiece. Such
a fixture, with little or no modification, could be utilized on conventional machines; again cutting tooling costs through reduced tooling inventory. (See Fig. A-9.)
A second basic type fixture could be described as modular, or in
units constructed semi-standardized in configuration, but with flexibility enough to hold a variety of workpieces. The fixture is a rectangle of steel plate, ground smooth, drilled, jig-bored, and tapped in
rectangular coordinates to accommodate locating pins, dowells, and
holding clamps. When the part run has been completed the pins, dowells,
etc. are removed and the blank plate can then be stored on edge to reduce
storage space.
The NC system should be analyzed to determine fixture
tooling design that will maximize interchangeability between NCMT. (See
Fig. A-10.)
After assembly and prior to delivery in the machine shop area for
use, the fixture will be assigned a unique code number for identification
purposes, photographed, and filed by workpiece or part number for future
setup reference. The tooling code number and all pertinent setup information will be then recorded on a file card and made a permanent part of
the engineering package.
Fixture sub-bases described in the prior paragraphs may be purchased
from various machine tool builders, however, in-house design and fabrication are recomended to reduce acquisition costs and increase capability for interchange between VCMT. Basic fixture design and fabrication should be completed well in advance of the anticipated NCHT delivery date to insure imediate operational capability. Generally, NCMT
fixturing design is simple and is nominally expensive when compared with
conventional machine tool fixturing.
b. The tooling section, for efficiency, should be located in or adjacent to the actual shop area. All NC tooling operations such as: fixture design, fixture buildup, cutter, tooling and fixture storagep and
tool re-grind facilities will originate in this section. Upon completion
of a job the tools will be returned to this area for disassembly, cleaning, inspection, repair as needed, and stored. The personnel responsible
for the tooling section mast be highly skilled individuals. They must be
skilled in: (1) fixture tooling and design, (2) fixture tooling buildup,
and (3) cutting tool geometry. An individual of Journeyman Grade
Machinist or a Tool & Die Machinist would be an ideal candidate.
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Centralization of tooling can most easily and effectively be
accomplished by utilizing a combination of modular cabinets as tool
cribs. Efficient tool storage systems are those which are systematically
constructed and capable of being enlarged as required with little or no
wasted space. In many instances modular cabinet systems have reduced
floor space requirements of up to 56% and 10042 in waiting time for
tooling. Modular cabinet systems put everything in sight and compared to
traditional shelving systems, store more in less height, plus, fully
loaded cabinets are easily moved into new arrangements.
A recommendation can be made that each facility utilize the no-cost,
no-obligation studies offered by various manufacturers to determine modular storage cabinet requirements and layout configuration. (See Fig.
A-il.)
The tool crib will contain anywhere from hundreds to thousands of
different types and dimensions of cutters for all NCMT. The NC progremmer must select the type and size of tool required for each specific machining operation. The problem lies in making sure that the tool designation he uses is recognizable in the tool room and to the NCMT operator. To solve this problem the machining facilities will be required to
adopt a standardized tool identification system. (Tools and tool parts
are not standardized among suppliers, so a customized system within the
facility is the most practical solution.) Such a system will utilize a
series of alphanumeric characters, each of which identifies some
characteristic of the tool.
An established system will serve to eliminate confusion and misunderstanding that result from time consuming verbal conversations aimed at
finding out exactly what tool is required. This in turn will result in
faster, more efficient tool room operation and virtually eliminate workpiece rejects caused by tooling errors. The second function of the system is inventory control. Tool inventory control will ensure that costly
machine downtime will virtually be eliminated due to lack of the specific
tool to perform a special operation. A catalog with proper tool inventory
and tool identification will greatly assist the programmer, serving as a
ready reference, thus, reducing program time and cost. (See Fig. A-12.)
b. Cutting tool holders or collets are that part of tooling which
retain the cutting tool within the spindle during the machining operation. This type of tooling is purchased at the time the NCHT is purchased and will approximate 10% of the NCHT purchase price. Significant
dollar savings can be realized in this area of tooling through the
adoption of a comonality in headstock spindle tapers for the ICNT. The
present trend in industry and machine tool builders is to adopt the "V
Flange taper" as a standard taper for tool holders and BCiT headstock
spindles. The national Machine Tool Builders' Association (MITA),
Aerican National Standards (ANSI), and Caterpillar Tractor (CAT) have
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endorsed the 'V Flange taper". (See Fig. A-13.) The advantages are reduced tooling costs and interchangeability of ancilliary tooling between
NCMT. A possible disadvantage would be a future change in the state of
the arts of NCMT cutting tool application. Most metal working facilities
presently using NCNT will find that any changes or modifications to the
now existing tooling standards will be a gradual process and geared to
the expansion of the NC machining capabilities.
c. The third member of the tooling family is the cutting tool. Cutting tools perform the actual material removal from the raw stock to form
the finished part. Cutter tooling is designed to perform specific functions; therefore, the selection of proper tooling becomes a very important segment of the programmer's responsibility.
Cutter tooling is an extremely important facet; however, it is often
the most neglected, especially by facilities entering NC for the first
time. Extensive studies are often made in order to select the proper
$300,000 NCMT backed up by a $200,000 computer, but equipped with an inadequate $50 cutting tool. This could well become a half million
dollar's worth of headache. Therefore, a working relationship between
designer, programmer, setup man, and NCHT operator must exist.
By the very nature of NC, the success or failure of the workpiece
program rests with the programmer. He must know the capabilities of tne
NCMT. To effectively program, he must have the same confidence in
tooling policies and standards as those concerning the NC4T and computer
software. Thereforep it is a must to have a set of cutting tool dimensional standards and enforce a policy that all cutting tools (except
specials) be purchased to these standards. No single best approach
exists for establishing standards for NC users. It is only necessary for
each user to establish a firm procedure that best satisfies the needs of
the facility. But it should be reiterated that with any successful NC
installation, an acceptable procedure and policy will have to be established and followed. Rigid policies should be established for tool regrinding and tool setting. The policies must be understood and adhered
to by the entire manufacturing chain and any policy change must be immediately announced and in such a way that it is fully understood by all.
Cutting tools are formed from high speed tool steels or disposable
inserts made of carbide, aluminum oxides, tungsten, and ceramics. The
selection of tooling depends in part on the raw material machining
operation, and the finish required. Nearly every area of metal cutting
has benefited from the wide spread and growing use of inserts. But inserts have proven to be particularly effective on NCT because their high
performance is a good match for the higher capability of NCMiT.
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NCMT make better use of inserts because they generally have more
horsepower and rigidity and can take advantage of the ability of the insert to operate at much higher feeds and speeds. Inserts make for more
effective use of HCHT because they allow high metal removal rates and reduce tool change downtime. Inserts enable the NCMT, with its generally
greater burden rate, to operate at a very high level of profitability.
Cutters formed of high speed tool steels will continue to be utilized for
specific machining operations; however, insert tooling should be specified by the programmer as often as possible to enhance productivity.
(See Fig. A-14.)
A sound policy to follow in NC machining is to use the shortest and
most rigid cutting tool that can be applied to the job. More loss of accuracy on NCMT comes from twist drills that walk off center because of
improperly ground points; from long weak drill shanks that bend and wander; and from long end mills that flex ana subsequently machine out of
tolerance, than from any other source. Thus, cutting tool standards
should concentrate on short, rigid tools.
The cutter size or sizes to be used should be noted on a tooling
drawing. The basic objective is to have a written record of everything
pertaining to the particular program. (See Fig. A-15.)
The curse of excessive paperwork is recognized, and the idea is not
to encourage empire building and a paperwork deluge, but rather to have
available the necessary data so that three years in the future when the
part again comes up for production it will not be necessary to go back
and relearn everything. Obviously the extent to which records are kept
will depend on many factors, including the number of people involved.
But if adequate records prevent an oversized cutter from being employed,
they are worth the effort, especially when a cutter could remove too much
stock from an expensive casting or could collide with a holding clamp or
fixture.
As for tool material and geometry, solution of tool application prnblems is the same whether the machining is manually or numerically controlled. If a high-cobalt, high-helix end mill works best on a specific
material conventionally, use it on the NCHT.
Finally, do not sacrifice quality for price. Generally speaking, a
high quality tool provides a greater economic advantage on an ECNT than a
conventional machine for three reasons:
(1) The NC14T machine is making
chips more of the time, (2) its inherent features allow faster feed
rates, (3) its greater cost means a higher hourly charge.
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5. CONCLUSION
A major objective of the NC/CAM Study was to develop and enforce a
policy of standardization of NC hardware within the depot maintenance
system. There is conclusive evidence that standardization of NCHT is not
economically feasible due to the varied workload within the depot system. A commonality in NCNT could be achieved by adopting a standard
spindle-nose taper, thus, allowing interchangeability of ancillary
tooling (i.e. tool holders, collets, etc.).
The addition of optional equipment(s) will enhance productivity of
the NCMT. An example would be an automatic tool changer which in many
cases has shown a productivity increase of up to 402* when compared with
a manual system.
An in-depth work-mix study will determine the type of NCMIT that will
best suit the needs of the individual depot. Unless a work-mix study is
performed, NCMT selection would be virtually impossible. Significant
cost savings will be realized in the area of fixture tooling. NCKT does
not require complex and expensive fixture tooling.
The rapid advance in the state-of-the-arts renders retrofitting NCMT
of job shop type not economically feasible. Conventional machinery
should never be considered for retrofit.
Ancillary tooling (tool holders and cutting tools) will require
special storage areas and maintained by skilled attendants.
An in-depth work-mix study for each depot in DESCOM was performed by
a skilled team to determine the feasibility of implementing the MC concept. The results were analyzed mathematically to obtain a productivity
increase ratio and as a basis for the recomendation for specific types
of NCMT for each depot. The conclusion was that with the addition of
NCMT the average productivity increase would be 3 to 1 when compared with
the present conventional method of machining.
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OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC TOOLCHANGER

Il3

An increasing number of metalwforking plants
today are recognizing the value of automatic too
changing a an aid in maintaining or lowering
manufacturing cost levels. Setup time between
parts and changeover time betswen Jobs ismachine
idle time that has traditionally been aprime target
for cost-saving programs. On large machines with
heavy tooling, automatic tool changing unquestionably save time &nd operator effort. Furthermore, an automatic "oochanger combined with

work-handling devices and aitaena* work stations
creates the opportunity for really significant time
savings on each job.
= toolchanger wre rugged aoesorias desIgne
to handle the type of tooling typelly used on
large, heav-duty machine tools.
Tool length compensation is an Important feature

that reduces time usually spent Inpart setup"i
programming. Loading the tool data in theW
CNC Ooo control Isa fast and simple operation.

_____________________________________o___W

Tool lengths san be inure from Mue. by
keyboard. or by touching the tool tip to the pert
and entering that duta In -mmix v with a single
keystroke. With capacity for up to 100 tools that
can be 24" long the =automatlooldeanger
can store a complete family of toolbg wh~
almost eliminates the need for tooling ddgey
between Jobs.
pjswe
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Model 360, Numerical Control
Hydrostatic Rotary Table
Indexing is completely automatic via tape or
manual data input commands.
Accuracy -±5 seconds of accuracy. Rotary Inductsnscales and a double pinion, wound-up gear
box contribute to accurate positioning.Cetrbeinpa.
Hylkostatic, preloaded ways and center post crate
maximum rigidity while machining with poe
food.
Powe milling feed range from 0.40" (4572mm)
per minute through a servo drive.
SPEC IFICATIONS:
Table Sizes:
. . . ...
Round. .. .. .. . ..
. . ....
Square .. .. .. . ...
. ...
Rectangular. .. .. . . . ..
Overall height .. .. .. . . .....
Load carrying capacity .. .. . .....

Standard Features

Table inscribed to read in half degree increments.
Fixture locating keyway.
Eccentric bushing.
Optional Feature
Numeri Read6measuring system-replacement for
N/C.
"Stand Alone" milling feeds - .1 to 100" (2 to
2540mm) per min. through an electric servo drive.

30 (762) - 120" (30481
30" (762) - 120" (3048)
30x 36" (762 x 914) -96" x 120" (2438 x 3048)
16-3/4" (424) - 33" (838)
6000- 160,000 lbs. (centrally located)
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TOOL CRIB

DRAWERS
CUT SPACE NEEDS
INHALF
Corrosion and dest ore, no kao
a gwohlea with the closed storage
system Ad he crib has a neat
ltterd

Ippearance.

STORAGE-SPACE SAVER: Every item is within an arm's reach of the tool.crit'

attendent with these storage cabinets. Thus inventory is fast and simple to take
visually, and the long lines outside of the crib are past.

his file-drawer approach to

necessary to avoid depletion of any

pull-out drawers. And a smooth top

tool cribs is conserving valuable space at International
Business Machine Corp.'s Endicott
(N.Y.) plant. The industrial storage
cabinets used are neat and efficient,
yet take only half the space of any
conventional tool crib racks.
Tools and equipment used to be
stored on shelf units-some open,
some closed. A master location
chart, broken down by shelf and
cabinet number showed where each
item could be found. Withlthis systern frequent physical inveptory was

tool. And as operations expanded
storage space in the 30x40-ft. crib
area was at a premium, and passage
aisles became increasingly smaller.
Furthermore, humidity, dust, and
chip deposit damaged the tools
stored in the closed and open shelf
system.
Use of the storage cabinets (Vidmar, of Allentown, Pa.) alleviated all of these problems. Tools,
parts, and accessories formerly dispersed on the shelves are now neatly
and compactly arrayed in king-sized

which covers three of the 44-in.high units acts as the tool crib counter (top photo).
The interchangeable drawerssomc weighing nearly 300 poundscan be easily pulled out to full lengtl'
without tilting. Large exterior label.
identify contents of each drawer (see
photos) and interior tags mounted
securely on the dividers identify
items by style and size.
Since all items are almost within
arm's length of the clerk, service
is faster, eliminating waiting.

FlEX ILE PARMTIIOPS in these HOLDING HOLES on an alumidrawers make it easy to store fix- num plate allow IBM to accommotures ut pues of diverse sizes and date more than 140 collets in a
shapes. Despite the 275-1b. weight asingle drawer. Anchoring the collets
of its contents, the drawer opens all in this fashion prevents damage
the way without sagging.
when the drawer is opened.
Fllgre A-i1

PEGS in drawers'permit neat storage of milling cutters. Formerly they
were hung on wall peg where they
were exposed to dust and rust owing to humidity. Neither is a problem here.
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Appendix B
NC

SOFTWARE

1. Introduction.
The term software describes computer programs, which are not an end
in themselves. Initially that meant compilers and assemblers used to
translate source programs prepared in a programoiing language into a
machine tool language and operating programs (loaders, schedulers, etc.)
for batch processing computers. In recent years, programmable on-line
devices such as intelligent terminals and softvired controllers have become very popular. They require executive programs (operating software)
which allows interactive operation. Computer programs for very specific
tasks, that are needed by many users are often organized into "Software
Libraries."
The processors and post processors for parts programng languages
are the earliest examples of software in the NC field. Intelligent terminals with a substanial amount of operating software made their entry
into the world of design and manufacturing in the early 1970's in conAt present,
nection with "CAD/CA' or "Interactive Graphics" system.
several commercial vendors offer libraries of analysis programs (finite
element analysis etc.) for immediate checkout of contemplated designs in
connection with their Interactive Graphics systems.
Softwired controllers contain a digital computer with ummory. Computer memory is used to store the executive program and the information
from a control tape. The executive program creates the structured eavironment for the processing of machine control data and thus is the
counterpart of the hardwired logic of other controllers. The operation
of the softwired controller is different from and moother then hardwired
control in that the entire control tape is loaded into the computer
memory prior to the machining process. Hardwired controllers mst read
the control tape piecemeal, while machining operations proceed. listorically softwired control had its origin in Direct Nuerical Control (DNE)
which utilizes one (large) digital computer to control a group of machine
tools. Individual machine tool controllers which each contain a miiLcomputer or a microcomputer are known as CUC (Computer Numerical
Control). They have been commercially available since about 1976 and
have rapidly become the best selling type of NC Controllers in industry.
Their operating software (Executive Programs) is still in the process of
rapid evolution.
2.

Part Procremain

Lanauaes.

The cotrol information for a machining job is usually supplied to
the controller on paper tape. Basically, there ae three methods for the
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generation of control tape as indicated in Figure B-1. Of these, the use
of a parts programing language is the most prevalent and will be the
only approach to be discussed below.
Part programing languages are systems of symbols (letters, numbers
and special characters) which can describe machining operations. About
50 such languages are presently used in the U.S. Many of these are good
for only one machine tool model. Those will not be considered here-only
the most popular "higher level" (i.e., machine tool independent) languages will be dealt with. Initially, the APT (Automatically brogramsable Tool) language will be described. Compact II and derivatives of
APT wil be contrasted to it later on.
a. APT. The Automatically Progranmable Tool language requires the
use of two software modules in succession, when a control tape is to be
produced from a source program (see Figure B-2).
The processor handles those computations, which do not depend on the
machine tool to be used. It is a large computer program, which is
usually written in Fortran and consists of on the order of 30,000 Fortran
statements. Many hundreds of manyears have been invested in the writing
of APT processors. During the execution of the processor, large tables
have to be set up in the working memory of the computer. The full APT
program, capable of processing for 5 axis machines requires, therefore, a
large computer. In the early 1960's, when APT came into industrial use,
an IBM 360/65 with 256 Kbytes of core was a typical machine for it. That
was then a large and expensive computer.
The APT language is in the public domain and is the topic of an ANSI
standard. Many APT processors for specific computers, however, are proprietary.
The post processor implements the computer work that depends on the
machine tool and its control unit. Post processor programs range in sie
from about 1000 Fortran statements for a simple positioning systea to
5000 Fortran statements for a complex contouring machine. The writing of
a post processor will consume between 0.5 and 4 manyears. A Poet Processor must match characteristics of the machine tool and features of the
control unit. Corresponding to the large number of machine tool/
controller combinations in use today, there exists an equally large mpber of post processors. Post processors are usually proprietary. gem
software vendors (e.g., United Computing Corporation, University Ckmpr"4,g) claim to have over 1000 post processors in their Software
Libraries. Nonetheless, one has to check on the availability end cost of
the post processor whenever new tools/machine controllers are to be purchased. The total programing effort invested in poet processors xceeds
that of the main processors. The economic incentive to reduce
*-2
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the cost associated with post processors through soms form of standardization is strong, but to date, little has been accomplished in this respect.
A listing of some major computational tasks accomplished by the processor and post processor respectively is given in Figure B-3.
Figure 3-4 provides an overview of the kinds of programing statements used in the APT language. APT programs consisting of such statements are punched on cards for input to a computer. Based on the source
program, the processor produces a cutter location file (CL file) which is
usually recorded on tape or disk. Many of the records in this file are
the coordinates of points through which the cutting tool must travel
(hence the name CL file). However, a variety of other information must
also be co municated to the post processor and/or the machine control
unit. To this end, APT provides a classification scheme for the logical
records of the CL file (see Figure B-5). The CL logical record classification of APT has been adopted by many parts programming languages with
little modification and the International Standards Association has
adopted a standard based on it (ISO/DIS 3592). This makes the cutter
location file an attractive candidate for exchange of NC machining data
between different installations. It should be noted, however, that tape
exchange requires standardization beyond the logical format. The physical characteristics (diameter, etc.) of the tapes and the tape coding/
decoding process must also be standardized.
It deserves to be noted that the toolpath described in the CL file
delineates the travel path for the center of the tool and not a path on
the surface of the part. The path in the CL file is displaced from the
path of the cutting process by the tool diameter. Thus, the work of the
processor, which is supposed to be independent of the machine that will
be used, is not independent of the cutting tool. This convention-for the
CL-data was necessary in the early days of NC, when it was not possible
to provide adjustment for the cutter diameter in the controller. It is
rather inconvenient for interchange of CL files and for the reuse of old
control tapes.
In spite of these obstacles, the CL file appears to be a better
candidate for NC data interchange than either the source programn written
in a high level parts programing language or the machine control tape.
The reasons for this conclusion will be presented later.
The tapes (paper) used for input to comercially available machine
tools are generally in conformance with the standards of the Electronics
Industries Association (see Figure B-6). The tape has eight tracks
(columns) and accomodates 10 characters/inch as specified in RS-227. The
* bit characters, which are punched one per row, either use the old "ZIA
code" (15-2*4) or the ASCII subset which has become ZA standard RS358.
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This is a subset of the 7 bit plus parity code, which provides for up to
128 possible characters. On the basis of comparison to the EIA code only
52 characters are included in the RS-358 standard; considerable expansion
into the use of other ASCII characters is possible. The EIA code originated from a 6 bit code, which can maximally offer 64 character encodings
and has little room left for expansion. EIA no longer supports RS-244.
The ability to accept ASCII code should be mandatory for all new machines.
Tape formats describe how sequences of characters will be organized
into words and blocks of information. Roughly, a word is a unit of information destined to replace the content of one register in the control
unit. A block is a set of words, which prepares the cc
rol unit for the
next machining operation. Tape formats (variable block Length or fixed
block length) are presently covered by RS-274C. This standard, which was
adopted in 1974, has superseded both the older standard RS-274B for variable block length formats (word address format and tab sequential format)
and also the fixed block length standard RS-326A.
The standard RS-274C has been formulated with a control unit in mind
that reads words from the tape into the registers of the control unit for
execution. It does not consider that the whole tape might be loaded into
the memory of a CNC controller and that some data processing of the information could be performed there. The standard RS-274C outlines requirements for exchangeability of control tapes between machine tools.
In some respects, the conditions stated there are more restrictive than
they have to be for CNC machines.
The preparation of a control tape for a part by the post processor
program takes many characteristics of the machine tool into account. For
instance: machine tool dynamics, corner overshoot, geometry of the
machine, location of holding devices etc. A control tape cannot be exchanged between two machines even if both can produce the part and use
the same tape format if there exist differences in these physical characteristics.
The history of APT is summarized in Figure B-7. The appearance of an
APT standard prepared by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI
X 3.37) at the bottom of this table might seem to indicate that the language has been standardized to the point where APT source programs are
portable (exchangeable). Unfortunately, this is not the case. Post processor language was not part of the (first) 1974 version of the standard. In 1977, some language regarding post processors was added to the
standard. It is, however, not strict enough to assure portability. A
coimendable effort toward post processor standardization is in progress
at NBS, but its success is not assured yet. Further, the existence of
the standard does not mean that the language is by now so mature and so
complete that updating is no longer warranted. Indications were found
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that the custom of periodic updates by one organization (like ITTRI or
CM-) has ceased and that instead some commercial users are now
advancing proprietary versions of APT on their own.
b.
Compact II.
The Compact language is designed for use on remote
terminals of a time share system. For simple parts and 2 axis machines
(lathes) the programing effort in Compact is smaller than in APT.
The principal difference between processing of a parts program in a
batch processing language and in a timeshare language are illustrated in
Figure B-S. In the batch mode there will be several successive passes
which each handle certain aspects of the conversion. In each pass the
work on all statements (the entire program) is completed before the next
pass is begun. In a timeshared operation the processing of each job is
broken down into small time intervals, which are separated by the intervals allocated to other programs, and the amount of working memory for
a program has to be kept small.
The design of a language for timesharing
mast, therefore, provide that a small portion of the source program (an
individual statement) will be processed completely before the processor
turns to the next segment of the source. The language must consist of
statements, which are less dependent on each other than the statements of
a batch processing language.
The completion of all the computer work on a statement by statement
basis circumvents the need for a CL-file and the Compact language was
originally designed not to have one. With an eye toward exchangeability,
the creation of a CL-file has been added to some Compact processors. Presently, at least one vendor (University Computing) can produce CL-filea
which fully comply with the APT format.
Editing, program modification and the interactive use of graphics
terminals are facilitated by the high degree of independence between Compact statements.
The output of error messages in response to a faulty input statement
in Compact is immediate. The contrast of Compact II and APT among the
parts programming languages is in many ways comparable to that of Basic
and Fortran in the area of general programing languages.
Compact II is a creation of MDSI (Management Data Systems, Inc., Ann
Arbor, Mich). It is a descendant of the languages Split (Sundstrand
Corp.) and Action. Standardization of Compact by ANSI has been initiated. Some additional comparisons of Compact and APT are included in
Figure B-9.
c. Derivatives of APT. The bulk of the parts produced by VC
machining does not utilize the 4 or 5 axis capability of APT. Thedesire
to simplify programing for these applications and to make do with a
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small computer has spawned the development of several APT based languages
(see Figure B-9). In contrast to the original APT, the processors for
these languages have a modular structure.
ADAPT (Adaption of APT) was developed with sponsorship of the Air
Force and General Electric for use on small computers and in timeshare
systems. Processing on (at least some machines like IBM 1620) is disproportionately slow in comparison to regular APT.
UNIAPT (United's APT) was developed by United Computing Co., (Carson,
Calif.) for use on PDP computers (and similar machines). It offers the
full power of APT, from which it differs mainly in the internal workings
of its processor. United offers a graphics system which can be connected
to the UNIAPT computer for display of the C-L path. It is possible to
input parts into such a system graphically. United Computing Co claims
that the "source code generator" of this system can produce APT source
documents for parts which have been inputted through the graphics system.
EXAPT (Extended APT) makes machinability calculations (e.g. selection
of feedrates and cutters) the computer's responsibility. To this end, a
"technological processor" is placed between processor and postprocessor
(as shown in Figure B-2). This development is, in some respects, a competitor to the use of adaptive control.
Two versions of APT which have been introduced quite recently are
Miniapt (University Computing) and Kicroapt (LeBlond). Miniapt is a
three-axis version of APT that requires 64 KBytes of storage. Microapt
attempts to utlize the low cost of a micro-processor based computersystem vis-a-vis the continuing costs of timeshare communications to recover for APT some of the NC market that it has lost to Compact in recent
years.

A variety of company implementations of APT add special purpose
modules to the language (examples: turning modules like WAPT (Adera,
France)), sculptured surface modules (e.g., Boeing's BSURF) or permit the
addition of routines written in a general language like Fortran to the
parts processing software (e.g., MACAPT of McDonnell-Douglas Automation
Co.).
One company has written a "pre-processor" program for APT and claims
that this will reduce programing time and time spent by the APT processors for debugging purposes.
3.

Softwired Controllers (C0C).

Softwired controllers contain a microprocessor (or minicmputer) with
memory in the control unit. The controller logic, which in previous comtroller technologies was implemented in hardware, is programmd into
3-6
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the executive program, that is stored in a memory. Memory is also used to
store the information from the control tapes.
The features and options provided in a softwired controller are
accomplished through the software; the controller hardware is, therefore,
more standardized and the number of hardware components is much smaller
than in hardwired controllers. Adding-on of features will require reprograming of the executive program, which is much less costly than the
corresponding addition of hardware in the older controller technologies.
The limiting factors for the expansion of the executive are mainly the
memory size and the physical limitations of the machine tool. The computing speed of the microprocessor will usually be more than adequate.
Some examples of uses of the flexibility of programed executives in
present-day controllers are: Acceptance of both ASCII and ZIA code characters, of several tape formats, of English and Metric Units, of absolute
and incremental coordinates and the implementation of offset compensation
for the tool diameter.
The computational capabilities of the CKC controller make it possible
to shift some of the work that was previously done in the processor or
post processor into the control unit. Examples: The sophistication and
diverisity of canned cycles which are implemented in the controller is
increasing rapidly and more interpolation routines (e.g. cubic) are being
offered. This leads to shorter control tapes for the same job. Manual
programing becomes feasible for some jobs, which previously were too
laborious for this. At times, in manual programing of CHC machines advantageous moves can be made, which are not possible when a parts programing language is used. Many vendors offer the capability to edit
modify) control tapes in the controller and some offer CiT terminals
(e.g. for display of the CL path) for assistance in this task. Floppy
disks may then be employed to provide sufficient memory. Manual programing, editing and proofing of control tapes on the shopfloor allow
for very quick reaction to new requirements, but this also has the potential for great damage and injuries. It is highly advisable to limit the
access to these features to competent and authorized personnel by means
of a software key (password).
Present day executive programs have a modular structure which facilitates changes. Changes are usually implemented by the controller mufacturer, who supplies the executive program with the equipment and not
by the machine tool owner. Often, the executive will be stored in nonvolatile read-only memory (RO or PMOM). Operating programs stored in
such a madium are known as firmware.
The control information for a part is stored in read/write memory.
Typically 100 to 200 feet of control tape (12,000-24,000 8-bit
characters) can be stored. This is usually sufficient for at least one
entire part. The part program will be loaded into the memory once and
3-7
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then used repeatedly until the batch of items is manufactured. In
earlier controller types, the control tape had to be read one block at a
time during the machining of a part. The tape had to be run through the
reader once for each part and reading and machining had to be well coordinated timewise. The wear of the reader and the tapes was much higher.
Some CNC executives provide for a foreground/background node of operation. In this case, one can load/edit/debugs a new tape during
machining with the previous one. The limiting factor for the potential
capabilities of most controller types is the size of its memories. Ixpandability of memory is very important for adaptability to future needs.
CNC is the most recent controller technology (see Figure B-10). The
ZIA standards and the military specifications dealing with nmerically
controlled tools ere formulated before CNC became prevalent. The standards are, therefore, often inadequate for CNC. Parts programing languages and post processors are the only software mentioned in the Nilspecs in connection with controllers; CNC executive programs are never
mentioned and many of their capabilities are described as hardware
features.
Some CKC control units can be programed to collect use data (machine
uptime, etc) for the machine tool. This is useful for cost and utilization studies. Alternatives to paper tape (diskette, solid state
memory, cassette) for the machine control program are being offered by
some vendors, but are not widely used yet. In DNC (Direct Numerical
Control) the control information is transmitted electronically from the
host computer to a number of machine tools. This approach is not quite
as attractive today as it was prior to the advent to CXC, nonetheless,
electronic data transmission to CNC controllers ("going in behind the
tapereader") is being used in practice. The ICAM report (Air Force)
states that this ought to be preferred over punched paper tape.
Many people in the field expect that the shift of computer processing
into the control unit will continue. There exists to data at least one
control unit, which contains the post processor program and receives the
CL-file as controller input. The prediction, that at some future date,
even the main processor will be stored in the controller so that APT
source programs can be inputted directly into the controller, has been
made in the 1978 CAD/CAM Handbook.
4.

Intellizent Terminals.

Terminals are said to be "intelligent" if they are progrmble, i.e.
software or firmware controlled. They have come into use in the early
1970's as remote input/output devices for digital computers. In the NC

im~m m~numnnnmuu-

field, CRT terminals are used in interactive graphics systems and as
monitoring devices for CNC controllers. Microprocessors are frequently
found in terminals. Their impact on terminal devices has been similar to
that on control units.
The CRT terminals used in interactive design must have a line drawing
capability: After the endpoints or other characteristics of a line or
curve have been inputted, the desired line segment has to be automatically generated under software control. Direct high speed coimunication
between the computer and the display element is necessary to accomplish
this. CRT displays other than storage tubes, need to be refreshed
periodically (typical refresh frequencies are 50--60 Hz). A memory of
250000 to 400000 bits per image is necessary. Of the various memory
technologies that can be used for this task, the magnetic disk is probably still the least expensive at present. Magnetic bubble memories
might replace it in the future. Two techniques for refreshing are in
use: Raster Scan and Random Scan. Raster scanning directs the electron
beam periodically accross the entire screen and varies the beam intensity
to create the images. It is the technique used in comercial TV receivers. The quality of the images obtained by Raster Scan is inferior
to that possible with Random Scan and is insufficient for many
engineering tasks. However, Random Scan is also more expensive. In the
Random Scan method, the path of the beam is controlled to trace the desired shape.
The inputs to a graphics terminal are supplied via keyboard and
lightpen (in case of Raster Scan) or cursor (a marker that can be positioned from the keyboard or by means of a joy stick).
Interactive design on a graphics terminal is performed using a design
language to create the desired geometry on the screen and in a data base
of the system. The language will also provide that supplementary information (tools, feeds, etc) can be entered into the data base. The design
language of the graphics system is in many ways the equivalent of a parts
programing language for the graphics terminal, but requires considerably
less effort of its user. There is so far no design language for use on
terminals, which comes close to being a standard-like APT or Compact II
for traditional computer assisted parts programing. Every terminal
manufacturer offers a language specifically for his equipment.
Examples: Fastdraw (McAuto), Idraw (IDI) DAL (Design Analysis Language
of CALM), TIGS (Terminal Independent Graphics System of Control Data),
Unigraphics (United Computing).
Design languages typically contain a set of primitives, which can be
called from a memory and positioned on the screen in any desired position. From the draftsman's viewpoint, the primitives are the equivalent
of the shapes available on templates in manual drafting. The machinist
may liken then to the canned cycles in a CHC controller. Some design
languages let the user create his own set of primitives.
B-9
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The software used in graphics terminals is usually purchased with the
hardware from the manufacturer and is proprietary. Frequently, this
software seems to be written in Fortran, sometimes with subroutines in an
assembler language.
Interactive design offers more than a swift way to enter a parts description into a digital data base. Tentative designs can be subjected
to a variety of analytical tests in the system. Several companies offer
a library of analysis programs (e.g., finite element analysis for
mechanical designs) for use in their graphics system. Users, who wish to
use the terminal primarily as an input device for previously confirmed
designs, will not need this kind of software. Input via terminal circumvents the use of a parts progrmming source language. The parts description that is produced in the data base will resemble the CL-file of
APT.
In at least one existing system (Unigraphics), the graphics output
is exactly in the APT CL-format, so that the same post processors can be
used.
Another way to bypass parts programing is the use of a digitizer. A
scaled (and often considerably enlarged) drawing is inspected by an optical scanner which produces digital output for the data base. Once again,
a computer and a (more restricted) user language will be part of the system.
5.

Recommendations.

a. It shall be permissible to deviate from existing military specifications and applicable comercial standards whenever this is necessary
to permit the use of softwired control in lieu of hardwired control.
Comaent: Even the most recent Milspecs and Ek standards have been
developed before the advent of control units, which contain a microprocessor and executive software.
b. All software acquired in connection with NC or CAD-CAM systems
shall possess a modular structure (unless it consists less than 256
Bytes).
Each module shall be documented individually.
c. Memory expansion capability shall be called for in softwired control devices.
d. Softwired devices shall be protected against unauthorized and incompetent use by software keys (passwords, that are progrimmed into the
operating software).
e.

New controllers for NC machinery shall be softwired.
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f.

New controllers for NC machines shall, as a miniuma,

provide the

following features:
(1) ASCII (RS 358) Code for input
(2) Absolute and incremental position input
(3) Input in both British and Metric Units
g. Controllers, which can be equipped with a hardcopy output device
(paper tape punch, disk, cassette, etc.), shall collect use information
for the NC machine (Machine uptime, execution time for jobs, etc.)
through a routine in the controller software.
Coent: The intent of this requirement is to assist in the data
collection for the economic post analysis of NC machine use (as required
in AR 5-4, DA PAN 700-23, Form DD 1651) and called for in reviews by the
GAO. (e.g., Report: "Followup Assessment of the Use of NC Equipment to
Improve Defense Plant Productivity.")
h. The use of electronic transmission of control tape information
from a computer to the machine control units shall be encouraged. The
electronic input shall interface "behind the tapereader".
The machine
control unit of such systems nust run independent of the host computer
during job execution and shall be equipped for hardcopy input on the
shopfloor as an alternative.
Comment: This is recommended in view of the goal of "Routine
Electronic Data Transmission for Numerically Controlled Industrial Plant
Equipment Between Facilities by 1985" (quoted from a draft A.R.), and to
provide compatibility with the recommendations of the ICME study of the
Air Force.
i. The logical format of APT for the CL-file shall be made a required standard. Use of parts programming languages, other than APT
(e.g. Compact II), may be permitted if they produce an APT compatible
CL-file.
j. A standard for magnetic tapes, that will serve as medium of
storage and exchange of CL-files, shall be developed.
k. The use of standardized post processor commands shall be considered for mew equipment once they become available.
Comment: The development of standardized post processor commd.
progress at N.B.S.

is in

l. Interactive graphics system shall permit the user to proszam his
awn set of primitive@ into the system.
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5. FIGUR C-I: Diagram of the elements of System I VC
Machine Tool Complex.
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FIGURE C-2: Diagram of the elements of System ZI HC
Machine Tool Complex.

7. FIGURE C-3: Diagram of the elements of System III NC
Machine Tool Installation.
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S. FIGURE C-4s Flow diagram for manual part programing
of a single part for the KC machine.
9.

FIGURE C-5: Comparison of Conventional APT part prograiming with an interactive graphics terminal using
a minicomputer in the system.

10.

FIGURE C-6: Interactive graphics system at Corpus
Christi Army Depot (CCAD) including CAD/CAM
feature.

11.

FIGURE C-7: NC machine tool system.

12.

FIGURE C-8: Comparison of Systems I, 11, and 111.

13.

FIGURE C-9: A CUC lathe with "show-and-tell" graphic
display, automatic self-programing system, builtin postprocessor and tapeless spindle control.
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INTELLIGENT HARDWARE
1.

INTRODUCTION.

A definition of "Intelligent Hardware," as it applies to Numerical
Control (NMC)
achine Tools, needs to be presented before the purpose of
this phase of the study can be meaningfully covered. As would be expected in this age of computers, it follows that intelligent hardware
means that the NC machine has some type of computer directing the prograiing and machine control functions and is capable of interacting in
an intelligent manner with the parts programer and operator.
Intelligent hardware is presently found to constitute a major part of
a NC machine tool complex such as found largely in industry and to a much
lesser degree in the Services. Such hardware includes mostly computers, terminals, controllers, interactive graphics (CRT, displays,
monitors, etc.), and plotters. Most of these units interact with the
user to provide a so-called intelligent feature to the system.
The advantages of such a system are many and are considered in detail later. As
an example, such hardware results in a major savings in time and costs,
in parts design, and programing. Even more importantly, much less
training of the users is required. As an important consequence of these
significant advantages, the development and production of the now and
more sophisticated intelligent hardware are advancing at such a rapid
rate that the user - industry and government - are hard pressed to keep
pace with the myriad of new improvements let alone take advantage of them
for their facilities.
With this introduction of intelligent hardware, the purpose of this
section clearly becomes that of presenting first pertinent and factual
data about such hardware currently being used successfully and in operational state. Secondly, some facts about what the future will have to
offer in intelligent hardware are of vital concern. For examplep the
purchase of NC equipment planned for the Army Depots for, say, 19S0 and
on, should take advantage of the state-of-the-art NC intelligent hardware
to be availa6le at that time; therefore, another purpose of this study ts
a prediction, based upon some standard inputs, on the kinds of equipment
to be expected in the ne&r future.
A final purpose that follows from the analyses of the facts collected, is the recoimendation to the various depots of the kinds of NC
machine tools to acquire along with a set of regulations for their
purchase and use.
Included in the general topic of intelligent hardware are a number of
major sub-topics that require separate and collective treatment. These
are as follows:
(1) Computers (large main frame units, minicomputers and
their included micro-processors), (2) controllers of the machine
C-1
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tools# (3) interactive graphics, (4) adaptive control of the machine
tool, and (5) the training of personnel involved in their use.
Because of the close interrelationship of intelligent hardware and
the software, the subtopic areas of another part of the study dealing
with NC software, parts programing languages, postprocessore and the
interchange of software date are necessarily included wherever required
in the analyses.
2.

FACTS.

A number of facts of major importance, and also some of lesser significance were established by collecting a wide range of data on intelligent hardware by a program of visitation by the DESCOM HC/CAM Study Group
to Army, Navy, and Air Force depots having operational NC machine facilities. Complete NC intelligent hardware along with the necessary peripheral equipments (teletypewriter*, printers, card readers, etc.) were
observed in operation; furthermore, actual parts programing and machining were demonstrated. Information in each case was collected, analyzed,
and cataloged on computer and peripheral equipments, operational procedures, parts programing, paper tape production for running the machine
tool, and the actual milling and drilling of ample parts.
A wealth of factual data were acquired also from industry. A different set of procedures was followed to ferret out useful information on
prevailing hardware and new developments. Brochures and reports were ordered, discussions were conducted with company technical representatives,
and equipment exhibits and demonstrations were attended. To complete the
fact finding exercise, NC machine tool shows, conferences and workshops
were attended. All of these data were used to provide a basis for
specifying not only intelligent hardware but total guidelines for the
purchase and operation of NC machines by the Army Depots.
An important observation by the visitation teams was that a number of
the Tri-Services depots visited already have successful NC machine tool
facilities. They have established guidelines and regulations necessary
for their operation. These facilities served as models for the study and
influenced the results of the same. Although much of the information
received was quantitative in nature some of it was qualitative and had to
be weighted accordingly.
One fact is clear, the study showed there to be a marked difference
of opinion of the kinds of NC machines and accompanying intelligent hardware that should be used by the military and industry. lowever, from
this rather extensive study, it appears as though the bulk of parts Unanfactured by the Services using NC machines require only a 2- and 2j-azis
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machine capability. The machine operation requires milling in one plane
with simultaneous tool movement in both the X and Y directions, and an
independent setting of the tool perpendicular to the plane ( direction). Roughly, 50 to 80 percent of the machining fits this category.
Only a few of these parts are generally simple enough to be parts progrined manually using the oldest and most widely used ZIA (Electronic
Industries Association) code to produce a machine-tool control tape.
Conversely, with large companies such as found in the manufacture of aircraft, cars, etc, NC machines are set up to produce thousands of the same
kinds of parts with machining ranging from very elementary to highly complex milling, drilling, and tapping operations. Consequently a 5-axis VC
machine (three linear and two rotational axes) is a Nust" and is dedicated to the manufacture of complex parts as well as simpler parts to insure maximum utilization of the machine, and is easily justified economically.
The visits to the numerous depots showed unequivocally that their respective missions for DESCOM varied considerably and that their needs for
NC machines differed appreciably. The information gleaned from these observations pointed early towards the need for categorising a number of
representative NC systems that could be recommended for a particular depot or a concerted group of depots. Again, based upon the information and
facts collected by the visitations, company brochures etc., NC systems
that are now in an ongoing status, or found to be fairly well defined,
fall into one of the three general categories listed below. The intelligent hardware of each of thede systems is presented in concept and discussed later in detail.
a. System I. This arrangement of hardware Aesignated as System I
provides a computer service to a number of depots which are located in
the same geographical area that usually covers a nmber of adjoining
states. A large computer such as the IBM 360-65, which has the capacity
of 262 Kilobits/min. to 1048 KB max. is located centrally in this area
and provides a very rapid high capacity computing capability to the subscriber depots. All of the computations are done on a time-sharing basis
so as to provide - in an .average time of roughly 30 minutes -- the calculations necessary to punch a paper or ylar tape in EA or ASCII code
that is used to run an HC machine. The system is capable of computing
tapes for a large number of NC machine tools by selecting the proper
postprocessor program stored in the large memory of the main fram computer. Each WC machine type of a different manufacturer requires its om
computer postprocessor program. The final processed data are then transmitted back to the originating depot where they are stored in a local
memory bank or used imediately to punch a machine control paper or uylar
tape in ZIA ar ASCII code. The tape is delivered to the shop and mounted
in the IC machine controller for making the part.
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In summary, System I provides a large noninteracting central computer
to perform the computations for the number of depots tied to the cc uter
through dedicated telephone lines. All peripheral equipment and machine
tools are located remotely at the depots. Progrming language mainly is
The computer has the capacity to perform
APT (Advanced Programed Tool).
Cost of a large computer requires a major
5-axis tool path computations.
investment around 2 million dollars; however, System I is a high performance system capable of handling the most complex machining task.
Furthermore, the cost of leasing the dedicated telephone lines is a major
operating expense.
Figure C-1 shows the elements of System I and some indication of the
operations conducted at each remote depot as well as at the central comrputer complex. Complete details of this VC system are given later.
b. System II. The main differences between System II and System I
are: (6) the availability of a large computer located at each depot
rather than having a remote time-shared centrally located computer, plus
(2) the addition of a number of Computer Numerical Control (CDC) machines
to make up the total system. Here the large computer can be of the I=K
360-65 variety (Univac, Honeyell etc.) or notably a relatively low-coat
minicomputer such as a PDP-1l, with a 16-bit capability and a 32 KB or
more of disc memory. Such a system provides a depot with complete independence in parts programing of complex parts requiring 3 to 5-axis
machining.
It has also an added flexibility by having the CIC units
available for simpler machining jobs of the 2-axis types.
The companies
manufacturing such equipments now offer a wide variety of CIC lathes and
milling machines incorporating a large number of extra features. For
example, a CNC machine with its included microprocessor can provide on
site parts progr-ming, editing features, interactive graphics showing
cutter paths, inherent postprocessor, etc. most of the CNC machine tools
on the market today are of the "stand-alone" variety that are designed so
that the part can be programed, edited, and machined at the machine tool
location (the shop area). The buyer of the CYC machine needs to decide
which of these multitude of features are required for his shop.
In brief, System II is a total high-speed system with added flexibility over System I by the addition of CHC machine tools. The cost of
the system is high but certainly meets the readiness criterion requested
by the Amy.
Figure C-2 shows the elements of System I1
Complete details are given later%

for a depot installation.

c. System II1.
System III may be described as a "starter" system
with provisions for expansion and add-on features without necessitating
major disruptions to the system. A depot can start with the minimum of
only one standalone COC machine tool. A standard CC input, which is
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generally tied to a lathe or milling machine, usually provides a keyboard
on the controller panel for manual parts programing, interactive
graphics, editing at the machine, a postprocessor as an integral part of
the total system, and operation of the machine from computer memory or
from punched paper tape made at the local CRC unit or other separate
parts programing systems such as Systems I and 1I.
CRC machines run the gamut from the most basic or stripped version to
ones that are equipped to do the whole job from the design to the
machining of the part. Such CNC units are capable of providing 2-axis
simultaneous machining, ard with some more elaborate designs extending to
3-axis and even more. CHC machines can be interfaced with mass data
storage devices thus allowing the user to access a large parts programsing library.
In summry, unless a depot already has a mans of producing parts
program and punching a required ET/ASCII machine controlled tape, a
minimam requirement for establishing an NC machine tool capability mould
be the acquisition of very versatile CNC machine such as described above
and shown in the block diagram of Fig. C-3.
Such a system provides a
building block for expanding to Systems I or II.
Clearly, System III is
a minim= cost installation, and readily expandable to a more capable
system as the demand grows.
d.
Interactive System. Another important fact that has evolved as
a result of the rapid developments of NC machines deals with interactive
graphics. One finds that any of the three basic systems outlined previously can be modernized by the addition of interactive graphics. The
momentum towards replacing the drawing board and the time-consuming design methods is steadily increasing. Predictions indicate that interactive graphics will soon become an integral part of all CNC machine
tools, or an integrated part of an MC machine tool system.
The components and features of interactive graphics are very close
to, or the sme as, those found in a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) facility. The part can be designed or copied from an existing drawing using a
programing keyboard and cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor tied to an appropriate computer with associated software.
From the instructions given to
the computer, a part is either designed or copied and simultaneously a
parts program (such as a parts manuscript) is placed into computer memory
and then recalled to develop the cutter paths for the machine tool. Finally, with the designated postprocessor for the machine tool involved,
the CNC mini-computer generates the comands required to operate the
machine tool. These commands can be transferred to punched paper or
mylar tape or memory where any of these sources can be used to operate
the machine tool. The details of the investigations on the utility and
applications of interactive graphics are extended in the following
sections.
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3. DISCUSSION.
When one faces a question on the kinds of NC machine tools to recommend for a depotp including the total support system such as intelligent
hardware and software, the natural tendency is to look for a representive
system that is enjoying successful operation in terms of supplying production demands and at the sam time being cost effective. Such a representative system, designated as System I, shown in Fig. C-1, is found at
McClellan Air Force Base, Sacramento, CA. This is a total and comprehensive system. Comparable systems, but structured differently, were
visited at various Navy installations.
There were essentially no limitations found in the parts programing
hardware or language of McClellan Air Force Base NC machine tool system.
The only limitations came from the capabilities inherent in the individual NC machine tools found in their shop. Most of these NC machine
tools were of the 21 to 3-axis variety; however, NC machine tools with
5-axis control could easily be added any time to their operation. Such
additions would only necessitate the inclusion of appropriate postprocessors to the main computer.
After observing the operation of this system from input (parts programning) to output (milling of the part), there was a strong compulsion
to recommend this system for the Army Depots. However, one must take into consideration the recent spectacular developments in minicomputers,
microprocessors, and inter-active graphics, thus choices for recommending
an NC machine tool system for the depots are increased as well as improved.
Turning away from such a system as observed at McClellan Air Force
Base requires sow strong justifications, because it is a total system
and utilizes the Army's standard APT programing language and certainly
meets the readiness requirement. To understand the reasoning behind the
development and assembly of some of the NC machine tool system requires
looking back to the era around 1950 when such tools were being introduced
for industrial use. This was the period coincident with the tremendous
upsurge in applications of computers to industry and the govermeent.
Small computers of the minicomputer type were just in the stages of development.
Early, large computers, such as the series IBM 360p were essentially
the only candidates for NC machine tool applications because of the
limited features of all but the largest computers. Consequently these
large'multi-million dollar computers were selected to perform the computations of parts programs, especially those involving highly complex
geometries.
Shortly after the incorporation of large computers into VC
tool systems the computer development picture changed remarkedly. These
changes opened up new choices for the installatien of VC machine tools by
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the user groups. Spectacular advances in the development of minicomputers and microprocessors were the reasons for these changes.
Increased computational speeds of these small computers, larger memories
and mainly the sizable reduction in computer costs have revolutionized
the whole machine industry. These advance developments are manifested in
CNC machine tools, and NC machine tools programed and controlled by
minicomputers. Add to these tools the current interactive graphic
hardware and one has the main units bting purchased by industry for
modernizing their NC machine tool facilities. Thus, these contemporary
advances in computer technology and production make it imperative to
carefully assess the recent NC machine tools, which incorporate these
computers, for their application to the Army Depots. Consequently, a
comparison of the early large computer supported systems is made with the
recent systems involving CNC machine tools, graphics and minicomputers so
as to provide a basis for recommendation for the depots.
a. Comparisons. A first comparison is made of the parts programming
features of the above-mentioned systems. The parts programing method
hardware, and language are key factors to consider and are of primary importance in the choice of a NC machine tool system. What are the ways
open to program a part for a NC machine? The question is best a swered
by a knowledge of the kind of part to be machined, the material used, and
the complexity of the part. Discussions with various people using NC
machine tools show that most parts manufactured by the depots require
simple milling and drilling operations of the 2-axis variety. Such part's
programing can be done manually using the older standard ZIA machine
tape codes, but easily only for the simpler parts.
b. Direct Manual Programing. A simple part can be programmed as
shown in Fig. C-4. Starting with the part print, a program manuscript is
written using the EZIA codes (transfers machine instructions, dimensions,
etc.). These codes are punched into a paper tape with a Flexowriter - a
punched-tape controlled typewriter usually having a standard keyboard.
The tape is placed into the tape reader located in the NC machine tool
controller, and it in turn automatically controls the operation of the
machine tool. Three important facts are noted: (1) the parts prograsmer
requires limited training needing only a good background in machining and
some mathematics (algebra and plane geometry), (2) no computer is required to generate the NC machine tool operations due to the simple
machining involved (primarily 2-axis), and (3) a minimal amount of processing hardware is required.
Direct manual programing varies with the kinds of hardware available. The new CRC machine tools provide an added capability by providing
a keyboard for manual programing on the panel located at the machine
tool. Since the CNC units usually include a minicomputerp more complex
parts programing is also possible. For example, a preset sequence of
events initiated by a single command, e.g. G84, programs a cycle/tab
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operation. This quasi parts programming capability could be labeled as
computer-aided manual programing.
c. Computer-Aided Programming. Even though the general run of parts
programing require straightforward machine operations, some do require
very complex tool movements, thus making direct manual programming impossible. Very large computers are enlisted to program these complex
operations. The important scientific language of FORTRAN can be used to
program the operation of the NC machine; however, it is involved and requires extensive training and programming skill. Consequently, special
languages such as APT were developed to simplify the programing. The
APT language grew up with the NC field and has over the years come to represent the optimum form of communication between the part progrmmer and
the complete spectrum of NC machine tools. EngSlishlike words are used to
describe a part and the machining operations. APT was developed for use
on very large computers and turned out to be very beneficial. Because of
the large capacity of these computers, the structure of the APT language
was not limited by computer speed and storage restrictions. With a large
computer such as the IBM 360/65, the most complex part can be programmed. This total capability is in accord with the Army's readiness
requirement which states that depots should be capable of making any part
required for maintenance, even of the 5-axis type.
APT, however, was not without problems. Because of the environmiental
conditions, costs, and operational complexities, large computers could
not be brought directly into and under the control of the NC programing
group. As a consequence, APT users had to resort to remote installations
such as service bureaus, time share companies or separate in-house computer data processing facilities. This has resulted in slow turn-around
times, increased costs for computer time and poor utilization of part
programming NC machine tool resources.
The introduction of microcomputers offered a partial solution to this
problem. With its low cost, limited installation requirements (no air
conditioned facilities, etc) and ease of operation, these computers can
be installed directly in the parts programming area (engineering department, shop or computer facility). At the beginning, one disadvantage of
the minicomputer was that it could not handle all computations of the
complex APT language. As a result, a proliferation of compromised languages--over 60--were developed to run on minicomputers (ADAPT, COIACT,
etc.); but unlike APT, none of them can handle the complete spectrum of
NC machine tools from single point-to-point to continuous
three-dimensional path applications.
Around 1969, minicomputers were developed which could perform 5-axis
parts programing through the use of modified forms of the APT language,
such as UNIAPT.
Such minicomputer costs run around $50,000 which is
about 1/20th that of a large computer.
These computers can be directly
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operated by the parts programmer with turn-around times on the order of 5
to 10 minutes per run. Card decks containing the program manuscript
data, ready to be loaded into much larger computers such as the IBM
360/65 or UNIVAC 1108, can now be processed on a &all dedicated minicomputer. They have the popular feature of APT, such as nested definitions, implied check surfaces, subscribed variables, any orientation of
tabulated cylinders, and multiple intersections.
To lend credence and momentum to the use of minicomputers, since they
are found in CNC machine tools and graphic systems, it is important to
discuss why they can perform essentially the same as the large computers. Most APT processors are designed to process part programs in 3
or 4 passes, plus a postprocessor pass. The first task does syntax
checking, part program decoding and symbol and canonical form table setup. The second task executes arithematic statements and surface definitions. Then the NC and machine tool commands are generated. A fourth
pass is used by some systems to perform a matrix transformation.
The
output of these three passes is a centerline file which acts as input to
the postprocessor. A CLPRNT statement causes the input to the postprocessors to be printed out in the edit phase of the APT processor. In
comparison, consider the UNIAPT language which is capable of 5-axis programming and can be done on a minicomputer. Although internally APT and
UNIAPT are different, externally to the part programmer they are the
same. The UNIAPT interval structure has been simplified into a two-pass
process, plus postprocessing.
The first pass of the UNIAPT is similar to
APT; however, the second, third and fourth passes of APT have been combined into one pass by UNIAPT. This information shows that a minicomputer can be programmed in an APT-like language to provide 5-axis
machine commands.
A mention was made of there being some 60 different parts programing
languages. This raises three important questions; (1) why are there so
many languages, (2) can they be programed on minicomputers, (3) can they
program complex parts? As expected since there were no regulations by
industry or government on parts programming, the manufacturer simplified
their NC machine tool product line by writing special programming languages to fit only their machine tool operations. With the aid of microprocessors and specially designed computer logic, the input program instructions are transformed directly to the machine tool commands. Host
of these languages are APT-like in structure. A new development has even
gone so far as to work with operator spoken instructions rather than
typed instructions. These different languages are described in the 1978
Modern Machine Shop NC CAM Guidebook published by Gardner Publications
Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. Nearly all of these languages have a
limited vocabulary and are easy to program since they require minimal
training of an operator or parts programmer. The importance of this
comment is that a selection of the machine tool of the IC or CRC type
with its own languages or procedures certainly complicates the
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possibility of standardization. Would a depot want to purchase a number
of lathes and milling machines, each having a different programing
language? Finally, 5-axis programing is possible only with a few
languages.
d. Compromises. As a second comparison, parts programing can be
accomplished by an entirely different method by utilizing an interactive
graphics set of hardware. The difference between interactive graphics
and Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) systems is difficult to separate. Why?
First, interactive graphics is a main component of CAD. Second, the most
recent CUC machine tools, as indicated before, are including CAD
features. The CAD system provides a direct part design capability thus
bypassing the need for a drawing department and draftsmen. Similarly a
CAD system interacts with the designer to develop a cutter-path program
on the basic design data which was previously stored in a minicomputer.
The designer of the CAD system usually incorporates some modified form of
APT for the cutter path language. Included in the minicomputer storage
are the postprocessors for the NC machine tools located in the shop. To
generate the ZIA tape coimands, a key is depressed on the graphics control board and the minicomputer goes into action with the postprocessor
program to execute the data for punching the NC machine tool tape. A
comparison of System I APT programming procedure with that of an interactive graphics terminal is given in Fig. C-5.
Note the operations deleted in the APT procedure by using the interactive graphics technique.
Interactive graphic systems are not new and have been operational for
over 3 years. One such system operating successfully at the Corpus
Christi Army Depot (CCAD) is shown in Fig. C-6. Of particular interest
are the three graphics CRT terminals for the design of parts and the
minicomputer that executes the commands for the operation of the paper
tape punch. A small 81 x 11 in. paper copy can be produced for reference purposes of the graphic displays. A separate CAD/CAM system is tied
to the interactive graphics entity to produce large templets or
standard-sized drawings. Plotters of all sorts and sizes are available
to produce standard drawings.
Just from the comparison of the various parts programing methods and
the systems in which they are used, it becomes noticeably clear that the
choices for the selection of intelligent hardware are nmerous. Before
drawing any conclusions from the data, the individual components, e.g.,
computers, controllers and adaptive control of a total IC system need to
be discussed along with the training required for their operation and
maintenance.
e.
Computer System. In selection of NC machine tools for a depot,
one is concerned with computer systems which include numerous peripheral
devices such as videotape archieval systems, card punches, paper tape
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readers, and user terminals (teletype and monitors).
From the studies,
there are two very well defined computer systems used for NC machine
tools, mainly, large and small scale, or minicomputer, systems.
A number of depots and manufacturing companies with large VC machine
tool operations use a large computer system. The computer system however
is time-shared with the inventory, payroll, research, test, and other departments. Questions may be raised as to what are the arguments for the
installation of large computer systems? These are: (1) the capability
of performing the computations in APT for any complex part, (2) high
speeds, (3) large storage capacity and (4) the ability to do large-scale
tasks, such as operate a Direct Numerical Control (DIC) installation.
As a point of information, some characteristics of a large scale computer system are reviewed. A large-scale system is one based on a main
frame in the range of IBM's System 370, Model 159 through Model 3033
(older model was the IBM 360). These are usually computers with processor speeds ranging from 30 to 150 nanoseconds (billionth of a
second). They are capable of executing several million instructions per
second.
The profile of typical large system applications is undergoing a umber of changes, reflecting the growing shift towards networks of smaller
dedicated systems.
Applications suited to large systems include nearly every type of
processing: remote batch, time sharing, transaction and batch. Only
realtime capabilities are excluded from the list. The key to the current
large systems concepts is to do everything needed concurrently. Demand
for large computer systems comes from both comnercial and scientific
users. Large corporations in the government (services, bureaus, etc.,)
make up the bulk of large computer system users.
Some computer experts have questioned the viability of large system.
in the era of distributed processing. The charges are that large systems
are not responsive to individual users problems, and the conclusion is
often the users would be better served if they had their own minicomputers. However, what appears to be happening is that users get their
own minicomputers, or intelligent terminals, and promptly connect them to
a large computer via a communications network (dedicated telephone lines).
Some depots may want to give thought to large systems and distributed
processing. Distributed processing can include time sharing, computational resources for scientific users, protection of data base (software
investment), and a host of batched processing. For most users, the preferred approach to distributed processing is to follow a hierarchial
scheme with the large systems at the top of a group of smaller computers
and terminals.
C-l1

Design criteria for large computer systems include requirements for
high speed, instruction processing, high speed input/output rates, the
ability to address large fast memories, support for high-speed peripheral
equipment and reliability.
No picture for the installation of new equipment is complete without
a disclosure of costs. However, only some very rough indications of
costs can be given until specific systems are finalized because of the
wide variety of computers and peripherals available. A large-scale computer system ranges from 1 to 2 million dollars, monthly rentals range
around $25,000 (Auerbach Computer Technology Reports), and used systems
are now available at sizeable reductions.
Minicomputers have made many significant advances since they were
first introduced in the early 1950'.. The minicomputer of today has
greater power than many of the large computers of the 1960's and is very
capable of handlinf such amazingly difficult assignments as APT--a language for programming 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-axis work. In addition to significant computing power, the convenience of placing a minicomputer physically near the job improves the user's ability to get a job done.
Because of the simplicity of an APT or APT-like run on a dedicated minicomputer, one has the opportunity to better utilize existing support and
part programing resources to increase productivity and reduce overall
operating costs.
Microcomputers of the Digital, PDP-8, -10, -11 varieties range in
price from $25,000 to $50,000. These are actually high capability type
computers usually contained in small desk-type consoles that fit well in
any enviroment (office, shop, etc.). Minicomputers, in this case, refer
not only to the physical size, but also to memory and certainly price.
By designing languages unique to a particular YC machine, such as a
lathe, smaller 4K or 8K (8,000) memory units can do the work previously
requiring 12K or 161 units.
Such minicomputers range in price from

$5,000 to $15,000.
Keep in mind that every bit of information that makes up the processor languages (part program, cutter paths and postprocessor) occupies
some of the logic space in the computer.
Unequivocally, if a computer
has 32K words of memory and 30K are taken for the processor language,
there remains only 2,000 words for part program processing.
Thus, as
minicomputers develop greater memories and increase their logic speeds,
they will approach the capabilities of the larger computers. There is a
trend to using a small computer for processing a part while all processor
language storage is done on auxillary units such as a floppy disc pack.
Importantly, simple processors utilise smaller computers and simpler language, resulting in reduced costs; however, such computers are only
applicable to the manufacture of the bulk of simple machine parts.
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f. Controllers. Early in the development of NC machine tools, there
was a clear cut separation between parts programming, control functions,
and actual machine tool operation.
The controller consisted basically of
a set of relays, switches and timers that were set in operation from the
electrical signals actuated by the punched EIA coded paper tape. The
controller would then accordingly direct the movement of the machine
spindle, the turning on and off of the coolant, the setting of the cutter
speed, etc.
The controller usually was placed in near proximity of the machine
tool or mounted directly on part of the structure. A number of controls
common to the controller are found on the panel, such as, feed rate, feed
increment, jog rate, tool offset, and start-and-stop.
As minicomputers became available, they were incorporated in the controllers and evolved into CNC controls. A look at the market today reveals that one is hard pressed to purchase just an elementary controller. Ratherp the market offers a wide range of advanced and
excellent controllers that provide any level of capability desired. For
example, one controller, implemented with the latest microprocessor, is
in every detail a graphics design-terminal plus CYC machine tool unit.
With its own part programming language, a simple 2- or 3-axis part can be
designed on its interactive display monitor, a cutter path computed and
edited by recalling individual statements in error, the comands for the
cutter paths generated in a corresponding EIA or ASCII paper tape or
magnetic tape, the commands for the cutter paths placed in computer
memory and, finally, a part produced with the NC machine tool from any of
the recorded programs.
Nearly all of the more elaborate controllers provide a keyboard
either on the panel or on a separate stand for manually programming the
part in usually 2- or 3-axis. Clearly, many controllers have evolved into limited versions of graphics terminals. Such a wide variety of
controllers will be of value when selections of equipments for the depots
are made.
The completeness of the most advanced CNC units cannot be appreciated
without listing the numerous features and options available to the user.
Although such information is available from the CRC manufacturers
brochures, it is important to present some of them at this time to provide an immediate basis herein for comparing systems and to show
state-of-the-art developments for CNC machining centers. Of the roughly
dozen leading CNC manufacturers, their machine centers usually have the
representative following featurest
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(1) Physical and Environmental.
a.
b.
c.
d.
(2)

Inclosure: sealed, vertical, operable to 120oF and 95Z
humidity.
Power: 115V, single phase, 50/60 Hz.
Size and Weight: 60-65 in. high, 36 in. wide, 32 in. deep;
approximately 800 lbs.
Electronics: modular, plug-in circuit boards, front and rear
access, terminal boards for external electrical ties.

Operating Functions.
a.

Axes: 3-axis with both positioning and contouring modes,
circular/linear interpolation, optional 4th and 5th axis.
b. Outputs: binary coded decimal (BCD).
c. Storage: multipole block buffer.
d. Feed Rate: 0.01-399.99 in./uin., 0.1-9999.9 ma/min.,
programable.
e. Tranverse Rate: 400 in./min., 10,000 =/in.,
selectable.
f. Dwell: g 04 code-0.0001-99.9 sec. progrmmable.
g. Motions: inhibit for each axis, backlash positioning take
up, reversal error compensation, rapid retrack to tool
holder, dry run.
h. Search Mode: forward and reverse for any coded number
(N, H, etc.).
i.
Imaging: mirror of X and Y axes.
j. Protection Circuits: error limit, synchronization tape and
memory parity check, clock or feedback loss, overtravel,
over-temperature, etc.
k. Battery Power: computer memory battery back up.
1. Diagnostics: built-in-test (BIT) circuits.
a. Position: absolute machine tool position, light-smitting
diodes (LED) display (X, Y, Z), trailing error.
(3) Data Input.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Tape: automatic acceptance of both EIA tape codes, 38-244
and 38-358, ASCII (38-358).
Canned Cycles: turning, threading, facing, taper cutting,
etc.
Datat inch or metric.
Comands: 999.9999 in., or 999.999 am. max.
Zero Suppression
leading or trailing zero.
Programing: absolute or incremental.
Position: preset any axis.
Test loteu: dry run and tape test notes.
Edit: loadable from tape.
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j.

Storage:

part program storage for one part program, editin

and subroutines.
(4) Features.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Operating Mode: manual, automatic, single, Manual Data Input
(DI), sequential number search, reference stop.
Jog: high and low jog independently selectable.
Incremental Feed: 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01 in., or 0.001, 0.01,
or 0.1 am., also 4 selectable rates.
Feed Read Override: zero to 120% continuous, displaying.
Manual Data Input: alpha/numeric keyboard can display
select, offset/compensation entries, program edit.
Display: alpha/numeric universal readout for display of
machine data, error messages, memory content, servo lag,

tool offsets and absolute machine positions, multiple
CIT format.
g. Zeroing: at reference, grid or present positions.
h. Feed Hold: push button control.
i. Offsets: sixty-four values to +99.999 in.
Path Retrace: cycles for srgle and multiple block.
j.
(5) Optional Features.
a. Adaptive Control: tool load-sensing control.
b. Program Storage: storage and computer memory - up to 10
programs.
c. Automatic Compensation: tool length, cutter diameter and
part misalignment.
d. Program Edit: stored or tape-reader programs.
e. Fourth Motion: positioning and simultaneous contouring.
f. Voltage Transformer: multiple input -

200/220/230/240/380/415/440/460/480/555V.
In summary the surveys showed that essentially three different kinds
of controllers are used in a system:
(1) A controller stripped of computer-aided control and limited
to the earlier basic manual controls is tied to a machine tool. The i*tegral paper tape reader accepts control tapes developed by a separate
independent parts programming facility such as described in System I.
(2)
A greater capability controller having microprocessor based
control, manual programing capability, editing featuresp operation of
the NC machine tool from paper tape or computer memory, becomes an integral part of the machine tool.
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(3) A total stand-alone minicomputer-aided controller having
the capability of parts designing programing, editing and commanding
the PC machine tool operation is part of the NC machine.
As a final comment on controllers, a review of numerous manufacturers' brochures on controllers of all kinds shows that a wide range of
capabilities and options are available with no apparent standardization
of features either in hardware or software, with the one exception that
they all accept ZIA coded machine control tapes.
I g. Adaptive Control. There is some mystery of what is meant by
adaptive control (A) as it applies to NC machine tools. Adaptive control is simply an electronic feedback system that supplements the
existing feedback network of the NC system in order to improve or optimize its operation. This is analogous to an individual's brain which can
readily acknowledge body temperature and stress changes being fed back to
it by the nervous system. Of course, the individual can make decisions
on how to react to these changes. Adaptive control units are supplied as
separate small add-on boxes which operate in essentially a parallel
arrangement with the existing feedback lines of the VC machine. Relatively few companies are found to manufacture such adaptive control units
as compared to those building CNC units, nor is there any explanation
given of why the manufacturers do not at the outset integrate adaptive
control in their CNC control product line, especially when the advantages
are supposedly so valuable.
Adaptive control leads to production improvements through automatic
sensing of the changes in the machining process, which comonly include
torque, force, temperature, vibration and tool wear. These sensed
changes in the form of electrical voltages and currents are fed back to
the adaptive controller so that appropriate changes can be rapidly camputed and executed. For large volume NC machining, the application of
adaptive control results nominally in 10 to 30Z increased productivity
where optimm machine conditions mean more part output each day at a
lower cost per part. Further savings are found in reduced tool breakage
and associated costs of machine down time, extended tool life and lower
maintenance costs for machine tool abuses.
Add-on adaptive control systems are applicable to milling work, but
particularly more so to drilling operations. For drilling, for example,
such systems provide electronic control of the drilling cycle on the VC
machine tool on which it is used. It increases productivity by maximizing machine feed rates without motor overload. Such control systema
are adaptable to machine tools for drilling, boring and reaming, and
having electric or electro-hydraulic control of the Z-axis feed rates and
electric motor driven spindles where torque is critical.
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The system works as a sensitive feedback network, the degree of precision is a function of the sensing elements and processing system. The
system electronically senses horsepower, calculates the torque exerted on
the drill, and automatically varies the spindle feed rate to obtain the
highest penetration rate obtainable under existing drilling conditions
and within the proper loads for the drill, to prevent breakage, limit
dulling and temperature rise. Spindle rotational speed, maximum feed
rate, and drill torque limits are computed usually by a minicomputer processor program from drilling data taken from limits tables by the part
progranmer. In other words, through adaptive control, the drill operates
optimally within the bounds selected by the design engineer.
For the regular NC machine tool system utilizing the APT part prograimning language, adaptive control system instructions generated by the
processed feedback signals are automatically inserted onto the tape at
the proper location for each drill or tool used. For most adaptive control units these instructions are machine independent. The adaptive control system calculates new instructions to be compatible with the machine
speed, feed rate and low capacity. For a typical drilling operation, one
adaptive control system eliminates the need for looking up feed rates and
spindle speeds for writing instructions in the part program; rather, the
programmer needs only to give the part material type and strength, drill
material and size, and type of coolant flow; however, certain critical
limits, torque, feed rate, etc. can be given. For such a system as System I, which uses APT, the programmer inserts adaptive control in the APT
part program, then the preprocessor program in the large computer produces the correct instructions for the cutter paths, and with the designated postprocessor an appropriate paper tape is produced.
Aside from the operational features described, there is another
aspect of adaptive control that the average users of NC machine tools
find rather vague. This deals with the sensors required to produce the
error signals to the feedback loop. Strain gage sensors mounted on the
spindle measure spindle torque; tachometers on the spindle and the table
feed motors provide rotational velocities; quartz crystal accelerometers
provide vibration signal data; and the tool temperature is measured by
the natural thermocouple effect caused by dissimilar metals--the tool and
the workpiece. The changes in the voltages and currents produced by
these sensors in their electrical bridges or aplifiers provide the error
signals for the feedback input to the controller.
h. Training. For this section, the goal is to air discussions,
facts and ideas on the training of personnel for the operation of NC
Intelligent Hardware. Specific details on training are best left to the
section dealing with training.
The training of personnel to operate the Intelligent Hardware as part
of a total VC machine tool system, is a function of the complexity of the
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part to be produced and the kind of MC machine tool system involved, such
as the system previously described as System 1.
In conversations with part programmers at Air Force and Navy depots
and technical representatives of NC hardware companies, one hears statements like this, "We can train a person to do part programing and operate our system in two to three weeks, if he has the right background."
Interestingly enough, this is a true statement. It is true for producing
the bulk of simple 2- and 24-axis work or for working in simple VC
machine tool systems where the programming language and hardware have
been specially adapted to a particular computer, controller and machine.
However, validity of such a statement is dependent on the available candidates to be trained. He must be experienced in parts design, parts
materials, and machine processes and methods; furthermore, he mot have
an adequate mathematical background. This appears as a naive statement.
A person with such qualifications is not the run-of-sill type candidate,
but one who has had many years of training and experience in machining
and allied areas. Yes, such a person can be sent to a company or Army
training school and within two to three weeks do simple part programming
and operate an NC machine tool.
A clarification of where such limited training is adequate needs to
be reviewed. Most current and advanced CIC machine tools offer this
opportunity. A parts programing keyboard is either on the controller
panel or on a remote terminal. The CNC manufacturer has developed a
simple programming language along with canned cycles to further aid the
programer. Editing is done interactively by using the minicomputer in
the CKC unit. Finally, the last step of processing the input instruction to output comands to run the machine tool is included in the
system. Clearly, two to three weeks of extensive training by company
schools or the United States Army Management Engineering Training
Activity (ANITA) qualifies the trainee to do part programing and operate
a CNC unit. Of course, it is understood that the trainee has the qualifications given in the preceding paragraph. Certainly a trainee of
lesser qualifications would still be trained sufficiently to progran and
machine many of the simple 1- or 2-operation parts, e.g., drilling a few
holes in a flat sheet.
Various people in control of NC machine tool systems belabor and
garble the mathematical training required by stating that the trainee
needs courses in basic mathematics, alegebra, and plane and solid geometry. What is truly important is not that the trainee has had these
courses, but rather that he can apply them accurately to part progreoimni and to computing rates and loads, etc. Rowever, the successful
completion of such courses and most importantly with on-the-job (OJT)
training, he can more rapidly achieve the desired end of becoming a proficient part programmer and NC system operator. The time involved, howC-18
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ever, is not just a mere three weeks, but considerably longer depending
heavily upon the trainee's previous experience and education.
A few comments are necessary in regards to manual programing
training. With interactive graphics and the new CNC machine tool systems, the need for manual program-ing using the older ZA machine code is
being replaced by the many new programing languages developed by the
manufacturers for their new NC machine tools. Furthermore, it does not
take the manual programing of a very complicated part to soon appreciate
the need of a computer to do the required computations.
Consider now the training needs for a comprehensive, high speed# high
performance system using the APT language. No longer are machine parts
largely of the simple 2-axis variety, but involve very complex contoured
parts requiring simultaneous cutter movement in 3 axes. Such are the
part programmer problems for System I which uses a large computer and the
APT part programing language. Here a part programer needs considerable
expertise in programing in APT, as well as, an extensive and in-depth
background in materials, machining and mathematics. To be able to
visualize the machine tool paths for a doubly contoured surface, a person
requires considerable experience in the use of three-dimensional geametry. A person of this calibre represents a considerable investment by a
depot for his training. Nor is there any short cut thet can be taken in
the training process. Furthermore, at least two such part progrmners
are necessary at a facility to take care of the complex parts even though
such parts may represent, say, 20% of the VC machine tool workload. One
part programer is needed for backup.
The problem of training personnel for NC machine tools is well understood and covered in nearly all text books as well as special documents
on Numerical Control. Excerpts are quoted in the appropriate following
sections on training recomendations along with additions derived from
the information gathered from the military, government and industry.
4. SUNHARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
For the Army Depots located throughout the
United States, the important goal strived for in this section em Summary
and Conclusions is to point to a standard NC machine tool system that can
be adopted by each depot.
Such a system must be standard but versatile
in all elements of its structure so that either a "starter"system or
more complex system can be recomsended to the particular depot under cornsideration for the installation of the NC machine tool system. A
standard starter system is defined herein as one that is designed for
future expansion without the need of special equipments or total system
modifications. The system is bounded but expandable and provides interchangeability from depot-to-depot due to the standardisation of the units.
Digressing a moment, the interpretation of "standardisation" has re.ceivedmuch attention and has been the center of much controversy. One
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company poses the problem quite clearly, "standardization is important
but sometimes it is just not practical to standardize. It is a good objective, but if you really pursue standardization, you'ro likely to end
up hurting yourself."
First, one needs to bring the findings presented in the preceding
sections into focus so that conclusions can be made, thus it is necessary
to reiterate the purpose, or goals, of this study which are as follovs:
(1) To present actual data on intelligent hardware used successfully on MC machine tool system over the past fifteen years, but
mostly for the recent few years when solid-state technology was applied
to such dystems.
(2) To sake predictions on improvements and changes to expect
of NC machine tools in the near future (1980) which will effect recommendations.
(3) To make recomendations on the kinds of IC intelligent
hardware to purchase (the recomendation will be heavily dependent on the
kinds of machine tools selected).

hardware:

(4) To present information and specifications on intelligent
computers, controllers terminals, readers, plotters, etc.

An extensive review was made of the pertinent facts on the kinds of
intelligent hardware available, their capabilities and limitations.
Their application to three actual, but considerably different, VC machine
tool systems were analyzed, starting with a total high capability system
and ending with a minimal system.
Without any reservations, the high capability system, designated previously as System I, meets all the requirements specified by the Army for
"readiness "' (The ability to independently machine any complex part required for a maintenance job at a depot.) lot only does this system meet
all requirements, but it is currently both successful and operational at
a number of Air Force and Navy facilities. The system is programd in
the APT language which has been designated as the international standard
NC machine tool language and the designated standard for the Army.
Without proceeding further, the analysis clearly indicates that System I should be recommended for each depot. The installation of such a
system, though excellent and desirous, is definitely an over-kill for
most depots, and most importantly, the price tag of 1-2 million dollars
for the system is too high for a single depot to handle; however, if it
is split between four depots the cost is nominal. Certainly, such a system would be entirely feasible for a number of depots located in the oe
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geographical area. This system has a major shortcoming since a destruction of the central computer under any circumstance inactivates the system for providing any new parts programs; it is clearly a vulnerable system. Certainly any part EIA tape in the repository can still be used on
the machine tool for which it was processed; however, this is of little
utility unless such a part happens to be needed. The probability of such
an event is extremely small.
As is now readily apparent, the advantages and disadvantages of Systems I, I,
and III need to be compared in conjunction with each depot's
present and projected needs. This is best done by constructing a table
which lists the important characteristics, features or associated requirements which were collected in this study. Such information is given
by Fig. C-8, "Comparison of Systems I, It, and III." This mast, by
necessity, be a tentative set of comparative data since additions,
modifications and deletions will certainly be forthcoming after the
individual depot's needs are finally reviewed in order to make firm
decisions on the kinds of NC machine tool systems that need to be
installed.
A survey of the depots' needs for NC machine tools indicates that all
twelve depots, with the exception of one depot, are candidates for the
so-called starter NC machine tool system. Some of the depots now have a
few NC machine tools of the 2 to 3-axis variety with plans for the wurchase of a few more, or no more, units over the next five years. A
survey has been made by the NC Study Group Visitation Teams, Nay 1979,
and recommendation for NC machines were determined for each Army Depot.
See the section on Overall Concepts, Fig. 1-2.
The starter system has some truly attractive advantages and can lead
to a productive, totally versatile and cost-effective system. It embodies two key features: low cost and nonvulnerability.
To place a starter NC machine tool system in a proper light so that
it can be treated objectively, an example of a realistic system is reviewed, including all the details, advantages and disadvantages. Unlike
software, the hardware selected for such a system becomes a capital
item. It mist endure over the years. As such, it must be expandable and
reliable. Furthermore, every effort should be made to automate the system taking man out of the loop for all possible operations. One of the
key benefits of an automated system is the consistency of the work that
is turned out. Nil-Specs are achieved every time. In addition, such a
system should have the largest mber of configurations possible by using
flexible modular system design. Such a system is depicted by Fig. C-7.
Notice that this is an expandable system that brings into play the
computer to aid in every activity possible; putential savings are high.
Standard computer peripheral devices plus other large computing systems
are found to be easily interfaced with such a basic system. This simply
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means that if at a later time it would be advantageous, two or more
depots could combine into a network such as the one previously described
as System I. Such a system through the use of dedicated telephone lines
can provide an access to each other's data bases, the use of centralized
on-line high speed plotters, and to central archiving of the data files.
Depots apparently fall into one of the three general categories in
terms of available NC machines in their shops: (1) those that have
essentially none at all; (2) those that have a few (2 to 3); and, (3)
those that have a considerable number (3 or more). The study showed that
no depot even closely approaches the number of NC machine tools found in
industry; consequently, operations could not be compared on a one-to-one
basis.
Those depots having but a few NC machine tools, or nonev could consider starting with a minimal system which basically includes a Flexowriter for manually writing the part program and punching the WC machine
tool control tape. These NC machine tools could be lathes and mills with
controllers such as shown by Fig. C-7. The included NC machine tools
would have basic, simple-controlled units such as found on the earlier
models dating back to 1970. The reasoning behind choosing an earlier
model and discussing a minimal NC system is twofold: (1) it is related
to older units presently in operation that need to be included in a depot
analysis, and (2) it provides a framework for comparisons with the
newest products on the market with their many improvements. None of
these comments or observations could be construed at this time to imply
that a minimal system is best suited and most cost-effective for every
candidate depot.
At the outset, an analysis of the main features of the system, along
with its limitations, is important in pointing out whether or not a minimal system would be applicable for installation at a depot.
First, and most importantly, the system is limited to the programming
of simple parts. This statement calls for an explanation of what is a
simple part. This is best done by considering the machine operations involved. Therefore, consider the VC machine spindle which can be manually
programed to move from point to point in one plane, say the XY plane.
Normal Z axis movements are not continuous, but are set beforehand by
cams to the required values. Such control of the spindle allows drilling, reaming# etc., of holes at various locations for any casting or
block of metal. The bulk of such operations is quite coamon for
machining sheet metal parts. Killing pockets and contouring of castings
become increasingly more difficult to program, and it soon becomes a revelation that the assistance of a computer is imperative to make involved
tool-path computations.
There is a point soon reached where computations
become so specialized and involved that program cycles (referred to as
canned cycles) have to be computed beferehand by programing experts.
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Without equivocation, manual part prograiming is seriously limited in
scope, slow and tedious. On the other hand, however, a person with an
appropriate background in machining and lots of experience in manual programming can rapidly part program a large number and variety of simple
parts. This may appear as a naive statement; however, our studies show
that such parts constitute from 40 to 80%, and more nearly around 80% of
the work encountered at a depot. This appears gratifying if one does not
consider the total capability requirement requested by the Army which requires that any part encountered in the maintenance workload of a depot,
regardless of complexity even though they represent a small part of the
total workload, can be machined. This requirement has been shown not to
be feasible or practical and has been relaxed to the degree required by
each particular depot.
To better understand the workings and utility of this system, let us
investigate next the specifics of another one of its major componentsthe NC machine controller.
Starting with the control panel, this unit usually has the machine
operator manual master start-and-stop pushbutton switches to actuate the
drive motors, hydraulics and power relays. Continuing, two other
switches provide "cyclestart" and "cycle-stop." The machine control tape
can be reviewed by pressing the cycle-stop pushbutton and restarted by
the cycle-start pushbutton. Another operator manual control is the cycle
selector switch for drilling, boring, tapping, and milling. These are
common preparatory G functions, or sequences, wired into the control unit
that can be called up by the tape. These functions make parts programming easier since they even include interpolation routines. In a sense,
they provide a computer-type advantage to the programer since they are
truly programed operations placed into the controller hardware. Other
switches provide manual or automatic tape control of the operation, such
as the search feature which provides a means of backing up to a previous
sequence number. Even a parity LED light provides a means of checking
the tape by dry running it on the reader. Zero shift switches provide a
further refinement by allowing the origin of coordinates (X, Y) to be
positioned as required. As mentioned, the spindle is preset for a job by
a number of cams to the Z depth required for machining the part. These
depths are programed by identifying the cam number which corresponds to
a depth displacement command by the controller.
The procedure to write a point-to-point part program is straightforward and is usually done on a Flexoriter typewriter keyboard, Each
instruction keyed in by the typewriter is translated to the NIA code and
then punched into the control paper tape. The completed control tape can
then be taken to the machine tool, placed in the tape reader, and turned
on to run the machine. Note, the operation is quasi-automatic with an
operator required to intercede to change speed rates, reset the originsp
change tools, etc. Definitely, the amount of interaction necessary by
C-23
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the part programmer or operator is governed by how many refinements were
built into the total system.
By sumarizing the advantages and disadvantages, an assessment can be
made of the minimal system.
Advantages:
1. This is an operational system requiring only a minimm number of
parts: (a) NC machine tools with basic controllers, (b) a Flexowriter
for manual part programaing with associated paper punch, and (c) such
peripherals as tape storage cabinets, etc.
2. The system is expandable.

pot.

Any number of NC machines can be added.

3. It covers 40 to 80Z of the parts encountered in a maintenance deThese are the 2- to 2 1-axis variety.
4.

Standard EIA/ASCII machine-controlled tapes are produced.

5. The system is low-cost. The Flexowriter, two NC machine tools
and accessories cost nominally $120,000. (A Flexowriter is valuable to
have around for repairing or correcting tapes.)
6. Minimm training is required, varying from three to ten weeks and
depending on the trainee's background.
7. A minimum system requires minim= maintenance.
8. NC machine tools already existing at a depot can be included in
the system.
Disadvantages:
1. Probably the main disadvantage is that the system does not meet
the continuous 5-axis capability required by the Army for readiness. The
requirement, however, has been almost totally relaxed.
2. The parts programing is slow and limited to 2 -axis work.
3. There is no interaction with the controller for part programing,
editing and design.
4.

There is no computer-aided capability.

5. The concept is archaic and does not take advantage of important
advances in NC technology.
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6. There is no computer storage to allow the prosram to run from
memory so that one does not have to worry about the paper tape wearing
out or being damaged. (Computer storage allows storing up to 20 or more
programs.)
Another approach to a minimal system is the purchase of stand-alone
CNC machine tools. Such units can be purchased that are complete in
every detail. A control panel on the controller has all the manual operation features mentioned above plus a number of other extras that results
in a more versatile and higher capability unit. A keyboard similar to
that on a Flexowriter is found on the panel which permits manual parts
programming and tape editing at the machine tool. For editing, this has
the advantage of the operator being able to stand by the part being
machinedp where direct observations of the machine can be made, and
necessary corrections can be inserted on the control tape. At all times
during the machining, the tool location coordinates (U, Y, Z) are
displayed to four places by large LED readouts on the panel, thus
providing a check of the part being manufactured.
Not only can one do manual part programming on the modern CYC units,
but some offer interactive graphics whereby parts can be designed
directly at the control panel (see Fig. C-9). The minicomputer included
in the total package increases the overall capability whereby the part
programmer can interact with designing and editing of a workpiece. The
part manuscript, the cutter paths and the final machine control program
are all done at the controller. The program can be viewed and checked at
any time on the CRT. Another key feature advertised by the manufacturers
of such units is tapeless control of the NC machine tool from programs
stored in computer memory. Such a unit is truly a CAD capability designed into a stand-alone ClC machine tool.
Some of these CNC machine tools have built-in postprocessors and provide automatic programing. For example, all the operator has to do is
to enter the basic dimensions of the workpiece, the codes for the tools
to be used, offsets, feeds, speeds, and the built-in computer software
makes all necessary computations and programs itself. G codes and arc
centers do not have to be programmed.
The software of such units include CAD cycles and program copy
(repeats the program at other locations). Some units have special languages using actual English words thus eliminating the need for a program
specialist. Program editing is extremely simple because all operations
can be checked by displaying the graphically simulated generation of the
tool path of the finished part profile. After a few hours of familiarization, the average machinist can learn to use the automatic programing
system to program a part. Most errors are immediately apparent on the
CRT display and result in less scrap losses.
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CKC machine tools of the closed-loop variety (lathes and mills) are
available for 2- and 3-axis work. The degree of sophisticatiom of these
units needs to be determined by the user. There is a wide variety of C1C
machine tools offered by the manufacturers today. The matching up of dopot requirements with available CNC machine tools would therefore become
a future task.
To provide a basis for evaluating the use of COC units in a starter
system, the same procedure followed before in presenting advantags and
disadvantages is offered.
Advantages:
1. A depot can purchase a CBC lathe or mill, one at a times as the
need dictates, and so build up its MC capability. This is a progressive
method requiring a minimum outlay of funds.
2. Each CNC machine tool stands alone. This means that each installation is complete for the design, prograing and production of a
part.
3. Minimum training is required since the unit has the major adavetages of the included minicomputer and interactive graphics.
4. The system has 2- and 3-axis capability.
5. Interactive graphics increase the versatility of the system providing a design feature, reducing the time for part programing, and providing editing of a part.
6. Parts are run from computer storage thus eliminating paper tape
wear and damage.
As many as 20 programs can be stored and recalled as
needed. All outside programmed ZIA/ASCII tapes can be run on the
built-in tape reader; furthermore, these tapes can be edited amd cor
rected.
7.

There are claims of reduced space and storage cabinet require-

meats.
Disadvantages:
1. The main disadvantage here could be cost. The advantages of such
a system versus cost need to be weighed for the application considered.
The nominal cost of a new closed-loop tapeless CNC lathe control with
graphic display and simplified automatic software programing is
#180p00.
A 3-axis sill with the same capability is nominally $1509000.
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2. The system does not meet the continuous 5-axis capability required by the Army for readiness.
The two separate starter systems, one with minimal hardwarep a Flezowriter, and one or two VC machine tools, and the other with the added
capabilities of interactive graphics and automatic programing were
branded as limited or inadequate.
If ame takes the best parts of these
two systems and rectifies the imadequ.eces, tbee results a total system
truly worthy of support and reesoewdatiet.
Bvideetly, the same apparent
observations were made by a muaer of ceqlaies because their newly developed intelligent hardware and asecistei systems have surmounted the
above-mentioned problem areas. Wbat was really lacking in the second
mentioned starter system wes a minicomputer witb software to provide the
computations imperative for a 5-axis capability. By assembling a special
and select group of NC components as depicted by the expansion system in
Fig. C-7, not only has a high-capacity and hi&-speed programing capability been developed which meets the 5-axis criterion, but also a bonus
has been attained by having a real CAD feature aided to the system.
The main stumbling block in meeting the requirements for a total and
qualified system is the computer. Previously, an adequate computer had
to be of the large-scale variety until the recent advances in
minicomputer hardware and software have converged on the capability and
speed of the number crunchers such as the 'IN 360-65. Such a minicomputer is found to be a main part of the expansion system in Fig. C-7.
There are APT-based languages especially designed to run on minicomputers
which are compatible with their processors and all of their poetprocessors. Most importantly, they will handle the difficult 5-axis part
programs.
There were some 25 computer and electronics companies reviewed
in the study that manufacture minicomputers to easily fit these requirements.
A brief description of the expansion system, which includes interactive graphics as it relates to a part to be designed or taken from a
blueprint to the final machining, reveals its versatility, simplicity,
and total capability. Additional descriptions of this system concept are
given in another part of the report under the topic of CAD/CAM.
Starting with the visual monitor (CRT display) and the integral design keyboard of an interactive graphics terminal, the programer can
directly design a new part, line-by-line, hole-by-hole, and contour-bycontour by interacting with the graphics unit and its interfaced minicomputer. For example, the programmer keys in the coordinates of a
single line as designed; this line in turn is automatically displayed on
the CRT, then a numbered set of further designed instructions are presented on the CRT. The programer then selects the desired instruction
and keys in the indicated number. By this interaction, the entire part
can be designed with the aid of the graphics terminal and the miniC-27
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computer. The final design viewed on the CRT can be automatically dimensioned. Throughout this whole process, the minicomputer signals or rejects improper instructions, thus providing a very rapid and foolproof
editing procedure; furthermore, the designed part can be displayed on the
CRT in the three standard drafting views or in three-dimensional isometric. By directly viewing the displayed part, errors can be rapidly
identified and corrected.
A drawing can be copied from a blueprint or sketch in a similar way.
At any place in the design or part copying process, the programer can
press a key and have a 8h x 11 in. hard copy made of the part or the computer instructions which are displayed on the CRT. At this place in the
process, the programer can request the minicomputer to display and print
a hard copy of the part manuscript which is very similar to the part
manuscript prepared when using the APT language without the aid of a
graphics system. This CRT-displayed information will be very similar
since an APT-based language has been used.
So far, the amazing aspects of this system have only been partly revealed. The next major step in part programing is to have the cutter
paths determined for the different size milling tools, drills and other
machining operations. Here is where this system really helps the programer. By picking the proper tool and the specified tolerances, the
minicomputer computes the center line path of a cutter from its start to
final position for each operation. Most importantly, the cutter paths
are displayed in any of the standard drawing or isometric views. Here
again the programer can interact with the minicomputer to optimize the
machining of the part. Expensive mistakes of positioning or moving the
tool into the base plates of an NC machine tool can be avoided by direct
viewing of the cutter paths on the CRT. The cutter path (CLPRUT) instructions can now be displayed for the total operation and an
x 11-in, hard copy made.
The best feature of this system is yet to come. By merely depressing
the proper key on the keyboard, a postprocessor language is called up to
change the CLPRUT data into an ZIA/ASCII paper or sylar tape for operating an associated iC machine. Presently there are postprocessers for
practically all the VC machines on the market. The postprocessors found
at a depot are included in the total system and can be called up any time
for the NC machine tool to be used.
Finally, the actual machining instructions can be displayed on the CRT and corresponding hard copies made
for the record. Thus it can be seen that the same instructions typed by
a large computer system using APT are obtained by this expansion system
namely, (1) the parts manuscript, (2) the cutter paths, and (3) machine
tool commands.
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As additional funds are obtained peripheral units can be advantageously added to the expansion system. One of the first units that would
be attactive to most depots is a high-quality, high-speed plotter,
allowing all standard drawing forms up to the I size to be made from the
drawings by the first phase of the part program. High speed drum
plotters can produce drawings in minutes. Plotter accuracies of 0.004
Such plotters represent the
in. are stated by the manufacturer.
state-of-the-art developments. The time from the design of a fairly complex part to the final working drawing takes from two to six hours depending upon complexity of the part and the proficiency of the progrsmer.
Other peripherals to improve system operation would be additional
computer storage (core, tape, disc, etc.) to allow storing a largo ember
of machine controlled programs for machine parts directly from memory,
optical scanners for copying part drawings in computer memory, and a
variety of tape readers, etc.
As the work load increases, separate graphic design terminals can be
added to the system. Each terminal can be supplied with a separate minicomputer so that there is no need for time sharing with the main computer. This way there is no limit to the design terminals that can be
added to the system, and each terminal operator can design at a fast pace
without waiting for the computations to be completed for the other terminals.
Another versatility of this system is that, with the addition of
proper interfaces, the data can be transferred by dedicated telepbm
lines to remote data bases, high speed plotters, and archives. The capability of exchange of data between depots expands this system into the
model given earlier as System I.
As before, the advantages and disadvantages are listed to provide a
basis for recmmendations.
Advantates.
(1)
Parts of 5-axis machining (supposedly of any complexity--doubly
contoured surfaces, rotation of axes, etc.) can be designed and programmed with the aid of the graphics terminal, minicomputer wad the self-contained interactive programs.
(2)
Drawings of parts can be transferred to the visual monitor and
programmed for machining up to 5-axis.
(3)
A part manuscript, CLPWT and VC machine tool commands are
available on the CRT monitor or on hard copy for the record.
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(4) The VC machine can be run by paper tape or from computer storage. Some 20 programs can be stored and called out separately to machine
the corresponding pert. Thus, tape wear and tear are no longer problems.
(5) Simplified APT derived languages are used.
(6) Any number of postprocessors can be included in the system.
(7) A part can be designed or taken from a drawing and a program
generated to produce the NC machine tool control tape or placed in
memory, in nominally four hours for the usual 2- to 3-axis part.
(8) Hard copies, 8k x l-in. are available for any drawing, program
or information appearing on the CRT.
(9) Standard drawings of sizes A to I of the designed part are
readily produced on attached high speed plotters.
(10) Cost to run such a system is 1/20 that of those required to use
APT.
(11) Any one of a large number of minicomputers are compatible with
such a system.

(12) Any number of graphic terminals with their own minicomputers can
be added as the system demands grow.
(13) The programer can learn to design, program and operate the
whole system in two weeks.
(14) The entire system can be placed in nearly any area. No special
air conditioning, temperature and humidity controls are required.
Certainly, a clean environment is advantageous.
(15) The system is essentially maintenance free; howeverp all companies provide periodical preventive maintenance at standard rates.
(16) The minicomputer can be used for business or scientific work on
"of f" times.
(17) The graphics terminal replaces the drawing board and the
plotters replace the draftsman and copiers.
(18) Numerous large companies (aircraft, automobilep machinery, etc.)
are rapidly converting to system with 10 to 20 graphic terminals or sore.
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Disadvantages.
(1) Cost of a complete system with three graphic terminals, minicomputer and average number of peripherals is around $200,000.
The advantages of this system by far outweigh the disadvantages.
Evidence to this effect, however, comes from the fact that large companies are rapidly replacing the drawing boards with graphic terminal.
The responses from users are highly enthusiastic. Even though this is
not quantitative information, the momentum of the technology in the
direction of graphics has real significance.
The study to date has not revealed any clear-cut concise cost
analysis of the so-called expansion system. To add further credence to
such systems, a tabulation of positive features in favor of this system
is presented. These are:
Expansion System Justification
Item

Percentaze Change

Machine Tool Use
Progrmmer Efficiency
Scrap and Rework
Turn-around-Time
Accuracy
Gross Errors in Programming
Reruns Required
Program Quality
Desk Checking
Continuity of Thought for Programmer
Low-Cost Training System
Program Tapes Optimized

Waiting for Tapes
Part Quality
Lead Time
Machine Maintenance and Repair
Production Control
Better Use of Manpower
Reliability of Parts Produced

10 to 25% Increase
5 to 100Z Increase
10 to 20Z Reduction
100 to 4001 Faster
5% Improvement
IN0 Reduction
10Z Reduction
101 Improvement
10 to 25Z Reduction
1001 Greater
5 to 50Z Reduction
5 to 10Z Reduced Tool
Time
5 to 10Z Reduced Tool
Time
10Z Reduced Tool Time
10Z Improvement
10 to 201 Reduction
10 to 20Z Reduction
2 to 51 Cost Reduction
101 Improvement
30Z Rework Reduction

Savings in getting and Maintaining Standards

30Z Reduction of

Proofing

Standard Costs
10 to 15Z Cost
Reduction
10 to 251 Reduction

Scheduling Savings and Flexibility
Inventory Lead Time
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inventory Reduction Due to Shorter Queues
material Handling Costs
Quality Control Improvement

5 to 201 Reduction
10 to 201 Reduction
101 Reduction of QC

Longer Tool Life

20 to 302 Reduction of

savings in Tool Purchasing

51 Reduction of Tuol

Tool Life

Costs
20S increase

Costs
Tool Costs

Tool Inventory
Tool Maintenance

101 Reduction
209 zodmacties of
Ginding Coate

The section would not be complete in its analysis without presentifg
the details of the remote large-scale APT system, designated as Sysem I
since it ise not unreasonable to speculate that it may be the system that
beat fits the noeed of the depots. A brief exposure to System I has been
given previously. A reiteration of so"n of its important characteristics

provides & basis for further investigations and comparisons with the
attractive above-mentioned minimal system. System I has a large

high-speed and high-capacity comuter located remtely which co serve
the needs of a large nuacher of depots on a time sharing basis. Tenale
at the various depots comamicaft with the central- computer via dedicated
telephone lines.
The comuter operating from the APT language peftsses the input part
manuscript information by syntax checking, part peg~ro decoding asd
simple and canonical form table setups and executift of arithetic
statements and surface definitions. After all calesl~tione and swiss.e
definitions have been performed, the motion commsmO an per fetwed iA
result in a central line file. This output beooms the input to the

postprocessor.

The postprocessor is a program written in a loagafe

compatible to the computer which then transforms the setter path

information into control comod for a part ioular maskine. May Mir
of postprocessors can be stored in computer memory where each
to a specific type am m~se of VC amcine tool
corresponds
postprocessor
located at a depot.
?ostprocesow output -is SO&h that a paper or qIeL
tape can be punched in ILA or ASCII code to operate tde machine. IMe
amuscript, cutter line path, sad potprocesoor output program cam, be
typed out at the originating depot, thus providing a written record of
the entire part pregramiag proeses. Roch of the thaso programs am be
reviewead, edited or caged so"quired.
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ach depot has to analyze its opration to determine the mober and
kinds of peripheral equipments it requires, as wll as other support
items or facilities. One particular Air Force depot visited had rather a
comprehensive NC machine tool facility. First of all, a separate room
housed a umber of flat tables for spreading out large drawings. These
drawings were analysed to write part manuscripts in the APT language.
Hand calculators and a library of technical manuals, APT progrming
data, materials, machine processes and peripheral imstruction manuale,
etc. were readily available. Three highly trained amd experienced
progrere did all of the parts programing, editing and chanuing of
program. A change in a program was definitely not permitted by the
machine operater. The reason was well justified. b chance major danwae
to a $100,000 NC umahine by an inexperienced eperaie is unwarranted Md
inexcusable.
Other peripherals in an adjacent computer room included a reader for
the familiar computer-punched card decks on which the part progran
manuscript had been transferred by a keypunch technician. A control
terminal with a typewriter keyboard was part of the complex and was used
to interrogate the remote large-scale computer to read in the pert
information to its compiler or processor. A local high capacity storage
unit using magnetic tape or floppy discs is required to enter the card
dock data and processed data returned by the remote computer so that
programs are not lost and can be recalled for modification. A certain
nmber of complex omputations have to be handled locally, thus ca1ling
for the addition of a minicomputer. To use the reUote computer for
incidental but necessary calculations would be uuweUy on a priority
time shared bosis even tho gh the actual compstatim tim may amly %k a
few minutes for a particular problem.
Found in the computer room ware paper and sylar tape punches that
could take the data from the remote computer directly or from local
storage to produce the IC machine tool control tapes. Activation of the
tape punches, as well as the other peripherals, was keyed in oan the
typewriter keyboard of the main control terminal.
Flezoriters with attached paper tape punches were available for the
correction and duplication of tapes and em smal programing of simple
parts. They were stated to be a valuable item to have around.
A separate tape repository was available in the tool room. All
control tapes were identified by code so that they could be recalled fto
use at a later date.
To consolidate the workings of this systm, en e1ale of how aprt
is programmed is explained from the initial reading of the blueprint to
the final removal of the machine part from the MC machae tool. Sut a
procedure allows the merits of this system to be determLned. The
0-33
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manufacture of a part starts with a dimensioned print of the part, such
as a chock blueprint. Consider a complex part that includes aAI
surface, a number of recesses and repetitive holes, and patterns.
experienced part programmer will spend as uch as three days in
developiag a strateg by marking the print of the departure points,
circles, arcs, eta, to minimize the tool operati.opp part relocatima,
computations sad overall machine tins. With the aid of the 1 ,340;APT
MC Processor (360h-CI-l0I Version 4) Part Propm-ing Manual, at
equivalent, the involved and tedious job of wrItiup the part uauctipt
is started. for a complex part, it is not unomo to have the
manuscript contain 50 to 100 APT program sheets. Goatrast tise *paetion with a graphics terminal where the manual writing of the manscsript
is done automatically by the software of the system.
Being satisfied by the part manuscript, the progrsmr hands it to a
computer technician who laboriously converts the mmuscript to the well
known computer cards with a card punch. The cards are then placed in a
card reader for transmittal to the remote large comuter via dedicted
telephone lines. The first card identifies the requesting depot, Ome job
number and required postprocessor.
The next step is the execution of the program. The computer 1i
addressed by a terminal by keying in the proper comds. This wat a
time-shared system where the subscriber ustilised the %.umber cwunsr" to
the limit by doing scientific computations, inventory and VC mabhis tool
program processing. The computer works on priorities. certain classes
of data would take precedence over others. This earne that the computer
could not accept card information imediately, aud it could take as much
as 30 minutes to activate the card reader. After the card information is
transferred to the remote compiler, the message of the read-in timb and
the priority of the part is typed at the depot terminal. All jobs. in the
network, with their priorities, are also given so that the protramer is
informed of the delays to expect. One operation took 51 minutes before
the job was completed even though the computer probably took only three
to five minu tee of this time. A history of processing times showed that
the job rarely took imores than tao hours of turn-around time. Inc i.
dentally, the history of each operation is recorded on a yellov-paper
copy produced by the terminal typewriter. At the depot, the data
returned from the main computer are stored and called out to produ~m the
tape for the designated DC machine tool. The macine tool propoa. am
be typed for review. A final typed statement tives the machime tIJb
length of tape.
Finally, the tape is taken to the shop, placed on the NC macbias tool

controller and a test part manufactured by using a block of wood or
plastic. Any errors found are referred back to the original amscript
or appropriate computer program for correctoa. 2ho peogramiag sum
given above is repeated to produce a corrected tspb
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All the system lacks are graphic terminal*. Nsuevocr, with the propet
interfaces to the computer any number of graphic teumipals eft be addedIn the case where there is a mimic amputer at the depot of the 11l
variety, or equivalent, the ueassary computation. could be generated
locally without the need of the remote computer. Tying into the min
camputer for such operation would net be feasible asyon since the msin
computer usually Is on a priority basis rather thon a true tiue-sha~ift
basis. A design=r mould not want to wait, say five minutes, for a
graphic keyboard input to be processed by the comipte. Bow, with the
further addition of plotters a* described for the doponsiost system9 the
system is certainly highly versatile and comprehmneiivu.
The soe procedure as before, in listing the admatages ma disawemtages, allows em evaluation of this system.
Advantases:
1.* The main advantage of this system, boeod amy question, is the
capability of p"rgiming a part of almost any complexity and reassemble
size. Of course, the VC machine tool mst have a corresponding
capability, such as, appropriate table sius, contiosuous table novanouto
up to 5-suep required tool changers, etc.
2. Actual computer tim is arousid five minutes for a nominal pert.
At $840.00 per/hv, this is only $7.00.
3. Since the part programers work separately to develop a panmanuscript, the remote computer is not tied up in isteractive
cmmuanications between progrine and computere
4.

The system satisfies the Arq readiness reqobvorment.

S. Soe stadrd AFT language is used.
standard for teAMu.

APT is still the desised

6. Graphic terminal@ with their ow minicomputers can be added as
required. (Interfacing units to the remote comuter con be achieved by
contracting with any of a -aeIr of companies dealing with C*51CULI)
7.* A remote large computer cau serve reassmbly up to 10 depots for
part progrmng. it can also accept the additinal load of - Lft
scientific, payroll and other services. Nost depots have such a lmW
computer. The workload is such that they &re, in met oases, only
utilised part time, thus they cou easily acoept as
machine teol
prograing loa without disrupting the operatiam. To put it
differently, sem depots would not have to buy a asupta for the
introduction of an INC machine capabili ty. Aote pomotbility is *mt 0
10 deo~ts to share in the cost of the remote omtraillW compsr
0-35
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installation. For example, a total central system costing two million
dollars would cost each of the 10 depots only two humdred thousand
dollars.
8. This system paves the way for data interchange since all branch
depots tie into the centralized computer, and date exchange cam tab
place with any two depots or the total.
9. This system has been proven by successful operation by the Air
Force and Navy for over 10 years.
10. Having the same VC machine tools by type and manufacturer, one
post processor in the central computer can serve them all. This meets
the criterion for standardization.
11. The possibility of having a central parts programing facility
would require one library of postprocessors, design materials, nauals,
tape repository, records, plotters, etc.
Disadvantages s
1. The system is highly vulnerable.
if the main computer
malfunctions due to any cause, the system is made inoperative.
2. The minism= storage capacity required for the use of an APT
system is

rather high (250 K bytes in the core storage, supported by a

disc or dru system with about 3 N bytes, and a 200-ft. magnetic tape
with about 3 N bytes).
3. The min computer costs around two million dollars, not including
the instruments and support equipment at each depot.
4.

The complexity of APT is high when it is used to describe a

simple forming probleam.
5. There are a small number of technological descriptions possible.
6. For simple part progronin, a person with considerable
background and experience in machining may still
tequire two to fow
weeks to program proficiently. The programing of complex parts requires
a highly trained person with a good or excellent background in macieimg
and an equal background in solid geometry and de
easy visualizatiem
thereof. In addition, he mst have had significant experience in
programing in APT.
7.
Editing of the program, though straightforward, lacks the teraction utility found in graphic systems. Editing is a interrapted

procedure.
C-36
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8. A large computer requires special accoinodatios air
conditioning, raised floors special power, clean rems envirommnus, ete.
Other refined advantages and disadvantages of lesser significande can
be ferreted out of the aseibled information. This# however,, adds little,
if any more information than listed above. No attmt in made at this
point to single out a preferred or possible best system6 The SC Study
visitation teams have ow visited all of the depots in DISOOK and have
effectively imaertied the information herein. The depots are un applying
this information in diligently pursuing their ane of intelligent
haordware.
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COPARZSON OF SYSTEMS I,

TOPIC

ZZ AND ZZ

System I

System ZZ

System I-I

1.

Type system

NIc

N/C

CNC

N/C

2.
3.

Multi-depot system
vulnerability

Yes
High

Single
Low

Single
Low

Single
Low

Yes
5
Both

Yes
5
Both

No
3
Pt-to-Pt

Low
Mostly 2
Pt-to-Pt

Yes
Yes
Large

Yes
Yea
Mini

Yes
Yes

Remote
APT
interactive
Prop
Partly

Yes
Yes
Largef
Mini
Local
AOT
interactive
Prop
Partly

Local
Prop
Prop

Local
Manual BIA
Manual

Prop
Yes

N/A

Prop

Prop

Prop

N/A

All

All

All

Mylar or
paper tape

1-2

1-2

0.2

0.1

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Ye
Yes

Yes
Yes
so

Yes
Yes
Nb

2-4 wks
Add 6 wks
Army

2-4 wks 2 wks
AN 6wks N/A
Both
Both

4. meets Army readiness criteria
Bow many axes move simultaneously?
5.
6. Point-to-Point, contouring, or

both
7. Mtric and English
8. Can Adaptive Control by included
9. Computer: large (IBM 360-65)
or microcomputer
10. Computer: remote or local
11, Language: APT, proprietary,
12. Editin# interactive, manual
13.
14.
15.
16.

Processor: proprietary, public
Modular construction, plugin circuit boards
Postprocessor: proprietary,
public
Machine controller program
storage; paper. tape, magnetic
tape, floppy disk and magnetic

N/A

core

17.
18.

19.
20.
2.1.

System cost nominal (millions of
dollars)
Part programmr training
a. Extensive machining experience
and materials knowledge
b. Shop math, and algebra
c. Solid geomtry and visualizations

Training period, 21.24 axis
Training period, 4-5 axis
Who does training; Army (ANETA),
company?

6_

2-4 wvk
N/A
Army

Fig.C-9.1 A CNC lathe with "show-and-tell" graphic display, automat Ic self-

programaing system, built-in postprossessor and tapeless spindle
control. (General Numeric Corporation).
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APPENDIX D
PROCUREMENT

1.

INTRODUCTION.

The subject or title of Procurement, at least
for the purpose of the
study, was to categorize a nunber of topics which all have the same, or
similar, bearing or relationship. Webster's Dictionary defines the word
as: "A means of obtaining or getting by care, effort, or the use of
special means." Thus, it was logical to classify such topics as;
"Authorization", "Funding", "Acquisition", "Site Preparation", and
"Specifications" under this title. They are all essential topics, and
must be considered and applied, in some form or manner, before an NC/CAM
facility can become operational, or even expanded.
Within these topics, there is a wide assortment and variety of
procedures and processes that are applicable, and which for the moment,
must be adhered to. The following paragraphs are designed to specify and
explain, in detail, the type and extent of actions which are required,
and which must be complied with. Also, explanations and clarifications
are provided, wherever changes have been achieved.
2.

AUTHORIZATION.

Authorization includes all the steps necessary to seek approval to
acquire and to retain a given item for a specific intended purpose.
Unfortunately, the authorization cycle consists of a number of different
requirements, and documents must be processed through different channels
to different agencies and headquarters. Due to organizational
structuring and layering, a simplified system is not presently
available. However, certain recomended changes will be submitted, in
hopes of eliminating and/or reducing processing delays, and for
streamlining the cycle and thereby making the system more responsive to
the needs and requirements of the depots on a more timely basis.
An overview of the many authorization channels identifies the
following as current systems; i.e., Depot Maintenance Plant Equipment
Program (DNPI), Economic Analysis (IA), Type Classification Exemption
(TC), Line Item Number (LIM), New Start Proposals, Table of Distribution
and Allowances (TDA), and Automatic Data Processing Equipment (hDPE). As
indicated, time frames and the extensive details required by many of
these separate channels, impact the depots and prevents the timely
response to mission demands and in providing an effective materiel
readiness posture. Current procedures and regulations

(AR 71-6, AR 310-49, AR 18-1, AR 16-3, AR 235-5, DAICOM-l 750-2 and
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others) require considerable long lead time and pre-positioning of
equipment requirements. Although personnel at DESCOM (Industrial
Engineering) indicate that they will coordinate with other authorization
points upon receipt of a DMPE source document, there is no clear cut or
simple system for processing an equipment request for authorization in a
timely manner. Nor is there any coordinated system for accomplishing the
requirements with a single input. As a result, the depots are plagued
with considerable documentation, justification, and submission
requirements, when personnel resources and capacity are in short supply.
It would appear that, a reduction in processing could help to improve
productivity at a reduced cost, without too such of an impact on existing
personnel. Basic essential requirements could still be accomplished on
the basis of one document submission, if various offices and
organizations would coordinate.
A review of regulations indicates that a "New Start" proposal should
be submitted and approved before a DHPE source document is submitted.
Processing is a difficult, as well as a confusing procedure to follow.
In accordance with AR 235-5, and DARCOM Supplement 1 to AR 235-5, it mist
be prepared in a special staff study format. The complexity of
requirements and the degree of detailed explanation required, are not an
easy task. As the regulation implies, its purpose is to determine
"whether commercial and industrial type products and services required
for Army use should be procured from commercial sources, provided by
in-house activities, obtained from other Federal departments or agencies,
or a combination of any two or more." Unfortunately, the regulation also
pertains to equipment acquisition because it involves "capital
investment" criteria, and particularly when the equipment is used to
produce a service or product which could conceivably, be secured from a
commercial source. Thus, it is mandatory that the operations and/or
functions be evaluated each time an item of equipment is being
considered, if the capital investment is to exceed $25,000. In addition,
there is no exemption if an item of equipment is a replacement in an
existing mission, or if the equipment is to further supplement and
enhance existing operations. The problems here could cause a complete
termination of an existing in-house mission or function just because a
new item of equipment is being considered and requested, and if the
equipment increases the productive capacity of the original equipment.
Consequently, every item of NC/CAM equipment would automatically fall
under this criteria, because they do improve the production capability
over conventional equipment.
The requirements identified in AR 235-5, and DAROON Supplement 1 to
AR 235-5 are supposedly based on Departmeat of Defense (DOD) Directive
4100.15, and DOD Instruction 4100.33. The parent directive to all of
these, is Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76. These
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requirements were changed, effective 29 March 1976, and a new ONB
Circular A-76 was published and issued. Although the policies and
purpose continue to rely upon the private sector for goods and services,
it does recognize "that certain functions are inherently governmental in
nature and must be performed by Government personnel, and relative cost
must be given appropriate consideration in decisions between in-house
performance and reliance on private commercial sources." In the new
Circular A-76 (Figure D-l), the modernizction, replacement, upgrade, or
enlargement of an activity is now defined as "expansion", with a dollar
threshold of $100,000 capital investment, or an increase in annual
operating costs of $20C,000, or more. This is a more reasonable and
logical approach, and eliminates the preparation of the detailed "New
Start" proposal criteria. Although these changes have been published,
they cannot be used until they have been considered and adopted by the
Congress, and defined in the narrative instruction provided with the
fiscal appropriation bill. It is hoped that these changes will be
effective with FY 80. In accordance with letter, Office of the Chief of
Staff, Department of the Army (DACS-DMA), Subject: Recommended Change to
AR 235-5, dated 9 January 1979 (Figure D-2), DOD and DA regulations will
be updated within four to six months after OMB publication. When the
action becomes final, and changes are implemented, depots will no longer
need worry about "New Start" requirements for the majority of their
needs. The exceptions, if any, will be few and far between. As a result
this will reduce time delays, and assist in improving overall
productivity.
The submission of a DMPE source document to DESCOM, is supposed to
trigger a series of events. This includes, requests for Type
Classification Exemption for commercial items listed in Appendix D, AR
310-49; Line Item Number (LIN), and assignment of National Stock Number
(NSN) by US Army Equipment Authorization Review Activity (USAKARA); TDA
process through the Installation and Services Agency at Rock Island; andp
if the equipment meets the criteria as Test/Measurement and Diagnostic
Equipment (THDR), appropriate forms must be submitted to the DA/TDD
Office at Lexington - Blue Grass Army Depot. Also, in some cases, when
computers or mini-computers are employed in certain applications, a
request must be separately submitted through Management Information
Systems channels in accordance with AR 18-1.
The DNPE program consists of the identification of requirements to
support projected depot materiel maintenance workloads, and the
subsequent planning, programing, budgeting, reviewing and approval
necessary to obtain the requested items. In accordance with DARCON
Regulation 750-2, these requirements may be based on new mission
assignents, increased projected workload, facilities modernization
projects, equipment replacement due to age or wear, or other
modernization/standardization projects.
It further indicates that
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advance planning of requirements is required to assure inclusion into the
Five Year Modernization Plan.
Each depot establishes their DNPE program by preparing a planning
outline for each D14PE requirement. The planning outlines for the five
consecutive future fiscal year programs will be included in the Depot
Five Year Plan. DESCON will receive, review, validate and approve (or
disapprove) the Five Year Plan. A similar DMPE Five Year Plan is
prepared and submitted by the Materiel Readiness Comands (NRC) for new
items/systems to be introduced into the Army inventory which require
depot support.
All NC/CAM equipment requirements will be included in the DNPE
program, and will be submitted on the DMPE Source Document (DARCON Form
2156-R) (Figure D-3). In accordance with letter DRSDS-Rf, subject:
Funding of Numerically Controlled/Computer-Aided Manufacturing (NC/CAM)
Equipment, dated 12 February 1979, and 1st Endorsement, DRCCP-B1, dated
12 March 1979 (Figure D-4). NC/CM is defined as DMP1, and not as *DPK.
Headquarters DARCOM stated that "considering the nature of the work that
is to be performed on the NC/CAM equipment, it is appropriate to include
the equipment and funding requirements for the NC/CAM in the Five Year
Plan for Depot Maintenance Modernization". This information was provided
to all depots during the implementation period.
An Economic Analysis, in accordance with AR 11-28, must be prepared
and submitted, with the DMPE submission. An exception would be when the
benefits to be gained from the analysis are not worth the minima level
of effort required to do the analysis, or when proposed actions are
specifically directed by statute, regulation, or directive. For NC/CMf
equipment, there is no known instance which could eliminate the need for
an Economic Analysis, or some form of cost evaluation. If the planned
acquisition of an NC/CAM equipment will replace conventional or other
NC/CAM equipment, prepare and submit a DD Form 1106, Industrial Plant
Equipment Replacement Analysis Worksheet (Figure D-5) In accordance with
the AR 700-90 and DA Pan 700-23. This is an acceptable substitute for
the EA indicated above, and much simpler and easier to prepare. Current
procedures require that the EA be validated by the Comptroller before
submission. There is no such requirement for DD Form 1106 submissions.
An item of NC/CM equipment is usually not type-classified. That is,
it is not specifically designed with military or standardised features.
Because it is a comercial item, a request for Type Classification
Exemption must be secured from the US Army Equipment Authorization Review
Agency. If the request is for a commercial item listed in Appendix D, Ah
310-49, the request is forwarded to Department of the Army (DA) for
approval. Based on current procedures, such requests are prepared as a
"Letter Request" or a locally developed form, and are submitted with the
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DIMP source document. DESCOW is responsible for coordinating the action
at that point. Upon approval, the equipment may be acquired. The
built-in problem is the fact that there is no prescribed time fram for
getting this approval. Each request seems to be handled differently, and
there is no method to prevent processing delays, nor is there any
acceptable method for follow-up. A suggested change would be to
eliminate the letter request or local forms. All of the basic and
required information is contained on the DM13 source document. In
essence, let this one document serve more than one purpose. Thus, it
will reduce the amount of resource time preparing and assembling a
variety of documents. Also, suggest that Type Classification Exemption
be processed and returned within 15 working days after receipt at
USABARA. The reason being is that in most cases, approval authority has
been delegated to the TDA proponent (ref: AR 310-34, pars 2-20). It
will be their responsibility to get concurrence from the mission assignee
agency. The only problem would be in getting the various people at
different locations to revise their procedures, which would increase
their productivity and responsiveness to the installations.
The processing for LIN, NSN, and TDA retention authority, is aow
accomplished after receipt of the equipment, as indicated in AR 310-49.
This, however, is only true for commercial items listed in Appendix D, AR
310-49. Items of equipment appearing in Chapters 2 nd 6, SI 700-20,
cannot be acquired until they are included in the published (DA approved)
TDA. The intent of such a requirement is understandable, but difficult
to process, as much of the required information about a specific machine
is not known until after it has been acquired. There doesn't seem to be
any valid resolution to this problem. As a result, a series of
unneccessary delays are created and adds to the excessive administrative
lead times. It is unresponsive to users' needs. It would appear that an
improvement in this system would be to provide better coordination and
reduce the number of offices the requirement would have to be processed
by. In addition, the specifying of a specific turn-around period would
greatly reduce delays and improve the overall processing on a more timely
basis. Is it not possible to streamline the system by placing
responsibility for all actions with one organization, rather than so maay
independent and widely located organisations? A considerable saving in
time and dollars could be realised if this is ever achieved.

3.

FUNDING.

Funding is available from a variety of sources. This includes;
Procurement Authority (PA) for Army Adopted Items; Other Procurement
Authority (OPA) for Commercial Non-type Classified Item; Production Base
Support funds for requirements to maintain Industrial ase (or
Manufacturing Methods Technology); Research, Develolmentq Test and
Evaluation (RDTE); and Productivity Enhancing or Quick Return on

D-5
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Equipment can only be funded from one type
Investment Projects (QRIP).
of amey, never from a combination.
Equipment with a Line Item Number
(LIN) in S3700-20 would be procured by PA funds. All others will be
funded by OPA.
Most IC/CAK equipment will be considered in the O& categoryt because
they are usually all commercial non-type classified. There are no
standard Army Adopted items currently available. OPA funds are never
actually seen at the depot level. They are controlled by a respective
NRC, who will buy the equipment, which is then dispensed to a depot.
There is no actual funds transferred. The depot, after securing
technical approval via a DIVPE source document will also receive OPA
funding authorization, which will be cited on the requisition, submitted
to the NRC for buy action.
The other funding sources are classified as special for particular
needs and conditions. Production Base Support, as indicated in AR
37-100-79, is for "the establishment, rehabilitation, modernization,
conversion, and expansion of government-owned industrial facilities to
support current production and in critical areas, to expand the
production base for use during mobilization." RDTZ funds are restricted
to actions designated as research and design, or those specifically
identified and authorized by higher command.
The Productivity Enhancing Capital Investment (PlC) program includes
all investment projects that will return the investment, thru manpower
and/or material savings, in five years or less. As indicated in AR 5-4,
there are three categories of investments for the PUCI programs
(a) Mjor. Projects that cost over $900,000, amortized within five
years, and are for the support structure.
(b)
Intermediate. Projects that cost under $900,000, amortized
within five years, and are for the support structure.
(c) Fast Payback. Projects that will pay for themselves within two
years and meet specific criteria.
The Quick Return on Investment Program (QRIP), is one element of the
Fast Payback catagory and must produce tangible savings.
DA QRIP is
applicable to appropriated funds, and is limited to, projects that cost
$40,000 or less; off-the-shelf commercial equipment; items not included
in other requests for funds in current or prior years; and projects
justified on the basis of productivity through changes of operating
methods, procedures, or processes.
QRIP funding for Army Industrial Fund
Activities has a dollar threshold of $100,000. Recent information
provided by the Comptroller, DISCOK, indicates that the FT-80 QKIP budget
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will cover NC/CA! equipment, and its threshold will be increased to
$300,000 with a three year amortization. There is a difference between
A&! QRIP and Appropriated Fund QRIP. It is best to thoroughly
investigate the condition before submitting a request. QRIP Project
documentation must be complete and facilitate pre-investment appraisal
and provide a basis for post-investment evaluation. As indicated by
letter, DRCCP-SE, subject: Productivity Enhancing Capital Investment
Program/Quick Return on Investment Program, dated 2 Feb 79 (Figure D-6),
approved investment proposals will be submitted to DA for funding
priority. First consideration will be given to investments with the
fastest amortization. Following priorities will then be applied to the
extent practical:
(a) Investments that save whole manhour spaces or authorizations
which can be reapplied at the local level.
(b) Investments that avoid or reduce manhour costs or release
msanhours/manpower to be reapplied to other areas/use.
(c) Investments that save consumable materials.
(d) Investments that release msanhours that cannot be reapplied to
valid requirements at the local level.
(e)
Investments that produce other cost savings that can be
reapplied to valid unfinanced requirements.
Further information indicates that DA approved investment proposals
will be funded from either TSARCOM or ARRCOM, acting as QRIP fiscal
administrator.
All funds provided thru QRIP must be obligated within 90
days of release date. Additional requirements stipulate the actions to
be taken by the fiscal administrator and the need for reflecting actual
operational dates and changes in the investment costs and/or projected
savings.
In sumsary, the forthcoming change in the QRIP program, makes this a
sore viable, and more responsive funding source for a good share of the
planned NC/CAM machine tool requirements.
Careful review, in advance,
can be most beneficial in securing the right equipment in a timely mad
justified manner.
There is one other funding source, that is worthy of coment. This
is the Manufacturing Methods and Technology coasderation, and provides
for efforts "involving the evolution of manufacturing processoes
techniques, and equipment by the Government, or private industry, to
provide for timely, reliable, economical, and high-quality quantity
production of DoD required material; bridges the gap betweon prototype
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production and quantity production by application of practical new
production processes; and "other applications." Its application to
NC/CAM is restricted to a first time process or technique, not previously
done at any other installation. Recent information indicates that DVSCOK
depots are now able to participate in this particular program. A
projected budget of 20 to 25 million dollars has been tentatively
identified for FT-80 to be used by the depots.
The funding programs defined above, illustrate the need to have some
media to assist the depots in identifing the types of funds and the
specific guidance that is available in which to determine which funding
source to pursue. Without such a "catalog" considerable research would
be required to determine the proper and correct direction to follow. The
benefits to be gained from such a catalog, or listing, will result in
faster and more direct response to a depot's needs and requirements.
4.

ACQUISITION.

The acquisition cycle, although appearing to be simple, contains
obstacles and restrictions that prevent timely acquisition of equipment.
After the equipment has been approved and funded, much delay is
experienced. An Army Adopted Item (type classified) must be
requisitioned from the Item Manager at the Materiel Readiness Command
(MRC). Delays are encountered if assets are not readily available for
issue. The requirement is usually placed in suspense until the Item
Manager has "sufficient demand" to effect a buy. Also, if the item was
not listed in the published and approved TDA, the requisition was
rejected. If the item is not DA controlled, or is a cammercial non-type
classified item, permission must be secured from the Item Manager to
procure locally. Another channel to be followed requires the preparation
and submission of DD Form 1419 (DOD Industrial Plant Equipment
Requisition) (Figure D-7) to the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment
Center (DIPEC) to determine availability, or non-availability of an
identical, or similar item. If available, and acceptable, the item is
issued "free" of charge. if an acceptable item is not available, or if
DIPEC accepts the rejection of an offer, a Certificate of
Non-Availability (CUA) is issued. This CRA is required before
procurement or requisitioning can be initiated.
Within this cycle, validation of the requirement is done at various
levels. The Equipment Manager at the depot, and at command level, mst
re-verify the need and justification for the equipment. Appropriate
controls must be established to satisfy these conditions, and many cannot
be accomplished until a previous action has been resolved. There is no
concurrent processing allowed. As indicated in the processing for
authorization, there are a number of "steps" that mast be satisfied, and
which must be certified with the submission of acquisition documents.
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Once the initial steps are taken, a DD Forn 2765-1, IAW Al 710-2, and
DAICON-R 710-4 is submitted through the Equipment Manager, to editing and
cataloging. A DD Form 1419 must be prepared for all machine toola, and
is submitted to DIPEC for screening. Recent information from DISCM
(reference 1st Indorsement Ltr, dated 19 Jan 79) (Figure D-8) indicates
that DIPEC will screen all available DoD assets. A Certificate of
Non-Availability (CIA) indicates that the Industrial Plant Equipment is
not available in the DOD inventory. According to the Chief, Facilities
Engineering and Management Division, DESCOI, (DISDS-K1), upon receipt of
a CIA, procurement may be initiated through the proper channels" If
procurement actions has not been initiated within 90 calendar days from
the date of issuance of the CIA, the request must be resubmitted back to
DIPIC for a complete re-screening and for a new CIA.
After the specific item has been successfully acquired, a follow-up
action ust be taken to establish appropriate TDA and Property book
Accountability controls. Those items which were acquired with temporary
TiA authority, on the basis of an approved DMPE request, must be
documented as to the make, model, serial number, description and use.
This data must be included in the next TD update for official retention
authority. In addition, a LIN is to be secured as part of the
requirement.
A review of the sequences defined, indicate that there is
considerable delay being experienced in the multiple channels which must
currently be followed. Some reduction in time could be achieved by
consolidating some actions and decisions made at the time the equipment
request is approved. DESCOM personnel could coordinate directly (they
imply that they are), with the Item Manager to secure a PROM (fund
citation) and local purchase authority before the DMP1 source document is
approved. Also, more direct contact with DIPEC would help to expedite
the action. Thus, no processing delays would be experienced by the depot
prior to initiating local procurement action. Efforts should continue in
securing a simple, straight-through system to enable depots to secure
equipment needs in a more timely manner, which will make them more
responsive to the Army readiness and mobilisation requirements.,
One further requirement that involves IC/CM machine tools, is the
requirement to report such items to DIPEC. IM Appendix II-?, AR 700-43,

a DD Form 1342 (DOD Property Record) (Figure D-9) mast be completed ead
submitted for each new IC machine tool acquired, or those that become
idle. Section VI of DD Form 1342 contains specific identifying data,
from types of design in the Controller to positioning and operational
requirements of the machine. It also discusses conditions of
interchangeable perforated tape formats, explanation of function codes,
tool change data, rotary table and pallet shuttle conditions, type of
readouts, computer language used, and a variety of other topics. In
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short, it provides a comprehensive identification for each NfT in use at
any location as veil as those available for DIPIC screening and
redistribution. Compliance with this DoD requirement is mandatory, but
it will be of exceptional value to a depot in the future when evaluating
the useability of an idle NCr to perform a given function or
requirement. Any acquisition from DIPEC is "free issue," and a machine
requirement can be satisfied at little or no cost.
5.

SITE PitPARATIOU.

The objective to be borne in mind in designing any foundation pad is
to provide a permanent base for the NC Machine Tool (30Mf) such that
movement of the base and that of the superimposed NCN shall have the
least possible movement. Machine tool builders are very aware that
stability is critical to the proper performance of the NCff, therefore,
procedures and specifications unique to each machine are developed as an
integral part of the purchase package. The design of a site pad should
in accordance with the requirement stipulated by the Machine Tool Builder
so far as possible without incurring any added expense. Often times the
warranty on the machine hinges on the site pad design and construction.
It is recomanded that the NCM should be physically isolated within the
shop area.
One of the first decisions which mist be made concerning an NC/CAM
machine tool is the physical location of the unit on the shop floor. A
decision mst be made as to whether the NC/CAN achine should be located
separately, or next to its conventional counterpart.
Having made this
basic decision, it is now a question of determining the exact specific
location on the floor. Consideration has to be given to utility
requirements (electrical, air, hydraulics, etc), proper grounding,
relative location to other work areas, cleanliness, temperature, and
vibrations. To obtain the desired precision, it is essential to have a
good foundation for the machine 1Cf.
The objective of a good foundation
is twofold:
(a) Avoid vibration.
(b) Maintain the perpendicular relationship of the machine elements.
The machine tool builder will furnish instructions and certified
drawings which will serv as a guide in determining the necessary
foundation. A cIon practice is to provide each machine tool with its
own isolated pad. The pads are sometimes standardized at six (6) feet in
depth. A pad is usually surrounded by cork or felt padding which acts as
a buffer between the pod and the main shop floor. This isolates the
machine tool foundation frm other vibrations caused by equilemt within
the plant. Each concrete pad should be cured for a period of three
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to four weeks and then sealed. After the pad has been thoroughly cured,
the machine tool can then be installed. It is important to follow the
vendor's instructions as close as possible.
A review of requirements indicates that each NCM acquired should be
placed on its own specified isolation pad. There is no justification for
eliminating this feature. The accuracy of manufactured parts and the
effective operation of a machine tool itself could be greatly affected by
a poor isolation or no isolation at all. It is strongly recommended that
the machine tool site be carefully and accurately prepared well in
advance of the anticipated delivery.
6.

SPICIFICATIOUS.

The complex nature of the NC/CAM machine tool requires detailed and
specific information to be incorporated into the purchase specification. Federal specifications are available and should be utilized
wherever possible, however, if the proper mil-spec is not available they
should be used as a model format (see Figure D-10). Historically,
specifications were written from information obtained from a machine tool
builders sales brochure. This procedure is inadequate for NCNT. There
are a number of specific functions, operations, and statements that need
to be defined and specified thAt will enable the machine tool designer to
design and build the proper NCMT as required by the facility. A specific
definition of performance requirements will enable potential vendors to
design equipment in the most economical way. There are 36 elements to be
considered in a properly written specification. These statements are
explained as follows&
(a) Basic Machining Function. This should be specific enough to
allow little indecision as to what is wanted. This includes drilling,
milling, turning, etc. For example, a drilling machine should not be
specified when the requirements might be straight-lined milling,
rough-boring, etc. Must be as specific as possible.
(b) NaShining Capacity. This should list the most difficult metals
and/or materials, as far as machine ability is concerned, which is
expected to be run on the machine tool.
(c) Maxiinm Weights of Materials. A review of parts to be machined
mst be considered during work-mix studies and the heaviest weight
identified.
(d) Naximmm Size. There are two different considerations. One, the
largest part identified during work-mix studies, and secondly, the
potential of working two-part configurations, which could reduce
loads/unload times.
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(e) Machine Axes Designations and Their Characteristics. The Electronic
Industries Association Standard, RS-267-A, should be specified. Axis designations, other than those shown in the standard, can be requested but it would
only be adding to future problems.
(f) Standard Tape Control Function. Functions needed will be based on
considertions as to the manufacturer of families of parts. Preparatory
functions and other control cpacities must also be clearly and carefully
stated.
(g) Optional Tape Control Functions. Any function that is not essential,
but would be helpful, is listed in this category. Essential functions will be
stated under Standard Tape Control Functions.
(h) Positioning Drive Motors. Any special requirement or type or style
of motor must be specified. Otherwise, the Machine Tool Builder will provide
motors that have been determined best, based on their study, experience,
testing, and user demand.
(i) Positioning Drive Actuators. The present accepted method is the
ball-nut lead screw, with rack and pinion methods a far distant second. The
Machine Tool Builder will recommend this method, but any other method can be
specified if there is a strong conviction for it.
(j) Positioning Speeds. Positioning speeds should be listed in inches
per minute or in millimeters. The positioning speeds normally refer to
machine speeds when the cutting tool is out of the material.
(k) Feed Rate of Axes. This is very important as it should represent the
slowest and fastest possible feed rates that can be expected in the production
of parts. If it is necessary that a control accept feed rates and decimal
fractions, this mest be clearly stated.
(1) Axes Control Method. This is a statement of how many and which axes
will be controlled by tape for simultaneous motion.
(i)
Average Time to Move Axes. This entails the programmed feed rate and
the distance to be moved. Careful review of this can prevent inadvertntly
getting involved with extremely slow movements, which could cost valuable time
over a period of months.
(n) Smallest Increment of Input. This is the minimum comend which can
be in the tape. Parts analyses will serve as a guide as to what the smallest
increment the part prograimers will expect.
(o) Smallest Notion Increment. This is the smallest motion which can be
physically accomplished by the machine tool. The three most comon incremuts
are 0.0001, 0.0002, or 0.0005 of an inch.
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(p) Machine Position Accuracy. Linear and rotational motion positioning
accuracy, and how it is to be measured must be specified. For example, this
could be a representation of tolerances on hole locations, and it might be
expected to place an indicator in the spindle for measuring. Accuracy statements are a problem, as they can be different, depending upon the source of
the statement.
(q) Machine Position Precision. This is similar to the word
"repeatability," and refers to the accuracy of how close the machine
repositions itself over repeated measurements of the same characteristics.
(r) Measurement Unit. This is normally indicated in inches.
the DCMT should be equipped with automatic metric converter.

However,

(s) Spindles. The number of spindles, spacing, and horsepower requirements at any speed range needed must be clearly stated.
(t)
Turret Spindles. A study of key parts to be machined will establish
the most advantageous number of spindle positions. The number of turret
positions (horizontal, vertical, slanted, etc.), the horsepower requirements,
indexing time, speeds, and ranges must be specified.

(u) Spindle Feed Range.
or by step motion.

This should be specified if it is to be variable

(v) Method of Manual Operation.
capability of override is needed.

A decision must be made if this

(W) Fail Safe Features. This includes limit switches (to restrict
travel), some method to stop the machine if there was a spindle overload,
lubrication failure, parity fault, tape reader overshoot, data transfer
faults, etc. This is one of the better advantages of CNC.
(x) Tool Changers. Automatic tool changers should be specified to
include the type (drum, rack, chain, etc.), number of tools to be loaded,
maximum tool diameter, tool changing time and tool coding method.
(y) Closed, Semi-Closed, or Open Loop Systems. The decision here is
based on the types of machining to be accomplished and the tolerances which
must be held on the parts. Open loop systems are less expensive, but are
limited in the accuracy they can attain. Considerable contouring at tight
tolerances would require a close loop system. Select only the least expensive
unit to meet production needs.
(W) Utility Requirements. Line voltage requirements, tolerance,
frequency, and power transients must be specified. Also, consideration must
be made for air, hydraulics, and also for removal of chips.
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(aa) Mass to be Moved.
This normally is established by the builder but
on rare occasions, it can be determined by the buyer if a special machine is
being designed. It will be necessary to determine the mass when any
retrofitting is contemplated.
The refinement of a specification, considering each of the foregoing
statements, will.help to weed out those machines which are not capable of
performing the required functions. Each point of the specifications must be
given full consideration. As indicated earlier, the use of MIL Specs can
greatly assist in defining the specific machine tool needs. Federal and
Military specifications and standards can be obtained without charge from the
Naval Publications and Forms Center (NPFC) by telephone, telegraph, mail, or
in person. All types of orders should include the customer's complete mailing
address, the quantity of each document desired (maximum of 10), and the number
and title of each document required. Requests should be submitted in
duplicate form and be double spaced between each document number.
To submit a request by mail, write to:
Commanding Officer
Naval Publications and Forms Center (NPFC 105)
5801 Tabor Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19120
To submit a request by telephone, call Area Code (215) 697-3321.
Existing military and federal documents stocked by the NPFC are listed in
the Department of Defense Index of Specifications and Standards (DODISS). The
DODISS is maintained for reference at most military installations and procurement offices, and at all Small Business Administration Regional Offices, and
is available by subscription, from Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.
Subscriptions to automatically obtain one copy of every newly published
standardization document, Federal and Military, in each chosen Federal Supply
Class (FSC) are available from the Director, Navy Publications and Printing
Service, Eastern Division, 700 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111.
Subscriptions must be accompanied by check or money order payable to Treasurer
of the United States in the amount of $6.00 per year for each FSC chosen. In
order to list the number and title of each FSC desired, subscribers will need
a Cataloging Handbook R2-1, "Federal Supply Groups and Classes," which is
obtainable without charge from the Navy Publications and Printing Service,
Eastern Division.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WAEININDON. MC. a50

March 29, 1979

CIRCULAR NO. A-76
Revised

Transmittal Memorandum No. 4
TO THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS
SUB3ECT: Policies for Acquiring Commercial or Industrial Products and
Services Needed by the Government
Transmitted herewith is a revision of Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-76, which replaces Transmittal Memorandum No. 1, dated August 30, 1967,
Transmittal Memorandum No. 2, dated October 18, 1976, and Transmittal
Memorandum No. 3, dated 3une 13, 1977.
The revised Circular (1) reaffirms the Government's general policy of reliance on
the private sector for goods and services, while recognizing that (2) certain
functions are lahwrently governmental in nature and must be performed by
Government personel and (3) relative cost must be given appropriate conlderation in decisions between in-house performance and reliance on private commercial sources. The balanced approach in this revised Circular 1s designed to
achieve consistent policy implementation i all agencies, equitable treatment of
all parties, and improved economy ana efficiency in providing goods and
performing services needed by the Government.
To support the increased emphasis on relative econcmy of Government and
contract performance, a comprehensive Cost Comparison Handbook is provided
as a supplement to the Circular. This Handbook is to be used by all agencies In
conducting comparative cost analyses. The Handbook provides instructions for
determining the total cost to Government for each alternative and will provide a
more accurate basis for cost-based decisions.
This revision of Circular A-76 is the result of an extensive review of the Circular
and its implementation by executive agencies, and careful consideration of al
comments submitted on the draft revision that was published in August 197.
Many of those comments were accommodated through clarification and refinemint of the draft. Supplementary guidance on special subjects will be developed
as needed.
Application to R&D Activities
Some concern was expressed- over the potential impact of the application of this
Circular to Government R&D activities. While agencies with a need for in-houe
R&D capability can consider a "core capability" In this area as a "governmental
function," additional guidance is needed to ensure some consistency In determin..
Ing and Justifying the size of that core capablity and applying the Circular to
R&D requirements, in excess of that level of capacity.
Figure D.1
D-7.

An interagency committee jointly sponsored by the Office of Federal ProcuremeAt Policy and the Office of Science and Technology Policy, hag bem
established under the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Inginewen& and
* Techitology, to study these issues and recommend guidetl.- for appropriate and
uniform agency irvlementation. Supplemental guidance addresslng R&D activities wil then be developed and, after public review and comment, be issued as an
amendment to the Circular. In the interim, compliance with this Circular and
the periodic review of Inventoried R&D activities are to be deferred for one year
pending completion of the study, except for new starts and expansion' as
defined in the Circular. Additional guidance will be provided on determining
justified "core capability" and applying the policy to other R&F requirements to
assure that essential in-house capability is maintained, and that the Government
and taxpayers' Interests are properly considered in contract versa in-house
decisions.
Government-Owned Contractor-Operated Activities
Government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) activities were excluded from
prior issuances of the Circular. A comprehensive review of all GOCO activitie
Is necessary to determine whether they can be completely treated under the
terms of this Circular. In the interim, this Circular Is to be applied only to new
starts and expansions of Government-owned equipment and facilities.
Personnel Ceilings
The relationship between Circular A-76 and agency personnel ceilings was
reviewed in some detail and clarified in the Circular. While it Is clearly
specified that agencies will not use the Circular to contract out solely to meet
personnel ceilings, it is equally clear that agencies will contract out when
justified under the Circular regardless of the relationship between personnel
levels and authorized ceilings. Conversely, contracts for activities that are
shown to be justified for in-house performance will be terminated as quickly as
in-house capAbility can be established; when the additional spaces required
cannot be accommodated within the agency's personnel ceiling, a request for
adjustment will be submitted to OMB in conjunction with the annual budget
review process.
The Office of Management and Budget will monitor agency implementation of
this revised Circular, providing guidance and interpretations as required.
Further revisions and supplements will be issued as necessary in the future to
o
achieve the

Administrator for
Procurement
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O.TICE OF MANAGoMrNT AND muoEr

March 29,

1979

CIRCULAR NO. A-76
Revised

TO THE HEADS OP EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS
SUB3ECT: Policies for Acquiring Commercial or Industrial Products and
Services Needed by the Government
I.
Purpose. This Circular establishes the policies and procedures used to
determiii~wther needed commercial or Industrial type work should be done by
contract with private sources or In-house using Government facilities and
personnel. This Circular replaces OMB Circular No. A-76, dated August 30,
1967, and all subsequent amendments.
In a democratic free enterprise economic system, the
2.
W
Government suld not compete with Its citizens. The private enterprise
system, charaterize by individual freedom and Initiative, is the primary source
of national economic strength. In recognition of this principle, It has been and
continues to be the general policy of the Government to rely on competitive
private enterprise to supply the products a I services It needs.
This policy has been expressed In Bureau of the Budget Bkletins Issued in 1935,
1957, and 190. In 196, Circular No. A-76 wa issued and, Jbr the first time,
prescribed the policy and Implementing guidelines in a permanent directive. The
Circular was revised in 1967, by Transmittal Memorandum No. I, to clarify some
tion.
provisions and to lessen the burden of work by the apncies in Impl
Transmittal Memorandum No. 2 was Issued In 1976, provlding additional guiddnce
on cost comparisons and prescribing standard cost factors for Federal employee
retieament and insurance benefits.
In 1977, a comr hnsve review of the Circular and Its IgPmetton was
initited. Transmittal Memorandum No. 3 was Isued on 3n 13, 1977,
anouncing the review and temporarily reducing the Government retirement coat
factor. This revision Is the result of that review and careful co deatn
comments from aU interested parties.
. Each agency heed has the responsibility to ensure that the
3.
provsin of tis Circular are followed. This Circular provides administrative
direction to heads of agencies and does not establish, and shall not be cnstrued
to create, any substantive or procedural basis for any pertn to challenge any
agency action or Inaction an the basis that such action was not In accordance
with this Circula, except as specifically set forth In Section 11 below.
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Policy. This policy builds on three equally valid policy precepts:

:,...

a.
Rely on the Private Sector. The Government's business is not to be in
1bAiness. Where private sources are available, they should be looked to first to
provide the commercial or industrial goods and services needed by the Government to act on the public's behalf.
b.
Retain Certain Governmental Functions In-House. Certain functions
are inherently governmental in nature, being so intimattely related to the public
interest as to mandate performance by Federal employees.
c.
Aim for Economy; Cost Comparison.
When private performance is
feasible and no overriding factors require in-house performance, the American
people deserve and expect the most economical performance and, therefore,
rigorous comparison of contract costs versus in-house costs should be used, when
appropriate, to decide how the work wili be done.
5.

Definitions. For the purposes of this Circular:

a.
A "Government commercial or industrial activity" is one which is
operated and managed by a Federal executive agency and which provides a
product or service that could be obtained from a private source. A representative, but not comprehensive, listing of such activities is provided in Attacoment
A. An activity can be identified with an organization or a type of work, but
must be (1) separable from other functions so as to be suitable for perfomance
either in-house or by contract; and (2) a regularly needed activity of an
operational nature, not a one-time activity of short duration associated with

support of a particular project.

b.
An "exasion" is the modernization, replacement, upgrade, or enlargement of G ernient commercial or industrial activity involving addition-

al capital investment of $100,000 or more, or increasing annual operating costs
by $200,000 or more; provided, the kxcreme exceeds 20% of the total invesunent
or annual operating cost. A consolidation of two or more activities Is not an
"expansion" unless the proposed total capital investment or operating cost
exceeds the total from the individual activities by the amount of the threod.d
An expansion which increases either capital investment or annual operating cost

by i00%or more isa"new start."
c.

A "converson" Is the transfer of work from a Government commer-

cial or ixnustricivtiy to performance by a private commercial source under
contract.

A.
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d.

A "new start" is a newly-established Government commercial or

industrial activity, including a transfer of work from contract to in-huse
Also included is any expansion which would increase capital
performance.
investment or annual operating cost by 100% or more.
e.
A "private commercial source" is a private business, university, or
other non-Federal activity, located in the United States, its territories and
possessions, the District of Columbia, or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,
which provides a commercial or industrial product or service required by
Government agencies.
f. A "Governmental function" is a function which must be performed inhouse due to a special relationship in executing governmental responsibUities.
Such governmental functions can fall into several categories:
(1) Discretion= alication of Government authority, as in investigations, prosecutions an other judicial functions; in management of Government programs requiring value judgments, as in directing the national defense;
management and direction of the Armed Services; conduct of foreign relations;
selection of program priorities; direction of Federal employees; regulation of the
use of space, oceans, navigable rivers and other natural resources; direction of
intelligence and counter-intelligence operations; and regulation of industry and
commerce, including food and drugs.
(2) Monetary transactionF and entitlements, as in Government
benefit programs; tax collection and re -nue disbursements by the Government;
control of the public treasury, accounts, and money supply; and the administration of public trusts.
(3) In-hu core cab ilities in the area of research, development,
and testing, needed for technical"analysis and evaluation and technology base
management and maintenance. However, requirements for such services beyond
the core capability which has been established and justified by the agency are
not considered governmental functions.
6.

Sope

a.
No executive agency will engage in or contract for commercial or
industrial activities except in accordance with the provisions of this Circular, or
as otherwise provided by law, including, for example, Title 44 of the U.S. Code.

k
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b.
The implementation provisions of this Circular do not apply to
governmental functions as defined in paragraph 3(f). These functions must be
performed in-house by Government personnel.

c.
This Circular applies to the need for Government ownership in .any
"new start" or "expansion" of a Government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO)
facility.
d.

Additional provisions are as follows:

(1) This Circular does not-provide authority to enter into contracts.
Guidelines governing -contracts for goods and services are set forth in applicable
acquisition regulations.
(2)
This Circular will not be used as authority to enter Into
contracts which establish a situation tantamount to an employer-employee
relationship between the Government and individual contract personneL Additional guidance on this subject is provided in the Federal Personnel Manual issued
by the Office of Personnel Management.
(3)
This Circular will not be used to justify a conversion to
contract solely to meet personnel ceilings or to avoid salary limitations. When
in-house performance of a "new start" is justified under this Circular but cannot
be accommodated within agency personnel ceilings, an appeal for necessary
adjustment to Implement this Circular agency-wide should be made to OMB in
connection with the annual budget revi.w process.
(4)
Major system acquisitions are governed by the provisions of
OMB Circular No. A-109, "Major System Acquisitions." Reliance on the private
sector is one of the general policies contained in Circular A-109 to ensure
competitive consideration of all alternatives before making a decision as to the
best method of satisfing an agency mission need.
(5)
This Circular does not apply to consulting services of a purely
advisory nature relating to the governmental functions of agency administration
and management and program management. Assistance in the management area
may be provided either by Government staff organizations or. from private
sources, as deemed appropriate by executive agencles in accordance with
executive branch guidance on the use of consulting services.
(6) This Circular applies to printing and binding only In thoe
agencies or departments which are exempted by law from the provisions of Title
44 of the U.S. Code.
(7) This Circular should not be applied when It would be contrary to
law or inconsistent with the terms of any treaty or international agreement.
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7.

Use of Products and Services from Other Federal Agencies.

a.
Excess property and services available from other Federal agencies
should be used in preference to new starts or contracts, unless the needed
product or service can be obtained more economically in the private sector. This
is consistent wfth the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949
and related regulations.
b.
When a commercial or industrial activity operated by an agency
primarily to meet its own needs has excess capacity, that capacity can be used
to provide products or services to other agencies.
(1) If a formal program is established for managing excess capacity, such as the ADP sharing program operated by GSA, capacity that has been
reported as excess can be used by other agencies with no further justification. In
the absence of a formal program and report of excess capacity, another agencys
use of a Government activity must be justified in accordance with paragraph a of
this Circular. When the cost justification is used, the agency requiring the
product or service will solicit competitive bids or proposals to establish
commercial costs, and award a contract when more economical. The prospective
providing agency will prepare the Government cost estimate, in accordance with
this Circular, for comparison with the commercial cost.
(2)
It is not intended that agencies create or expand capacity for
the purpose of providing commerciall available products or services to other
agencies. When the performing agei .y own requirements increase, capacity
used to support other agencies is no longer excess and should be used in
preference to acquisition of additional capability. Consequently, agencies should
not expand a commercial or industrial activity which is providing products or
services to other agencies. The user agency (or agencies) should be informed,
with suffficient notice to arrange alternative sources, that the support will be
terminated unless exceptional circumstances prevent that agency from finding a
new source.
c.
In some cases, a commercial or industrial activity is operated for the
primary purpose of providing a product or service to other agencies, such as the
Federal Data Processing Centers or the Office of Personnel Manaement
training centers. All such activities must be reviewed under this Circular to
determine whether continued Government operation is justified. The review
should be made at the earliest possible date, but under no crmt
e later
than October 1, 19S1. Prior to that review, agencies may use the products and
services available without further justification. When continued Government
operation of the activity Is approved, agencies may use the products or services
provided, up to the level of capability approved, with no further justification.

When expansion of such an activity is proposed, the justification for approval
under this Circular can be based on the entire workload, including work for other
agencies.

6
8.

Government Operation of a Commercial or Industrial Activity.

Govern-

merit operation of a commercial or industrial activity may be authorized under
one of the following conditions.
a.

No Satisfactory Commercial Source Available.

(1) A Government commercial or industrial activity can be authorized without a comparative cost analysis when it is demonstrated that:
(a) There is no private commercial source capable of providing the product or service that is needed-or(b) Use of a private commercial source would cause an
unacceptable delay or disruption of an essential agency program.
(2) Before concluding that there is no private commercial source
capable of providing the needed product or service, the agency must make all
reasonable efforts to identify available sources.
(a) As a- minimum, the agency must place at least three
notices of the requirement in the Commerce Business Daily over a 90-"ay period.
In the case of urgent requirements, publication in the Commrce ue
Daily
can be reduced to two notices over a 30-day period.
(b) Agencies' efforts to find satisfactory commercial sources,
especially small and minority-owned usinesses, should include obtaining assistance from the General Services Administration, Small Business Administration,
and the Domestic and International Business Administration in the Department
of Commerce.
(3) A conclusion that use of a commercial source would not be
satisfactory because it would cause an unacceptable delay or disrupt an agency
program requires a specific documented explanation.
(a) Delay or disruption must be spelled out specifically in
terms of cost, time and performance measures.
able nature.

(b) Disruption must be shown to be of a lasting or unacceptTransitory disruption caused by conversions are not sufficient

grounds.
(C) In all caset,, specific explanations must be documnted. If
It is known that the function has been performed by contract elsewhere or at
another time, the justification must specify why circumstances are substantially
different.
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The fact that an activity involves a classified program, or
(d)
is part of an agency's basic mission, or that there is a possibility of a strike by
contract employees is not an adequate justification for in-house performance of
that activity. Urgency by itself is not an adequate reason for starting or
continuing a Government commercial or iidustrial activity. It must be shown
that commercial sources are not able and the Government is able to provide the
product or service when needed.
b.

National Defense.

(1) A Government commercial or industrial activity, operated by
military personnel, may be justified when:
(a) The activity or military personnel assigned are utilized in
or subject to deployment in a direct combat support role;
(b) The activity is essential for training in those skills which
are exclusively military in nature;, or
(c) The activity is needed to provide appropriate work assignments for career progression or a rotation base for overseas assignments.
(2)
A Government commercial or industrial activity providing depot or intermediate level maintenance may be justified in accordance with
criteria approved by the Secretary of ' efense to ensure a ready and controlled
source of technical competence and resources necessary to meet military
contingencies. These criteria will limit the extent of in-house capability and
capacity within the military departments for depot and intermediate maintenance support of mission-essential equipment to the minimum necesary to
accomplish that objective. 3ustiflcation under these criteria will require a
detailed explanation, on a case-by-ce basis, why the needed capability cannot
be supplied by:
(a)

A private commercial source; or

(b)

Contract operation of Government-owned facilities.

Such justification must be approved at the military department assistant
secretary level or equivalent in the defense agencies.
c.
HiLher Cost. A Government commercial or industrial activity may
be authorized if a comparative cost analysis, prepared in accordance with
paragraph 9 of this Circular, indicates that the Government can provide or is
providing a product or service at a lower total cost than If It were obtained from
a private commercial source.

.A
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9. Cost Comparisons. A decision for in-house performance based on economy
must be supported by a comparative cost analysis prepared In accordance with
this Circular and the supplementing Cost Comparison Handbook.
a.

Common Ground Rules.

(1) Both Government and commercial cost figures must be ba
on
the same scope of work and the same level of performance. This requires the
preparation of a sufficiently precise work statement with performance standards
that can be monitored for either mode of performance.
(2)
Standard cost factors wiU be used as prescribed by the Cost
Comparison Handbook and as supplemented by agencies for particular operations.
It will be incumbent on each agency to defend any variations In costing from one
case to another.
(3)
Cost comparisons are to be aimed at full cost, to the maximum
extent practical in all cases. Al significant Government costs (including
allocation of overhead and -indirect costs) must be considered, both for direct
Government performance and for administration of a contract.
1
(4) In the solicitation of bids or offers from contractors for
workloads that are of a continuing nature, unless otherwise inappropriate,
solicitations should provide for prepriced options or renewal options for the outyears. These measures will guard ,gainst "buy-in" pricing on the part of
contractors. While recompetition a&so guards against "buy-ins," the use of
prepriced or renewal options provides certain advantages such as continuity of
operation, the possibility of lower contract prices when the contractor is
required to provide equipment or facilities, and reduced turbulence and dlsuption.
(5)
Ordinarily, agencies should not incur the delay and expense of
conducting cost comparison studies to justify a Government commercial or
indtrhial activity for products or services estimated to be less than $100,000 in
annual operating costs. Activities below this threshold should be performad by
contract unlm in-house performance is justified in accordance with paragraph
La. or b. However, if there is reason to belleve that Inadequate competition or
other factors are causing commercial prices to be urreasNable, a cost comperison study may be conducted. Reasonable efforts should first be made to obtain
satisfactory prices from existing commercial sources and to develop ote
competitive commercial sources.
(6) The cost comparison will use a rate of 10% per annum as the
opportunity cost of capital investments and of the net proceeds from the
potential sale of capital assets, as prescribed in the Cost Comparison Hmook.

Now-
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b.

Calculatina Contract Costs.

(1) The contract cost figure must be based on a binding firm bid or
proposal, solicited in accordance with pertinent acquisition regulations. Bidders
or offerors must be told that an in-house cost estimate is being developed and
that a contract may or may not result, depending on the comparative cost of the
alternatives.
(2)
The factor to be used for the Government's cost of administering contracts, in addition to other costs of using contract performance as
specified in the Handbook, is 4% of the contract price or expected cost.
c.

Calculating Costs of Government Operation.

(1) Each agency should assure that Government operations are
organized and staffed for the most efficient performance. To the extent
practicable and in accordance with agency manpower and personnel regulations,
agencies should precede reviews under this Circular with internal management
reviews and reorganizations for accomplishing the work more efficiently, when
feasible.
I

(2) The Government cost factor to be used for Federal employee
retirement benefits, based on a dynamic normal cost projection for the Civil
Service Retirement Fund, is 20.4%.
(3)
The Government cost factor to be used for Federal employee
insurance (life and health) benefits, b 3ed on actual cost, is 3.7%.
(4) The Government cost factor to be used for Federal employee
workmen's compensation, bonuses and awards, and unemployment programs is
1.3.
d.
An existing in-house activity will not be converted to contract
performance on the basis of economy unless it will result in savings of at least
10% of the estimated Government personnel cots for the period of the
comparative analysis.
e.
A "new start" will not be approved on the basis of economy unless it
will result in savings compared to contract performance at least equal to 10% of
Government personnel costs, plus 23% of the cost of ownership of equipment and
facilities, for the period of the comparative anlysis.
f.
All cost comparisons must be reviewed by an activity Independent of
the cost analysis preparation to ensure conformance to the Instructions In the
Cost Comparison Handbook.

/!
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10.

Administering the Policy.
a.

Implementation.

(1) Each agency will designate an official at the assistant secretary
or equivalent level, and officials at subordinate contact points for major
components, to have overall responsibility for implementation of this Circular
within the agency.
(2)
Each agency will establish one or more offices as central points
of contact to maintain cognizance of specific implementation actions. These
offices will have access to all decision documents and data pertinent to actions
taken under the Circular and will respond, in a timely manner, to all requests
concerning inventories, schedules, reviews, and results of reviews. In considering
requests which include information supplied by contractors or prospective
contractors, agencies will be guided by OFPP Policy Letter No. 73-3, "Requests
for Disclosure of Contractor-Supplied Information Obtained In the Course of a
Procurement."
(3)
Within 90 days after the date of issuance, each agency will
promulgate this Circular, with the minimum necessary internal instructions,
identifying the designated official and the central and subordinate contact
points. When issued, copies of the internal instructions will be forwarded to
OMB's Office of Federal Procurement Policy for review. Copies of subsequent
changes will also be forwarded for rev" w.
(4) Each agency will recognize that work for the Federal Government may be performed by use of military personnel, civilian employees, and
contract services, and that past experience demonstrates that all three methods
have been responsive and dependable In performing sensitive and important work.
(5)
Each agency will ensure that contracts awarded as a result of
reviews under Circular A-76:
(a) Contain all applicable clauses and provisions related to
equal employment opportunities, veterans' preference, and minimum wages and
fringe benefits, including implementation of OFPP Policy Letter No. 78-2, dated
March 29, 1973, relating to "wage busting"
(b) Include a provision, consistent with Government post
employment conflict of interest standards, that the contractor will give Federal
employees, displaced as a result of the conversion to contract performance, the
right of first refusal for employment openinp on the contract in positions for
which they are quallfied;
(c) Are awarded to a responsible and responsive bidder or
offeror, as required by applicable acquisition regulations; and

."-
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(d)
Are administered and monitored to achieve proper performance, using appropriate contractual remedies any time performance is less
than satisfactory.
(6) Each agency will exert- maximum effort to find suitable employment for any displaced Federal employees, including:
(a) Giving them priority consideration for suitable positions
with the Government;
(b)
Paying reasonable costs for training and relocation when
these will contribute directly to placement;
(c)
Arranging for gradual transition when conversions are
made to provide greater opportunity for attrition and placement; and
(d) Coordinating with the Department of Labor and other
agencies to obtain private sector employment for separated workers.
(7) Each agency will provide for alterations to the mode of
performance to be timed in consonance with, and adjusted for, the budget
process to the extent required and consistent with the firm bid cost study
approaJ%
b.
Inventories.
Each agenc, will immediately compile a complete
inventory of all &omercial
and industrial activities subject to this Circular.
(1) Agencies will prepare and maintain a complete inventory of all
individual commercial or industrial activities (as defined in paragraph 3.a.),
which they operate. In addition to general descriptive information, the inventory
should include for each activity: the amount of the Government's capital
investment, the annual cost of operation, the date the activity was last
reviewed, and the basis on which the activity Is being continued under this
Circular. The inventory will be updated at least annually to reflect the results
of reviews as conducted.
(2)
Agencies will also prepare and maintain an inventory of all
contracts in excess of $100,000 annually, except those awarded under a duly
a-*orlzed set aside program, for services which the agency determines could
reaonably be performed in-house, including any activities that have been
converted from In-house to contract performance. In addition to general
descriptive information, the inventory will Includes the contract number, name
of the contractor, contract period, period of any options, and the total contract
price or estimated cost. Inventory updates will reflect exercise of options and
the termination and award of contracts.

iI
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c.
Reviews. Agencies will prepare a detailed schedule for the review
of each commercial or industrial activity and contract in the inventory to
determine if the existing performance, in-house or contract, continues to be in
accordance with the policy and guidelines of this Circular. The flow chart
provided as Attachment B demonstrates the sequence of actions required for
proper implementation of the Circular.
(1) The schedule for review of in-house commercial and industrial
activities will provide for review of all activities during the three-year period
following issuance of this revised Circular. Consideration should be given first
to criteria that do not concern cost: "Untess continuation is justified under
paragraphs 8.. or b., a cost comparison must be conducted to determine the
relative cost of Government and private performance.
The schedule for review of contracts will show the date that
(2)
each contract (ncluding options) will expire, and the date that the requirement
will be reviewed to determine if contract performance is to be continued. The
agency will review the contract cost and determine whether It is likely that the
work can be performed in-house at a cost that is less than contract performance
by 10% of Government personnel costs plus 23% of the cost of 6wnirdhp of
equipment and facilities. When this Is determined to be likely, a cost comparison
will be conducted.
Both schedules will b completed and provided to the Office of
(3)
Federal Procurement Policy, OMB, w,.hin 120 days of the date of issuance of
this Circular. These schedules will be made available by the agency to all
potentially affected employees and their representatives, and published for the
information of contractors.
(4) Reviews will be conducted in accordance with the schedules,
unless it is determined that a change in the schedule will be in the best interest
of the Government. In such cases, after approval by the agency head or his
designee, the schedule can be revised with 60 days notice to all affected parties.
(5)
After the initial review, activities approved for continutio
will be reviewed again at least once every five years. When It Is determined by
the agency head or his designee that the circumstances which supported the
initial approval are not subject to change, subsequent reviews may be waived.
These activities will be retained In the Inventory, however, and so Identifled. A
copy of the Justification and the waiver will be made available to all interested
parties upon request to the agency contact point.
(7)
When the number of commercial and Industrial activities and
the number of covered contracts is so great that reviews cannot be completed In
the prescribed time period, the agency may request approval from the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy, OMB, to schedule the reviews over a longer period.
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d.

New Starts.

(1) A new start should not be initiated by an executive agency
unless the justification for establishing the activity under the provisions of this
Circular has been reviewed and approved -by a senior official of the agency. A
new start which involves a capital investment or annual costs of $500,000 or
more must be approved by the agency head or by an official at the assistant
secretary or equivalent level.
(2)
The actions to be taken under this Circular should normally be
completed before the agency's budget request is submitted to OMB. Data in
support of such budget requests will be submitted In accordance with OMB
Circular No. A-I 1. In the case of a proposed new start involving a major capital
investment where the item to be acquired requires a long lead time (e.g., ADP
system, building), approval of budget resources will not constitute OMB approval
of that method of meeting the agency need. A final determination to initiate
the new start or to rely on a private commercial source, within the resources
approved, will be made in accordance with this Circular and other applicable
policies, prior to any commitment to a particular acquisition strategy.
(3)
When Government ownership of facilities is necessary, the
possibility of contract operation must be considered before in-house performance
is approved as a new start. If justification for Government operation Is
dependent on relative cost, the comparative cost analysis may be delayed to
accommodate the lead time necessary i r .acquiring the facilities.
(4)
When in-house performance to meet a new requirement is not
feasible, or when contract performance would be under an authorized set-aside
program, a contract can be awarded without conducting a comparative cost
analysis.
e.

Set-Aside Programs

(1) It is the general policy of the Government, as expressed in the
Small Business Act, to ensure that small businesses, including those owned and
managed by disadvantaged persons, receive a fair share of Government contract
awards.
(2)
Consequently, contracts awarded under authorized set-aside
programs will not be reviewed for possible in-house performance. AdditionaUy,
new requirements which would be suitable for award under a set-aside program
should be satisfied by such a contract without a comparative cost analysis.
(3)
On the other hand, in-house activities (in excess of $100,000
annually) will not be considered for performance under a set-aside contract
except when the conversion iS justified by a comparative cost analysis.
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I.

Appeals.

a.
Each agency will establish a procedure for an informal administrative
review of determinations made under this Circular. This procedure will only be
used to resolve questions of the determination between contract and in-house
performance, and wUl not apply to questions concerning award to one contractor
in preference to another contractor. Upon written request from a directly
affected party raising a specific objection, the appeals procedure wUil provide
for:
(1) An independent, objective review of the initial determination
and the rationale upon which the decision was based.

(2)

An expeditious determination, within 30 da,

mad

by an

official at the same or higher level than the official who approved the original
decision.
b.
The appeals procedure is to provide an administrative safeguard to
assure that agency decisions are fair, equitable, and in accordance with
established policy. This procedure does not authorize an appeal outside the
agency or a judicial review.
C.
Since the appeal procedure is intended to protect the rights of all
affected parties - Federal employees and their representative organitions,
contractors and potential contractors, and contract employees and their repesentatives - the procedure and agency determinations may not be subject to
negotiation, arbitration, or agreements vith any one of those parties. Agecy
decisions are final.
d.
Agency appeal procedures, when issued, will be submitted to OFPP
for review pursuant to paragraph 10.a.(3).
12.

Effective Date.

This Circular is effective May 1, 1979, but need not be applied to studies in
process where a solicitation for contract bids or proposals was issued prior to the
effective date.
Questions or inquiries about this Circular or Its Implementation should be
addressed to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, OMB, telephone number

(202) 3,
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ATTACHMENT A
EXAMPLES OF COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES
Audiovisual Products and Services
Photography (still, movie, aerial, etc.)
Photographic processing (developing, printing, enlarging, etc.)
Film and videotape production (script writing, direction, animation,
editing, acting etc.)
Microfilming and other microforms
Art and graphics services
Distribution of audiovisual materials
Reproduction and duplication of audiovisual products
Automatic Data Processintt
ADP services - batch processing, time-sharin& etc.
Programming and systems analysis, design, development, and
simulation
Key punching and data entry services
Systems engineering and installation
Equipment installation, operation, and maintenance
Maintenance, Overhaul, and Repair
Aircraft and aircraft components
Ships, boats, and components
Motor vehicles
Combat vehicles
Railway systems
Electronic equipment and systems
Weapons and weapon systems

Medical and dental equipment
Office furniture and equipment
Industrial plant equipment
Photographic equipment

Space systems
Systems Engineering, Installation, Operation, and Maintenance
Communications systems - voice, message, data radio, wire,
microwave, and satellite
Missile ranges
Satellite tracking and data acquisition
Radar detection and tracking
Television systems - studio and transmission equipment,
distribution systems, receivers, antennas, etc.
Recreational areas
Bulk storage facilities
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Manufacturing, Fabrication, Processing, and Packaging

Ordnance equipment
Clothing and fabric products
Liquid, gaseous, and chemical products
Lopging and lumber products
Communications and electronics equipment
Rubber and plastic products
Optical and related products
Sheet metal and foundry products
Machined products
Construction materials
Test and instrumentation equipment
Real Property
Design, engineering, construction, modification, repair, and maintenance
of buildings and structures
Construction, alteration, repair, and maintenance of roads and other
surfaced areas
Landscaping, drainage, mowing and care of grounds
Industrial Shops and Services
Machine, carpentry, electrical and other shops
Industrial gas production and redt rging
Equipment and instrument fabrication, repair and calibration
Plumbing, heating, electrical, and air conditioning services,

Including repair
Fire protection and prevention services
Custodial and janitorial services
Refuse collection and processing

Health Services
Surgical, medical, dental, and psychiatric care
Hospltaluzation, outpatient, and nursing care
Physical examinatioe
Eye and heaing examinations -- manufacturing and fitting glases
and hearing aids
Medical and dental laboratories

Dispenswies,
Preventive medicine
Dietary services
Veterinary services

-T.-
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Transportation
Operation of motor'pools
Bus service
Vehicle operation
Air transportation
Water transportation
Trucking and hauling
Printing and Reproduction
Printing and binding - where the agency or
department Is exempted from the provisions
of Title 44 of the U.S. Code
Reproduction, copying, and duplication
Blue-printing
Research and Development
Basic research
Applied research
Development
Concept formulation and demonstration
R&D studies
R&D testing
R&D support services
Office Services
Stenographic recording and transcribing
Word processing/data entry
Mali/messenger
Translation
information systems and distribution
Financial auditing and services

Mnagement auditing
Security

Guard and protective services
Systems engineering, instaliatlon, and maintenance of security systems
and individual privacy systems
Forensic laboratories

[*'

Fodd Services
Operation of cafeterias, mess halls, kitchens, bakeries, dairiest
and commissaries
Vending machines
Ice and water
Other Services
Laundry and dry cleaning
Library operation
Mapping and charting
Architect and engineer services
Geological surveys
Cataloging
Training - academic, technical, vocational, and specialized (within the
limitations of P.L. S5-307, unless waived by the Office of Personnel
Management)
Operation of utility systems (power, gas, water, steam, and sewage)
l
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE CHIXF OF STAFF
WASHINGrON. D.C.

3MS

9 JAN Ui,.,
DACS- DHA
SUBJECT:

Recommended Change to AR 235-5.

Commander
Sacramento Army Depot
ATrN: SDSSA-C
Sacramento, CA. 95813

1. Reference is made to your DA Form 202&, Recommended Change to
Publications and Blank Forms, dated 21 December 1978, requesting change
to AR 23575;.
2. The ORB suggested changes to OMB Circular A-76 attached to referenced
recommendation have not been finalized and published. Until that time,
the corresponding DOD and Army regulations, including AR 235-5. cannot be
changed. Estimated date of publication of ONB Circular A-76 Is
February 1979. DOD and Army regulations should be updated within four
to six months after 0MB publication.

C. VA L
0"-'Colonel, GS
Chief, Army Management Division
Management Directorate
4..~NATHAN
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SUBJECT: .Fu.rling of iJmnercally ConLr, hl,d/CoII'lpat(±r-" dd 4:atf :ict.rl.ng
(NC/(. M) Equipment
HQ* US Army Hateriel Development and Rcadiness Corrnand,
Alexandrias VA 22333
70t

Commanders US Army Depot System Command# ATTN:
PA 17201

5001 Eisenhower AvLIYaue

12 MAR 1379

DRSDS-RM9 Chambersburgi

1. Reference is made to letters DRCCP-SE, 2 Feb 79# subject: Productivity
Enhancing Capital Investment Program/Quick Return on Investment Program
(copy inclosed).
2. Based on informal conversations with HQ DAR(OO and HQ DESOON personnel# and
considering the nature of the work that is to be performed on the NC/CAM
equipment# it Is appropriate to include the equipment and funding requirements
for the NC/CAM in the 5 year plan for Depot Maintenance Modernization.
3. QRIP investment projects must produce tangible savingsp be within legal and
regulatory constraints on capital investmentsl and be limited to the criteria
contained In reference 1.
FOR TIE COMMANDER:

ES 0. HE
Colonel. GS
Chief, Resources and Programs Division

1 Incl
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FED 1979

SUBJECT:

Funding of Numerically Controlled/Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (NC/CAM) Equipment

Commander
US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command
ATTN: DRCPP-R
5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22333

1. A HQDESCOM team is studying NC/CAM and its applications to the Depot
System. The problem of financing potential requirements is a part of the
study. During informal conversations between HQDESCCG and HQDARCOM, an
interpretation problem evolved. NC/CAM Equipment is automatic data processing equipment (ADPE), according to HQDARCC, Directorate for Management
Information Systems (Maurice Johnson), while NC/CAM Equipment is Depot
Maintenance Plant Equipment according to HQDARCOK, Office of Manufacturing
Technology (Fred Michel).
2. The interpretation that Directorate for Management Information Systems
personnel relate to is the definition of computer in Part V of the DARCO
FY1979/80 Comnand Operating Budget which is: "The term computer includes
any device capable of accpeting and storing data or elements of information,

executing a systematic sequence of logic operations on that data or information through a stored program (software or firmware), and producing
control or information outputs." The following definitiens are provided
by HQDESCOM Equipment Managers to explain the subject equipments
a.

NC - A numerically controlled (NC) system is machinery controlled

automatically by coded instructions. The NC system consists of two basic
elements: (1) the machine that does the work, and (2) an electronic control
unit which directs the machine's operations. A few machines operate directly
from computers or by magnetic tape, but most get instructions by punched tape.

b.

CAN - Computer-aided manufacturing (CAN) is manufacturing processes

or machines that are controlled by computers. CAN can also be workloading,
scheduling, and storage systems controlled by computers.

.

-

I

.
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DRSDS-RM
SUBJECT:

Funding of Numerically Controlled/Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (NC/CAM) Equipment

3. Two problems evolve from the different interpretations of what NC/CAM
is. First, which five year plan, ADP or Depot Maintenance Modernization,
should include the equipment and budgetary requirements for NC/CAM.
Secondly, NC/CAM is productivity enhancing capital equipment and may
qualify for funding under th6 Quick Return on Investment Program (QRIP).
QRIP items may be financed with procurement funds or the Army Industrial
Fund/Fast Payback System (AIF/FPS), however, the AIF/FPS cannot finance
ADPE. Request you assist us in determining the proper method/s to use
to budget for and finance NC/CAM equipment.
FOR TUE COMMANDER:

Comptro 1~
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

1i"" "HEADQUARTERS
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.

US ARMY MATERIEL DEVELOPMENT AND READINESS COMMAND
5001 EISENHOWER AVENUE. ALEXANDRIA. VA. 21133

2"FEB 1979

DRCCP-SE
SUBJECT:

Productivity Enhancing Capital Investment Program/
Quick Return on Investment Program

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. References:
a.

AR 5-4, DA Productivity Improvement Program, 18 Aug 76.

b. AR 11-28, Economic Analysis and Program Evaluation
for Resource Management, 2 Dec 75.
c. DARCOM-R 5-8, DARCOM Productivity Improvement
Program, 17 March 1978.
d. DARCOM-R 5-10, Quick Return on Investment Program
(QRIP), 22 May 1978.
e. Message, DRCCP-BF, 081700Z Dec 78, subject:
FY 81-85.Program Development.

DARCOM

2. The DOD Capital Investment Program has been revised and
expanded. Pending publication of revision to ref la, the
following is a description of the DOD Capital Investment
Program and interim guidance for DARCOM conduct of the DA
,uick Return on Investment Program.
a. The program is titled the DOD Productivity Enhancing
Capital Investment (PECT) Program. PECI will include all
investment projects that will return the investment, through
manpower and/or materiel savings, in five years or less.

Figure D-6
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,b.

DRCCP-SE
SUBJECT:

Productivity Enhancing Capital Investment Program/
Quick Return on Investment Program

b. There are three categories for investments within the
PECI Program:
(1) Malor - projects that cost over $900 thousand,
amortize within five years, and are for the support
structure.
(2) Intermediate - projects that cost under $900
thousand, amortize within five years, and are for the support
structure.
Categories (1) and (2) will be collectively monitored but will
remain within traditional appropriations. DARCOM is currently,
through programming and budget channels, identifying PECI
dollars for the FY 81-85 Program (ref le).
(3) Fast Payback (current DA QRIP) - projects that will
pay for themselves within two years and meet specific criteria
given below. QRIP projects will be funded at DA level using
appropriated Productivity Enhancing Incentive (PEI) funds.
3. DOD Fast Payback (hereafter referred to by the DA program
title, QRIP):
a. DA FY 79 appropriated funding level for QRIP is $5.9
million ($4.9 million OPA, $1.0 million PAA (AMMO)).
b. QRIP investment projects must produce tangible savings,
be within legal and regulatory constraints on capital investments, and be limited to the criteria at Inclosure 1.
4. The Congressional'7 imposed limit of $40,000/project
(para la of inclosure) and the OSD imposed lease/buy restriction (para 2b of inclosure) will be reclamaed, with the latter
scheduled for review at the end of the second quarter.
Addressees are requested to submit any such projects to this
headquarters in order to support the DA reclama to OSD. In
the meantime, any available alternative funding should be
considered pending resolution of these issues.

2

SUBJECT:
DRCCP-SE-.. Productivity Enhancing Capital

rnvestment.0tograq.

Quick Return on Investment Program

-"

5. The impact of the PECI Programs will be felt throughout
all functional areas; this information, therefore, should be
provided to all levels of management. POC's are: PECI - Mr.
Jerry Gibson, QRIP -Ms. Nita Jones, DRCCP-SE, AUTOVON
284-9483.
FOR THE COMMANDER:
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Quick Return on Investment Program
(QRIP) Interim Guidance
QRIP investment projects are limited to:

1.

a. I Projects that cost $40,000 or less. This is a
Congressionally imposed ceiling and is not waiverable.
Caution must be exercised when proposing investments.that are
It is stressed that the $40
close to the dollar threshold.

thousand limit per project is firm and, therefore, cost
increases cannot be honored if the resulting investment cost
would exceed that limit.
b..
that is
sources
through
without

Off-the-shelf commercial equipment, i.e., equipment
readily available through government or commercial
with minimal modification or that can be fabricated
combination or modification of existing equipment
extensive R&D effort.

Items not included in other'requests for funds in
c.
current or prior years.
d.' Projects justified on the basis of productivity
through changes in operating methods, procedures or
processes.
QRIP PEI funds will not be used for:

2.

a.

Projects justified solely on the basis of energy

However, energy savings as a

conservation benefits.

by-product of a valid QRIP investment should be documented and
reported.
b. Projects to purchase equipment currently being
However, projects that
operated under lease arrangements.
would replace a piece of leased equipment with a new item that
would produce a substantial change to operating methods,
processes, or procedures, will be eligible as a QRIP
investment.
3. QRIP project documentation must be complete and facilitate
pre-investment appraisal and provide a basis for postDA Form 4477-R, Quick Return on
investment evaluation.
Investment Program Project Report, will continue to be used
and will be accompanied by an economic analysis as directed by
ref la of basic letter.

Incl 1
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a. DA Form 4477-R. All items on the DA Form 4477-R must
be completed IAW instructions on the form, emphasizing and/or
adding the following data:
(1) Item 3, From: Cdr DARCOM, ATTN: DRCCP-SE, 5001
Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22333.
(2) Item 11, LIN/NSN - Note requirement on reverse of
Form 4477-R to comment on TC status.
(3) Item 14 - A brief description of the complete project
is vital. This must include what equipment will be purchased,
how it will be used, and how productivity will be increased.
Items 15 and 16, Estimated reduced dollar and
(4)
personnel expenses - Quantified projected benefits on an
annual as well as project life basis. This latter should be
noted in Item 14 pending revision to DA Form 4477-R.
Additionally for Item 16, distinguish between manpower space
authorizations and manpower equivaleqts.
(5)
Items 17a and b, Program Element/Functional Element Enter AMS PE Code from AR 37-100-FY and pertlaent functional
area code from Fig 2-1, AR 5-4 or a clear text description for

functions/areas not listed.
(6) Item 18 - Brief description of savings disposition
or how they will be reapplied.
(7) Item 19.
(a) Project Officer - Individual who is most knowledgeable about the project and who can answer specific questions
regarding the proposal. Item 19a should be initialled by the
local QRIP coordinator.
(b),

Approving Officer - Leave blank.

Include projected economic life of
b.
Economic Analysis.
the investment (note that 'Economic Life" is defined in AR

11-28 (ref lb of basic letter) and is different than physical
or project life).
Review and Validation. Prior to final investment
c.
approval, the complete project package must be reviewed and
validated by an impartial, independent organization other than
the submitting activity - i.e., management office, cost
analysis staff, etc. This review must include adequacy of EA,

2
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verification of cost and workload data, and compliance with
regulatory requirements. The concurrence of the reviewer must
be attached as an inclosure to the project package.
d. An original and two copies of the complete package
should be submitted to this headquarters, ATTN: DRCCP-SE, for
review and submission to DA for consideration for funding.
Proposals submitted with incomplete or inadequate documentation will be returned ;to the submitting organization.
e. Approved investment proposals will be submitted to DA
for funding priority. First consideration will be given to
investments with fastest amortization. The following
priorities will then be applied to the extent practical:
(1) Investments that save whole manpower spaces or
authorizations which can be reapplied at the local level.
(2) Investments that avoid or reduce overtime manpower
costs or release man-hours/manpowerto be reapplied.to other
areas/use.
(3)

Investments that save consumable materials.

(4) Investments that release manpower that cannot be
reapplied to valid requirements at the local level.
(5) Investments that produce other cost savings that can
be reapplied to valid unfinanced requirements.
4.

DA approved investment proposals will be funded from

either TSARCOM or ARRCOM, acting as QRIP fiscal administrators. All funds provided through ORIP must be obligated
within 90 days of release date. Funds not so obligated will
be withdrawn by the fiscal administrator. Requests for
extensions of up to 60 days will be const. .red. All such
requests must be submitted to this headquarters (ATTN:

DRCCP-SE). Upon acquisition/installation of the equipment, a
revised 4477-R will be submitted showing actual operational
date and any changes to the investment cost and/or projected
savings.

5. Post Audit of Investments. FY 79 Congressional guidance
requires a summary of project audit results be provided
annually to the Congress. Although instructions have not yet
been developed, complete documentation should be developed and
maintained at all phases of the investment project, from
initial development of the proposal through operation of the
equipment to full amortization.
3
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Mr. Doyle/pb/242-7531
DRSDS-EF (3 Jan 79) Ist Ind
SUBJECT: Industrial Plant Equipment Supply Procedures
19 JAN 6;4
US Arny Depot System Command, Chambersburg, PA
TO:

Commander, Sacramento Army Depot, KTTN:
CA 95813

17201

SDSSA-TDP, Sacramento,

1. References:
a. AR 37-100-79, dated 1 May 78, subject: Appropriations and Funds
Available for Obligation, Expense, and Expenditures.
b. hR 700-43, dated Nov 73, subject:
Industrial Plant Equipment w/change 3.

Management of Defense-Owned

2. The following information is provided on your questions:
a. What is the difference between PEMA production-based funds and
PEMA?
(1) Procurement Appropriation (PA) has replaced PEMA funds, and is
broken into the five separate appropriations shown below:
ircraft Procurement, Army
Missile Procurement, Army
Procurement of Weapons and Tracked Combat Vehicles, Army
Procurement of Ammunition, 'qrmy
Other Procurement, Army (OPA)
(2) Production Base Support Funds are under the OPA appropriation
and are listed in reference la as code (5390). Reference la provides a
description of each appropriation/code and their use.
b. What is the required criteria for testing the supply system after
a Certificate of Non-Availability is issued by DIPEC?
Per reference lb, DIPEC will screen requisitions against all available DOD assets reported to them. A Certificate of Non-Availability (CNA)
indicates the non-availability of that industrial plant equipment in the
DOD inventory. Upon receipt of CNA, procurement may be initiated through
the proper channels. If procurement action has not been initiated within
90 calendar days from the date of issuance of the CNA, you must go back to
DIPEC for a complete rescreening and a new CNA.
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SUBJECT: Industrial Plant Equipment Supply Procedures
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3. Your Comptroller can assist you in
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14 September 10?

SDSSA-rDP-r
SUBJECT:

itarla/ne/51 6

Industrial PZant Equipment

THRU:

Commander
US Army Depot System Command
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201

TO:

Commander

.

US Army MaterieZ Development and
Readince Command
DRCPP-I
ATTN:
22535
AZeandria, Virginia
'I

1.

References:
a.

Study of Certificate of Nonavailabilty, Screening Viola-

b.

AR 700-4S, November 1975.

tio;s by US Army Industrial Base rnainearing Activity, Rook'
Island. Illnots, 61299, dated 24 March 1978.

2. This Command presently requisitions Industrial Plant rquipment (ZPR) from the Defense Industrial Plant Xquipment Center
(DXPEC) at Memphis', renneesee, without first testing the Army
Inventory Contro Points for asset availability. rhis is seemingly the procedure required by AR 700-43 whiah indicates DIP8C
conducts a screening of all services idle and general issue
assets for redistribution.

S. When assets are not avaiZable for redistribution, DIPIC
issues a Certificate of Sonavailabitity for initiation of proourement. Reference la above requires a determination ae to
,hioh of the folloging funding oriteria apptyt
a.. If the item Lu PIMA produotion-based funded, the item is
authorized for tsoa procurement.
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SOSSA-T'DP-?

Znduetrial Plant Equipment

SUBJECT:
b.

If the item is PEMA-funded but not produotion-baeod

funded, the item is ordered from the IfMCP.
0. If the item is not PEMA-funded and is avaiabte in the
supply system, local procurcment is not authorized. The item is
ordered from the NICP.
d. If the item is not PEMA-funded and is not avaitable in the
suppty .y tem, local procurement is authorized,.
4. Requeat olarification and/or assistance in the following:
a. What is the difference between PEPIA produotion-based
funds and PRMA funds?
b. What is the requiied criteria for testing the supply
syetem after a Certificate of Nonavdiiabitity is issued by DIPEC?
POR THE COMMANDER:

ROGER M. BENMRTT
LMC, OrdC
Director for Supply
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9UX*M;V OF CONVSSAT100OM

Queried Mrs. Anderson the following.
Does DIPEC screen Army ICP stocks for availability prior to
issue of CNA?
Aniswer: Yes, all Army assets are subject to screening and when
available applied against requisition~s.
She stated that sometimes
assets will be on-hand but are not released and as.*::ah when a CNA
is issued we should not be concerned with asset visibility,.
Re--eiot of CIIA is authority to buy on thne local inarket with out going to the ICP.
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MIL-M-80255
March 1978
SUPERSEDING
MIL-M-8O139A
21 December 1973
MILITARY SPECIFICATION
MACHINING CENTERS, VERTICAL, SINGLE SPINDLE,
COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC)
This specification is approved for use by all Departments and Agencies
of the Department of Defense.
1. SCOPE
1.1 Scope. This specification covers computer numerically controlled
(CNC), sln9e vertical spindle type machining centers, with a compound
worktable, automatic tool changer, and other components or equipment as
described herein.
1.2 Classification. The machining centers covered by this specification are of the following classes, sizes, and styles. Covered are
machine control unit (MCU) classes for 2 and 3 axes controls, machine
sizes for 5 through 20 horsepower spindle motors, and machine styles for
15 through 60 tool capacity tool changers. Also covered is an additional
MCU axis and machine rotary table which may be optionally specified
(see 3.4.10.1.4). The class, size and style machining center to be
supplied shall be as specified (see 6.2.1).
Class A - 2 axes
Class B - 3 axes
Class C - 3 axes

(x-y)
positioning/contouring MCU
(x-y-z) positioning/2 axes (x-y) contouring MW
(x-y-z) positioning/contouring MCU

Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any
pertinent data which may be of use in improving this document should
be addressed to: Defense Industrial Plant Equipment Center, Memphis,
Tennessee 38114, by using the self-addressed Standardization Document
Improvement Proposal (DO Form 1426) appearing at the end of this
document or by letter.

FSC 3408

Figure D-10
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Size
Size
Size
Size
Size
Size
Size
Size

Mill capacity,
Cubic inches/minute
(SAE 1020 steel)

5
7
7
10
10
10
1520

5
7
7
10
10
10
15
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Style
Style
Style
Style
Style
2.

Spindle motor
horsepower

A
B
C
0
E

-

Tool
Tool
Tool
Tool
Tool

changer
changer
changer
changer
changer

capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity

of
of
of
of
of

15
20
30
40
60

Tape controlled travel
x-y-z. inches
40-20-8
40-20-10
50-26-10
40-20-12
50-26-12
80-26-12
54-28-14
54-28-24

or
or
or
or
or

more
more
more
more
more

tools
tools
tools
tools
tools

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Issues of documents. The following documents of the issue in effect
on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal form a part of this
specification to the extent specified herein.
SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY
MIL-M-18058

Machinery, Metal and Woodworking,
Preparation for Delivery

STANDARDS
MILITARY
MIL-STD-461

Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics
Requirements for Equipment

(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings, and publications required
by contractors in connection with specific procurement functions should be
obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting
officer.)
2.2 Other publications. The following documents form a part of this specification to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the
issue in effect on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal
shall apply.
2
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(OCCUPATIONAL

SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT (OSHA)

Title 29, Code of Federal
Regulations, Chapter XVII,
Part 1910, and amendments

OF 1970

Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
Standards

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS (NBS)
Handbook H-28 - Screw-Thread Standards for Federal Services
(Application for copies should be-addressed to the Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.)
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE (ANSI)
ANSI X3.9
FORTRAN
ANSI X3.37 Programming Language APT
(Application for copies should be addressed to the American National
Standards Institute, Dept. 969, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018.)
NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION (NFPA) STANDARDS
NFPA No. 79
•

Electrical Standard for Metalworking Machine Tools

(Application for copies should be addressed to the National Fire
Protection Association, 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02110.)
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION (EIA) STANDARDS
RS-227
RS-232
RS-244
RS-267
RS-274
RS-281

RS-358

One-Inch Perforated Paper Tape
Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment and Data
Comunication Equipment Employing Serial Binary Data
Interchange
Character Codes for Numerical Machine Control Perforated
Tape
Axis and Motion Nomenclature for Numerically Controlled
Machine Tools
Interchangeable Perforated Tape Variable Block Format for
Positioning, Contouring, and Contouring/Positioning
Numerically Controlled Machines
Electrical and Construction Standards for Numerical
Machine Control

Subset of USA Standard Code for Information Interchange
for Numerical Machine Control Perforated Tape

(Application for copies should be addressed to Electronic Industries
Association, Engineering Department, 2001 Eye St., NW, .Washington, DC

.20006.)
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NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURER'S ASSOCIATION (NEMA) STANDARDS
MG1

Motors and Generators

(Application for copies should be addressed to the National Electrical
Manufacturer's Association, 155 East 44th St., New York, NY 10017.)
(Technical society and technical association specifications and standards
are generally available for reference from libraries. They are also distributed among technical groups and using Federal agencies.)
3. REQUIREMENTS
3.1 First article. When specified (see 6.2.1), the contractor shall
furnish one complete machining center for first article inspection and
approval (see 4.2 and 6.4).
3.2 Design. The machining center shall be new and one of the manufacturer's
curi'ent dls. Its design shall include features and components necessary
for maintaining alignment and accomplishing drilling, tapping, milling, and
boring performance required herein. *The machine shall have a vertical axis
spindle assembly housed within a machining head which shall be supported by
a column and floor mounting base. The base shall also support a saddle and
worktable which shall be arranged to support and secure the workpiece in
the machining operations. The worktable or column shall have lateral slide
motion (travel) as necessary for altering the relationship of the spindle
with the workpiece in the x and y axes. Unless otherwise required, z axis
movement shall be accomplished by either a machining head or machining head
and quill, sliding vertically along the column ways to and from the worktable or with the machining head affixed to the column and by a quill
sliding within the head and to and from the worktable. Tools, toolholders,
and adapters shall be inserted and removed from the spindle by a tool changer
with storage magazine. Tool change, spindle operation, and motion in the
x, y, and z axes shall be directed by a numerical control system with a
computer numerical control (CNC) type MCU, axis servo drives, and feedback
devices. System axes configuration shall be in accordance with 3.4.10.1
for the applicable MCU class required by the contract or order. The
machine and its numerical control system shall constitute a completely
functional system with built-in operations programmed by coded punch tape.
The machine functions shall be controlled by manually operated control devices, semi-automatically by manual data input devices, and automatically
from tape input and part programs in data memory. All parts of the machine
or system that are subject to wear, breakage, or distortion shall be
accessible for adjustment, replacement and repair.
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3.2.1

Operating controls.

Operating controls for the machining center

shall be arranged on the MCU console or machine pendant. Controls such as
push-buttons, dials, and switches shall be functionally arranged and
clearly identified to facilitate use.
3.2.2 Safet and health requirements. Covers, guards, or other safety
devices shall be provided for all parts of the machine that present safety
hazards. The safety devices shall not interfere with the operation of the
machine. The safety devices shall prevent unintentional contact with the
guarded part, and shall be removeable to facilitate inspection, maintenance
and repair of the parts. All machine parts, components, mechanisms, and
assemblies furnished on the machine, whether or not specifically required
herein, shall comply with all of the Standards promulgated under OSHA that
are applicable to the machine itself.
3.2.3 Lubrication. All bearings (except sealed-for-life type), noting
gears, and sliding parts shall be provided with means for lubrication. Oil
reservoirs shall be fitted with oil level sight gages. Manually operated
systems for ways and remote areas shall have control handles mounted in
accessible locations. All oil holes, grease fittings, and filler caps
shall be easily accessible.
3.2.4 Interchangeability. To provide for replacement of worn parts, all
parts bearlng the same part number shall be functionally interchangeable
without modification of part or machine, and shall be dimensionally identiwithin the manufacturing tolerance limits in use by their manufacturer.

6cal
g

3.2.5 Reclaimed materials. The machine shall contain reclaimed materials
to the maximum extent'possible without jeopardizing its intended use and
performance. The reclaimed materials shall have been reprocessed, rumnufactured, or recycled in a manner which restores them to the same chemical
composition and physical properties as the materials orfginally selected
for use on the machine. Reclaimed materials shall include iron, steel,
copper, brass, aluminum, fiber products, plastics and elastomers that have
been collected from discarded solid, liquid, semi-solid, or gaseous waste
such as garbage, refuse or sludge.
3.3 Construction. The machine shall be so constructed that when installed and connected to power, it will be ready for operation upon filling with
operating fluids. The machine shall be constructed of parts which are
without defects and free of repair. The structure shall be capable of
withstanding all forces encountered during operation of the mchin, to its
maximum rating and capacity without permanent distortion.
3.3.1 Castinas and forginus. All castings and forgings shall be free of
defects,
le and mismatchng. No process such as welding, peening, plugging, or filling with solder or paste shall be used for reclaiming any
defective part.
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3.3.2 Welding, brazing, or soldering. Welding, brazing, or soldering
shall be employed only where specified In the original design. None of
these operations shall be employed as a repair measure for any defective
part.
3.3.3 Fastening devices. All screws, pins, bolts, and similar parts shall
be installedin such a mnner as to prevent change of tightness, Those
subject to removal or adjustment shall not be swaged, peened, staked, or
otherwise permanently deformed.
3.3.4 Surfaces. All surfaces of castings, forgings, molded parts,.stampfngs and w-1-- rts shall be cleaned and free from sand, dirt, fins,
sprues, flash, scale, flux and other harmful or extraneous materials. All
edges shall be either rounded or beveled unless sharpness is required to
perform a necessary function. Except as otherwise specified herein, the
condition and finish of all surfaces shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's standard commercial practice.
3.3.5 Painting. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the machine
shall be panted in accordance with the manufacturer's standard commercial
practice.
3.3.6 Threads. Unless otherwise spec. 'ed (see 6.2.1), all threaded
parts shall conform to Handbook H28.
3.3.7 Dials. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), feed screw dials
shall be gr-aOuated in either the inch or metric (SI unit) systm. Graduations to indicate stock removal or tool movement shall be in increments of
not more than 0.001 inch or the equivalent on the metric scale. The size
of dial faces shall be such that the graduations are easily read. Dial
faces shall be permanently and legibly engraved, stamped, or etched, and
shall have a non-glare finish.
3.3.8 Plates. All words on speed and feed Indicating plates and on Instruction-plates shall be in the English language, engraved, etched,
embossed or stamped in boldface characters on a contrasting background.
3.3.9 Gears. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the gears used in
the machine sall be machined in either the inch or metric (SI unit) system.
In either case, the gears shall be suitable for the intended purpose, and
shall be heat treated by a process that will impart the necessary toughness
and hardness that will enable the gear train to transmit full rated torque
without failure or premature wear.
3.4 Components. The machining center shall include components consisting
of a baseoum, saddle, worktable, machining head, spindle assembly,
tool changer, coolant system, electrical systm,and numerical control
system.
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(3.4.1

Base. The base shall be a casting or iron or iron alloy or a
fabricate7-'eel weldment. ribbed and braced to minimize distortion and
deflection. The base shall form a foundation for the entire machine
and be integrally constructed with the column or be separately constructed with the column machined, securely attached, and in either case, be
sufficiently rigid to maintain mutual component alignment for assuring
accuracy required herein. The base shall have guideways that are proportioned to fully support the saddle throughout its full range of travel.
The base shall have means for leveling the machine on a flat mounting
surface. Hydraulic or coolant fluid reservoirs may be housed within
the base or be supplied as separateexternal units. Reservoirs shall
have means for indicating fluid leifels. The base shall have accets or
removable plates as necessary for servicing components housed within.
3.4.2 Column. The column shall be a casting of iron or iron alloy or a
fabricated see weldment of box-like construction, internally ribbed and
braced to minimize distortion and deflection under normal tool loads. The
column shall be designed to support and accommodate the machining head and
have guideways to facilitate vertical movement of the head or worktable.

(

3.4.3 Saddle. The saddle slide shall be a casting of iron or iron alloy
or a fabricat- steel weldment, rigidly constructed and precision fitted to
the guideways of the base. The saddle shall also have guideways for supporting and traversing the worktable throughout its full range of travel.
Guideways of the saddle and all other components of the machine shall be
designed with friction characteristics that will permit precise control of
slide movement without sticking or overshooting. When specified (see 6.2.1),
the guideways of the machines supplied with the Class B or C MCU's, shall be
hardened and ground. Mating ways shall have means for holding them in
alignment to prevent cutting forces from separating slide surfaces or distorting feed screws. Means such as servolocks shall be provided that
automatically secure slide surfaces in place immediately upon completing
numerical control directed moves. The guideways shall be shielded from
chips, coolant fluid and other contaminants by telescoping metal covers
or similar means.
3.4.4 Worktable. The worktable shall be a casting of iron or iron alloy,
internally ribbed and proportioned to support and withstand maximum capacity
workpiece weights and tool thrust loads. The worktable shall be precision
fitted to the ways of the saddle and be the compound type, arranged to provide workpiece travel in x and y axes. The top of the worktable shall be
machine finished for a work mounting surface. The worktable shall have a
coolant trough or similar means for draining spent coolant into its reservoir.
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), T-slots, their number and configuration in the worktable top, shall be the manufacturer's standard. When
required, the worktable shall be furnished with a sub-plate of the
characteristics specified (see 6.2.1).
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3.4.5 Machning head. The machining head shall be a casting of iron
or iron alloy or a fabricated steel weldmnt designed and proportioned to
house and support the quill (as required), spindle assembly, and spindle
rotational drive with motor and related components necessary for accomplishing drilling, tapping, milling, and boring required herein. The
machining head shall hold the spindle in axial alignment perpendicular
to the work mounting surface of the worktable and shall be designed to
prevent distortion to the head due to torsional forces of the drive.
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), z axis movement shall be accomplished by either a machining head ora machining head and quill sliding
vertically along the column ways to and from the worktable or with the
machining head affixed to the column and by a quill sliding within the
machining head and to and from a worktable. In the latter case, the
worktable shall also be vertically adjustable. On machines supplied
with the Class A MCU, z axis movement shall be power driven independently
of the spindle drive and be controlled manually and by an automatic feed
cycle as required by 3.4.10.1.1. In addition, not less than 20 program
selectable and micrometer or electronically adjustable depth stops shall
be provided. On machines supplied with the Class B or C MCU's, z azis
movement shall be servo driven and be fully controlled by the numerical
control system. The machine shall have stops that are located at the
upper and lower extremes of z axis travel to prevent excessive overtravel.
3.4.5.1 Spindle assembly. The spindle shall be of alloy steel hardened
and ground to a finish not rougher than 32 microinches. The spindle shall
be supported and held in axial and radial alignment by ball or roller bearings. The spindle shall be mounted in the machining head with it$ bearings
designed and arranged to compensate for thermal expansion. The spindle
.shall have positive means for accepting, retaining and releasing tools and
tool holders inserted by either the automatic tool changer or the operator.
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), noses, bores, and other characteristics of the spindle shall be the manufacturer's standard. The spindle shall
be equipped to orient the automatically inserted tools to maintain the same
radial position they occupied in the tool changer. The machine shall drive
the spindle in both the clockwise and counterclockwise directions of rotation for accomplishing the full range of spindle speeds specified herein.
The machine shall be arranged to automatically stop spindle rotation for
tool change. The machine shall have overload protection which automatically
stops the movement of all slides and the rotation of the spindle should it
stall from overload.

(.

3.4.6 Tool changer. The machine shall have an automatic tool changer
with a magazine that is capable of storing not less than the tool capacity
required for the style machine specified in the contract or order. The
magazine shall be of the rotary drum design or of any other closed loop
recirculating configuration with the capability of presenting a preprogrammed tool to the tool changer for exchange with the tool held in the spindle
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the time of program commands for tool change. Tool change shall be
accomplished by means of a power-actuated mechanism which shall interchange the tool in the spindle with a tool selected from the tool
magazine. The magazine shall permit convenient loading and unloading
of tools, tool holders, and adapters during operational set-up. The
tool changer shall be arranged for random tool selection which.shall
include the capability of reusing a tool that has been returned to the
magazine after a program operation.

3.4.7 Coolant system. Unless otherwise sjecified (see 6.2.1), the
machine shall be supplTed with a complete flood and mlst-type coolant
system with numerically controlled selection of coolant type and on/off
of coolant flow. The system shall have adequate capacity for all types
of machining operations for which the machine is designed and shall have
means for regulating the flow of flood coolant and for adjusting mist
coolant supply as required. All components necessary to make the system
completely functional shall be furnished including reservoirs, chip
screens, filters, drain troughs, and clean-out plates.
3.4.8 Hydraulic system. The hydraulic system, when supplied, shall be
complete wipumps, valves, piping, cylinders, reservoir and pressure
controls. Overpressure protection shall be provided on the high pressure
line from the hydraulic pump to prevent damage to components. The system
shall include fliters to insure delivery of clean fluid. The reservoir
shall have a sight gage to indicate the fluid level. The fluid temperature shall be maintained within the proper operating range during all
normal operations of the machine. When required, noise level and noise
suppression enclosures for stand-alone hydraulic units shall be as
specified (see 6.2.1).
3.4.9 Electrical sstem. Unless othenise specified (see 6.2.1), the
electrical system shall conform to NFPA No. 79. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the machine shall operate from a 230/460 volt, 3 phase,
60 Hz source and shall be initially wired for operation on 230 volts. An
identified terminal shall be provided, suitable for connection of a grounding conductor.
3.4.9.1 Motors and motor accessories. Motors shall have ball or roller
bearings and shall be rated for continuous duty. Motors shall be either
AC 3 phase, 60 Hz, or Industrial DC motors conforming to NEMA Standard
MG1 and equipped with solid state rectifiers, or shall be stepping type
motors with not less than 50 incremental steps per revolution. Unless
otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), each electric motor shall meet the
requirements of a dripproof enclosure.
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3.4.10 Numerical control system. The machining center shall have a
fully automatic numerical control system with machine control unit (MCU),
axis servo drives, and position feedback devices. The system shall control the machine to accomplish axis movement, spindle operation, tool
change, and all other part program directed functions for machining centers of the type specified herein. The MCU shall be a continuous path
contouring unit capable of accepting binary coded perforated tape input
and translating it into the motion command signals as well as the auxiliary functions of the programs. The MCU shall be a mini-computer or
soft-wired microprocessor system of the computer numerical control (CNC).
type, having software programmable internal data memory and program edit
capability. The MCU shall be selectively operated either by tape reader
Input through buffer storage, by programs in data memory, or by manual
data input (MDI). The system shall control the axis servo drives to
move the controlled elements to the program commanded oositions with
the MCU regulating speed, direction, sequence an. dwell. The system.
shall position the controlled slides in rapid traverse, ft.ed In-any controlled axis at the program feed rate, select spindle speed end direction
of rotation, Initiate tool change, and control the flow of coolant fluid.
Movement in the x, y, and z axes shall be actuated through a closed loop
electric, hydraulic, or electro-hydraulic servomechanism with variable
speeds. The feed drive of all slides under numerical control shall be
accomplished by anti-backlash ball lead screws with preloaded recirculating ball nuts., The z axis feed drive of the machines supplied with the
Class A or B MCU's may be accomplished by a rack and pinion or rack and
worm type drive. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the system
shall have either resolver or encoder type position feedback devices.
The feedback devices shall provide the MCU with position feedback signals
in order that they may be compared with the control output and the machine
slides moved in the direction that will tend to reduce the difference to
zero. Input resolution of system resolvers shall be not greater than
0,0001 inch.
3.4.10.1 Numericall controlled axes. With machine axis and motion
nomenclature assigned in accordance with EIA RS-267, the system shall be
configured for the combination of point-to-point positioning and continuous path contouring axes of motion as required for the class MCU
specified in the contract or order. Positioning axes shall execute program
movement at fixed or programmed Velocities, independent of the moves of
any other axis. Contouring axes shall have simultaneous start and Completion of defined moves with vector and velocity control.
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3.4.10.1.1 Class A MCU. The Class A MCU shall control the machine
in the x and y axes for performing drilling, tapping, boring, reaming
and contour milling operations directed by linear and circular interpolation. Z axis movement of the spindle shall be controlled both
manually and by an automatic feed cycle which shall be controlled
either by the MCU or separately. The automatic feed cycle shall permit
the operator, after selecting and setting the rapid approach
intermediate and final depth stops, to initiate the cycle for tt to
proceed automatically to perform a complete sequence of machining
events. Preset tools shall not be required and the ability of the
automatic cycle to machine multiple-depths with the same tool without
operator intervention, shall be provided.
3.4.10.1.2 Class B MCU. The Class B MCU shall function as the Class A
MCU except that all z axis movement to include rapid approach, depth
limits and the feeds and speeds of the spindle shall be controlled by the
MCU in a positioning mode.
3.4.10.1.3 Class C MCU. The Class C MCU shall function as the Classes
A and B MCUs except that it shall also control the machine to perform
drilling, tapping, boring, reaming and continuous path contour milling
through simultaneous movements of the x, y and z axes utilizing linear
interpolation and plane selectable (xy, xz and yx) circular interpolation.
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the axis that is perpendicular to
the selected plane shall be directed by linear interpolation.
3.4.10.1.4 Rotau table a axis. When specified (see 6.2.1), the control system shall also be congured for an a axis and the machine shall
be furnished with a rotary table. The a axis control shall direct rotation
of the rotary table to any of the program selectable (degree) positions
specified (see 6.2.1)y. The rotary table shall function simultaneously
with the contouring motion of the x and y axes or independent of the
contouring axes as specified (see 6.2.1). The rotary table shall be
either an integral compohent of the machine or an attachment to the worktable. The top of the rotary table shall have T-slots for workpiece
attachment.
3.4.10.2 Data memory. System software, including part programs,
operating program, fixed cycles, tool length offsets, tool diameter
compensations, and resident and non-resident diagnostics, shall be stored
and processed by the MCU utilizing either computer-core or micro-processor
semiconductor memory. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the MCIJ
shall have memory capacity necessary for the storage of not less than 100
feet of multiple part program tape data in addition to the storage of all
other software of the system. When required, the MCU shall also have
bulk memory storage devices of either the flexible (floppy) disk or drum
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type with characteristics (specific type, data capacity, etc.) as specified (see 6.2.1). Tape input shall be utilized for storing program in
memory where they shall be accessible for repetitive execution without
the use of the tape reader. The MCU shall be functional for executing
stored programs in conjunction with manual data input and stored data
to include machine setup information, fixed cycles, and program subroutines. The MCU shall include means for deleting programs from storage.
Memory space formerly occupied by dnleted programs shall be accessible
for reutilization. MCU's utilizing volatile type memory shall have a
self-contained emergency power source that will maintain program storage
of the system for a period of not less than 72 hours. MCU's utilizing
battery back-up systems, shall also have a battery charging unit.

(

3.4.10.2.1 Fixed cycles. When required, data memory shall include
program selectable fixedcycles as defined by EIA RS-274 as specified
(see 6.2.1).
3.4.10.3 Pro ram input. The MCU shall accept, translate, and act on
program instructions coied in accordance with EIA RS-244 and EIA RS-358.
Primary program input medium shall be one inch, eight channel perforated
tape conforming to the dimensional characteristics of EIA RS-227. Tape
format shall be variable block, word address in accordance with EIA RS-274.
The MCU shall be capable of processing binary coded decimal input sequentially programmed in either incremental departures, absolute coordinates,
or a combination of both. The MCU shall direct linear axes motion from
dimensional input preceded by plus (+)or minus (-)signs and be switch-.
able either by program command or by manual means for accepting inch or
metric (SI Unit) input. The maximum departure for a single comand shall
be not less than + 99.9999 inches. The smallest programmed increment
shall be not more-than 0.0001 inch. When required, the MCU shall be
arranged to receive program input from a remote data source (umtn frame
computer, edit system, etc.) as specified .(see 6.2.1). Arrangements
shall include a switch or similar means that will enable the tope reader
to be bypassed for entering program data from the specified remote source.
3.4.10.3.1 Auxliary functions. The MCU shall respond to all program
conmanded auxilir f iunctions Including those required by the procuring
activity (see 6.2.1). System preparatory and miscellaneous functions
shall be coded in accordance with EIA RS-274, Appendix B. Preparatory
fucntions shall include interpolation, fixed cycles, and dwell.
Miscellaneous functions shall include program stop, optional progrm stop,
end of program, spindle CW, spindle CCW, spindle off, coolant on, coolant
off, tool change, end of program (rewind) and program re-start.
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3.4.10.3.2 Tape reader. The MCU shall have a photoelectric type tape
reader for holding, feeding and reading one inch, eight channel, perforated
tape as required herein. The tape reader shall be located on the exterior
of the MCU, in a position that is readily accessible, Visible, and protected
from environmental contaminants. The reading speed of the tape reader
shall be not less than the capability of the MCU to receive and process
input data and in any event, not less than 150 characters per second.
Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the reader shall be furnished with
tape reels that are capable of accommodating not less than 600 feet of
tape. The MCU shall have controls for feeding, rewinding, and stopping
the tape for single and multiple block operation to-Include stored program
and sequence number search.
3.4.10.3.3 Parity check. The MCU shall have a parity check system which
stops the tape reader and illuminates an error indicating light on the control panel or produces an error message on the CRT or readout when the number
of holes read in a traverse row of tape data does not comply with the program
character code (EIA RS-244 or EIA RS-358). The system shall include controls
for overriding parity error.

(r

3.4.10.3.4 Feed hole verification. The MCU shall have a feed hole verification system which shall stop the tape reader and illuminate an error
indicating light on the control panel or produce an error message on the
CRT or readout when, during the reading of each traverse row of data, the
feed holes of the tape are not present.
3.4.10.3.5 Block delete. The MCU shall have a block delete system which
can be controlled by the operator for reading through or ignoring blocks of
tape data.
3.4.10.3.6 Buffer storage. The MCU shall have buffer storage for transferring blocks of program ata from the tape reader to internal storage
without delaying the next incoming block or interrupting the active command
function. The buffer shall delay or store input data until allocated by
the controlling devices. The buffer shall store one or more blocks of
program data.
3.4.10.4 Manual data input (MDI) and display. The MCU shall be arranged to display and accept manually inserted data for all machine and MCU
functions that are controlled through the tape medium. MDI shall be
accomplished through an alpha-numeric keyboard and other pushbuttons as
necessary for displaying and inserting keyboard selected addresses. Unless
otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), data to be viewed or input shall be
displayed in alpha-numeric form on either a cathode ray tube (CRT) or
a universal readout with display capacity of not less than 250 characters.
Along with the MDI entries, the CRT or readout(s) shall be selectively or
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automatically controlled to also display data to include active program
commands, actual position of each axis, one or more blocks of buffer
data, active sequence number, tool number in the spindle, spindle speed
and feed rate, tool length offsets and cutter diameter compensation data,
stored program index, operator instructions and status messages, M malfunction warnings and fault messages, and diagnostic test data.
3.4.10.4.1 Program edit. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the
MCU shall be configured with an edit mode that is operational through the
MDI keyboard and other controls as necessary for the display and modification of program data of tape being input and programs stored in memory.
The mode shall include controls for searching the selected data input
source (tape or data memory) both forward and reverse and block-by-block
for a designated sequence number or block of program data. When located,
the designated block shall be displayed for review and editing. The mode
shall permit data to be deleted, altered, and additional blocks inserted
between blocks of program data. It shall also permit the edited data of
tape programs to be input to data memory and merged with the programs for
tape execution. The MCU shall include a tape punch output interface with
necessary hardware and software for causing the coded data of stored programs to be produced by a tape punch unit. In order to facilitate punch
unit connection, the interface shall include necessary circuitry and a
plug receptaclein accordance with EIA RS-232.
3.4.10.4.2 Tape punch unit. When specified (see 6.2.1), the system
shall have a tape punch unit for producing punched tapes from edited programs of tape being input and from programs stored in data memory. The
unit shall have a plug receptacle and circuitry that is compatible with
the tape punch output interface required above for receiving signals and
punching both paper and mylar tapes of dimensional characteritcs and
coded in accordance with 3.4.10.3. The punching speed of the unit shall
be not less than 75 characters per second.
3.4.10.5 MCU console. The MCU console shall be constructed in accordance with the applicable requirements of EIA RS-281. The "M shall be a
solid state, soft wired, integrated circuit, and modular type unit. The
console shall have a control panel for displaying the visual signals and
operating controls of the system and machine. The console shall have removable panels or other means that provide access to all circuit boards,
wiring and other components contained within. Circuits shall include
tagged or color-coded wiring, terminal board markings, and branch circuit
fusing. The MCU shall include electrical and safety interlocks as required
for the protection of the system, machine, and the operator. The console
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shall be sealed to protect the contained components from dust or other
environmental matter that could adversely affect performance of the MCU.
The system shall function effectively and accurately within any ambent
temperature ranging between 50 and 120 degrees Fahrenheit and In a
relative humidity up to 95 percent.
3.4.10.5.1 Spindle speed override. The MCU,or pendant, shall have a
spindle speed override control with indicator for manual adjustment of the
tape and stored program commanded spindle speed rate from 60 percent or
less to 100 percent or more in continuous adjustment or in not mre -than

10 percent increments.

3.4.10.5.2 Feed rate override. The tCU, or pendant, shall have a feed
rate override control with indicator for manual adjustment of the tape or
stored program commanded feed rate for each axis controlled by the numerical control system. The override shall provide adjustment from 0 to not
less than 120 percent in continuous adjustment or in not more than 10 percent increments. Z axis feed rate for the Class A shall be controlled
both manually and by an automatic feed cycle (see 3.4.10.1.1).

(

3.4.10.5.3 Axis jog. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the MCU,
or pendant, shial nave manual controls for accomplishing both single and
continuous, low and high speed jog movements of the slides for each controlled axis in both the plus and minus directions.
3.4.10.5.4 Full floating zero. The MCU shall have controls for locating
the zero reference (set) point at any position throughout the range of
departure for each controlled axis.
3.4.10.5.5 Interpolation. The NCU shall have linear and circular interpolation capablllty for directing contouring cuts by simultaneous Incremental
or absolute movements of any or all axes controlled (see 3.4.10.1). Circular
interpolation shall provide a means within the system for generating an arc
in any one quadrant using one block of program data. Direction of the
tool center arc shall be clockwise or counterclockwise and shall be selected
by a preparatory function of the program.
3.4.10.5.6 Mirror image. The system and machine shall produce right or
left hand parts from the same program through the use of axes inversion
switches or MDI keyboard. Mirror image shall not affect the direction or
sense of manual controls.
3.4.10.5.7 Tool length offsets and cutter diameter compensations.
When specified (see 6.2.1), the MCU shall be configured with.the specified
number of tool length offsets ranging up to + 79.99"9 inch and cutter
diameter compensations ranging from not more-than + .0001 inch to + 1.0000
inch. Tool length offsets and cutter diameter compensations shall'oe
displayed on the CRT or readouts and be input through the MICU keyboard.
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3.4.10.6 Diagnostics. The MCU shall have resident diagnostics that
constantly monitor the system during operation for the purpose of detecting electrical component malfunction and operating fault conditions.
Diagnostics shall detect faults, halt the system function, and display a
message or illuminate a signal light for fault conditions including
memory parity errors, axis servo failures, tape reader errors, overtravel, overheated MCU, and others. The system shall also be furnished
with non-resident diagnostics, consisting of manuals and program routineswith test tapes that can be input through the tape reader for isolating
system faults in the event of a failure. The diagnostics shall set-up
the NCU for testing, and throughly exercise the system for Isolating
and identifying faults down to circuit board level, and then'display
an appropriate message or fault code that advises the operator of the
conclusion of the test, other test, or remdial action necessary.
Fault codes shall be identified and defined in the diagnostic manuals.
The manuals shall provide detailed technical descriptions of the diagnostic procedures complete with diagrams of all circuits of the system.
3.4.10.7 Postprocessor. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1). the
system shall be urnishe with a postprocessor program(s) to be utilized
in off-line computer assisted preparation of part programs. The posterocessor shall be designed for use with the current version 9f the
tomatic Program Tool (APT) system conforming to ANSI X3.37, and be
written in FORTRAN IV language, conforming to ANSI X3.9, for acceptance
by the computer (name and model) specified (see 6.2.1). The postprocessor
shall accept the preprocessed data of the APT Center Location (CL) tape,
and while taking into account the slide dynamics and geometric constraints
of the machine, it shall process or convert the data into an operating
program (tape) that is acceptable to the input format of the system for
operating the machine to accomplish performance specified herein. In
addition, the postprocessor shall be capable of processing all programmable functions for which the combination numerical control system machines
are designed. The postprocessor shall be arranged With tables and adjustable parameters in each area where future changes or modifications may be
required. The postprocessor shall be documented as follows:

(

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g

Complete mathematical analysis for all equations.
Methods of handling round-off.
Flow diagrams.
Postprocessor design theory.
Vocabulary and its function.
Implementation procedures.
Compilation listings.
Description as to the purpose, use, and function of each variable
used in the postprocessor.
I. Description of COMMON usage with each variable's position in
COMMON indicated.
J. Source code for all software shall be provided via a mutually
acceptable media.
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Each subroutine shall contain sufficient comment cards at the start of
each subroutine to describe the following:.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Purpose of subroutine.
Purpose and function of variables In the calling sequence.
*The input and output variables used in the subroutines.
Error codes that are generated within the subroutine.
The calling subroutine(s).

Each subroutine shall also contain embedded comment cards in sufficient
quantity and appropriately placed to.dqscribe the logic and processing.
If overlays are used, then written-descriptions of the purpose and function
of the overlay, as well as the subroutines used in the overlayb shall be
provided. A written list of all error and warning diagnostics generated
by the postprocessor shall be provided.
3.4.10.7.1 Postprocessor validation. Unless otherwise specified (see
6.2.1), the postprocessor, complete with all required documentation, shall
be furnished to the using activity for computer compatibility verification
and validation 30 days prior to delivery of the machining center or within
the time designated in the contract or order. The postprocessor will be
tested by the Government to Insure that it is compatible with the computer
configuration specified in the contract or order, for producing qeating
programs (tape) that are acceptable to the numerical control syste/machine
combination for accomplishing all programmable functions for which they are
designed. Also, a test program, complete with tape(s) and manuscript that
has been produced from the postprocessor and is written to fully demonstrate
all machining operations of the machining center, shall be furnished. The
operations shall include-each of the functional characteristics required by
Table I for the machining head, spindle, worktable, and tool changer along
with each of the auxiliary functions required by 3.4.10.3.1. Functional
characteristics for multiple speeds and feeds may be programmed to
accomplish only the lowest, highest, and not less than 5 intermediate
settings. All postprocessor and test program errors detected shall be
corrected by the supplier before validation.
3.4.11 Standard equipment. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), the
followingiequl'pment shall be furnished with the machine:
a. A load meter installed on the machine or MCU console that constantly
registers the horsepower load (horsepower units or percent of load)
on the spindle rotational drive motor.
b. A complete operating supply of hydraulic fluid for installation at
the user activity's facility, when the machine is supplied with a
hydraulic system.
c. One set of wrenches, operating and repair tools that are normally
furnished by the manufacturer.
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3.4.12 Optional equipment. The following optional equipment shall be
furnished as specified tsee 6.2.1).
a. A worklight, conveniently mounted to illuminate the work area,
complete with protective shield and on-off switch.
b. An elapsed time indicator of the non-reset type, with digital
readout and designed to resist the effects of vibration, voltage
fluctuation, temperature change, and humtidity. The indicator
shall be mounted on the machine in a position visible and
operable from the operator's station end be connected to.record
and accumulate machine operating time to not less than 9999.9
hours.
c. Tools, tool holders, and adapters, as specified.
d. Other optional equipment as specified.
3.5 Sizes and capacities. The sizes and capacities of the machiningcenter shTlmeiet the requirements of Table I as applicable for the machine
size specified in the contract or order.
3.6 Performance. The machine and numerical control systm cobination
shall be capable of performing as specified herein. In addition, the
machine shall be capable of performing drilling, tapping, milling and
boring to accomplish the capacities of Table I while meeting the
accuracies of Table 11.
3.7 Alignment.. The machine and numerical control system shall meet
the aligent and accuracy tolerances of Table 11I.

'
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TABLE II

-

Performance Accuracy.

ACCURACY.
MACHINING OPERATION
Dphfhole

-

(Permissible tolerance)

Class A MCU

+

Classes B and C MCU
aed holes shall be Class III fit in
accordance with Handbook H28
Boring and Counterboring:
Hole location, based on centerline distance
of bored holes, 2 holes, 18" apart
maximum-spread, hole to hole
Hole
Depthsize,
of counterbore
- Class A MCU
MCU
Class B
Class
C MCU
Milling (straisht-line):
Squareness of sldes
Parallelism of opposing sides
Flatness
Angularity of ramp cuts -'Classes B and C MCU
Corner location, deviation from programmed
points
Contouring (ci.rcle):
Roundness
Diameters measured at 30 degree intervals
Radii measured at 30 degree intervals
Surface finish, maximum roughness
Angularity, difference between programmed
and actual points of tangency of circles
to straight surfaces
Contouring (straight-line):
Squareness of sides
Angularity of sides

0.0020
..001"

+ 0.0020
"0.002"
7 0.003"
T
0.002"
+"0,001"
O.O02"/FT
0.002"/FT
t 0.002"/3 FT
+ 0.002"/FT
0
+ 0.001
+ 0.002"
* 0.002"
64 1145
0.002"
O.O020/FT
0.002"/FT
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(TABLE

III-

Alignment and Accuracy.

PERMISSIBLE
TOLERANCE

COMPONENT CHARACTERISTIC
Worktable:
Flatness of work mounting surface
Squareness of work mounting surface to
spindle axis, in any 6".sweep radius
Motion in the x axis, rise"and fall with
respect to the spindle
Motion in the y axis, rise and fall with
respect to the spindle
Parallelism of T-slots with x axis
movement
Squareness of T-slots with y axis
movement (slide travel squareness)

.- .

-0.O 01/FT
O.OOWO"/FT
O.O01"/FT
O.O0"/FT
O.0005"/FT
0.00050/FT
0.'0050 TIR

AiiiT runout:

Radial runout:III

O.O005"TIR

1" from spindle nose

0.00150 TIR
60 from spindle nose
Squareness of spindle movement to the work
mounting surface of the worktable per 6"
0.0005"
of travel
Numerical control system:
x & y axes positioning and repeatability accuracy:
All tCU classes: absolute positioning
1/+ 0.O01-/FT
position repeatability
T 0.0005"
z axis positioning and repeatability accuracy:
+ 0.003"
Class A MCU, positioning repeatabtlity
O.0N'FT
Class B MCU, absolute positioning
positioning repeatability
.000"
T 0.O01/FT
Class C MCU, absolute positioning
positioning repeatability
T O.00s"
a axis (when furnished) positioning and
repeatability accuracy:
Absolute positioning
4 lO sec./FT
Positioning repeatability
"5 set.
Axis overshoot:
20% of maximum feed rate
0.003"

/ Not to exceed 0.0025" in overall travel.
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3.8

Electromagnetic Interference control.

When specified (see 6.2.1),

equipment procured under this specification shall comply with the requirements of MIL-STO-461.
3.9

Fungus control.

When required (see 6.2.1), fungus proofing shall

beas speified.
3.10 Lubrication chart or plate. Unless otherwise specified'(see 6.2.1),
a lubrication chart or plate shalI be permanently and securely,attached to

If a chart is furnished, it shall be placed-Jn a transparent

the machine.

plastic folder or permanently sealed between clear plast!t sheets with
suitable means for mounting. 'The following information shall be furnished

on the chart or plate.

Points of application
Service interval

Type of lubricant
Viscosity,3.11 Nameplate.

Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1), a corrosion

resstatm-e aT nameplate shall be securely attached to the machine.

The

nameplate shall contain the information listed below. If the machine is
a special model, the model designation shall include the model of the basic

standard machine and a suffix identified in the manufacturer's permanent

records. The captions listed may be shortened or abbreviated, provided the
entry for each such caption is clear as to its identity.

Nomenclature
Manufacturer's name
Manufacturer' s serial number

Manufacturer's model designation
Class,
Size,

.

axes pos.,
axes cont.
i_
P spidle motor"

Style, Tool changer cap.,

tools

axis
'y
x ax T.
Table travel
Power input (volts, total amips,-phases, frequency)

Contract Number or Order Number

National Stock Number, or Plant Equipment Code
Date of manufacture

US

3.12

Technical data.

Data shall be furnished as specified (see 6.3).

3.13

Workmnship. Workmanship of the machine and accessories shall be

equal to

at of te manufacturer's current commercial machines of the

type specified herein.
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(4.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract or purchase order, the supplier is responsible for the performance of all inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as
otherwise specified in the contract or order, the supplier may use his
own or any other facilities suitable for the performance of the inspection
requirements specified herein, unless disapproved by the Governmeat. The
Government reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth
in the specification when such ac ton is deemed necessary to assur.e
supplies and services confom to.prescribed requireets.- 4.k First article inspection. When first article approval is rapired
under 3.1, first article inspection shall be performed. Unless otherwise
specified (see 6.2.1), first article inspection shall comprise the examination in 4.4 and all tests in 4.5. Failure to pass the examination or
any test shall be cause for disapproval of the first article.

(

4.3 Quality conformance inspection. Quality conformance inspection
shall be applied to each item prior to being offered for acceptance under
the contract. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.1). quality conformance inspection shall consist of the examination in 4.4, the tests in
4.5 through 4.5.5, and the inspection in 4.6. Failure of the item to
pass any examination or test shall be cause for rejection.
4.4 Examination. The machine and equipment shall be examined for
compliance with the requirements in 3.2 through 3.5 and 3.8 through 3.13.
4.5 Tests. The machine shall be subjected to the following tests. All
instrumenTs, tapes, materials, and tools required to perform and evaluate
these tests shall be furnished by the supplier. The measuring instruments
shall have evidence of calibration traceable to the National Bureau of
Standards. The nmerical control test tapes and computer printouts used
shall become the property of the Government.
4.5.1 Operational test. The machine and its numerical control system
shall be operated in accordance with the manufacturer's standard operating
test procedure for warm-up and run-off checks. During the warm-up period,
proper operation of all manual controls, motors, adjustment mechanisms and
accessories shall be verified. After warm-up, the machine shall be cycled
continuously under numerical tape control for a period of not less than 4
hours. This operation shall include tool change, spindle speed and feed
rate (Classes B and C only) changes that include the highest, intermediate,
and lowest settings of each range, rapid traverse of all slides, simltaneous

"
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movement of slides and automatic feed cycles as applicable. The numerical
control system shall be further tested to verify proper operation of MDI,
program edit, and system diagnostics. Should a malfunction occur, it
shall be corrected and the operational test repeated until a full 4 hours
of running time is completed without failure.
4.5.2 Alignment and accuracy test. The machine and its numerical control system shall be tested for conformance with the alignment and accuracy
requirements of Table III.
4.5.2.1 Axis positionfnq and overshoot tests. Starting'at positions
other than the extremes of axis travel, two Identical movements of each
controllable linear axis shall be programmed and executed in each direction.
Programed span shall be not less than 7 inches, and each digit of starting
and end point shall be other than zero with respect to reference zero.
Feed rate of axis shall be 2 inches per minute. Absolute positioning and
positioning repeatability errors shall not exceed the perisible tolerances
of Table 1I1. Similar movements of each linear axis shall be programmed at
varied feed rates to test for slide overshoot at accelerated feed rate
without programmed deceleration. One pass shall be prograed at feed
rates nearest to 10, 20 and 100 percent of maximt linear feed rate.:
Overshoot shall not exceed 0.003 inch at any feed rate up to 20 percent
of the maximum. Maximum overshoot shall not exceed 0.005 inch. Stops
shall be programmed appropriately for inspection of control positioning
accuracy. Positioning tests may be part of the same tape program as 4.5.1.

:

4.5.3 Performance accuracy test. While using one or more test setups
devised by the supplier, the machine shall be tested to verify its ability
to perform machining operations under numerical control for ameting the
accuracy tolerances of Table 11. The test piece(s) may be, at the supplier's
option, steel, cast iron or aluminum and the tool(s), spindle speed and feed
rate for each test shall be selected by the supplier as the most suitable
for the particular operation being performed. The test piece(s) shall present a work surface normal to the tool point and approximately centered
with reference to the work area in the xy plane. In milling and contouring
test, successive cuts may be made inside the outlines of previous cuts and
roughtng Cuts may be made in the various cuts with excess metal removed as
desired to make measurements convenient.
4.5.3.1 Ta in test. Pilot drill and tap at programmed locations,
four holes each with"finished threads to accept 8-32 and 3/4-10 screws.
Finished holes shall accept standard 8-32 or 3/4-10 screws freely and
threads shall meet Class 3 standards for internal threads as set forth
in Handbook H28.
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(4.5.3.2

Boring test. Pilot drill, semi-finish bore, and finish bore
not less than 0 holes in a selected pattern covering an area not less
than 24 inches In diameter. Four of the holes shall be spaced on 18 inch
centers. Different tools shall be used for semi-finish and finish boring
operations. All holes may be pilot drilled in sequence, but semi-finish
and finish boring of each hole shall be completed with necessary tool
changes before beginning boring operations of successive holes. Each
address shall be to the fourth decimal place with digits other than zero.
Finished hole size shall range from 1.125 to 2.750 inch. The resulting
hole location and hole size errors shall not exceed the permissible
tolerance of Table I for boring.
4.5.3.3 Straight-line milling test. The straight line milling test
shall bea progranmed square or rectangle, not less than 6 inches per side
with sides parallel to the travel along x and y axes. Machines with Class
A KCU's shall make this cut at constant z-axis depth of not less than 3/4
inch. Machines with Classes B or C MCU's shall make a plunge cut along
one longitudinal side cut. Plunge angle shall be not less than 2 degrees.
The resulting cuts shall be checked for dimensional accuracy, squareness,
parallelism, flatness, angularity, and corner locations to verify the
accuracy required in Table 11 for straight-line milling.

(

4.5.3.4 Circle contouring test. A circle shall be programmed and milled
within the outline of the square cut required in 4.5.3.3. The cut shall be
made at constant z axis depth of one-half inch and by using the shortest
programming sequence within the capability of the MCU. The resulting cut
shall be checked for dimensional accuracy, roundness, surface finish, an
angularity to verity the accuracy required in Table II for circle contouring.
4.5.3.5 Straight-line contouring test. A square or an equilateral triangle shall be programmed and milled within the circle cut and described
by 4.5.3.4 at constant depth of one-half inch. The reference line for one
side of the square or triangle shall be 10 to 20 angular degrees canted to
the x axis. The resulting cut shall be checked for dimensional accuracy,
squareness and angularity to verify the accuracy required in Table 1I for
straight-line contouring.
4.5.4 Maximum horsepower test. Using a workpiece of SAE 1020 steel, a
straight cut of not less than 12 inches in length shall be made with a face
mill or shell end mill. Diameter of the cutter and spindle speed shall be
determined by the supplier to be suitable for making the cut with specified
chip load and peripheral cutter speeds. The depth of the cut shall be as
required to load the spindle motor to its maxiuum rated horsepower. Chip
load shall be 0.010 + 0.002 and peripheral cutter speed shall not exceed
300 feet per minute.- The cutting action shall be smooth and even and the
finished workpiece shall show no evidence of tool chatter. In addition,
there shall be no evidence of overheating of the spindle drive motor or
the applicable feed motor.
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4.5.5 Test program verification. Unless otherwise specified (see 6.2.A).
while using one or more test set-ups devised by the supplier, the machining
test piogram (tape) required under postprocessor validation (see 3.4.10.7.1)L
shall be-run on the machining center to verify its ability to receive and
perform all program functions without malfunction or error. The test
piece(s) shall be either steel, cast iron, or aluminum, while the tooling
shall be selected by the supplier as the most suitable for the particular
operation being performed.
4.5.6 Electromagnetic interference control tests. Unless otherwise
specified (see 6.Z.1), equipment requiring electromagnetic interference
control testing shall be tested for compliance with 3.8.
4.6 Packagtnq inspection. Packaging shall be inspected to determine
compliance with the requirements of Section 5.
5.

PACKAGING

5.1 Preservation, packing, and marking. Preservation, pocking, and
marking shall be in accordance with the applicable requirements of
MIL--18058. The required level of preservation, packing. and any
special marking requirements shall be as specified (see 6.2.1).
6.

NOTES

.

6.1 Intended use. The numerically controlled machines covered by this
specification are Intended for use in any production shop where drilling,*
boring, tapping, reaming, and milling operations by numerical control of
the machine are required. The machine may be used to produce prototype
parts from a taped process or to produce production items repetitively
from a proven process, to accuracies within the capabilities of the
machine.
6.2

Ordering data.

6.2.1 Procurement requirements. Purchasers should specify their requirements in the procurement documents, including whether each choice is
required or not required, by entering an appropriate statement identified
to each of the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Title, number, and date of this specification.
Class, style, and size required (see 1.2).
First article approval, if required (see 3.1).
Specify additional safety and health requirements
(see 3.2.2 and 6.5).
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e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

ff.
gg.

Painting, if different (see 3.3.5).
Threaded parts, if different (see 3.3.6).
Dials, if different (see 3.3.7).
Gears, if different (see 3.3.9).
Hardened and ground guideways for machines supplied with the
Class B or C MCUs, if required (see 3.4.3).
Specify the number and configuration of.T-slots,
if different (see 3.4.4).
Sub-plate and desired characteristics, if required
(see 3.4.4).
Specify means of accomplishing z axis movement,
if different (see 3.4.5).
Specify special characteristics for spindle noses,
bores, if required (see 3.4.5.1).
Coolant system, if different (see 3.4.7).
Specify noise level and enclosure characteristics for
stand-alone hydraulic units, if required (see 3.4.8).
Electrical system, electrical supply, and voltage for initial
wiring, if different (see 3.4.9).
Electric motor enclosures, if different (see 3.4.9.1).
Feedback devices, if different (see 3.4.10).
.Circular interpolation for Class C MCU, specify if the axis that
is perpendicular to the selected plane shall not be directed by
linear interpolation (see 3.4.10.1.3).
Specify the program selectable (degree) positions required
(72 - 360 - 360,000, etc.) and whether the a axis is required
to function simultaneously or independently of the x and y
axes of motion, if a rotary table is required (see 3.4.10.1.4).
Memory capacity of the MCU, if different (see 3.4.10.2).
Specify characteristics, if bulk memory storage is required
(see 3.4.10.2).
Specify fixed cycles, if required (see 3.4.10.2.1).
Specify remote data entry and data source, if required
(see 3.4.10.3).
Specify special auxiliary functions, if required (see 3.4.10.3.1).
Tape reader tape reels, if different (see 3.4.10.3.2).
Data display, CRT or universal readout, if different (see 3.4.10.4).
Program edit mode, if different (see 3.4.10.4.1).
Tape punch unit, if required (see 3.4.10.4.2).
Axis jog, if different (see 3.4.10.5.3).
Specify the number of tool length and cutter radius compensations,
if required (see 3.4.10.5.7).
Postprocessor, if not required or if different (see 3.4.10.7).
Specify
computer name and model, if a postprocessor is required
(see 3.4.10.7).

hh.
ii.
jj.
kk.

Postprocessor validation, if different (see 3.4.10.7.1).
Standard equipment, if different (see 3.4.11).
Optional equipment, if required; fully describe (see 3.4.12).
Electromagnetic interference control, if required (see 3.8).

j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.

U.
V.
w.
x.
y.
z.
aa.
bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.
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11. Type fungus proofing, if required (see 3.9).
mm. Lubrication chart, if different (see 3.10).
nn. Nameplate, if different (see 3.11).
oo. First article inspection, if different (see 4.2).
pp. Quality conformance inspection, if different (see 4.3).
qq. Test program verification, if different (see 4.5.5).
rr. Electromagnetic interference control test requirements,
if different (see 4.5.6).
ss. Required level of preservation, packing, and special marking
requirements (see 5.1)..
6.3 Contract data requirements. Required technical data, such as operators manual, parts lists, foundation and anchor bolt plans, wiring diagrams
and other instructions for operation and maintenance, as identified on a
numbered DD Form 1664, should be specified on a DO Form 1423 incorporated
into the contract.
6.4 First article. When first article approval is required under 3.1,
it should be tested and approved under the appropriate provisions of
7-104.55 of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR).: The first
article should be a preproduction model or it may be a standard production
item from the contractor's current inventory. The Contracting Officer
should include specific instructions in all procurement documents regarding arrangements for examinations, test and approval of the first article.
6.5 Safety and health requirements. In order that equipment integrated
into the user's operational environment will comply with the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970, limitation and control of noise levels,
radiation, electromagnetic emission, noxious vapors, heat, etc. as applicable, specific requirements concerning guarding the point(s) of operation,.
and other safety and health requirements should be specified.

(

,

6.6 Mercury prohibit ed. When the use of mercury or its compounds in
the machine and itsicomp)nents and accessories Is to be prohibited, procuremertdocuments should include a statement to that effect.

I
Custodians:
Army - AL
Navy - SH
Air Force - 99

Preparing Activity:
OLA - IP
|
Project Number:
3408-0012

Review Activities:
Army - AL
Navy - SH, AS
Air Force -99
DLA - GS

* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 1976 - 703-i3114
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WORK-MIX ANALYSIS

1.
L

Introduction.
Work-Mix Analysis is concerned with the construction and use of a

data base that describes the workload in terms of manufacturing parameters, such as physical dimensions, type of machining operations, manhours for NC and conventional production, lot size, repeat job, etc. The
data base is useful as a tool in decision making, but is not a decision
making mechanism in itself (like the computation of cost benefit ratios
in other areas of engineering). The information collected in the
work-mix data base has two basic uses:
a.

It can support procurement decisions for machine tools.

b.

It guides the scheduler in determining whether a part should be
made using NC or conventional manufacturing.

Work-Mix Analysis is thus important both for long range planning and
for day-to-day operation of the shop.
The initial collection of information for the data base was performed
as part of this study with the intent to identify shops in the depot system that can be made more productive through acquisition of NC machines
and to determine the machines they should have. To this end all parts
that the depot shops have produced during a two month study period
(February/March 1979) were evaluated manually. It soon became apparent
that the potential benefits from the continuous use of such data are well
worth the effort. Based on a projection of the volume of data that will
accumulate in the long run, it was decided to computerize the file. The
Logistic Systems Support Activity (LSSA, Chambersburg, PA) took care of
the computer programming work.
The work-mix data base system is designed to work on a small or
medium size computer with disc storage. It is assumed that, initially,
each depot will implement the system locally on a computer of its own and
that at a later time this will be superseded by one central computer with
remote input/output terminals at each depot. A network of data links
(with dial up mode operation) will then be needed.
Input and/or deletion of jobs into (from) the data base is organized
around a basic layout of four IBN cards. The basic form of output should
be hard copy (line printer); soft output (CRT's) in addition to this is
desirable. Input card images are processed by a validation program before they are incorporated into the data base. This includes sorting
I-1

?

and checking for compliance with the conventions established in the definition of the various data fields. If invalid data is detected, the invalid card image and the reason for rejection is displayed in the Invalid
NC/CAM Input Listing. Valid input is entered into en intermediate file
from which it can be transfered into the data base later on.
Updating of the Work-Mix Analysis File (adding, changing, deleting of
records) is reported in the NC/CAM Transactions Listing. It is planned
that parts shall remain in the disk file for two years after they have
been entered or updated. At the end of the two-year period, they will be
transferred to microfiche and deleted from the disk. Such updating shall
be performed monthly.
Three output reports for the user of the data base are planned:
a. Work-Mix Analysis File Inquiry. This produces a printout of all
the information about one particular part as identified by its drawing
number. This kind of inquiry can be performed at any time.
b. Work-Mix Analysis Summary. This is a monthly report which consists of summaries for various data items such as parts programing time,
use of machines by machine ID number, etc. This report is not organized
according to individual parts.
c. Work-Mix Analysis Report. This monthly report will give a printout of the entire file for each drawing number (part). A page of output
for each drawing number in the data base (in sequential order of drawing
numbers) will be produced. The volume of data in the base may necessitate at some future date to start printing this report less frequently
(say quarterly or semi-annually).
2.

Input Data.

Four different IBM cards with a total of 46 data fields are utilized
to input the description of a part into the data base. Twenty-five data
fields contain technical information about the job. The others serve as
identifiers for drawings, documents, depots, card type, etc.
The first card is the "Nomenclature" card, which supplies a brief
narrative description of the part together with drawing number, document
identifier code, and Army depot code.
This is followed by the "Identity" card, which contains parts dimensions, the numbet of tool axes, and other machine features (rotary table,
pallet shuttle), type and amount of NC programing time, repeat code,
order quantity, work order procurement control number, and the date.

1-2
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The third card - "Shop Operations Card" details the manufacturing
work, this includes machine operations (punching, bendig,, etc.), machine
ID codes, tools, fixtures, set-ups, and the times associated with each
activity. One operations card can describe two machining operations. If
more than two operations are required, additional shop operations cards
can be used.
If the execution of a job has been estimated for both NC and conventional manufacturing, then the information for both approaches should be
recorded in the data base. The determination whether the content of a
card pertains to NC or to conventional machining is made through the
machine ID code of the card.
The last card - "Delete Record" - serves to eliminate a part/drawing
from the data base.
Some data elements such as depot code, drawing number, and document
identifier appear on all cards and must contain identical information.
This makes it possible to update or delete a file entry by means of just
one card once a part is in the data base.
3.

Outputs

a. Work-Nix Analysis Inquiry. A Work-Mix Analysis Inquiry is initiated using a key word ("INAIS"), followed by depot code, drawing number
and a requestor code. The output will follow the layout of the file that is the layouts of input cards 1-3, with the following modifications.
(1) There will be YES/NO print under the headings of round bar
stock, rotary table, and pallet shuttle.
(2) Under NC/CV, the printout will read "NC" or "CV'. The computer will deduce from the machine identification code which of these
applies.
(3) All work orders on record with command code, order
quantity, and date will be listed at the end of the printout.
b. Work-Mix Analysis Summary. The intent of the Work-ix Analysis
Sumnary report is to provide an overview of the workload situation.
Documentation of trends in the workload profile is one of the purposes of
this report and to this end a figure for the report month is often accompanied by its counterpart for the entire data base (which will cover up
to two years). often averages and cumulative totals are given. The report consists of 8 sections:
(1) Average Lot Size. The cummulative averages for the data
base and the report month are provided.
z-3
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(2) Use of Special Features (Rotary Table, Pallet Shuttle,
Round Bar Stock). Utilization of these features is documented according
to the number of orders and the number of items produced during the
report month. The utilization figures for the entire data base are also
shown.

(3) Breakdown of Work by Machine Identifier Code. One line of
output is produced for each machine ID code. It begins with the ID code
followed by a short verbal explanation of it and the indication of VC or
conventional tool. Next, some averages for set-ups and fixture fabrication are given. Finally, the utilization of the machine is shown
broken down into seven categories of metal working, (mill/punch drill/
bend, etc.). The percentage of machine utilization as a fraction of the
total use of the machine during the report month is given for each.
(4) Repeatability Analysis. The parts produced during the report month and the parts produced during the data base period are broken
down according to the percentage that had repeat orders. Printout ranges
from "Made Once" to "Made Nine or More Times" in steps of one. The computer deduces all of this information from the repeatability code of the
parts, which consists of one decimal digit that is stored in the data
base and updated when transactions occur.
(5) Milling Operations. The use of milling is shown broken
down according to the number of machine axes. Monthly and cummulative
totals of parts produced are given together with their percentage of the
total milling work.
(6) Parts Programuing Time. Programing time is shown broken
down according to the manual, the computer assisted, and the graphics
terminal technique.
(7) Dimensional Profiles. Here the feed range that is utilized
is shown for the X, Y, and Z axes. This is a tabulation which progresses
in interval steps, which are one or two inches wide, and shows the mober
of orders and the total number of parts for each interval. Figures for
the report month and for the entire data base are provided. Total quantities and percentage figures are shown in the form of "Less Than or
Equal To" values which accumulate over the intervals of the tabulation.
(8) Breakdown of Work by Command Code. This is a breakdown of
the work for the report month managed by Materiel Readiness Comands.
It
shows the number of orders and totals for the number of parts, the hours
of NC work, and the hours of conventional work.
c. Work-Mix Analysis Report. This monthly report produces one or
more pages of output for each drawing in the data base. Each page consists of 5 sections:
E-4
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(1) Drawing Number Row. This row gives the short narrative description and the drawing number as they appeared on the "Nomenclature"
input card together with the monthly and cumiulative production quantity.
(2) Part Description Row. This row contains the technical information about the part (X, Y, Z Dimensions; YES/NO Indication Regarding
Use of Round Bar Stock, Rotary Table, and Pallet Shuttle; Parts Programing Time) as inputted on the identity card and the current value of
the repeat code.
(3) Metal Working Operation. The metal working for the part is
broken down into 11 categories (punching, milling, bending, etc.) and the
amount of NC and conventional work for each is given. The printout
provides for percentage, monthly, and cumulative hours of each. Totals
ior sheetmetal and machining hours are given.
(4) Breakdown of Work by Machine Identifier Code. One row is
printed for each machine used in making the part. The layout of the row
is basically that of the corresponding row in the Work-Mix Summary Report
(set-ups, fixture fabrication, 7 categories of metal working), with one
additional entry "Number of Tools Required". This section of the report
is concluded by a row which shows totals for all items in these rows.
(5) Productivity Improvement Ratio (PIR). The productivity improvement ratio is the ratio of manhours needed to make the part conventionally divided by manhours needed to make it with NC tools:
MANHOURS (CONVENTIONAL)

SMANHOURS (NC)

This ratio can be computed only if data for NC manufacturing and for conventional production of the part are in the data base, otherwise no such
output will appear. Further discussion of the productivity improvement
ratio appears elsewhere in this report.
4.

Application of Work Mix Analysis in Procurement.

The selection of a new machine tool requires decision making at three
successive levels, each of which can utilize the data base. They are:
a. Numerically controlled or conventional machine tool?
b. Exact type of equipment (e.g. multiple spindle or single spindle
lathe, vertical, slanted, or horizontal bed)?
c. Physical parameters of the equipment (e.g. horsepower, feod
ranges, speed ranges).
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Initially, an "Analysis Period" must be selected on which the
analysis shall be based. All jobs that have been logged into the data
base during that period are to be included in the analysis. For the procurement recomendations developed as part of this study, an analysis
period of two months (February/March 1979) was used.
a. NC or Conventional Tool? The Productivity Improvement Ratio
(PIR) is the key figure for the choice between conventional or IC
machines. Our procedure defines it as the ratio of total workhours
needed to do a job conventionally over the total workhours to do it with
NC.

-

MAHOURS (CONVENTIONAL)

AMAURS (NC)

The larger the PIR value, the more advantageous is the use of NC machines.
It should be noted that the evaluation of the productivity improvement ratio necessitates that data for both conventional and NC production
must be generated for all parts recorded during the analysis period.
After the conventional and the NC work hours for all work
during the analysis period are available, the totals of these
be used to obtain a PIR Ratio for the Workload Profile. This
then be employed to estimate future manhour savings that will
due to the introduction of new NC machines.

recorded
hours can
ratio can
be possible

If complex parts requiring ulti-axis contouring have to be produced,
NC production may be the only feasible method, irrespective of cost. For
such situations - which are not uncomon in the aerospace industry, but
which rarely occur in the Army depots - the above technique is not applicable.
Floor space and floor loading are often given in advance when procurement of new machine tools is considered. The new tools must then be
chosen so that they can be accomiodated within prescribed limits. NC
tools will usually demand less than conventional tools that can handle
the same workload.
b. Selection of Equipment Type. The machine-tool market offers a
wide variety of machine tools (in the order of 2000 models) among which a
selection has to be made. The data base provides a substantial amount of
information that will help to narrow the choice down to the desired
machine ID code and to identify the desirability of certain special
features (rotary table, pallet shuttle). Nowever, there are no formal
rules, which can be used to deduce the conclusion from the data. Professional judgment is the key in this decision making step.
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A strong interrelation exists between the machine and the cutting
The advantages of standardized tools, tool
tools that can be used on it.
holdersp collets, tapers, and fixtures for NC work have been pointed out
elsewhere in this report. Once such standards have been established they
will influence the selection of new machine types.
c. Specification of Equipment Parameters. The cost of machine tools
tends to increase with the rated values of their parameters (feed ranges,
spindle speeds, horsepower, etc.). The increase in cost is sharper for
NC than for conventional machine tools. It is, therefore, usually uneconomical to select a NC machine such that it can handle the part with
the most extreme demands. Our analysis procedure assumes that conventional machines, which could be used, will be available. This is a
reasonable assumption for the depots, since to date they are overwhelmingly equipped with conventional machines and most of the parts are
sufficiently simple to be made conventionally.
After the initial decision in favor of NC has been made and the
equipment type has been selected, the workload profile must be reviewed
to obtain values for the machine parameters. Cuamulative plots for the
most significant parameters (such as the dimensional profiles for the
"X", "Y", and "Z" axis in section 7 of the Work-Mix Analysis Summary
Report) are used to select values such that the bulk of the work can be
handled. One might, for instance, choose values such that 852 - 902 of
the parts in the workload profile can be made by the new NC machine. The
remaining parameters of the new tool must then be chosen such that they
will be fully adequate for these parts.
5. Application of Work Mix Analysis in Day-to-Day Operations.
The need to choose between the use of NC and conventional tools is
ever present once a shop is equipped with both kinds of machines. The
decision in favor of NC will be imediate if the data base reveals that a
part has previously been made by NC, so that a NC tape which has been
tested and used is already in existence. If this is not the case, a
(cost) comparison for the two approaches is appropriate. Work-Nix
Analysis offers two tools for this:
a. Checklists for the detection of promising NC candidates. A part
should be considered a promising candidate for NC manufacturing, if it
and its conventional production exibit one or more of the characteristics
below:
(1)

Short run of a complicated part.

(2) High labor costs as compared to material cost.
(3)

High cost tooling and low volume.
'-7
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(4) Shop produces many similar parts (all in small quantities).
(5)

Set-up constitutes large part of total labor.

(6) Many operations and set-ups.
This list is an adaption of the list developed by John Moorehead for use
in the Work-Mix Study Procedure of the Air Force* to the needs of the job
scheduler.
b. Computation of break-even quantities (Break-even Points). The
relative effort necessary to manufacture parts conventionally or with NC
is highly dependent on the lot size. Typically NC will require a larger
amount of preparatory work prior to the production of the first item
(because of parts progra-ming), but subsequently the cost per part at the
machine tool will be lower. The total cost for either method will grow
approximately linearly with the lot size. In a plot (see Figure 3-1) the
costs for the manufacturing techniques appear as two straight lines which
intersect at the break-even point. For quantities larger than the
break-even quantity NC production is the cheaper method. The
determination of the break-even point often turns out to be a dramatic
argument in favor of NC. Generally, break-even occurs for much smaller
quantities than anticipated by those unfamiliar with NC. Many industrial
consultants blame the (incorrect) expection that one will need at least
medium size lots (50 to 100 parts) to break-even for the sluggish
acceptance of NC in the manufacturing com-unity. By contrast: The study
team computed the break-even point for # sample of six randomly selected
parts (out of the material collected in connection with this study) and
found a break-even quantity of less than 10 in each instance.
6.

f

Discussion

a. The Work-Mix Profile generated for procurement purposes is that
of the analysis period. Its use is reasonable only to the extent to
which the profile forecasts future requirements correctly. It cannot indicate features, which would be desirable to meet objectives outside of
the workload of the analysis period, such as readiness requirements or
increased interchangeability of work between facilities.
b. The Productivity Improvement Ratio of our procedure is a modification of the "Productivity Ratio" used by Childs*. Be defines the
*"Use of Numerically Controlled Equipment Can Increase Productivity in
Defense Plants," Appendix I, pp. 59-72. Report to Congress by the
Comptroller General, 1975
*A1LCR 66-50, 22 February 1978
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productivity ratio as machining hours (conventional): machining hours
(NC). His ratio is concerned with the production throughput of a
conventional tool as compared with a NC tool and not directly with cost.
The study team reasoned that the labor costs will be the biggest cost
factor for either method of production. It was, therefore, decided to
define the Productivity Improvement Ratio simply as the ratio of the
manhours for the two methods of production:
MANHOURS (CONVENTIONAL)
MANURS (NC)

The PIR is a crude indicator of relative cost which is easy to compute.
It excludes consideration of the cost of the machine tools and their
amortization. The use of total manhours corresponds to the practice of
the Army to use an average hourly cost, which does not reflect the type
of work, in labor cost projections. There are considerable differences
in education and training of personnel for the two manufacturing
methods. It is to be expected that personnel costs for NC as compared to
conventional shops will be somewhat higher than is indicated by the PIR.
c. The initial input for the data base at each depot will be the information for the months of February and March 1979 which was collected
and analyzed as part of this study. The data was originally collected
and punched into cards in a format that differs from that described in
the report. The Directorate for Management Information Systems (D/MIS in Sacramento) is writing a one-time computer program to convert the
study data into the new data base format.
d. The input to the data base will often consist of estimates. They
should be replaced by the values actually experienced in production whenever possible. It is not known how close the estimates produced by experienced personnel will come to the actual production data. The data
base, as it is presently laid out, does not contain indicators with the
data elements which would distinguish estimates from observed values.
Such a distinction should be introduced later on, if the operation of the
data base shows that it is warranted.
e. The entire data base was conceived and developed as a part of
this study. It is a rather complex endeavor, we expect that experience
in its use will soon lead to a variety of improvments.
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e. The entire data base vas conceived and developed an a part of
this study. It is a rather complex endeavor, we expect that experience
in its use will soon lead to a variety of improvements.
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APPENDIX F
DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION
1.

Introduction.

The adoption of NC will produce several visible and a number of crucial but not so visible changes in the manufacturing plant. The obvious
differences which even the casual visitor will notice are in the various
personnel categories (particularly the split between white collar and
blue collar staff) and in the relative floor space requirements of functional departments within the plant, such as the white collar activities
of design, drafting, storage of drawings, NC tapes, parts programing,
tape storage, computers, computerized storage and the blue collar areas
of raw materials, tools and fixtures, shop floor and inventory of parts
for iff-the-shelf delivery to customers. In a typical NC facility, the
white collar share of personnel and floor space is higher than it would
be in a comparable c'mventional plant. Some less obvious changes occur
in plant coordination and in record keeping. The machine tools on the
shop floor are both more costly and potentially sore productive than conventional tools. Correspondingly more effort has to be made to maintain
a smooth flow of work through the machines. This demands increased attention to preventive maintenance, work scheduling and care in record
keeping.
Digital computer technology has changed tremendously since the 1950's
when the concept of numerically controlled machines was introduced. Today its presence is felt beyond the batch type processing of parts programs in the form of "softwired" control of many devices including
machine tools and in the presence of data bases, i.e., the computerization of record keeping. Many problems that used to be typical headaches of computer center personnel are now encountered in manufacturing
plants, for example:
a. "What you don't see is what you get." This phrase was originally
coined by people involved in purchasing computers. It is meant to express that more and more of the money spent is for software and also to
indicate that the value of a system to its user is, to a considerable degree, determined by the quality of its software. As computerization of
manufacturing progresses, this remark becomes increasingly applicable to
it.
b. GIGO ("Garbage In - Garbage Out"). Many computer users have
learned the hard way that the output from a computer tends to be no
better than the input data. The remark is applicable to all information
storage connected with NC, and the importance of conscientious record
keeping cannot be overemphasized.
F-1
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2.

Effect on the orzanization.

a. The Work Force. With the advent of NC, several new jobs have appeared in the manufacturing world. The duties and the number of people
needed in some existing job-categories have changed. Some new kinds of
jobs are computer progrnmer for software maintenance, parts progrINers,
keypunch operators and (additional) file clerks. The machinist on the
shop floor has changed from a true 'machine operator" into somebody who
might more adequately be termed "machine supervisor." The machines
should be making chips a considerably larger fraction of the tim and,
therefore, the same volume of production is accomplished by a considerably smaller number of machinists. The demand for precision in tool fabrication is increased, but the tool volume is somewhat lower due to less
breakage. The volume of fixture fabrication should be substantially
lower. The ember of service technicians for a given volume of production will probably be about the same. However, they should be more
highly skilled, and if the shop is well managed, they will spend more of
their tim doing preventive maintenance and less time responding to
actual breakdowns than they would with conventional mchines. In
summary: For the same volume of production the number of white collar
jobs goes up somewhat and blue collar jobs decrease sharply when VC is
introduced.
The amount of NC machinery that the depot system will acquire between
now and the end of FY 1983 - if the recomendations of this study are
followed -- is quite small in relation to the inventory of conventional
achines.
It is too small to have a numerically significant impact on
the size and composition of the technical workforce.
Systemwide the number of machine tools (see Appendix R for details)
will develop as follows:
YEAR
1979
HC
Conventional

Total

1983
PROJCTED

31
1406

76
1348

M

CHANCE
+45
-58

The primary effects of the proposed acquisitions will be an itprovement in the amufacturing capacity and the readiness posture of
the system. An increase of 8 to 101 in the overall manufacturing
capacity, with concentration in areas which are presently bottlenecks, can be hoped for.
The table projects growth of the percentage of NC tools from
2.152 to 5.33Z (which is somewhat below the 6Z figure, that is

i
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presently typical of commercial manufacturing in the U.S.). Correspondingly, one can anticipate that the percentage of the manufacturing workforce that needs to be familiar with VC will grow from
above 2Z to between 5 and 61. There is no reason to fear that any
present employee will lose his job due to the introduction of NC
tools. Approximately one technically oriented blue collar worker out
of every thirty presently employed in the system will have to become
part of the NC workforce. It should be possible to find the necessary combination of intelligence, reliability and willingness to
learn in such a fraction of the present personnel. At present there
is a keen demand for NC personnel in private industry. Retainment of
those who have qualified themselves for NC work in the depot system
might well become a problem unless adequate steps are taken to provide equitable job classification, and challenges.
The representatives of labor organizations are sometimes fearful
of new manufacturing technologies. They reason that productivity IMprovements will lead to the elimination of somn jobs presently held
by their members. It should be clear from the numbers in the above
discussion that such fears are not warranted in connection with the
modernization plans for the depots described in this study. This
needs to be made known to the employee organizations as early as
possible.
A comon attitude towards technical innovation that is shared
throughout organized labor does not exist. The organizations that
represent technical employees differ from depot to depot. The management/labor dialogue with regard to NC will have to take place at
the local level.
In traditional accounting, blue collar work is considered "direct
labor" whereas white collar activities appear as "overhead." The
separation of costs into direct labor and overhead in this way is not
workable in manufacturing with MC machines. The reduction of blue
collar work and the (modest) increase in white collar work would combine to produce a very sharp rise in overhead. However, high overhead is customarily considered a sign of poor msnagement and plant
managers are under pressure to hold overhead costs down. The traditional accounting approach thus tends to discourage the use of NC
machines in spite of the reduction in overall cost that is feasible.
Many government contracts are written to contain fixed ovebeed pecentages, which cannot be met if NC machines and traditiomal accounting are used.
Accounting procedures for production with NC machime should draw
the line between direct labor and overhead in a new ways Activities
like parts-programing, keypunching and record keeping, which ae
1-3
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without decision making power over either product design or plant
operations, should be classified as direct labor costs.
b. Floorspace. A typical NC machine might turn ovt to occupy
twice as much floor space as its conventional counterpart and manufacture four times as many parts/hour. For the ame volume of production the necessary amount of shop floor will generally decrease as
NC machines are substituted for conventional ones.
An unused NC machine is a bigger loss than a conventional machine
that goes idle. To avoid work stoppage due to lack of raw material
for an NC machine, one should plan on having a larger stock of raw
materials than one would in a comparable conventional operation. The
area for raw materials storage should, therefore, be larger.
The higher productivity of the NC machine requires that raw
materials be supplied to it at a higher rate than to a conventional
tool. This needs to be considered when the location of the IC
machine, vis-a-vis the supply area, and the conventional machine
tools is determined.
Production of parts which are repeat orders on NC machines requires less leadtine than would be needed with conventional machines.
Some commercial enterprises have found that they can provide the ae
level of service with substantially smaller inventories if they equip
their shop with NC. Thus, warehousing floor space for finished parts
should decrease. The savings that are possible in this area depend
on the amount of repeat orders that occur.
The introduction of NC demands floor space in the office for tape
preparation, tape storage and keeping of (computerized) files. The
floor area devoted to drafting can be reduced at the same time if a
graphics system for parts programming, design and storage is adopted.
Unless this is done, the floor space needed in the white collar areas
will increase when VC is introduced.
c. Plant coordination. The machine tools on the shop floor are
both more costly and potentially more productive than conventional
tools. Correspondingly, more effort has to be made to maintain a
smooth flow of work through the machines.
Since it is so essential to keep the NC machines working continuously, extra managerial effort is indicated. It maust be concerned
with all things that could impede production:
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(1) The machine ust be kept in shape. Preventive maintenance
which costs time according to its predetermined schedule and not on the
basis of surprise - is a must.
-

(2) The personnel - operator and maintenance men - mast be wall
trained and back-up should be available on short notice.
(3) The arrival of "production inputs" (raw material, NC tapes,
tools, fixtures and measuring devices) and possibly supervisor or parts
programmer at the machine should all be carefully coordinated by advance
planning. The assumption has to be that the operator will not "go to get
things" but will stay glued to the machine.
(4) The production inputs delivered to the machine mst be
painstakingly kept reliable. This places high demands on the conscientiousness of those concerned with recordkeeping of various kinds. Most
crucial is probably the management of NC tape storage. First of all, it
mast be possible to find existing tapes quickly. Identification of tapes
should, as a minimum, provide drawing number and date of VC tae
manufacture. The date is important because at times there will exist
several tapes for the sae job. CYC machines offer the possibility to
edit and duplicate tapes on the shop floor. This versatility will become
a curse if it results in the creation of a "family of tapes" for a part
without thorough documentation of the differences between these tapes.
Some comercial plants have found it necessary to clamp down vigorously
on the proliferation of tapes. One company does it as follows
they
have a master file of Mylar tapes in the parts programmer's office. The
office makes a paper tape copy which is sent to the shop each time a part
is to be remanufacturered. Shop personnel are under strict orders to
imediately destroy all paper tapes after they have been used.
(5) Quality control. The inspection of finished parts of C
production requires concentration on the first item in the batch. Ofce
the first item is known to be satisfactory, subsequent ones can be
trusted to be faithful duplicates without those variations that the bma
operator inadvertently introduces during conventional machining. Thusp
control inspections after dimensions and tolerances have been found
adequate for the first item can be mostly restricted to concern with
possible defects of materials. Techniques which try to take advantage of
fluctuation in a parameter during umnufacturing, like the search for
matching parts, have no application in NC production.
3.

Maintenance.

The investment and the productivity potential associated with VC
machines is high. A maintenance strategy that uinimises downtime is,
therefore, essential. One must be willing to make allocations which sam
7-5
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high in comparison to those for conventional equipment in the areas of
maintenance personnel, preventive maintenancep test instrumentation and
possibly spare parts stocking.
a.
Inhouse or by contract? NC maintenance people are highly trained
individuals with very specialized skills, who must keep their cool under
pressure (as they will typically be after a breakdown has occurred).
These factors and also the similiarities in trouble shooting tools and
diagnosing techniques invite comparison to the maintenance of digital
computers.
One question which such a comparison will imediately provoke
is: Should one not choose to depend on a maintenance contract (with the
equipment manufacturer) as is so often done for large digital computers?
The study team probed into this possibility and found: No, one should
notl The major considerations that lead to this conclusion are:
(1) Supplier of machine tools and control units are usually not
able to maintain the level of service (response time to trouble calls)
that is available for large digital computer systems. This is so because the investment in even a complex machine tool is smaller than that
in a large computer system and the number of identical units in the field
is usually much smaller.
(2) The mmber of different manufacturers who have equipment in
a machine shop is typically much larger than the number of manufacturers
having equipment in a computer center. It is usually impossible to cover
all NC maintenance needs by a single contract.
(3) Machine tools contain a large nmber of moving mechanical
parts. They must meet heavy mechanical and thermal demands in an unconditioned, dirty environment.
The intervals between routine preventive
maintenance activities are shorter than those for digital computer equipment.
(4) The useful life expectancy of a machine tool is aeb higher
than that of present day computers which are often superseded by a new
improved machine only a few years after installation. The cost of establishing in-house maintenance capability for VC machines has a considerably longer period of time to repay itself.
(5)
Maintenance personnel should be part of the tes that decides new machine-tool acquisitions. Their knowledge about critical
reliability aspects of proposed new acquisitions is usually better than
anyone elses and the good will created by their early imvolvement is
likely to pay high dividends. The participation of maintenance personnel
in the acquisition process should further mean that all maintenance requirements of a proposed acquisition will be fully comprehended end the
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necessary equipment secured. A new machine tool like other complex
equipment will have a break-in period during which its maintenance needs
are higher then later on. Consequently, it is important that maintenance
training (at the vendors plant) be completed before the new machine is
put into service.
b. Preventive Maintenance (PH). Manufacturers will supply schedules
of preventive maintenance operations (once/shift, once/week, once/month)
which should initially be followed to the letter. After experience with
a machine has been gained, it nay be possible to make sam adjustment
which reflects the local environment to these schedules. Written records
of all maintenance actions should be kept.
Preventive Maintenance occupies time that is lost for production.
Hoever, one should not try to cut corners here. Downtime will almost
certainly increase as PH time is reduced.
c. Test Instrumentation. Faster component response (considerably
smaller rise times), lower voltage levels, higher output inpedances end
increased susceptibility to noise in electronic circuits have combined to
make the instrumentation for circuit-level testing in contemporary electronics considerably more expensive than that used 20 to 30 years ago.
Very often special purpose instruments obtained from the equipment mm,facturer are appropriate for tasks corresponding to those once handled
with a mltimetr (Volt-Ohmr-Milli ater) end at most a basic oscilloscope with clip leads.
Integrated circuits reduce the connections accessible for test purposes to those directly associated with the external pins of a package.
Functional testing as opposed to circuit testing assumes more and more
importance as chip complexity increases. This means that digital input
sequences, which have been prepared (and stored) in advance will be
applied. The reaction of the system to these inputs is then compared to
the expected behavior. Once again special purpose equipment is often
used for functional tests and is expensive.
The introduction of microprocessors into the control unit is a
blessing from the viewpoint of maintenance. To begin with, it wmas increased use of error protection features such as parity bits in the hardwere itself. Neat, the memory and the data-processing capabilities of
CC controllers can be used to run sophisticated diagnostic routines.
Such testing will utilise the normal input and output devices of the controller. It is, therefore, easy sad quick, and the potential that mistakes of the persomel will harm the equipment is not there.
The microproessor in the control unit has the potential for contim.ous monitoring of a large number of variables in the machine tool.
1-7
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that this potential is not yet fully utilized at present.
in this area will probably occur soon and it will increase the
maintenance personnel to be at ease with computer hardware and
software.

d. Spare Parts. Quick response to a machine breakdown is usually
only possible if the replacement parts that are needed have previously
been stored in easy reach of the NC machine. The acquisition of parts
from outside the plant after the breakdown has occurred will always take
too much time (considering parts availability, shipping delays and, most
importantly, purchasing red tape). To know what parts one should stock
requires mortality data for the various parts in the machine and its controls. At the time of a machine purchase the manufacturer's knowledge in
this respect is vastly superior to that of his customer. It is, therefore, recommended that initially the uanufacturer's kit should be purchased, even if it seema expensive (say up to 20Z of the basic machine
tool cost). Later on modification of the spare parts inventory based on
actual maintenance experience should be made.
A centralized spare parts inventory for the depot system has been
considered by the study team and was rejected as economically not sound.
This conclusion is mainly based on three considerations:
(I) Savings from centralized spare parts stocking are feasible
only if the depot system has several identical machines in different depots. This is not likely to happen very often.
(2)
The cost of the downtime that elapses while the arrival of
a spare is being awaited (say 2 -- 3 days) will usually be higher than
the value of the spare part itself.
(3)
Obtaining spares from any source other than the shelves in
the local maintenance department means time consuming red tape. The
maintenance procedure needs to be such that one can fix the machine first
and do the paperwork afterwards.
Som general considerations regarding failure rates for components of
C machines area
(1) Ilectromechanical devices (tape-reader, relays, etc.) are
usually the most failure prone parts. A spare tapereader for an expensive MC machine my well be justified.
(2)
The reliability of electronic devices did generally improve
when vacuum tubes were replaced by discrete transistors. It improved
again substantially when discrete transistors were superseded by integrated circuits.
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CNC controllers have a smaller imber of (more standard)
(3)
components than older controllers. This should mean a smaller spare
parts inventory and better reliability than can be had with may of the
older controller technologies.
4.

HC Utilization.

a. Comercial Practices. Many commercial manufacturers keep their
IC equipment working for two or even three shifts (i.e., around the
clock). The primary aotivation for this is cost efficiency.
The investment in NC machines is high and the cost of operator time
in relation to the volume of item produced is small (when compared to
conventional production). It is, therefore, ec-omically advantageous to
produce irrespective of added wage costs for nightshifts. Heavy utilization of NC machines helps to amortise the machines quickly and to wear
them out before they become obsolete. Finally, operation around the
clock, in which the power is never turned off, leads to fewer breakdona
of the machine. This is so because the veer of many parts is minly due
to changes in their state (warming-up, cooling-down, electrical trarsients, etc).
During operation one must try to keep the chipmaking time as high as
possible. This depends on partsprogrming, shop coordination and maintenance practices as discussed elsewhere in this report.
b. DoD Considerations. Cost effectiveness is a valid goal for all
manufacturing facilities. In the Army Depot system it is, however,
accompanied by additional requirements. The readiness posture of the
military services demands that a considerable surge capacity for national
emergencies should exist.
One can assume that under emergency conditions NC machines will be
used 24 hours per day. Cosequently, NC staffing in the depots met continually be at such levels that around the clock operation is feacible.
Personnel mst be sufficient to staff at least two shifts independemt of
each other. During a national emerSency, overtime can then be used to
cover the third shift, i.e., personnel will have to work two 12-hour
shifts.
A capacity reserve exists only if the machines are not normally used
around the clock. A reserve equal to 100% of the normal workload is possible only if ordinarily the machines are used for, at most, 12 hours per
day.
The most practical way to satisfy readiness requirements is probably
to plan on using IC machines normally for only one shift, but alwys have
enough personnel trained in IC to staff two full shifts.
F-9
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c. Utilization Records. Record keeping as prescribed in DARCO
Regulations 700-82 and 700-7 is not fully sufficient for NC machines.
MICOM Regulation 700-7 "Installation Equipment Management - Automated
Systems (UrS)" states that runtime, downtime and maintenance time shall
be monitored. The optimal scheduling of the flow of raw materials,
tools, fixtures, tapes, etc., through the machine s and the scheduling of
maintenance, personnel, etc., can be aided considerably by more detailed
use records. Furthers many of the entries in the workmlz analysis data
base (e.g., runtimes, setup times) can only be unverified estimates unless collection of utilization records is undertaken to support them.
The study team proposes, therefore, that the items listed below shall be
monitored. Some quantities of interest (Category A) are observable on
the machines others will be known by the operator (Category I) or by his
supervisor (Category C).
CATEGORY A:
Al) Power on
A2) Tape Moving
A3) Spindle Turning
A)
Chipmaking
CATEGORY B:
Bl) Setup
32) (Preventive) Maintenance
B3) No Tools, Fixtures
B)
No Raw Material
B5) No Tape
B6) Other
CATIGORY C:
Cl) No Operator
C2) Machine Breakdown
C3) Power Failure
C)
Other
There are basically three methods for recording which can apply here$
1) Manually
2) Time Maters with Manual Actuation
3)

Automatic Data Collection by Devices
on the Machine

The study teem proposes that record keeping for Category "C" should
be done manually by the supervisor or the NC coordinator. Be should be
required to keep a Log (book) and record disruptione of operatio teosetber with their time of occurrence (begin and end).
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Record keeping for Category 'I' should be the responsibility of the
machine operator.
It is suggested that in the startup phase of an NC
operation, the time (begin and end) of each activity be recorded. After
the NC operation has been phased in, it may be sufficient to collect
elapsed time. These records can be prepared manually or preferably (for
convenience of the operator) by an automatic device with manual inputs.
The U.S. Airforce (AJLC San Antonio, ALO lAnh Tex, AN Code Identification
Number 98750) has developed an "NC utilization recording device circuit,"
which can be used here. This device consists basically of six time
meters, any one of which can be chosen manually through a six-position
selector witch. In new CKC machines, the collection of these records
ay be implemented as a function of the control unit. A microprocessor
must then provide the timing circuits which the operator activates and
deactivates from the manual data input keyboard.
For the quantities in Category "A," it will be sufficient to obtain
elapsed time over some length of time (say for an entire job lot, once
per shift or weekly). Manual recording (even it it takes nothing more
than setting a switch or pressing a key) would put an undue burden on the
operator and slow down production. The collection of these data should
be fully automated. The quantities of interest can be detected by sansors which provide input to a microprocessor system.
Future specifications for new NC machines will have to spell out how
the collection of utilization records in Categories "" and "B" is to be
accomplished.
5.

Post Analysis.

a. DoD Requirements. Funding for machine tool acquisitions can presently come from three different programs:
(1)

Quick Return on investment Program (QRIP).

(2) Production Base Support Program (PBSP).
(3)

Procurement Authority (PA)/Other Procurement Authority

(OPA).
The first two of those funding channels include a requirement for a
comparative before/after study. Only PA/OPA funding includes no such
procedural requirement. For (WIPprojects, "audit trails on costs and
savings (dollars and manpower)" are required (in AR 5-4). The PRO Program, as outlined in AR 700-90 and DA Pan 700-239 calls for the initial
justification on a "Machine Tool Replacement Analysis Worksheet9" (ID
Form 1106), which compares the costs of operating the existing equipment
and the proposed new equipment respectively for the anticipated workload
1-II
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of the first year after installation of the new equipment. The comparison consists of an "operating cost analysis for equivalent output," which
is mostly concerned with the cost of personnel, maintenance power, scrap
and tooling and a "capital cost analysis." At a later date (usually
after the first year of operation of the new equipment) a "post analysis
report" (DD Form 1651), which checks the operating cost analysis forecast
of the DD Form 1106 gainst actual experience, has to be completed.
The existing postanalysis procedures appear to be unpopular with depot personnel. During the visitation of depots, members of the study
team were repeatedly told by employees that postanalyses are unproductive
and the need to perform them was questioned. It can further be observed
that some factors, such as shop flow and staffing inadequacies, which
have considerable bearing on the success of IC operations, are not part
of the postanalysis under those previously established guidelines. The
study team, therefore, proposes a different postanalysis procedure for
use with newly introduced NC machines.
b. Proposed postanalysis procedure. At the end of the first year of
operation of an NC machine, a post analysis consisting of three parts
shall be performed:
(1) The manhour savings projected prior to the acquisition
shall be compared to actual values.
(2) The occurrence of unintentional downtime shall be analysed.
(3) Work stoppages due to lack of supplies at the machine shall
be analyzed.
The actual manhour savings (as compared to conventional machining)
shall be computed based on the total number of machining hours during the
year and the productivity improvement ratio of the workload profile of
the machine at the end of the year. The total machining hours can be obtained by summing the figures from the monthly "work-mix sumary reports"
of the work-mix analysis data base (see Appendix Z). The productivity
improvement ratio at the end of the report year shall be based on an
analysis of the actual workload during the last one-month period of the
report year.
(A different study month shall be used if the load during
the last month is known to have been atypical. A written explanation of
this shall be furnished.)
To obtain the productivity improvement ratio
for the study month, the manhours for both NC and conventional manufacturing for each job during this month have to be computed. The PI1 of
the workload profile is then the ratio of the totals of these quantities,
i.e.,

7-12

PIR

HOURS
TOTAL
TOTAL COINVETIONAL
NC HOURS

The product of this PIR and the total machining hours shall be used
to compute manhour savings. These manhour savings shall be compared with
the prediction made in the procurement justification. If the postanalysis finding differs from the figure used for procurement by more
than a factor of two, the reasons for this difference shall be analysed
in writing.
Unintentional downtime shall be evaluated for the last six months of
the report year. The records kept by the supervisor (categor3 C of the
utilization records in this appendix) shall be summarized. The ratio of
total unintentional downtime to total production time shall be computed.
If this downtime ratio is smaller than 0.05, the situation shall be considered normal and nothing further needs to be reported. For downtime
ratios greater than 0.05, a written analysis of the reasons for downtime
shall be made. It shall, as a minimum, investigate whether improvements
night result from changes in spare parts inventory or preventive mintenance practices.
Undesired work stoppages shall be evaluated for the last six months
of the report year. The records kept by the machine operators (category
B of the utilization records in this Appendix) shall be summarized. The
ratio of total unintentional stoptime (items 13, B4 and B5) to the total
production time shall be computed and recorded. If this stop-time ratio
is smaller than 0.05, the situation shall be considered as acceptable and
nothing further needs to be reported. For stop-time ratios greater than
0.05, a written analysis of shop flow with improvement recommendations
shall be prepared.
The NC coordinator shall be responsible for the preparation of postanalysis reports.
c. Discussion.
(1) The proposed postanalysis procedure tries to assess not
only the workload and the technical performance of the machine but also
the working environment and its impact on the productivity of the
machine. The evaluation of numerical factors, which shed some light on
the quality of the shopflow and of maintenance procedures in addition to
the reliability of the machine gives them usefulness for the future.
This will hopefully reduce the feeling that postanalysis is irrelevant
for what goes on in the plant.
(2)
The use of numerical values which indicate the limits of
what is considered acceptable (factor of 2 for the manhour savings,
F-13
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ratios of 0.05 for the downtime ratio and stoptime ratio) and the call
for additional reporting and analysis only if the limit value has been
exceeded is based on the concept of exemption reporting. It should eliainate unnecessary analysis work when conditions are satisfactory, and
thus, in a way reward "good behavior."
The selection of the limit values has posed some difficulty. Only
for the downtime ratio did we find publications which indicate that the
value 0.05 has been attained and often considerably surpassed in private
industry. The critical value of 2.0 for manhour savings comparison and
of 0.05 for the stop time ratio are proposed for initial use in our new
method of postanalysis. They are suggested critical values which we
offer without support frok published literature or in-house experience.
They should be reviewed and possibly changed as soon as enough pertinent
field data have been accumulated.
(3)
The numbers that will be generated and possibly discussed
during our postanalysis are all based on events which have occurred.
(4) Some weaknesses of the irocedure required in the PBS program (DD Forms 1106 and 1651) are the large number of estimates for conditions which were not experienced and the differences in the magnitude
of the contribution that come from the factors that are considered.
Further, there exist, at least for NC machines, some factors which have a
larger effect and are not included. Examples: the cost of the electrical power for any machine tool is very small compared to personnel
costs. Inclusion of estimated power costs in an analysis that also uses
estimated personnel costs for a machine that "might have been" used is
hardly worth the effort. Computing the value of the scrap that would
have materialized on machines that night have been used should similiarly
produce a small value but is very difficult to do. Members of the study
team tried unsuccessfully to obtain experience values for it from the
literature or from depot employees. The relationship between necessary
inventories, production leadtimes, and total costs is not considered in
any existing cost/benefit analysis procedure. For IC machines, it has
probably considerably more impact on the total costs than any of the
abovementioned factors.
(5)
The study teas believes that the manhour savings figure obtained in part 1 of our postanalysis procedure is adequate for use in
cost avoidance, cost reduction and savings reports.
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Appendix G
SKILLS AND TRAINING

1. Introduction.
Salaries and wages constitute the overwhelming part of manufacturing
costs. Numerical control is economically attractive because it entails a
drastic reduction in manhours. The capabilities demanded from the
personnel during the remaining manhours are quite different from those
needed in conventional machining. The losses that may result from
shortcomings of the personnel are often considerably higher for MC
machines. For instance, consider an NC machine and a corresponding
conventional machine, which are each unnecessarily down for a day because
your maintenance people failed to diagnose a problem correctly. The loss
in production on the NC machine will be several times (say 5 times
higher) because it is so such more productive when it works. Increased
attention to staffing and training is an absolute prerequesite for
successful NC operation.
The knowledge needed in the NC field encompasses a body of basic
knowledge (such as digital electronics, tape codes, control theory and
servomechanisms, parts programing and computer programing) and
information about the machines and control units of specific vendors.
Efficient and thorough training will separate these two aspects of
instruction.
The general basic topics can be, have bee, and should continue to be
taught in courses of the Army Management and Training Activity (AMNTA).
Possibly AITA should expand the mount of NC training that is offered by
correspondence.
ANITA's courses alone should be adequate for managerial
level personnel and for parts programers, who program simple parts in
the APT language. Parts programmers for machine specific parts
programing languages and shop personnel should be given 'abasic course
by ANITA and thereafter be trained by the vendors.
Vendors will often
conduct training of machine operators at the site were a machine tool is
being installed. Programing md maintenance trainees will comonly be
sent to the supplier's plant.
The temptation to hold moetary costs of training to a bare minissm
is great when budgets are tight. But insufficient training of PC
personnel will almost certainly prove a fosbiddingly expensive way to
go. The best and most expensive DC machine will not do a better job
than the people working with them. The state of the art, particularly in
computerisef numerical control (9C)
is changing rapidly.
The
possibility to modify the behavior of a machine tool through cha
s in
the operating software implies the need for retraining NC personnel as
G-1
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such changes are made.
Ongoing training efforts to keep personnel
abreast of innovations will become more important in the future than they
were in the past.
Estimates of the number of personnel, that viii be needed by the
depots to cover the general facets of NC work are tabulated in Figure
G-I. These data were collected from participants at the In-Progress
Review Conference of this study in Corpus Christi and have been furnished
to ANITA.
2.

Parts Proarmmer.

The level of education and experience needed for parts programing
depends primarily on the complexity of the part to be programmed. The
language in which the parts program has to be written is only of
secondary importance*. Figure G-2 depicts the findings of an inquiry
by the Numerical Control Society into the relation between part
complexity and the knowledge needed by the part programer.
One similiarity between general computer programing in a high level
language (Fortran, Algol, Pascal, etc.) and parts programing should be
noted: The time needed to learn the rules of a language through
classroom instruction is quite short. The time one mst practice
programing to learn to skillfully use them is much longer. Classroom
training for a parts programer will absorb from one to three weeks. The
time on-the-job before an individual reaches his full capability will be
an additional 3 months to 1-1/2 years thereafter.
The bulk of the VC programs for use in the Army Depots, just as
elsewhere, can be classified as "simple". In view of this, and of the
increase in educational prerequisites that goes with programing for
complex jobs, it makes sense to distinguish two classes of parts
programmers:
a. Programers for simple applications (point-to-point machining and
up to 2-1/2 axis contouring). They should have a good machine shop
background. In addition to this, they need to be creative and not too
set in their ways.
Their mathematical preparation should include
trigonometry and the use of cartesian and cylindrical coordinate
systems. Blueprint reading is a mst.
b. Programers for 4 and 5 axis contouring machines. They need a
full college-level math background such as can be expected frot people
with degrees in Computer Science, Engineering or Mathematics. Since such
people will usually not possess shop experience it should be planned that
*" umerical Control Language Evaluation" R&D Technical Report,
EOOM-0058-F, 31 March 1974
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they will work together with a person with an extensive shop background.
The study has found little need for machines with more than 3 axis in the
depot system. Training for such machines should remain separate from
courses offered by AMNTA and be arranged on an individual basis if the
need arises.
A publication of the Numerical Control Society** in 1977 reports
the following findings from a survey which investigated NC use as a
function of the size of manufacturing plants:
Number &
Percentage
of Responses

N u mb e r
o f
Average Number
NC
Conventional
of Parts
Nachines
Machines
Proarmrs

Plant Size
(Number of "Direct
Labor" Employees)

40

181

1 -49

4

32

1.9

38

17Z

50 - 99

6

48

2.2

44

17Z

100 - 199

7

73

2.4

56

26Z

200 -499

7

137

2.6

19

9Z

500 - 999

9

90

3.4

21

IOZ

1000+

20

557

5.5

The survey results indicate that industry employs approximately one
fulltime parts progrmmer for every three NC machines it has.
The
average lot size and the frequency of reuse of control tapes in the depot
system will probably be lower than in private industry. If this is the
case, a larger number of parts programers will be needed.
The Numerical Control Society has recently introduced a program for
NC programer certification. A programner can be certified under one of
three categories of proficiency. The categories reflect workpiece
complexity: Category I certification indicates good capability to
program simple parts; Category 2 corresponds similiarly to parts of
sedium complexity, and Category 3 is for complex multiaxis contouring
work; The depots should rarely need programmers with the abilities
attested to by certification in Category 3.

**"Ihoerical Control Coordinator" by NC Coordinators Committee of 305
NC/CAN Journal, February 1977
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3.

Electronic and Mechanical Maintenance.

The transition from conventional to NC tools leads to som increase
in the necessary number of maintenance personnel and to a sharp increase
in the abilities required. Smith and Evans* give the following
estimates of maintenance personnel requirements:
a.

For simple NC machines 0.1 - 0.2 technicians/machine

b. For complex (Aerospace type) NC machines 1/2 electronic and 1/2
mechanical technician/machine.
A summary of the capabilities maintenance personnel must have appears
below:
MAITENANCE SKILLS
*

Ability to work from complex blueprints, sketches, hydraulic
system schematics and manufacturers manuals.

*

Ability to apply binary mathematics to NC machine functions.

*

Ability to use precision measuring devices, dial indicators,
micrometers, precision levele optical measuring devices, and
laser light devices.

*

Extensive knowledge of electrically and electronically controlled
mechanisms, complex high pressure hydraulic systems, tape reading
control mechanisms, Servos.

*

Understand and read tape language.

*

Ability to use electronic test equipment - audio oscillators,
logic probes, interferoneter voltmeters, capacitance - resistance
analyzers.

*

Extensive knowledge in operation of all machine tools.

4. HC Operators.
Operating an NC machine requires less skill but sometimes more
knowledge than working with a conventional machine. The main duties of

*Management Standards for Computer and Numerical Control by Donald N.
Smith & Lary Evans, Institute of Science & Technology, University of
Michigan 1977.
0-4
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the operator are loading, unloading and checking of tools and fixtures
and of parts being produced. He must be able to read engineering
drawings, check tools, possibly adjust cutter compensation or tool offset
features on the machine control unit and take precise measurements. Many
machines are equipped with "manual overrides", e.g., for feedrates; the
operator must know how to use these intelligently. Some experience in
operating a similiar conventional machine is probably the best possible
preparation for this.
Contemporary VC machines are for monitoring purposes equipped with
readout devices that range from digital readouts to CRT displays.
Correct interpretation on the display demands that the operator be
familiar with the codes used on the control tapes. The introduction of
CIC has considerably increased the volume and complexity of the
information that can be displayed at the machine. A corresponding
increase in knowledge by the operator is needed to make use of this. The
task that is probably the most demanding assignment an operator faces is
the first run of a new tape (it is desirable to have the NC programmer do
this if possible). A great deal of NC operator training in the past has
occurred "on-the-job".
5.

NC-Coordinator.

The NC Coordinator is the jack-of-all-trades for the NC field.
publication of the NC/CAK Journal* contains the following list of
duties and functions:

A

Evangelism
Consulting Services
Training
Long Range Planning
N/C Organizational Structure
Job Description
Evaluation and Hiring
WC Software Management
Tool Description and Selection
Monitor Downtime
IC Utilisation
NC Tape Preparation
Machine Tool Plans thru Installation
Internal Research and Development
The appreciation of this listing is aided by a statment made at a
meeting of the VC Coordinators CAmimttee of ICS'aud the reaction it
provoked:
0'4kmerical Control Coordinator" by NC Coordinator
NC/CAM Journalp February 1977
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"We are all looking for a man who is a super salemn; a dedicated
evangelist; has a degree in Mech. Eng.; a degree in Electrical
Engineering; was a Business Administration major; has a complete working
knowledge of investment economics; an understanding of cash flow; an
intimate knowledge of the total manufacturing process; preferably with 5
years of Journeyman experience on the shop floor; has a good grasp of
data processing technology; and finally is an expert in NC technology."
He then added, "If anyone knows where I can find such a man I'd like to
hire him." A few seconds of stunned silence followed this statement
while everyone got his feet back on the ground. It was at this point
that the group realized the MCC might be anything from a part time
individual to a full organization."
The reader should infer from this that a competent NC Coordinator is
vital for the success of an NC oeration and also that a concise job
description, which is the standard of the industry has not evolved to
date.
This is further highlighted by the survey findings about the
background of people employed as NC orrdinators:
EDUCATION
College Degree
Some College
Vocational School

36Z
311
511

EZPnIENCE
Shop Experience
NC Programing

8I1
83Z

CAPABILITIES
NC Machine Language Progr.
Computer Assisted VC Progr.
Computer Programing
Mechanical Maintenance
Electronic Maintenance

901
82Z
461
401
20Z

The ability to deal with people is probably the single most important
asset an NC coordinator met have. A great deal of salemanship will be
demanded of him when NC machines are first introduced. The survey
results quoted earlier (see under 'Parts Programers') indicate that
throughout industries which utilize NC machines, such machines still
constitute only about 6Z of all machines in use. Insufficient attention
to the hums side of the introduction of new technologies is probably the
reason why this percentage is so low.
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6. Other Considerations.
A small but increasingly important facet of HC installations is
software maintenance. Formerly, this was solely concerned with
occasional updating of the parts programming language processors and
post-processors.
The introduction of "softwired" CUC machines and
intelligent terminal* expands the possibilities for future improvement
through changes in the operating software considerably. At present, the
maintenance of such software is usually performed by the supplier of the
original software package.
The compensation paid to various categories of NC personnel in the
three services was the subject of a study by the Air Force in 1976.*
They found a considerable variation in pay for comparable work between
installations and recomended that DoD-wide pay schedules for NC work
should be established. To the best our our knowledge this has not been
implemented yet.

*Study of Personnel Resources Associated with Namerically Controlled
Nachine Tools in the Department of Defense Draft by U.S. Air Force 1974
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*
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*
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OVERALL CONCEPTS

1. INThODUCTION -

CAM.

The computer in manufacturing today is accelerating and receiving
worldwide promotion. The Fourth International Conference & Exposition on
Programing Research and Operations Logistics in Advanced Manufacturing
Technology (PlOLAMAT) was held in May 1979 at the University of Michigan
with over 50 papers from Brasil, England, France, GDI, GFR, ungary,
Japan, Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, United States, and USSR. The proven
and potential benefits of the computer in manufacturing are so evident
and the technology is advancing so rapidly that evidence of a secoad Industrial Revolution is in the making.
The magnitude of the benefits of this computer application and integration technology has opened up the door to significant Government
funding of large study programs. Some of these are: CAM I, (computer
Aided Manufacturing International); ICAM, (Integrated Computer Aided
Manufacturing), a ten year, $75 million US Air Force Program; NASA's
hPAP, (Integrated Program for Aerospace Vehicle Design), and CAA9 (Camputer and Automated Systems Association) by the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers; and CAP, (Computer Automated Process Planning). CAM-I and
CAPP are reviewed subsequently.
The applications of computers, both the large-frame types and the
semall specialised minicomputer types, are being introduced at an accelerated rate into all areas of parts and equipment design, manufacture and
control. Computers are now functioning at all levels of manufacturing from the actual design of components to the control of production processes. Furthermore, there are already a number of successful programs
by various companies towards completely integrated computaerised systems
that join smsy operations together into a hierarchy on a real-time
basis. These moves are the forerunners of the automated integrated
factory or anufacturing facility. Such an application of computer
technology combined with manufacturing technology has resulted in the
rapid growth of the new field of Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAN).
Similarly, when computer technology is applied to the design of parts,
assemblies or systems, the result is Computer Aided Design (CAD). GD is
covered in the following section.
Forecasts based upon in-depth studies show that by 1962, CAN techniques will be available for controlling and processing certain groups of
parts automatically, and better and simpler dedicated computers will be
available for smaller facilities or plant operations. By 1985, software
system will be available which will, e.g., accurately predict optiumI
work-uix, or manufacturing costs based upon part definition only. In
addition assembly operations will be integrated with other
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manufacturing operations to create cost-effective CAM systems. Computerized management information systems will be commonplace and the majority
of machined or processed parts will be designed using computer graphics.
By 1988, it is predicted that the production of an item will be automated
to the point that 80% of the required processes will heavily involve the
computer.
The evolution of such a total CAM system will probably start with
many small minicomputers dedicated to specific tasks (accounting, shipping, etc.) and will be grouped to an interacting larger intermediate
computer. The intermediate computer will control wh. i processes such as
inventory, tooling, planning, quality control, etc. A final stage will
be a hierarchy level in which a large fast computer with enormous storage
will interact with the intermediate computers. Such a total CAN system
is shown in Fig. R-i. Any part of the system affecting the manufacturing
efficiency, Return on investment (I01),
delivery, or whateverv would
alert the proper responsible individual or department. Writing the software of such a complex system would certainly have to be a long-range
procedure.
All of this raises the question of how the Army Depots fit these
particular predictions.
Before reviewing the status of CAM for the various depots of DZSCO,
a basis for comparison is presented for planning and recommendations,
thus an explicit definition of CAM has to be given along with a partial
list of the numerous management and manufacturing functionsp where a computer is, or can bey applied. This list also provides another valuable
input by pointing out the computer applications a depot could beneficially utilize, and if they can be incorporated into their maintenance programs.
It is apparent that nearly any use of a computer in the manufacturing
process can justifiably be designated as CAM. History shows that early
applications of CAM to manufacturing were as follows:
(1) Cost evaluation of design.
(2) Cost estimating of manufacture.
(3) Inventory control.
(4)

Production control.

(5) Quality control.
(6) Start at standardization.
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(7) Bill of materials.
(8) Master scheduling and planning.
(9) Order, release and control.
(10) Process and routing.
(11) Shop order release.
(12) Scheduling and dispatch.
(13) Production reporting.
(14) Capacity.
Subsequently, CAN has been widely extended in its applications and
gradually refined. CAM later included manufacturing processes that involved Numerically Controlled (NC) machining, followed by DNC and CIC.
One major extension of CAM relates to the CAM "system" (as distinguished from single CAN application) as a manufacturing system in Shich
the computer is used as an integral component. A hybrid example is the
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine which has a minicomputer as an
integral part of the total machine.
The depots, as with different entities, have manufacturing charters
that differ considerably. Following as a natural consequence, the meaning of CANl will also differ with different individuals as with their
various depots. What is required to provide a basis for a CAM system is
a general model stating as nearly as possible all of the functions involved. Such a model should be made all inclusive so that a viable
application for a particular depot will not be overlooked. The listing
of such functions can only be supplied after each depot has comitted itself to CAM and a careful assessment is made of feasible applications of
CM. As a point of information, a few depots are already active in the
use of CAM. The model for a CAM system should certainly include the following functions:
(1) Initial information.
(a) Design considerations and specifications.
(b) Availability of the same, or similar part, or drawing of
the part at a depot in DROCOM.
(c) Required completion date, quality, disposition of parts.
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(2) Manufacturing activities involved at a depot by these functions.
(a) Planning and Scheduling - make-or-buy decisions, material
requirements, special tooling, test equipments, manpower, etc.
(b) Manufacturing

-

machining, processing, assembly,

testing,

etc.
(c) Controlling -delivery, etc.

production, quality, costs, inventory,

(3) Administration
(a) Personnel policies.
(b) Finance.
(c) Management.
(d) Other rules and regulations.
There comes to mind other activities which could be included in the
above model of functions for a depot, however, the ones presented cover
the main functions involved in the depot maintenance process. Now, if
any depot uses computers, or computer technology for these functions in a
coordinated or unified sense, the result is truly a CM system. One can
find many examples where the computerization is partial, but the mbasis
or movement is towards total computer involvement. The fundamental ingredient for a CAM system is that it be organized to function as a part
of the system. The application of the computer or computer technolomy
cannot be haphaard, but should be so planned and coordinated that the
application is natural and easily accepted and executed. A following
section reviews a survey of CAN for the various depots.
A comparison, between the old conventional method of manufacturing
without the aid of the computer and with CA, is essential to show the
merits of CN. The major differences are in the way the commnication.is
handled and the information is processed. In a conventional system, information is disseminated verbally, or by notes and letters; the latter
method requires the slow process of handwriting the letters and scheduling a secretary for typing. Also, manual record keeping in a variety
of usually mysterious formats is employed where mest decisions resulting
therefrom are made after a long involved process of assembling and asalysing the data. Standardizing the procedures, though attempted, is compromised by the interpretation of the person handling the data. Mae advantaSeously, a CA system with the aid of computer hardware and software
assembles, organizes and analyse the data involved in the mnufactare of
a part. A computer program is carefully assebled and
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yields data based upon a standard or accepted procedure. The flow of information can be readily checked thus preventing expensive errors. Within the manufacturing constraints, routine decisions can be made automatically. Many departments are involved in the manufacturing process. CA
provides a focal point for rapid and accurate interfacing of the various
functions listed in the general model.
Nearly all the computer-oriented companies are actively engaged in
marketing various aspects of CAN or CAD. One company, for example, offers any manufacturing facility a comprehensive, real-time system for
controlling all phases of production, from the receiving dock through
final assembly. It provides current accurate data on product structures,
engineering changes, cost, material requirements, inventory status,
material movement, and capacity.
Using data entry directly through video display work stations at the
point of origin, this system monitors every phase of the manufacturing
process. Every time a part is pulled from stores - every time an order
is released from the shop - the system updates all affected records,
identifies component sources, and performs any other required inventory
analysis and material management operations. All reports-- whether from
engineering, the shop, managemsat, or production -- are served from the
same base of accurate, up-to-date information.
All data can be accessed on demand, as printed reports or on the
video display stations, which places information imediately at the hands
of authorized personnel.
There are a number of special offshoots of CAN such as Group Technology (CT) which deals with the similarity in the design and manufacture
of discrete parts. HICLASS is one such special program that utilizes a
coding system to reduce the need of new design of parts. A family-ofparts concept is the foundation for this system. There remains a
question of how these special techniques fit into CAN and the depot picture. In short, they are special forms of CAM. These and other variations of CAN are reviewed later.

2.

CAN STATUS OF DSCOM.

CAN is found to be interrelated with the use of numerically controlled machinery sad results in NC/CAM. Thus, computer technology is a
vital part of modern manufacturing methods. In a similar fashion there
is also DUC/CAN, or CAD/CAM.
Certainly NC/CAD/CE is a present reality,
however, the shorter acronym NC/CAM usually implies a total system cncept including design, manufacture and management through the use of com
puters. With this somewhat clarification of terms, an important part of
the study is a survey to determine the present status or extent of 3I/C15
in DISCOK. This was initiated first by a request by the DARO=
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Computer Aided Manufacturing Steering Group (1978) to identify CAN (or
more distinctly NC/CAM) facilities, equipment and software at each depot,
and address the following questions:
a. Describe the CAM facilities, equipment
stallation.

and software at your in-

b. Describe the additional unfunded CAM equipment and facilities
needed.
c. Describe recently completed local efforts which contributed to
CAM technology development.
d. Describe currently funded efforts locally sponsored which contribute to CAM technology development.
e. Describe additional unfupded CAM technology development efforts
that would benefit the comand, installation or activity.
f. Identify machine tools planned for next five years.
quantity, estimated costs, and planned year of acquisition.

Give typs,

A following breakdown dealing primarily with IC machinery was requested by the NC Study Group for the following:
a.
b.
unit.

Quantity of NC machines currently in use.
Identify each by manufacturer and model, include type of control

c.

Identify year each was acquired.

d.

Cost of each machine.

e.

Give quantity of machine tools presently in use and total value.

f,

Describe the state-of-the-art of CAM at your principle contractor.

The answers to the above questions on the EC/CAM status at the
various depots were successfully completed and indicates that by far the
bulk of the information collected dealt with the meber, kinds and coots
of VC machine tools at each location. The survey dealing with G is
premature at this stage for making statements for comprehasive DC/CM
systems for the dep6ts.
CM is just receiving the proper impetus ad advertisement to get potential applications uncovered.
In contrast, NC
machine tools have been around for a long time mad the depot users ae
far more familiar with their applications, whereas utilination of computers for aiding in the management and manufacturing process is
1-6
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essentially in a first-phase or introductory stage for the depots. This
assessment is strengthened by observing Pig. H-2, DESCOM Present and Projected NC and Conventional Machine Tool Requirements, which shows VC
machinery has definitely been included in different degrees in planning
and acquisition activities as compared to the minimal efforts on CAM.
Fig. H-3, Types of MC Machines in Present DESCOM Inventory, is a companion to Fig. H-2 and gives supplementary information on the types of VC
machines, e.g., lathes, drills, etc., in the present DISCOM inventory.
A more definitive breakdown of WC/CAM shows that within DESCOM there
are only seven depots that have NC Equipment (MC).
These include
Anniston Army Depot (ANA)(quantity of 3 NCR), Corpus Christi Arm Depot
(CCAD)(quantity of 9 MCE), Mainz Army Depot (NAD)(quntity of 3 NCR),
Sacramento Army Depot (SAAD)(quantity of 3 CE), Tobyhanna Army Depot
(TOAD)(quantity of 6 NCE), Tooele Army Depot (TIAD)(quantity of 5 NC),
Savanna Army Depot Activity (SADA)(quantity of 2 0CE). In total, there
are currently 31 pieces of NCE within DESCOM (valued at $3.3 million),
and only one interactive graphics design system located at CCAD.
The history of the studies on DC/CAM for the depots shows one such
study conducted by TEAD in 1966. A three-year implementation plan recommended the acquisition of four NCE. The first machine was received and
installed in November 1966, and the remaining three MCI were obtained in
1967. In 1968, a follow-on study to determine if continued modernization
of their 175 conventional machine tools was necessary. Recommended was a
vertical mill, an NC lathe, an MC 3-axis milling, drilling and boring
machine, and a 60-ton MC punch press. Due to unknown problems, the VC
lathe was not procured although it was justified in 1966, 1968 and other
years since. In 1977, another modernization study conducted by the US
Army Industrial Base Engineering Activity, Rock Island, IL recomended
the acquisition of an MC lathe, an MC horizontal 3-axis milling, drilling
end boring machine, and a 60-ton 2-axis MC punch press. This confirmed
the previous study recomendations. The HC lathe was subsequently acquired as excess from Lexington-Blue Grass Army Depot.
The next study was conducted at CCAD in 1968 and 1969, by the US Army
Production Equipment Agency (PRQA) which resulted in the acquisition of
an VC milling, drilling and boring machine, and two MC lathes. live additional VC machines have since been acquired.
In 1970, a Cordax
measurement and inspection machine was acquired which can be categorized
as a CAM activity. In 1971, the interactive graphics design system was
acquired which provided CCAD with a CAD capability.

-

NC/C*I studies have been conducted at SAD since 1969, but coutimous
delays have prevented the acquisition of any ICS until 1978, when an 11C
punch press was transferred from Lexington-Blue Grass Army Depot.
It,
however, was incomplete, necessitating almost a complete rebuild with assistance from the manufacturer.
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Relating to CAM activities, there are no computer time-sharing tarminals in any installation to date except for CCAD, therefore, very
little computer-assisted part programming has been established at the
depots. There arep however, three CNC machine tools in the system.
There was an NC programming terminal requested by TOAD for IT 76, but it
has not yet been approved or funded. SAAD requested in FY 78 an A/D
computer for programing of additional NC machines.
The information in Figs. U-2 and H-3 clearly presents the DUSCOK
status on NC machinery, whereas the CAN activities are not unified and
are limited to a few depots. The amber of VC machines is to increase
from 31 to 76 units by FY 83 as shown by Fig. E-2, Part 3, and with an
approximate reduction of 58 conventional machines. This trend is in the
right direction but should be increased.
To amplify on the potentials of CAM, the history of CAN for the Rock
Island Arsenal (RIA) of DARCON is recommended for review since it points
out possible directions that can be taken by DISCOL UIA installed its
first NC machine tool in 1958. In-house computer support cae in 196.
The same year the Arsenal Operations Directorate (ADD) installed em automatic CAM data system. Seventy-five terminals located in nine buildings
were used to transmit production and labor information to a Control Data
106A which generated production status and labor efficiency reports. The
same computer system did the Arsenal's cost accounting and customer billing. The major advantages were maintaining time schedules sad key punch
savings which resulted from the direct use of collected data.
In 19739 RIA initiated a program called Pilot Automated Shop Loading
and Control System (PASLACS) which has promise of improving the Production and Control (PIC) prograi.
A commercial software program was
installed on the local IBM 360-65 computer which increased the productivity of RIA's direct labor force. Cost and production lead times
were reduced for all of RIA's products. PASLAC8 involved material
requirement planning, capacity requirement planning, input/output control
and dispatching.
Additional CAN by RIA that would be beneficial but has not yet been
funded are:
a. CAM for developing labor standards -- productivity, work
scheduling, staffing requirements, etc.
b. Computer assisted process planning. (There is no present effort
in this area. A present program CAP deals with this subject and is discussed later.)
c.

CM for the selection of equipment

S
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a decision process.

d.

CAM for optimum process planning.

Involve material flow in

shops, operations, etc.
e.
3.

Adaptive control (see Intelligent Hardware Section).

SPECIAL CAM APPLICATIONS.

One special branch of CAM that is receiving rapid acclaim in industry
is Group Technology.
Group Technology is a manufacturing process or concept which raso8nixes that similarities occur in the design and manufacture of discrete
parts. The general tendency is to consider each mnufactured part as
being unique. A closer observation of the part population reveals many
comonalities, parts can be categorized into groups or families if the
fundamental designs are identified. CT programs are therefore designed
to replace the tedious and costly manual procedures of designing amd providing information for parts which have generally similar configuretions. CT accomplishes this with systematic interacting computerized
systems which have a data base on design and manufacturing on all previously configured parts.
All of the Services are very active in GT. The Navy is installing a
Manufacturing Data Systeas, Inc. (MDSI) code system at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory in Lousiville, Kentucky, and the Air Force has just completed
an in-depth study of the numerous domestic and foreign GT systems.
The United States Army Armament Research and Development Comand
(ARRADCON) has recently procured one of the available CT system called
MICLASS and implementation is now in progress. The contract for this
proprietory system provides that the system, including the software, will
be made available to all departments of the Army installations at so cost
except for trainil.
A symposium was held by ARRADCOM in 1978 to bring together leaders in
CAM and CAD at the Army Depots and SUBCONS to explore the cost effectiveness of the HICLABS GT system. A tour was made of the Otis Ingineering
Company, Carrolton, V where MICLASS has bo
successfully introdueed into the manufacture of machine parts for the oil drilling industry.
Some of the highlights of NICIASS are reviewed so as to supply basic
information for its possible use bf the depots.

a. HICLASS can do the following:
(1)

Serve both design and manufacturing mods.
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(2)
Make it easier to retrieve drawingset cut design duplication
down to an absolute minim.
(3) Standardize drawings and material uses.
(4) Increase efficiency of CAM.
(5) Generate process plans, information on manufacturing setup#, machine tool selection, jigs and fixtures.
(6)
Give management the information to optimize product mix$
analyze manufacturing operations and machine tooling investments, and
layout machine shops in more cost effective ways.
b. MICLASS is a computer program not requiring special skills for
your own computer to do the following:
(1) Classify parts by their engineering and manufacturing
characteristics.
(2)

Establish a data base for design and manufacturing infor-

mation.
(3) Establish retrieval programs for drawings, route sheets,
manufacturing instructions, etc.
(4) Analyze programs which are used for design standardization
optimization of machine tool use and manufacturing routines.
MICLASS works conversationally.
The computer asks questions and the
user types in the answers.
Everything is in simple English so that the
system can be used by anyone in the depot.
The implementation of HICLASS is done by two studies by the outside
vendor: (1) to determine whether or not MICLASS would benefit the depot
and (2) to identify specific areas where it c n be used to maxim advantage. lull-scale implementation involves the training of depot permael
in coding and analysis, the classification of parts, the creation of cempany analysis files, and training in the analysis procedures which lead
to design standardization, standardization process plans, and the installation of a Computer-Aided Process Planning (CUP) system.
Another special CAM system, CA-I Automated Process Planning Systems
(also a CAPP system) is being announced as a new concept in maufacturing
and closely resembles RA's PASLACS program. Againp a review of the
fundamentals of this system provides inputs to present and future OAK
programs by DESCOK.
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CAPP is 4 prototype Computer program developed to assist those individuals and organization@ whose responsibility is to produce mnowfacturing process plans for the formation of parts. There are four basic
purposes for the development of a CAPP system:
1. To allow examination of the feasibility and utility of computerassisted process planning. (This enables the user to determine the benefits to be derived and program enhancement possibilities.)
2.
To provide a base for future applications.
(Comeon external interfaces can be defined, information and data structures normalized, and
mau/computer interaction evaluated.)
3. To direct the immediate needs of process planning across broad
lines, e.g., between the depots.
(This would include the centralisation
of master planning, source data, maintaining currency and integrity of
plans, the reduction of manual clerical staff, end skill improvement for
process planning.)
4. To provide a common manufacturing base for process planning.
(Process planning is the heart of information for manufacturing.
Strengthening the mnufacturing process planning function would help in
bridging the gap between engineering and fabrication information sources.)
CAPP provides the means of reducing the individual skill and experience necessary for a process planner to function productively. It is a
way for standardizing and optimizing production methods by removing
vacilliating decisions found with individuals.
CAPP provides storing master sources of previous plani in on-line
computer storagegthereby eliminating the filing of numerous hard copy
masters.
CAPP should have a major impact on all manufacturing organizations.
The standardization alone is expected to reduce the cost of manufacturing
as such as 20-30Z without a change in current resources and fuuding.
Out "of the accelerating nusber of applications of CAN, me more is
worthy of notation, since it involves the merging field of robotics.
(See Section 8 on Robotics.) Nest of the technology required to employ
industrial robots in CAK and CAD already exists.
General Notors has been using a system called SI=T which is a eeing
computer. Looking through electronic cameras, computer progren somes,
interpret, and analyze visual scenes.
They can inspect partsp serve as
robot "eyes," and can reliably perform difficult aemsly live tadks
while sbrugging off hasardous environments.
I -I
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SIGT 11, a GT system, is now in developmental stages. This system
viii analyse parts, compute its geometric propertiesp form a odel, and
It then finds similar parts by matching
comit the model to memory.
their characteristics with those of the stored model.
4.

CAN AND COMPUTS.

Computers are the center of all CAM programs. Nearly all depots have
a large-scale computer of some kind, such as the I=K 360, and certainly a
unber of minicomputers of the PDP-i variety. The introduction of CAM
into a depot mission would certainly require an inventory of the cemputers available, and whether or not they have timr available on a
time-sharing basis for the inclusion of CAM or derivatives such as
NICLASS, CAP, or other GT type programs. A limited amount of infotustion was collected by this study on the various computers at the depots,
their dedication to inventory, cost accounting, personnel data, IC, CAM,
and other programs.
Since the acquisition of such computer information
was not part of the MC Study objectives, these data are, at best,
limited. If CAM is to become a viable part of a "readiness" goal, a concerted effort will need to be made in the compilation and analysis of
such computer data and how they can be phased into CAM progrm for the
depots.
Some of the problems that will have to be addressed in the integration of computers into the manufacturing process area interface,
software integration, software maintenance, and data base maintenance.
Of course, the smaller the manufacturing facility, the less serious will
be these problems, however, large integrated system such as being developed by the Air Force (ICAM) will be the first to recognize their full
magnitude. The use of standards on software and comnications interfaces appears to be a viable way of integrating CAM systems with a minimum of conflict and future complications.

5.

CAD.

Computer Aided Design (CAD) was earlier defined as applying the
powerful techniques of computer technology to the design of parts,
asseablies or systems.
in many application areas CAD and CAN are closely
related since the computer jointly aids both the design and the mewfacture of a machine part.
CAD, as it is known today, is primarily, but not necessarily, the integration of a computer end a TV-type viewing screen, or CRT monitor.
For the design of parts, a typewriter keyboard is available to the user
(engineer, manager, scheduler, etc.) whereby essentially a conversational
procedure is established between the user and the computer. This procedure is properly labeled Interactive Graphics. The computer progam is
quite extensive providing the designer with a wide selection of
1-12
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instructions in the design of parts. CAD involves the use of so-called
intelligent hardware, thus, the applications of interactive graphics Were
thoroughly covered in Section C. Some aspects of interactive graphics
are now reiterated along with additional information to round out the
picture.
The user can design a simple or complex three-dimensional part and
observe each separate line, circle or arc on the monitor as it would
evolve on a drawing board with the aid of manual drafting tools. The design can easily be modified in process, furthermore, the designer is
motivated and aided by questions and appropriate answers posed by the
computer.
Consequently, parts can be designed from conception to a total
design by the interactive graphics system.
Consider further that the interactive graphics system provides complete English/metric dimensions, standard drawing views, isometric views,
and exploded views all almost instantly and automatically. At any time
in the process of designing a part, an Sh x 11-in, hard copy can be mode
in a few minutes for future reference. After the part is designed, an
attached plotter can generate any sise standard print (A to Z sizes or
larger) to full military specifications.
Even more importantly, the computer, interactively with the designer,
generates an optimal cutter path for the selected machine to cut the
part. Finally, with the appropriate postprocessor program for the NC
machine to be used, a cutter tape is generated with a single entry on the
keyboard. Computer automated graphics, whether applied to the design or
production function, is a proven indispensable aid to the major operating departments in modern installations. CAD is thus an integration of
applied mathematics, computer science and proven console procedures with
a three-dimensional graphics system.
CAD offers improvements in quality, lead time, and costs. These are
the goals when a department considers implementation of such a system.
Opportunities exist in every depot to simplify and improve graphics and
automation.
Automation of the following jobs has been successfully applied with interactive graphics:
a. Drafting.
b.

Design.

c. Engineering documentation -(linear, logarithmic, etc.), maps.
d.

Structural analysis.

e.

Packaging analysis.

bar and pie charts, data plots
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f. Modeling solids.
g.

Integrated building design.

h.

Decision processes.

Computer graphics technology is finding increasing application in a
variety of fields. It was found in the survey that many CAD systems are
in use today, ranging from relatively simple inexpensive ones to highly
complex expensive installations. It is important to note, the prices of
all are dropping dramatically while their capabilities are becoming more
sophisticated, with their impact on the design amd manufacturing entities
increasingly evident. Costs were covered partly in the section, IntelliSent Hardware.
The aircraft companies are rapidly obsoleting their drafting departments and installing multiply-connected interactive graphics systems.
The reason is evident. Consider a case, for example, where a draftsman
requires 50 hours to produce a finished drawing of a complex part working
from a rough sketch. With the same sketch and with an automated system,
the finished drawing took only two hours.
Such savings cannot be ignored. Even a smaller operation, a two-terminal Interactive Design System (IDS) will provide cost-effective stand-alone design and drafting
capability for a depot for entire engineering design and documantation
requirements. Even in a depot with a very limited, or no, design activity, charts, plans, etc. are a vital part of the total mission requirement, thus justifying the acquisition of an IDS.
What are some of the other important particulars of an IDB that would
be valuable for a depot consideration and acceptance?
a. An IDS is a software-oriented system incorporating a Central Processing Unit (CPU) with minicomputer and random access disk memory providing both data management processing capability for a number of minicomputer-controlled graphics terminals.
b. A terminal is a user/computer interface and is of the "intelligent" type. The computer performs an intelligence function from proper
commnds keyed in by the designer.
c.
A large number of terminal configurations are offered by the vendors of graphics systems - starter to multiple arrangements.
d. Time-shared multiple terminals are available where imnag~ue
to
production and engineering can concurrently design, edit, plot, sad make
changes with no system degradation.
a.

Software packages are flexible and expandable to fit

every need.
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f.
Libraries of standard drawing entries can be produced on the
final drawing by simple pushbutton entries - section nomenclature,
transistor figures, standard symbols, etc.
g. Most importantly, within a few weeks users can be trained to
operate the system for simple designs such as usually constitute the bulk
of the work.
The research in the area of CAD shows quite conclusively that this
technology is being rapidly acquired by large companies whose product
Even smaller organilines require continual generation of new designs.
xpectations are rising
zations are having success with a move to CAD.
with the usually cheaper, certainly more powerful, computer and software
Developments are: (1) to turnkey CAD/CAl systems with a minichanges.
computer-based drafting/designing feature and with a stand-alone
capability, and (2) to large-scale engineering systems run by remote terminals from the large main frame computer with the ability to support design drafting and heavy computations.
There is no question that computers will continue to become increasingly more of a part of the manufacturing process of operation.
There is a natural hesitancy to introduce new technology such as CAD unless its cost-effectiveness is imediate and crystal clear. lowever,
where early installations of low cost minimal starter CAD systems were
made extensive expansions rapidly followed. The benefits of CAD soon became familiar to all and the problems of user education acceptance easily
resolved.
6.

ECONMICS.

Are the changes-in manufacturing production methods justified in
terms of the accrued economic benefits commonly expressed as Return On
Investment (RO)? This is the answer most sought and important to any
The advantages of CAM, CAD and GT are usually reported or
operation.
pwblished in general terms, such as a certain percentage reduction in
production tins or work in process. While these factors do affect manufacturing costs, it is imperative to determine their effects on the Rl.

.,.

The search for case histories showing validated cost savings for
Costs
Se
technologies reveals that such data are almost nomexistent.
ae related date of this nature are often considered to be highly proprietary# making such information almost impossible to obtain. Conwersely, the substantiation of the cost savings derived using RC machine
tools where the proper work-mnix between NC and conventional machine tools
Even so, the use of PC machines
has been determined is well documented.
is still
limited to a small percent of the total mnufacturers in this
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What then is the answer to getting data on economics? The cost
-aving indicators, such as design and drafing time reductions, shorter
turn-around times, etc., are so strong that cost reduction is to be expected. Concerted effort of large manufacturing companies in implementing total CAD/CAN systems is in itself an affirmation of their cost
effectiveness.
Abstracts from a hypothetical study found in literature, somewhat
parallel in parts to this study, illustrate the potential economic benefits of the successful application of CAD/CAM systems. A comparison was
made between conventional manufacturing techniques and the others using
the new technologies of CAD/CAN, with both producing the sm output.
Based on four major categories, capital costs, reproduction costs,
operating costs and material costs, a reduction of about 40Z could be
achieved.
A visit to the Otis Manufacturing Company, Carrolton, TX, by members
of the NC/CAM Study Group, was made to learn of the implementation of
group technology (MICLASS) to their manufacture of oil well equipments.
Nearly all of their manufacturing problems were due to the queuing .
requirements of machine parts. Though no concrete figures were given,
management has expectations that GT will definitely improve their 201.
It is usually estimated that it takes about three years to establish 10I
figures for any new major manufacturing procedure. Even though their
installation of GT is fairly recent, their early cost reduction
predictions are highly significant.
The reasons for expecting a successful cost reduction using KICLASS
are instructive and worth noting. First, the system has been devised by
people with extensive practical machine shop experience. Their system
designers know what actually happens on the shop floor and do not rely on
academic theory. Second, computers are used to digest and analyze deta
quickly. With the HICLASS coding system, the computer can find similarities in operations and design. The resulting grouping of parts into
families reduces the waiting time and setup time, resulting in potential
savings of as much as 25Z. In addition to reducing throughput times and
increasing the efficiency of machine tool use, KICLASS leads to obvious
other savings, such as machine tool purchases, work-in-process inventory
and finished parts inventory.
The benefits of r a NICLASS system accrue with time. Design
retrieval benefits have been iimediate, whereas other benefits are expected to take six to twelve months. The end results predicted are remarkable increases in efficiency and significant savings.
Statements have been made that the next industrial revolution will be
based upon CAD/CAN. It has already started. Every prediction states
3-16
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that savings ranging from 10 to 40Z in the manufacture of parts me poesible. Clearly, such savings can only lead to an increase on 301.
7.

INVECfORY HIGHLIGHTS.
The Army inventory of industrial plant equipments (IPK) consists of

113,332 item with an acquisition cost of 1.325 billion dollars, and applies only to six types of IPI; metal cutting, welding, metal forming,
heat teating and furnaces, electrical testing and measuring, and mechanical testing and measuring equipment.
These data are contained in a 1976
vintage study of Army IPE by the US Army Industrial Base Engineering
Activity, Rhode Island.
Of particular significance is the number of NC machines of this IPl
inventory for the following metal working classes: boring, drilling,
lathes, milling, machine centers, punching, grinding and forging. The
Army inventory is shown in Fig. H-4. This figure was modified to show
the VC machines existing in DESCOM at the present time as shown by Fig.
a-3.
The Army NC Machine Inventory consists of 360 items with an acquisition cost of approximately 54 million dollars and represents a significant contribution to the production capacity.
Figure 1-4 show some important facts. These are: (1)
The 31 VC
units in DISCOM are about 9 percent of the total in DhZCON.
(2) The NC
machines in DISOOM are all active as compared with DRSCOM with 89 percent
active and 11 percent inactive (5 percent intermittent use, 6 percent in
plant equipment packages).
What is important from these facts is that DESCOM has been slow in
acquiring necessary VC machines, that their NC machines are all active
and that the percentage of NC machines in DESCOK is low compared with the
total in DARCOK.
The need for VC machines in DESCOM is expected to increase much more
rapidly since the complexity of parts is increasing due to the advanced
technology being applied to Army equipments and to corresponding maintenance requirements by DISCOM (radars, solid-state units, optical systems,
etc.), thus making NC machines essential and more cost effective.
The history of NC machines in DISCOS shows that their introduction
and application has met with inertia and funding obstacles even though
the requests were made along with justifiable cost analyses.
From the slow acquisition and introduction of NC machines into the
depot, it clearly indicates that the advances of NC technology have not
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been fully exploited in improving depot operations. By staying with
conventional machines, depot parts manufacturing is lock-stepped to
old-fashioned established procedures, some of which are outmoded. The
work-mix analysis clearly points to the need of more IC machines for the
depots and the retirement of conventional types.
The facts clearly show that the application of NC is not progressing
fast enough in DISOOK to promote and further a necessary mode of operation. Without added impetus, this technology show no promise of becoming a major cost effective production influence in its biggest area of
potential application -- small- and middle-sized machining operations.

S. RsoMcs.
Robotics is a new IC/CAM technology that is blossoming with mnmy possibilities and applications that are too numerous to cover herein; consequently, only those pertinent to the study are reviewed.
Robot development for industrial applications appeared around 1960.
This was due to major advances in computer technology and the surge of
computer applications. lowever, industrial-type robots experienced
limited applications until around 1975.
There are several thousand industrial robots in use in the United
States, covering a wide range of assemblies, configurations and capabilities from simple parts placement or removal of devices to computer
progrned point-to-point or continuous-path operating units. These many
new applications were developed and based upon the expectation of subThe ensuing increase in the nmber of robots
stantial financial rewards.
is partially due to the 200-3001 increase in labor costs over the past 10
years as compared to only a 501 increase in robot costs; hoever, their
increase in use is primarily due to their versatility, capability, relihere the applications have been careability, and cost-effectiveness*
fully selected and analyzed on a return-on-investment basis, the robots
have proven to be highly cost-effective.
A robot design is a failure, however, unless it is adaptable to a
broad range of jobs. This promotes large series production lhich is
necessary to reduce the heavy DAD costs.
One of the biggest growth areas in industry today for industrial
robots is that of automatic machine loading. This is true tor all types
of machine equipments, whether a tiansfer machine, an IC machine tool, or
a conventional machine.
The growth pattern is one of increased use and the trend is upward.
Applications are expected to increase dramatically as robot capabilities
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are continually improved through the continuing rapid advances in computer technology. Robots are being developed that are capable of making
decisions. By including electronic imaging devices, the robot essentially has been given eyes. The imaging device tied to a computer provides a
powerful tool which has been given a degree of artifical intelligence for
making simple decisions.
The range of applications and future developments possible with
robots is intriguing and challenges companies to look for new uses; however, prospective users used to carefully evaluate each application for
cost-effectiveness since maintenance costs are known to be exceptionally
high.
a. Types and Avolications. The introduction of the industrial
robots for use in all of DRCON requires a review of the various types
and their potential applications. The application of industrial robots
in DISCOW is quite limited. So far, it has only been applied to the disarming of amunition at A0, Tooele.
Industrial robots usually consist of several major components; manipulators, controllers, and power sources. Robot configurations function
in a nueber of coordinate systemst rectangular, cylindrical, spherical
or a combination thereof. The robot systems are nonservo or servocontrol and need to be interfaced with other equipments and computers.
The servo-control class of robots are further separated into point-topoint end continuous-path devices.
The nonservo robots are referred to as end-points bang-bang, pick-andplace, or limited sequence. The manipulator members of nonserva robots
move until the stops are reached, and there are usually two positions per
axis . A sequencer provides for the many motions in a program. The sequence program can be modified by integrated sensors such as imagrs,
accelerometers, etc. These robots are fairly high-speed with good
repeatability (within 0.01 in.). In addition, their cost is relatively
low; they are simple to program and Omeratel the maintenance is low; and
the reliability is high.
Servo-controlled robots have major atvantaoes
(1) the manipulator
members move anywhere within the limits of their travel, (2) velocity and
acceleration can be controlled, (3) cotimnemos and paiat-to-point travels
are possible, and (4) accuracy can be varied by adjusting the feedback.
Smooth motions are characteristic of servo system mad positioning amd
accuracy repeatability are 0.06 in. Serve-controlled robots, becomes of
their complexity, are more expansive and tend to be les reliable.
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Another major area deals with interfacing the robot. The robot met
receive early infomation on the operation it is to perform. After executing the operation, the robot melt feed back information to the controller or computer to start a now cycle. Bach robot application usually
Senerates a new interfacing problem. The user is soon educated to the
fact that a robot is a cross between a computer and a form of action arm
tied to the machine.
The highly developed robots of today are a blessing to an since he
does not no work directly with toxic materials or on hot, demoralizing
and dangerous jobs.
In a survey of applications of industrial robots one fact is clear,
they will continue to fill hazardous jobs which are deaogerous to himne
health or contain unacceptable working conditions. Spraying, plating,
sand blasting, and similar operations fall into the health haard cateManually fed presses and
gory and become prime candidates for robotics.
cutting tools, the handling of explosives and toxic materials, ad the
control of radioactive substances all fall into this category. The ceocensus of the IC/CAh Study Group is that industrial robots in this
category could be utilised by DRSCO for the folloving: em ities
de-illing, painting, plating, shop peening, and sand blasting. Tbee
high-hazard and toxic gseeous fe
areas are excellent candidates for
robotics. Prthermore, it ws learned by an UC Study Group attendee of
the Automated Process Control, Monitoring and Industrial Robots
Conference, February 1979, Ogden, Utah, that such applications ae hghly
economic with a 50-60Z reduction in manhours.
Other jobs robots can do are numbered in expected order of inpeeme
for DISCWOI
(1) Machine Tool Operation: Load, unload, part transfer,
palletiuing, machine center assistance, etc.
(2)

Materiel Transfer:

Maintenance asseably, inventory,

palletitinS, loading/unloading, etc.
(3) Welding:

Automatic spot, press, and are welding.

(4) Stamping Presses:

Automatic load/unload, and parts

transfer.
Every operation in a depot is a candidate for robotics as sep*aWto
from automation or mechanization.

b.

Observations.

There are a smber of valid arguments for DROKN to pursue the application of roboticss
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a. There is a need for minimizing hazardous jobs.
b. With the rising cost of labor, robots become correspondingly mre
economical.
c.

Most of the technology for developing robotics now exists in

MICAD/CAN.
d. Robots are tireless and are not tied to a time clock.
One pitfall in the use of robotics is a requirement for scare,
highly-skilled, and expensive maintenance personnel.
For those companies successfully using industrial robotics, their advice is not to be afraid to use then. With our background in IC/CAN, it
is a simple step to install and operate a robot for a specific application on a profitable basis. There is a strong compulsion of humans to
use humans for industry. This inhibition must be overcome before robotics will come into its own. The time is here to study further applications of robotics for DESCON, and a decision to do so should not be
biased by conjecture.

9.

SUNNAY AND CONCLUSIONS.

There are numerous examples of successful applications of CAN in industry and a relatively few for the Army. These were reviewed for this
study. The structures of companies and their manufacturing policies and
purposes differ considerably from those of the individual depots in
DISCOM. Therefore, there were not many one-to-one correspondences in applications and especially in operations in CAr for companies as compared
to the depots. Consequently, to clearly identify those CAN applications
in industry, and certainly in all the Services, which would benefit
DESCOM, research and evaluation studies such as for this NC/CAN Report is
required and certainly recomended.
The special derivatives of CAN such as Group Technology (CT) and
CBI-l, Automated Process Planning (CAPP), etc., are just a part of CAM
and uat be individually reviewed to identify their applications for
DISCOO.
Also, a survey is necessary of the various types of computers presently in operation at all depots, their applications end utilization.
What are the computer needs and programs of the depots currently, and in
the future, as they relate to CAN? Unless CAN applications are knoND to
management, progress to utilize their benefits will take a long tims.
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Out of the study of CAD, two strong reco mendations can be unequivocably ades (1) for any depot with no CAD capability, a starter eyete, even uinimalp would be invaluable in readying a depot for capitalising on the bemefits of present day computer technology and its increased
benefits predicted for the future, and (2) depots already having a CAD
capability should conduct a survey to determine how to expand CAD to
other activities such as are already experiencing success in industry.
The economics of NC, CAM, and CAD cannot be assessed overnight and
will require a compilation of data from all the depots on a systematic
basis.
Row such data can be gatheredg analyzed, tabulated and distributed has no simple answer.
The work-mix computer program is a stop in
the right direction and needs to be expanded to include CAD and CAN.
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